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PREFAC 

In 1976 1 paid several visits to the Qur'an Exhibition in the 

British Library organised by Dr Martin Lingo and Mr Yasin Safadi. 

Prior to that year my interests in Islamic manuscripts had cent- 

ered on illustrated ones, but in 1976 I began to develop a much 

greater interest in Qur'anic illumination and calligraphy. As the 

result of a number of conversations with Martin Lings I decided 

to make the development of illumination and calligraphy in Mamluke 

Qur'ans the subject of this doctoral thesis. One of the main reasons 

for this , apart from the obvious importance of fourteenth century 

Mamluko Qur'ans was the large number of Mamluke Qur'ans to which I 

had access at the Chester Beatty Library. 

Idy concern has been almost entirely with technical development 

up to and including the period of Sultan S hacbän , 1363 - 76.1 

have not dealt with subject of binding since so few Mamluke Qur'ans 

have their original covers. 

Between 1977 and 1992 the pursuit of this research has taken me 

to many countries in the Middle East , as well as Europe and the 

United states. Colleagues , too numerous to mention , hive without 

exception given me all possible help. To them all I express my 

deepest thanks. 

This research wes,, made Vinanci Illy possible by a number of grants 

from the following institutions in Ireland and the United Kinirlom: 



The Chester 3eatty Library, Dublin; The National University of 

Ireland ( University College, Dublin); The University of Durham. 

I would like to thank Dr Ralph Austin of the School of Oriental 

Studies, University of Durham for his help with this thesis in num- 

erous areas , Dr Patrick Henchy of the Chester Beatty Library for 

enabling me to be released from my normal duties on several occ- 

asions and the examiners of the completed work for agreeing 

to read it. 

Above all I would like to think my wife , Verna, for all her 

assistance and help over the past several years. No one knows 

more than she how much time and effort has gone into collecting 

and assemnling this information. 0 

David James. 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to trace the development of Qur'anic 

illumination and calligraphy under the Mamlukes from the earliest 

known Qur'an of 1304 down to and including the reign of Sultan Al- 

Ach±äf ' Shacban , 1363-1376.. when the finest manuscripts of the 

period were made. As this phenomenon needs to be set in context 

vis-a-vis not only what was happening in Egypt prior to 1363 , but 

also developments in Iraq and Iran whose manuscripts are believed. 

to have had a major influence , those areas are also examined in dot- 

ail. 

The initial introduction surveys the development of the Qur'an 

as a work of art doom to the beginning of the 1"Iamluke period', to 

place 11amluke 9 Iranian and Iraqi manuscripts in proper historical 

perspective. Existing literature is surveyed and a statemnt of 

problems facing the student presented. 

Chapter One deals with Cairo up to 1330. Most of the manuscripts 

examined are the work of a team of craftsmen of whom we first become 

aware as the producers of the Qur'an of Baybars al-Jäshankir in the 

British Library I which in many ways may be regarded as the key 

manuscript of the period. The careers of the calligrapher Ibn al- 

Wahid and the illuminators are studied on the basis of: i) their 

known works; ii) works attributable to them : iii) historical 

sources. 

The Second and Third Chapters examine what was happening in Iracf 

and Iran from 1300 to 1316 and study in detail the four great 

0.00 
Qur'anic masterpieces of the century : three made for 0ljaytu 

in Baghdad : Mosul and Hamadan ' and one probixbly co=issioned 
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1y his predecessor, Gb zän. The careers of the calligraphers 

and illuminators involved in these Qur'ans is surveyed here 

and in all subsequent chapters on the basis of i, ii and iii 

in the previous chapter. At the and of Chapter Two relations 

between Cairo and Iraq during the early years of the century 

are studied and evidence produced to show that painters fam- 

iliar with developments in Baghdad were in Egypt several 

decades before the appearance of the Hamadan Qur'an ' to which 

such importance is usually attatched. 

Chapter Three treats Iran and deals with the problem of the 

Hamadan Qurtan I relating it to contemporary manuscripts made 

for Oljaytu I explaining how it came to Cairo , amd examining 

what effect it had there. In the same chapter another closely 

connected fragment is studied : the only surviving . duz! from 

a Qur'an made for Rashid al-Din I probably at the Rabc-i Rashidi. 

Chapter Four traces developments in Egypt and Syria from 1320 

to 1356 and concentrates am two different categories of manuscript. 

First those copied and we believe illuminated by Ahriacl al-I-Iutatabbib 

in Cairo around 1330. The location is given in several colophons. 

These manuscripts demonstrate the decline of the Sandal tradition 

in Cairo, (he being the master illuminator of the Baybars Qurºan). 

This can be contracted with the situation in Damscus where, we 

believe, an important Qurºan was copied and illuminated at the 

end of the fourth decade. In previous chapters we have tried to 

assemble information on Syrian calligraphers and artists prior 

to 1340 º though this is difficult due to the absence of manus- 

cripts of unquestionable Syrian provenance. In the same chapter 

two problem Qur, ans by calligraphers of-the school of Yaq t are 
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dealt with. One was apparently copied in Cairo in 1344 , while 

the other was certainly there in 1356. We believe that it can 

be shown that the first is genuine and adds a new fact to the 

sparse biography of the calligrapher , Mubaralc=Shäh al-Suyufý.. 

In Chapter Five Iran and Iraq during roughly the sane period 

are studied. Four major series of manuscripts are examined to 

show what was happening in those areas. Perhaps tha most imp- 

oxtant is that made by Yahya al-Süfi in Shiraz in 1344-5 which 

contains full , and virtually complete, documentation. We also 

deal with another 'problem' group : manuscripts with Turkic 

inter-linear translations. These we attempt to show all date 

from the fourteenth cxntury 0 though whether of Anatolian 

Azerbayjani 0 or perhap3 Central Asian origin., is unclear. 

Chapters Six and Seven examine the Qur'ans of Sultan Sha°bän 

" his mother Ichwand Barakah and several of his arairs. These 

can de divided into three group;,. I consists of minor works. 

II comprises several closely related manuscripts rightly re - 

arded as a 'classic' Maml. uke type. The calligraphy and especially 

the illumination of this group is studied in detail to show that 

its origins ( the illumination at least ) lie-, in earlier Main-. 

luke work. Group III is entirely different. It consists of those 

manuscripts illuminated by Ibrahim al-Amidi. This outstanding 

painter is the illuminator of Cairo National Library M. 10 : 

a fact we know from his own colophon. However, so unique and 

distinct is his style that it is possible to attribute a number 

of Qur'ans to his hand. An attempt to define exactly the nature 

of his style is made and traced through several manuscripts. We 

believe that it can be shown that the painter was trained in 
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in Iraq and Western Iran , where he worked for R time beforr3 coif; 

to Cairo in the thirteen-sixties. The illumination produced by him 

marks tho culmination of the Iranian/Iraqi tradition in Cairo : one 

which makes its appearance in the earliest Ma, mluke Qarlan of 

Baybars al-Sash3. nkir. 

All the inscriptions found in these manuscripts have been fully 

translated. The originals 9 Figs 1-31 are located in an appendix 

at the end along with such important biographical information as 

we have been able to uncover in printed and manuscript eoarces. The 

thesis is accompanied by a portfolio of photographs to illustrate all 

t 

points made. 
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0 
Introduction. 

i) Qur'anic illumination and calligraphy to 1250; 
_a) 

Yufic Qur'ans 

There can be few museums and libraries with Islamic collections that do 

not have at least some pages from a kufic Qpr'an. Kufic Qur'an script 

of the 9th and 10th centuries is perhaps the most easily identifiable 

of all the numerous forms of Arabic script and is certainly the most 

majestic. 

Detailed studies of the 0 velopment of kufic have been made, especially 
123 

of the early typed, by Anbot, Karabacek, Jeffery and other scholars 

during the firnt half of his century. Despite this, the field of laific 

Qur'ans remains for many scholars a rather hazy area where facts are 

thin on the ground, but nevertheless have given rise to long complex and 

often heated arguments. 

The basic problem is that kufic Qur'ans, unlike other manuscripts, are 

never dated, and are always unsigned - apart from those with spurious 

attributions to CTthmän 
- usually complete with bloodstains - and`Ali. 

Nor do any bear dates. Occasionally we are fortunate in having manu- 

scripts with waqf inscriptions that are probably correctly assumed to be 

contemporary, though we can not be certain that this is always the case. 

Furthermore, the changes occurring in kufic Qur'ans are slight at first 

glance, even though the manuscripts were produced over several centuries. 

The position, then, is that we have a large quantity of fragmentary 

Qur'ans (there are no complete ones), all undated, almost none of which 

we can attribute positively to any specific area between Spain and Central 

Asia. 

At this point let us look quickly at the manuscripts - kufic is often 

used as generic term to cover at least six different though related 
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types. The earliest identifiable types is mekkan. This differs from 

kufic in the known examples only insofar as the alif inclines slightly 

to the right. Initially there were other differences but these dis- 

appeared so that kufic proper and mekkan were written in virtually the 

same way. Mekkan Qur'ans, unlike kufic ones, have a vertical rather 

than horizontal format. 

Two other early types which have been positively identified are mä'il, 
45 

pointed out by Karabacek, and mashQ, identified by Nabia Abbot. Mail 

looks very primitive with tall blunt-ended vertical letters, usually - 
6 

though not always - 'ma'il, ' that is to say 'inclining' to the right. 

All surviving copies are on manuscripts of vertical format. In mashg 

Qur'ans the script is usually drawnout or extended horizontally. This 

technique is used in later kufic manuscripts, though these are to be 

distinguished from true mashy. Whereas mekkan and mail are Hijazi 

scripts, though they may well have been used in Kufah, mashg arose in 

southern Iraq. Like the Hijazi scripts, however, the earliest examples 
7 

appear in vertical format, not the horizontal one. 

Kufic proper in fact consists of many variants, but its outstanding 

characteristics are a bold, majestic precision, in which the letter alif 

inclines sharply to right in its lower part. These manuscripts, which 

date from the ninth to eleventh centuries, are always in horizontal 

format. 

The two remaining types are Western kufic, of which there appear to be 

two distinct categories, one resembling ordinary kufic, the other Eastern 

kufic, but both characterised by deep curves below the line of script. 

Finally there is Eastern kufic which is readily recognisable by its 

upward vertical strokes sweeping obliquely to the right, its similarity 
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to mash and its use of the 'modern' system of vocalisation. 

The only dated specimens occur among the three latter groups, there 

are no mekkan, mä'il or mashg manuscripts with contemporary waqf 

inscriptions. Dated wagfiyyahs are so rare that it will be worth 

mentioning them at this point. The earliest Qur'an with a dated wa f 

inscription is one divided between the National Library, Cairo, and 
8 

Cambridge University. This bears the date 866. The next three are 
9. 

also in Cairo, dated 880,883 and 884. According to the late D. S. 

Rice these three Qur'ans are dated 90910 one in Topkapi 
i'one 

in the 

National Museum Damascus and one in the Chester Beatty 
12 

However, the 

latter - which can only be the one Rice referred to, is dated 911 and 

we have not been able to establish whether all bear this date - in which 

case they are probably part of the same manuscript, endowed to the Great 

Mosque of Damascus in 911. or whether the other two are dated 909 and 

therefore part, or parts of separate Qur'ans. From the first half of 

the 10th century we have a small number of manuscripts divided among the 
13 

libraries of Paris Istanbul and Cairo, dated 912,919,920,948 and 950. 

Also in the 10th century we have the first appearance of Qur'ans in 

Eastern kufic script. The earliest is dated 905 and is in the Chester 

Beatty Library. The Library has other important ezamples, possessing 

both the earliest example of true Eastern kufic, in a copy of the 

14 15 
Mawafig of Niffari dated 955, and the first example of a Qur'an in this 

script. This is one part of a four volume Qur'an, dated 972, another 

part of which is in Istanbul. This incidentally is the earliest known 

Qur'an on paper as opposed to parchment. 

There are a number of dated eastern kufic Qur'ana from the 12th and 

13th centuries. The last krown, manuscript in Eastern kufic script is 
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16 
one in the Mashhad Shrine Library, which bears the date 1223'. 

As far as Western kufic Qur'ans are concerned, there is only one dated 

example. This is the manuscript commissioned by the old nurse of the 

c 17 
Zirid monarch al-Mu, izz in 1020 

Despite their antiquity and rarity the mail Qur'ans are gnerally in 

excellent condition. We know of at least four copies, the most famous 

being that in the British Library. 8 
This has the classic features of 

ma'i1 though not the alif bending to the right which is supposed to be 

a feature. Karabacek who identified mail points out the similarity 

between the British Library manuscript and one reproduced in Moritz 
19 20 (No. 44). 'This in turn is virtually identical to Ma 1615 in the Chester 

Beatty Library. There is also an interesting series of at least three 

other rnä'il Qur'ans which were re-used by Christian scribes as palimpsest1 

These manuscripts like all, the other groups are not one single entity, 

but have quite considerable divergences. Nevertheless all can be 

attributed to the 8th century. They exhibit the features of manuscripts 

of that time: little vocalisation and diacriticala, ayahs separated by 

clusters of strokes, surahs separated by lines and no titles. The only 

illumination to be found in these manuscripts is a simple band of 

decoration between the aurae. 

The same feature occurs in one of the most important of mnshq manu- 

scripts. The decoration is much more elaborate, reminiscent in many 

ways of Coptic work, though as it is the only form of decoration we are 

probably justified in attributing it to the late 8th or early 9th century. 
22 

There are at least two examples of true mashq Qur'ans, in which the 

ligatures are not simply extended but the script itself is flattened 

and rather squat in appearance. 
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As far as we can tell from the early examples the original format of 

Qur'ans was vertical, not horizontal as we see in the kufic Qur'ans. 

The origins of both formats is hard to explain. Why did the early 

muslin scribes choose a vertical rather than a square or horizontal 

format? The christians of the Hijaz are not believed to have, had any 

written scriptures. While the Jews, even they possessed copies of the 

Pentachuch, would have had them in scroll form. We can only presume 

that the format was based on that of the Greek or Syriac coder with 

which the muslims would have come in contact after the 630's. 

Why then did the format change in Kufah to a horizontal one? This 

can hardly have been to facilitate the writing of mashg since the 

earliest mashg manuscripts are in vertical format and kufic in any case 

does not always use the technique of elongation. 

The usual explanation is that the Qur'ans were modelled on the format 

of monumental inscriptions. This may be the case but there are no 

inscriptions of the appropriate type before the 3rd Ielamic century. 
23 

24 
Ettinghausen offered an additional, though I think rather fanciful 

alternative: namely that in a mosque the worshippers line up along the 

horizontal axis instead of across it as in a church and the horizontal 

axis of the Qur'an was a reflexion of this. 

It is interesting that this new format arose in Iraq the country in 

the Middle East with the largest and best established jewish community 

of the entire area at this time. Hebrew scrolls of the Petateuch are 

carefully prepared according to religious law. They are made of 

seperate sections which are sewn together. These sections are exactly 

the same shape as the pages of the kufic Qur'an. It in the only other 

example of a written document having this shape. Is it possible that 
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such pieces may have been used for writing copies of the Qur'an in 

Kufah, perhaps acquired through Jewish converts? The majority of mus- 

lams in Mesopotamia were after all converted Jews, christians or 

Zoroastrians. Given the relative scarcity of parchment there is no 

reason why this could not have been so. Such things did occur. There 

is the proven use of Qur'an pages for christian cannonical writings. In 
25 

1914 these were published by Mingana. If such scroll pieces had been 

used, or even re-used as palimpsests it would have been natural for them 

to have been written on horizontally rather than vertically. 

The development of the kufic script has been dealt with at length in 

numerous works and hardly needs any further elaboration. Briefly, the 

script arose in the ist Islamic century and existed alongside mekkan - 

and several other scripts which have disappeared without trace. The 

differences between the two were never very great and mekkan and kufic 

finally merged and the term kufic became synonymous with Qur'anic script. 

Manuscripts were produced over a period lasting more than three centuries. 

Despite the conservatism of scribes different types arose, some of which 

have been documented, though many have not. 

Medieval muslim historiana of the Arabic script unfortunately give us 

virtually no guide to the development of kufic. Almost all the 

terminology refers to the cursive forms, despite the fact that kufic was 

in use for several centuries. 

Ibn al-Nadim, for exAmple, tells us only that after the rise of the 

Abbasids, people continued to use the 'old' script 
2 i. 

e. kufic. But 

he has no detailed description of the characteristics of the script. 

Ma_'il and mash were identified by Karabacek and Nabia Abbot by 

examining the surviving examples and comparing these with the meagre 
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infonuation available in the writings of the historians. 0 

Many manuscripts do have easily distinguishable calligraphic and vocal 

features which make categorisation into sub-types possible. The 

development of vocalisation is already well-established. First the 

system of coloured dots, introduced in the first Islamic century, then 

the adoption of short strokes taken over from Syriac, with the one in 

use today coming into gradual use from the second Islamic century. 

However some Qur'ans unusual and elaborate systems that appear to have 

been confined to specific areas and eras. Until the manuscripts are 

properly sorted out it is difficult to make much progress in surveying 

the process of development. 

The question of provenance is another complex matter. Because large 

numbers of kufic Qur'ans survive In Qairawan, North Africa has been 

proposed as one of the major centres of production. However the earlia3t 

date we have for the existence of true kufic manuscripts in North Africa 

is 1293 AD when the Qairawan Mosque library had an inventory made of the 

contents. 
27 We know, for ezample, that the famous 'blue' Qur'an was these 

at that time. However this was at least 400 years after it was written. 

In all probability these manuscripts - or a proportion of them did 

originate there, but their mere existence in that area over the past 700 

years is not conclusive proof of their origin.. 

One Qur'an that we know definitely was produced in North Africa is that 

made in 1020 for the old nurse of the Zirid monarch al-Mucizz. This is 

copied in a type of kufic which despite its having been called Western 

kufic more closely resembles Eastern kufic. The difference between this 

manuscript and those of the second variety of Western kufic is no marked 

that it is difficult to believe that both were produced in the same place. 
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Nevertheless the North African origin, of the 'Nursg's Qur'an' is 

beyond doubt. This being so might we not be justified in attributing 

more of the so-called Eastern kufic manuscripts to North Africa and 

Egypt? This would certainly explain why we-have no. Qur'ans from the 

Fatimid period. 

Equally, the total absence of Qur'ans from Islamic Spain before the 

12th century can perhaps be explained by wrong attribution. It is 

hardly believable that nothing survives from the contemporaries of the 

Abbasids, the Spanish Umayyads - 8th to 11th centuries. The libraries 

of Istanbul contain numerous ma ribs Qur'ans brought there by Moorish 

refugees from the 13th century onwards. It is hard to believe that 

none of these possessed older treasured copies which were taken away for 

safe-keeping after the falls of Cordova, Seville and Valencia. 

As the surviving art and architecture of the Spanish Umayyads was very 

much influenced by that of Syria, in theory, we should not expect Qur'ans 

produced in Spain to differ much from those at the other end of the 

Mediterranean. There is no way of idenitfying these as yet. There is 

however one portion of a Qur'an in the Chester Beatty Library, with 

remarkable decoration that can best be explained by assuming that it 

came from Spain - perhaps North Africa. It is probably quite late as 

the vivid colours are unusual in' kufic manuscripts but quite typical of 

maghribi Qur'ans. Another portion of the Qur'an survives in the TIEM. 

Illumination in kufie Qur'ans began simply as a band dividing the 

surahs The band became a title, usually written in gold kufic, often 

with a palmette at one end. These could be pear-. or circular-shaped 

filled with a simple fret design or there was a more elaborate winged 

variety. When surah-heading ornament developed fully it could be quite 
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magnificent, especially the palmettee. There is one Qur'an which has 

its palmettes in the form of little trees and shrubs 
28 

In later times 

the former simple method continued among maghribi Qur'ans while the more 

elaborate types are found in the East. 

The series of strokes separating the ýivahs become circles, or pyramids 

of circles with each 5th and 10th indicated in a more elaborate form and 

with medallions bearing the words five and ten in the margin. 

As in later cursive manuscripts the main virtuoso areas were at the 

beginning and end of the portion, or the complete copy. The chrono- 

logical development of these pages is, along the following lines. 

The earliest consist of a tripartite division of the page: a central 

motif flanked by rectangular upright panels. One of the best known 

examples is CBL Ms 1406, which Ettinghausen discussed in d etail29 He 

pointed out the similarity between this and that of the Vienna Dioscorides 

of 512, and suggested Syria as the place of origin of both, mentioning 

the connection with a type of Coptic bookbinding also produced in Syria. 

The colours, gold and sepia are quite typical of kufic Qur'an illumination. 

So too is the fine winged palmette, the origins of which have been variously 

suggested as the ansa or handle on Roman inscriptions or the leafy finial 

attached to the stripe or clavus on Coptic garments. Another example is 

in CBL Ms 1407. Both designs occur in later paper manuscripts. This 

Qur'an contains n fine complete finis-piece which is a good example of 
30 

the second type. It consists of a rectangular panel surrounded by a 

border into compartments. Patterns of this type are of considerable 
31 

antiquity. We can see similar ones in earlier Hiberno/Anglo-Saxon 

manuscripts which probably ultimately go back to the same common source. 

The next type is one in which the entire area is divided into squares 
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or rectangles. In a page in the Freer Gallery there are a 'number 
32 

of interesting additional features. Both the short pieces cutting 

across the corners and the tiny checkerboard pattern are found with 

increasing frequency in later manuscripts. 

At least three other types are frequently employed. There, is one 

which looks as if the main pattern has been cut from a longer panel 
33 

There is another in which semi-circular or triangular pieces intersect 
34 

in the centre. The third is one that occurs very often and consists of 

two identical motifs side by side on each half of the page. This seems 

to have been quite a late development, resulting from the all over 

pattern being divided into two parts. We can see what appears to be 
35 

the beginnings of this in the Qur'an portion dated '911. Perhaps 

manuscripts with this feature date from after that year. One of the 

latest Qur'ans we know has this design. The Spanish or North African 

Qur'an referred to earlier. It would appear that this type of pattern 

developed specifically for horizontal format Qur'ans, as there is no 

trace of it in earlier or later manuscripts. Most of the designs could 

have been used, and indeed were, for vertical format manuscripts. 

Almost all other designs, with the exception of the one which consists 

of a piece of extended pattern, continue into the era of paper manu- 

scripts. 

b) Qur'Rns in cursive scripts. 

Qur'äns in Eastern kufic script continued to be produced until the second 

decade of the thirteenthcentury. Their disappearance coincides with the 

arrival of the Mongols in Iran. The decoration of these manuscripts is 

the same as many in cursive scripts, with the exception of one in so- 

called 'Qarmathian' kufic where every page is given an arabesque scroll 
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background. 

The earliest Lur'an in a cursive script is the famous Ibn al-Bawwab 

manuscript dated 1001 copied in Baghdad36 This, like most cursive 

Qur'ans of the next two centuries is in naskh. A Qur'an dated 1186 in 
37 

the Chester Beatty Library is written in a combination of thuith and 

naskh, apparently the first instance of this technique where several 

scripts occur on the same page. There are a number of examples prior 

to 1300 but it was under the Timurids that this manner of presentation 

was developed. There are very few fourteenth century Iranian examples 

and no Mainluke ones. Other manuscripts are written in a large rather 

ungainly thulth, the earliest of which occurs in a Qur'an made in 

38 
Azerbayjan between 1210 and 1225. Manuscripts of this type continued 

to be produced well into the fourteenth century and we shall discuss sores 

of them in the course of this study. Almost every copy produced in 

Iran prior to 1300 is in black ink. One interesting exception is a 

manuscript divided between the Chester Beatty Librarý the piblioth'6que 

Nationale and the Archological Museum Bursa. It is written in a minute 

form of the script used by Ibn al-Wahid for the 1304 Baybars Qur'an. 

Illumination however shows the manuscript to be of Iranian twelfth or 

thirteenth century origin. 

Most of the cursive Qur'ans we know come from Iran or Iraq. There 

are very few that can be attributed elsewhere on the basis of docn mented 

manuscripts. Despite this a great variety of styles and colour-schemes 

are in evidence. Colour schemes vary considerably. Some manuscripts 

are illuminated almost entirely in gold, others have no gold at all - or 

very little - and subtle muted colours, while there is another group with 

vivid, multicolour decorations, combined with great skill. We often 
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find these types being used contemporaneously. 

Whatever colour schemes are used, the designs of frontispiece prior 

to 1200 tend to follow those employed in kufic Qur'ans but in vertical 

instead of horizontal format. There are exceptions of course, and even 

where earlier designs are followed there are many additional 'elements. 

There are basically three types which have been elaborated by Etting- 

40 hausen in his survey of Seljuq manuscript illumination 

1. A geometric one which can be sub-divided into several subtypes; 

2. a trellis of intersecting lines; 3. arabesques around a central 

figure, or in registers. 

Opening pages are quite distinctive, having a. single rectangular panel 

at the top of a page and a narrow border on the three remaining sided 

This type continues in a slightly modified form into the fourteenth 

century. Surah-headings consiita of the name and verse-count of the 

surah in a rectangle with an elaborate palmette. These can be simple 

or exceptionally elaborate as are seen in a thirteenth century'Qur'an 

42 
probably from the Shiraz area, now in the Chester Beatty Library. There 

is another type where the panel is given a tri-partite division, usually 

combinations of circles and lozenges 43 This also continues into the 

fourteenth century. 

Various marginal ornaments are used to indicate the numbering of ayahs. 

Usually each tenth ayah is marked by a circle, often with a fine border 

of hair-line strokes, while each fifth one is marked by a drop-shape, 

which may be combined with a Aalmette-shape to make a symbol looking 

rather like an urn. 

ii) The Rahri Mamluke rericºu (1256-1399) end itn nroblemn. 

The period from 1256 up to and including the reign of Sultan Shaban c 
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(1363-76) in our main area of interest, but from 1256 until 1304 no 

Qur'ans have survived. There are one or two manuscripts which may 

have been produced in this half century however none has complimentary 

documentation which could corroborate a pre-1300 dating. Having 

determined to confine our examination to dated manuscripts whereever 

possible we have no choice but to begin with the Qur'an made for Baybars 

al-Jäshankir in 1304. 

One of the main problems in earlier studies of the Bahr! period has 

been the inability to distinguish between Mainluke and Iraqi/Iranian 

manuscripts. Even in the latest study by Esin Atil 
4the 

two are still 

confused. There is also difficulty in separating Syrian and Egyptian 

Qur'ans. 

There are a number of Qur'ans which bear certificates of commissioning 

and many more bearing only wagfi-v at. In several cases, the Shacbän 

manuscripts for example, commissioning and endowing were virtually 

synonymous; in others - the Qur'an of Sirghitmish al-Näsiri, for example - 

this cannot be presumed to be so. 

I; amluke Qur'ans are scattered through many collections. Even this 

study cannot pretend to supply a definitive list of manuscripts produced 

during the years under discussion. No doubt other manuscripts will 

emerge in the future, to supplement several parts of this research. 

Most Mamluke Qur'ans were in their original places of endowment until 

the end of the last century when many were collected and housed in the 

Khedival Library, now the National Library, Cairo. Apart from these 

manuscripts the main collections are in Istanbul at the Topkapi Library 

of the Turk ve Islam Eserleri MJzesi. Outside of the Middle East there 

are several libraries which possess important Mamluke Qur'ans. The 
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major collections are, first the Chester Beatty Library which has more 
45 

dated Mamluke Qur'ans than any other institution and secondly the British 

Library which has what is probably the key manuscript of the Bahri 

period, the Baybars Qur'an of 1304. 

When we come to study the history of calligraphy in this period we are 

forced to depend almost entirely on the Qur'ane themselves, Apart from 

the biography of Ibn al-Wahid we have no detailed written information on 

calligraphers other than the occasional reference to the fact that a 

person mentioned in a chronicle, or biographical dictionary may have 

been a scribe or secretary. 

The Mamluke authors whom one would expect to give substantial accounts 

of calligraphers like Al-Qalgashand,, have little to say. In his massive 

compendium for scribes and secretaries, the Subh al-Acshä, Al-Qalgashandi 

gives a truncated history of earlier Mamluke calligraphers, ending with 

Al-Ziftawi 750/1349 - 807/1404. The fullest account appears to be that 

of the eighteenth century Egyptian author Al-Zabidl (1145/1732 
- ?) in his 

Hikmat al-Ishra4 i1ä Kuttäb al-Äfag 
:6 According to this writer the 

tradition of calligraphy in Egypt goes back to its Yäqüt al Rümi who died 

Yaqut was the master of Abu'l-Hasan bin Zengi, in Aleppo in 626/1228. 

called "A1- uali al 
cAjami", 

who was followed by cAfif 
al Din Muhammad 

al-Halabi, also called "al-Shiräzi". The latter had a son 
cIm-ad 

al-Din 

Muhammad who was his pupil and a leading grammarian and calligrapher. 

olmad 
al-Din taught Shams al-Din Muhammad bin CAli bin Abi Raqbah (or 

C 
Rugaybah), the muhtasib of Fustat. He was the master of Abu Ali 

Muhammad bin Ahmad bin al-Ziftawi al-Mukattib, who composed a treatise 

on calligraphy, the 'Minhal a1-Isäbah' and was the teacher of the well- 

known scholar, Ibn liajar. A contemporary of Al-Ziftäwi and fellow pupil 
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of the same masters was Shihab al-Din Ghazi, whose pupil was Nur al-Din 

al-Wasimi. The famous CAbdal-Rahmän bin Yüsuf called "Ibn al-Sä'i@h" 

(769/1367-845/1441) was taught by A1-Wasimi. At Qalgashandi mentions 

another pupil of A1-Ziftawi, Zayn al-Din Shacbän bin Muhammad bin Da'üd 
. 

al-Athari, the muhtasib of Cairo, who wrote a treatise on calligraphy 

°c 
entitled 'A1-InRyah al-Rabbanivyah fi'1 Tarigat a1-Shabäniyyah'. Zayn 

al-Din left Cairo and went to Mecca and then on to India, returning to 

Mecca where he died. 

Apart from Ibn al-Sä'igh there are no known examples of the works of 

these calligraphers. Furthermore, examination of the surviving material 

reveals many outstanding Mamluke calligraphers, whose names are not given, 

including suprisingly that of Ibn al-Wahid, about whom we know more than 

any other Harnluke calligrapher. 

There have been several accounts of manuscript and illumination including 

that of Qur'ans. The first person to talk in detail was Lane-Poole in 
47 

his Art of the Saracens of Egypt. He gave brief descriptions of some of 

the most important Qur'ans but did discuss in detail the Baybars Qur'an 

of 1304 raising questions which were never answered and which we have 

re-examined in this study. At the end of the nineteenth century many of 
48 

the surviving Mamluke Qur'ans in Cairo were studied by Bourgoin who 

produced exceptionally detailed drawings of the illumination. Despite 

the existence of these, no proper survey of Qur'an illumination was ever 

undertaken. 

In the nineteen-thirties, an Egyptian student at the Friedrich-Wilhelms- 

Universität in Berlin published a doctoral thesis on Islamic manuscript 
49 

illumination in Egypt. In this rare work he described more than fifty 

manuscripts, the majority of which were Mamluke Qur'ans together with a 
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brief analysis and a list of all calligraphers that he had been able to 

identify in original sources. 
50 

The Millenary exhibition of 1969 in Cairo included a number of Mamluke 

Qur'ans with full descriptions of each. Most of these were from the 

National Library but a small number came from the library of the Al-Azhar1 

mosque. 

1976 saw the appearance of the Qur'an Exhibition in London, accompanied 
52 

by the useful catalogue of Lings and Safadi. This brought together 

almost all the major manuscripts of the fourteenth century for the first 

time and was undoubtedly the most significant event for the study of 

Mamluke Qur'ans after the publication of Bourgoins drawings. 

There were a representative selection of Mamluke Qur'ans in the Hayward 

Gallery's Arts of Islam exhibition in the same year, though these were 

entirely overshadowed by the British Library exhibition. 

Lings book, The Qtur'anic Art of Calligraphy and Illumination reproduced 

many of the finest Mamluke manuscripts in colour, thus providing scholars 

with an extremely useful visual reference work. 

In 1980 the writer organised an exhibition of the Chester Beatty Qur'ans 

in facsimile, including all of the important Mamluke manuscripts in that 

54 
collection. In the catalogue he pointed out the importance of the 

illuminator Sandal, whose work is examined further in this study. 

The fullest survey of Mamluke Qur'ans which has appeared to date is that 

in Esin Atil's catalogue 
Sto 

the Mamluke exhibition in Washington in 1981. 

Unfortunately this is marred by a number of factual errors, an insistence 

on the importance of the thirty-part Qur'an, which is incorrect, and a 

reliance on the work of those who had not distinguished between Famluke 

and Iranian Qur'ans in the fourteenth century. 
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It can be seen from the above review that there is almont no 'detailed 

information on the period leading up to and including the reign of "ultan 

Shaobän. Our r, urpose in this study has been to try and fill the gap in 

an historical scholarship so far as these seventy-five years are concerned. 

iii) Iraq and Iran in the same period. , 

The position in Iran and Iraq as far as Qur'an production in concerned in 

the period prior to 1300 is as follows: There are numerous single-volume 

copies in the name of Yägnt bearing dates between 1258 and 1298, the 

authenticity of which has never been verified. Some are probably in the 

hand of the master, others are undoubtedly copies; whether forgeries or 

facsimiles is a question that need not detain us here as the Yaqut 

phenomenon is outside of our study, deserving a separate one devoted to 

it alone. 

During the period prior to the conversation of Ghäzän Khan to Islam 1295 

no de-luxe copies of the sacred text were produced. Or so it would seem 

because the earliest surviving large-format multipart Qur'an was not begun 

until 1302. We are aware of no others prior to that date though there 

are references in documentary sources which imply that that type of Qur'an 
56 

may have existed. 

We are dealing with a period which is relatively short chronologically. 

From the appearance of the earliest de-luxe manuscripts in 1302 until the 

thirteen-sixties. It is nevertheless one of the utmost significence, 

coinciding with the lives of two of the greatest fourteenth-century patrons 

of manuscript production 
öijaytu Khan and Rashid al Din his outstandini 

vizir, and the careers of the sittah, the pupils of Yaqut. 

Between 1307 and 131( some of the finest Qur'ans ever made were produced 

for Oljaytu. Rashid's patronnie of manuscript production is too familiar 
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to need much elaboration here. However it is less well-known that 

Qur'an manuscripts similar in size and magnificence to those made for 

0ljaytu were also produced for his chief minister. 

These years saw the end of Ilkanid rule in Iraq and Iran (1336) and 

the rise of minor, though powerful, dynasties like the Jala'ixids in 

Tabriz and Baghdad (1336-1411), the Injuvids (1325- S4) and the 

Muzaffarids (1313-93) at Shiraz. 

Manuscript illustration in this period has been, intensely studied. 

Some of the most important Persian paintings of the century - and perhaps 

ever - were produced for the JämiV al-Tawärikh of Rashid al-Din and the 

Demotte Shah=Namah. In total contrast the position of manuscript 

illumination and calligraphy has barely been looked at, while the study 

of Qur'ans during the period as recently as 1976 was still in its 

rudimentary stage. It is symptomatic of the way in which the study of 

illustration has overshadowed the non-illustrated Ilkhanid manuscripts. 

that in the 1976 Hayward Gallery exhibition, The Arts of Islam, a key 

manuscript, the Qur'an of 1302-7, could be attributed to Tabriz instead 

57 
of Baghdad. It was a natural enough error of attribution, were it not 

for the fact that several parts of the manuscript state that they were 

produced in the latter city. 

Even at that late stage no comprehensive attempt had been made to track 

down all the constituent parts of several great multi-volume manuscripts 

made during the reignc of Ghäzan and Oljaytu. Nevertheless a valiant 

effort was made by Lings and Safadi to assemble all the major mmnuscripts 

of this period for the Qur'an Exhibition in the same year. 

We cannot pretend that our attempt has been entirely successful. We 

have been able to re-assemble large regments of each respective 
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manuscript but undoubtedly portions and fragments remain to be 

discovered. Apart from the confusion over the identity of the manu- 

scripts, there is also confusion over calligraphers. Despite the fact 

that this was considered a 'golden age' of calligraphy even the exact 

identity of the six famous pupils of Yaqut is in doubt. No two historians, 

ancient or modern, gives a definitive list. There were obviously many 

calligraphers who studied under Yaqut in his long life but Islamic 

historians never came to a definitive list of the 'Sittah'. As far as 

the lives of these men is concerned, most were probably so uneventful, 

that nothing worth recording occurred during them. This must be one of 

the reasons for the extreme paucity of information given. Our examinat- 

ion of the sources, both manuscript and printed, reveals no more than a 

line or two on the lives of the famous pupils of Yäqüt. Even their 

correct names are sometimes unknown. Modern Iranian writers like 

Bayani and Faza'ili, whom one would expect to have access to original 

material unavailable to Western historians, have little - if anything - 

to add to the information given by Iranian and Turkish historians of 

earlier centuries. There are other important calligraphers whose names 

we know only from their works. The writer of the 1307-11 Qur'an made 

for Oljaytu in Mosul was obviously an important figurp; an outstanding 

master of calligraphy, a descendant of the Caliph cA1i, 
and important 

enough to be chosen by his monarch to produce a Qur'an. Why should 

Oljaytu have chosen this man, when in 1307 he must have been able to 

call upon the services of any of the f ämous pupils of Yäqut is a mystery. 

The same applies to the writer of the 1313 Hamadan Qur'an. We know 

nothing about these calligraphers: their names are not even recorded 

elsewhere. 
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On the odd occasion where we do have a manuscript attributrible to a 

famous calligrapher, like the 1302-7 Qur'an by Ibn al-Suhrawardi, the 

lack of a certificate of commissioning deprives us of valuable information, 

which had it been on every juz' would have riven the manuscript much 

greater significance. 

The study of manuscript illumination has fared somewhat better than 

calligraphy and technical production. There have beeneeveral attempts 

to detail the history of manuscript illumination in the fourteenth century. 
58 

In the nineteen-thirties Ettinghausen made a preliminary survey based on 
59 

the manuscripts he could find. In the nineteen-forties Bayani discussed 

illumination in the catalogue to the Qur'an exhibition organised by him 

at the Bastan Museum. Lings and Safadi made interesting comments in 

the catalogue to the Qur'an Exhibition of 1976. In his book on Qur'anic, 

illumination and calligraphy Lings discussed the theory behind illum- 

ination in fourteenth century Qur'ans. Finally in 1979 Ivanov and 

-h 

Akimushkin6produced a general survey of illumination in Iranian manu- 

scripts in the fifteenth century, which included some information on 

those of the previous one. 

The survey of illumination by Ettinghausen although short was the first 

to actually list the Qur'anic manuscripts of significance. The list was 

not complete and some of the manuscripts mentioned were not Iranian but 

Mamluke. Nevertheless Ettinghausen did base his remarks on specific 

dated manuscripts. He was one of the first people to draw attention to 

the importance of the Hamadan Qur'an. He pointed out that the geometric 

style of Ilkhanid manuscripts originated with Seljuks and was prominent 

in contemporary Anatolian and Azerbayjani architectural decoration and 

gave general descriptions of the various features of Qur'ans. He 
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referred to the use of the arabesque in its various forms and the 

appearance of new features like the knot and the peony. In other areas 

he was probably too general in his remarks, something which is true of 

all commentators on illumination in this period. What he had to say 

about the use of colour was true however, as far as it went. 

Bayani's comments were based on remarks made by earlier European writers. 

Apart from brief descriptions of manuscripts not included in 1 ttinf.; - 

hausen, he had little to add. 

Lings and Safadi comment in general but include one of the few detailed 

analyses of a frontispiece which embodies l"ings ideas about the meta- 

physics of Qur'an illumination. These were developed at greater length 

in his 'Qur'anic Art' - actually written before the catalogue. A detailed 

study of these ideas is beyond the scope of this study which is concerned 

more with recording the technical details of calligraphy and illumination 

rather than interpreting the meaning of pattern and design. 

The latest attempt by Ivanov and Akimushkin is the most detailed so far. 

However it deals only partly with Qur'an illumination and suffers from 

the fact that the authors had only limited access to material outside the 

Soviet Union. The/ point out that opening pages of illumination and text 

were first considered separate and later in the fourteenth century became 

to be considered a decorative unit with a single frame around both halves; 

a fact not recorded before. The main point for our survey is that their 

account insofar as it touches the fourteenth century at all deals mainly 

with the second half. 

Aims and objects of this study. 

In this research our aims are as follows. First of all, to examine, every 

single dated Mamluke and Iranian Qur'an from the period 1300-1375. This 
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has involved the study of almost seventy copies plus many other related 

manuscripts. Secondly to identify as correctly as we can Iranian, 

Iraqi, Egyptian and Syrian Qur'ans and to divide the manuscripts up into 

groups that are stylistically coherent. Thirdly, on the basis of these 

groups, to present a history of Qur'anic calligraphy and illumination in 

the years under discussion. Our priority, at all times has been to let 

the manuscripts 'speak' for themselves. They more than anything else 

are our major source of information. Only limited information is to be 

obtained from the study of chronicles and biographical dictionaries. We 

make this statement after having examined all the historians of the 

period, both Arabic and Persian and perusing the biographical dictionaries 

and histories of calligrapry. Those sources, however, have been 

invaluable for identifying a number of patrons and for tracing the 

i 

histories of several major manuscripts. 

On the whole we have disregarded the study of manuscripts by the 

artificial measure of reigns, though the reigns of Oljaytu 1304-16, and 

Shacb9n 1363-76 do coincide with the appearance of some of the finest 

Qur'ans ever made. The chronological division of our study, thus bears 

no relation to historical 'periods' but is based on groups of manuscripts 

that are stylistically related. In some cases these may coincide with 

the reign of a monarch or dynasty, but in most cases it does not. 

Our object has been to study the development of the Mamluke Qur'an 

until and including the appearance of the magnificent series of manu- 

scripts produced in Cairo between 1368 any 1376, to understand what led 

up to this phenonenon and to relate the Cairo Qur'ans to those being 

produced in Syria, Iraq and Iran. The manuscripts of Sultan Shacbän 

can only be understood in relation to what was going on elsewhere and in 

.ý 
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relation to what had preceeded them in Cairo and surrounding areas, 

especially in the East, whose manuscripts seen to have had a major 

influence on the Mamluke Qur'an in the Bahri period. 

"f 



Chapter One : Ecypt 1300-1330. 
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t 
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The first group of manuscripts is one of the most interesting of 

all. It supplies us with more information than any subsequent group 

and this is vital for understanding the development of Mamluke Qur'an 

production in the fourteenth century. It covers the years 1304 to 1330 

In essence , what we are concerned with, are the activities of the'master- 

painter Sandal , his apprentices colleagues and contemporaries from 

the time of their involvement in the production. of Qur'an for Baýybar8 

al-Jarshankir1to the final vestige of their work in 1330. 

This group is unique in that some of the manuscripts furnish doc- 

umentary evidence of the relationship between scribe and illuminator 

and between master and pupil. It also provides us with a rare oppor- 

tunity to trance in detail the development of a recognizable style 

of manuscript illumination. 

The manuscripts in question are the following: 

1. British Library Ms Add. 22406-132 A Qur'an in seven parts (asbä0ý 

dated 704-705/1304-1305/6. Commissioned by the Emir Baybars al-Jäshankir. 

2. Chester Beatty Library Ms 1437,4 Prussian State Library Ms 31.559; 

Boston Museum of Fine Arts Ms 26.11. Fragmentary Qur'an. Circa 1310. 

6 
3. Chester Beatty Library Ms 1479. -Cömplete single volume Qur'an. 

Circa 1304-15. 

.7 4. Chester Beatty Library M8 1457. Complete single-volume Qur'an. 

Circa 1304-15. 

5. Ex-Sotheby Ms (9.10.78. Lot 122f Two leaves bound with a later 

manuscript. Dated707/1307-8. 
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6. TIEM Ms 4509, Boston Museum of Fine Arts. Ms 39.793 , ? Teer Gallery 

Ms 42.3. Single-volume Qur'an , dated 713/1313. For Al-Nair Muhammad. 

10 
7. Ex-Christie Ms (21.7.71 Lot 101). Complete single-volume Qur'an 

Circa 1313. 
f 

11 
8. Keir Collection Ids VII. 9. Complete single-volume Qur'an. Dated 730 

1329-30. Commissioned by Al-Näsir Muhammad. 

12 11 
9. Cairo National Library Ms 4. Complete single-volume Qur'an. Wagfiyyah 

of Al-Näsir Muhammad dated 729/ 1328-9. 

I 

3 
10. Ex-Christie Ms (16.12.70 Lot, 214ý. Complete single-volume Qur'an. 

Circa. 1320-30. 

4 
11, Cairo National Library Ms 551% Chester Beatty Library uncatalogued 

15 
fragment. Single-volume Qur'an. Circa 1320-30. 

Also intimately related are the following: 

16 
British Library Ms Or 3025. A1-Pawalid al-Jaliyyah. Dated 712/1312. 

17 
Aya Sofia Ms 4823. A1-Fawä'id al-Jaliyyah. Dated 719/1320. 

1. The Qurfan of Baybars al-Jäshankir and related works. 

This manuscript stands at the head of the group. It is unquestionably 

the most important , being not only the earliest dated 
18 

Mamluke Qur'an 

but also one of the great masterpieces of Islamic calligraphy and 

illumination. It has received some attention by scholars ' most 
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recently during the 1976 World of Islam Festival when several parts 

were shown in two of the exhibitions. However there has never been 

a serious detailed of the Qur'an and to date the fullest published 

accounts still remains the original entry in the old British Museum 

Catalogue Codicum Orientalium supplemented by the comments of Stanley 

Lane-Poole in his Art of the Saracens of Egypt. 

It is copied in asbäc or sevenths ' the least popular of all the 

divisions of the Qur'an and as far as we are aware t the only Mamluke 

Qur'an to have been produced in this way. It is. -in large format , 48 

x 32cm, which is somewhat larger than the other manuscripts in this 

group. At the end of each subs (ie seventh) is a colophon by the 

calligrapher which indicates the circumstances of commissioning. With 

slight modifications from one to another this reads s 

This Noble Subc and its brother-volumes were copied at the Comm-. 

and of the noble abode, the high, the lord , the emir, Rukn al- 

Din, ust; lIr ' God make him victorious. Copied (by) Mubammad bin 

al-Wahid 9 thanking God 'exalted be He. (Fig. 1) 
" 

It has long been accepted that this Rukn al-Din was Rukn al-Din 

" Baybars al-Jäshankir , at this time an official of Al-Näsir Muhammad 

having been appointed ustädär or major-domo in 129 
during 

the 

second reign of Al-Näsir ' and later to rule as Al-Muzaffar Baybars,, 

708-9 1309-10. During the years in which the Qur'an was copied 

Baybars is also spoken of as atabak al-jaysh I commander-in-chief. 

The original attribution to Baybars was made in the old British Mus- 
20 

eum catalogue quoted above and there can be little doubt that this 

is correct. 
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The circumstances of commissioning. 

The large size of the Qur'an and the fact of its being written in 

multiple parts indicate that it was not intended for personal use 

but for endowment to a mosque or religious institution. We can 

be certain of this despite the rather suprising lack of an endowment 

certificate in any of the volumes. A fact which' could be explained 

by the volumes having being rebound at somestage. 

Baybars was associated with two important religious monuments 

prior to his death in 1310. In 13Q3zhe retored the minarets of the 

-mosque of A1-Hälaim after the earthquake of the previous year and 

it is certainly possible that the manuscript was intended to grace 

this newly-restored building. As we shall see it appears to have 

spent some time there in later years. However it is far more likely 

that the Qur'an was destined for the new klGncf-ah 
which 

Baybars began 
23 

to build in the Darb al-Asfar. Lane-Poole was the first to suggest 

this ' though without offering any evidence to prove it. 

'proof 
is supplied by Ibn Iyas (Badigtio) in a rare and for a man- 

uscript, unusually full account t which tie reproduce below in its 
24 

entirety: 

The Year 705/1305-6. In that year the atäbak Baybars al-Jäshankir 

began to build his khängäh which is in the square of Bab al-CId 

opposite the Darb al-Asfar. It is said that when the building was 

completed ' Shaykh Sharaf al-Din bin al-Wahid wrote a copy of the 

Qur'an in seven parts for the atäbak Baybare. It was written on paper 

of Baghdadi 
Ssize 

, in ash 
är script. It is said that Baybars spent 

1600 dinars on these volumes so that they could be written in gold. 

gäh and is one of the beauties of the age. It was placed in the 1ý 
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(Appendix-l, i) 

There is no doubt that this is an account of the British Library man- 

script all details of which tally. This is not the only account of 

the manuscript : both Safadi and Ibn Hajar refer to it and these 

latter seem to contradict Ibn Iyas. Both say that the Qur'an was 

in their day in the mosque of Al -Hakim and Safadi mentions seeing 

it there 
26 

while Ibn Hajar says 
ý 

Baybars then endowed it to his library in the mosque of, Al-Hakim 

(Appendix 1 , ii) 

8 
The khangäh was commenced upon in 705(Ibn Iyäs) or 706 (Magrizi) 

and completed in 709, The text of the Qurfan was copied out by 705 

and probably completed by the illuminators in the following year. 

Thus the manuscript must have been around for several years before 

the building was in a fit state to receive it. It could have remained 

with the craftsmen who produced it or it could have been stored some- 

where by the recepient donor Baybars, It would have been perfectly 
29 

natural for the manuscript to have gone to the mosque of Al-Hakim in 

the intervening period I where no wagfiyyah would have been attached. 

It may then-have remained in the mosque and the endowment to the khän- 

never having been undertaken , became the property of the former. 

Alternatively it could have been placed in the khängäh as Ibn Iyas 

Bays 9 and then returned to the mosque of Al-Hakim in 709/1310 when 

after the execution of Baybars, Al-Nasir ordered the closure of the 
30 

kh-angah and the conviscation of its endowments. It seems unlikely that 

the Qur'an 9 being one of the 'beauties of the age' would have remained 

in the khanqa until Al-Näsir re-opened it in726. This at any rate 

is our contention. It seems far more likely - despite the apparent 
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contradictions in the chr niclers- that Baybars intended the Qur'an 

for his own foundation , atýher than the library of the mosque of 

Al-Hakim where it ultimately came to rest. 

J,, The work of the calligrapher and artists. 

a) Muhammad bin al-Wahid and' the calligraphy: Sharaf al-Din Muhammad 
.1" 

bin Sharif*bin'Yüsuf al-Ktib al-Zarct al-Misri ' called for a 

reason never explained 'I1n 41-Wahid' was one of the outstanding 

calligraphers of the first part of the fourteenth century and seems 

to have been a rather colqurful character. He is one of the few 

Arab calligraphers whose tiiopaphy we know in detail. Both Safadi31 
32 

and Ibn Hajar give full acounts of him and on those the basis of 
33. 

those and other scraps that are recorded we are able to reconstruct 

the broad outlines of his career. 

He was born in Damascus in 647/1249-50. He travelled to Baalbek 

and then to Baghdad wherehel, studied under Yäqüt and others. He 

came to Cairo where he wai kätib al-sharah in the mosque of 

Al-Hakim. It was probably 'there that Baybars came to know him 

while'the reconstruction was progressing in 1303. He then entered 

the service of Baybars and copied out for him the Qur'an which 

was illuminated by the master-illuminator Sandaland was considered 
!" 

one of the most wonderful works of art seen in Cairo. Apart from 

his skill with the pen he t'aa also a good linguist and this should 

have stood him in good steadlin the chancellery of Baybars. However 

he did not do well. He was'lazy and negligent and this resulted in 

his being severely reprimanded by the secretary of the chancellery 

Sharaf al-Din bin Fad1a11äh34 
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His moral character was strongly suspect. He is said to have 

poured wine into the inkwell and written a copy of the Qur'an with 

it. Such was his skill as a calligrapher that a Qur'an by him 

without illumination or binding would sell for 1000 dinars. He 

would buy copies produced by his pupils in imitation of his hand 
35 

for 400 dinars and re-sell them for 1000. When Baybars gave him 

the 1,600 dinars to produce the Qur'an for his khängäh ' he kept 

most of it and used only 400 dinars. Fortunately he seems to 

have got on well with the emir , who greatly admired his callig+- 

raphy, and when Baybars was told of the embezzlement he merely 

said 'When will there be anyone else who could write a Qur'an 

like that ? I. Among those who spoke ill of him was his own brother 

0Alä'al-Din who taught in Cairo. 

He was familiar with all of the styles of calligraphy and no one 

wrote naskh, ra han and muLuSqaq, better than he. He composed 

poetry - including some in praise of hashish6 - and wrote a common- 
37 

tary on the famous Ra'iat bin al-Bawwäb , the versified treatise 

by the great Baghdadi master on calligraphy. He is described by his 

biographers as , well-informed, elegant and courageous, a good ling- 

uist and an outstanding calligrapher. He died in 711/1311 in Cairo 

at the age of sixty-one. (Appendix 1, ii and iii) 

Such then was the life of this calligrapher , whose only surviving 

work is the Qur'an of Baybars. 

The manuscript was copied out by Ibn al-Wahid over a period lasting 

a year or more. Subo 2 is dated Jumada II 704 / December 1304 while 

Sub c7 is dated merely 705 / sometime in 1305 or 6. As the parts are 

of equal length it means that the calligrapher was able to copy out 

five of the seven in under a year I each one probably taking around 
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eight weeks , meaning that the Qur'an was probably begun-in August 

or September of 1304. Apart from the fact that the Qur'an is written 

in the form of asbäc and is apparently the only Mamluke manuscript 

to have been so done it is also copied out such a way that on each 

page there are six lines of text. This is a most unusual feature 

since almost every other Mamluke, Qur'an - and indeed all Qur'ans 

except the earlier Kufic ones - are copied in, odd numbers of lines: 

seven, nine ' eleven and thirteen being the numbers favoured by 

Mamluke calligraphers. 

But most curious of all is the actual script used by Ibn al-Wahid. 

It is a large gold thulth-type , outlined in black. In Ibn Iyas+s 1.1 

description of the. Qur'an the script is called ashcär and in that 

- 
of Safadi thulth-ashcar which seems more correct. Ash as such 

is sometimes considered a specific type of script mid-way'between 

th ulth and muhagga 
38 

- so it is described by some historians of call- 

igraphy. But the correct explanation would seem to be related to the 

hair-line strokes around the script since as , tashcTr in normal 
39 40 

Arabic and Persian usage would appear to be'derived from ash är 

, plural of sha 
crah :a hair. There is no mystery however about the 

source of Ibn al-Wahid's choice. The script he employed was that 

normally used in Cairo at this time for writing Qur'an surah-headings. 

Why did the calligrapher choose to employ this unusual script 

which was never again used for a Qur'an ? One would perhaps have 

expected him to use muhaggaq t as did the calligraphers of the time 

c 
of Sultan Sha ban. However, although this was the commonest script 

employed in the production of royal Qur'ans in Baghdad and Mosul 

it was not so under the Mamlukes. The earliest ldamluke Qur'an in 

a clearly recognizable muhaggag, is dated 1320 and even this is 
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avery far cry from the superb muhagg&Q-jali of the 1360rs and 70's. 

Furthermore, one must ask whether large-format multipart Qur'ans 

like the Ilkhanid royal Qur'ans were really a feature in Egypt 

at this time ? The answer seems to be - despite the comments of 
41 

Atil in the catalogue of the Washington Mamluke exhibition of 1981- 

that they were not. At least we cannot point to any in the twenty 

years following the production of the Baybars Qur'an ' and nothing 

survives from prior to it. Thus ' if there were no tradition of 

this type of Qur'an under the Mamlukes would there have been a 

traditional script that would have been automatically used ? The 

answer we are persuaded from examining the surviving manuscripts 

is that there was not. Most Qur'ans that we know from this period 

r are in naskh or a thulth-type but not muh, or rayhän. As far as 

the latter is concerned , it is quite apparent that it was a script 

the Mamlukes found unattractive. Despite the existence of the fine 

Qur'an sent to Cairo in the 1320's and copied for the Ilkhanid 

sultan Öljaytü in 1313 , there is hardly a single example of a 

Mamluke Qur'an in rayhan . It seems clear that just there were cer- 
jlv- 

tain fashions in other areas of Mainluke life - as there were , and 

are 9 in all societies, there were fashions to in calligraphy and 

at this time the graceful rayh n and the wonderful classical muhaqqaq 

of the Qur'an copied in Mosul for Öljaytü in the first decade of the 

century were simply not ten voguel in Cairo* 

We can perhaps see more evidence of this by looking at the second 

manuscript on our initial list. This manuscript , divided between the 

Prussian State Library and the Chester Beatty Library appears to be 

in another strange hand, perhaps th. t of the chancellery , ttumar. 2.1 

It appears also to have been multi-part and to follow an unusual 

three-line division of the text on each page. Each surah is introduced 
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by the script employed for the text of the Baybars Qur'an. Surviving 

decoration consists only of marginal ornaments , but these are iden- 

tical to those in the Baybars Qur'an. These factors suggest to us 

that this is yet another manuscript produced by the team of the 

Baybars Qur'an and should probably be considered as the only other 

example of a Qur'an in the hand of Ibn al-Wahid , perhaps executed 

sometime between 1306 and his death in the Kaneüii'märistän in 

1311. Thus it is probable that the commission given to Ibn al-Wahtd 

by Baybars was an unfamiliar one. 

The script of the Baybars Qur'an seems 'to have been drawn first 

and then painted in gold and possibly re-outlined. The diacriticale 

now black , were presumably silver. Vowels are in translucent 

red-gold. The remaining orthographic signs differ in the manuscript. 

In Subo 1 the cutting-hamza, shaddah and suukknn are painted blue while 

the sign over letters without diacritical points is red. In other 

parts the latter is also blue. In Subc 4 all signs are in gold 

except shaddah and hamza which are blue. Throughout the manuscript 

the surah-headings are in red gold and the 'eyes' of all letters 

are filled in with black. 

b) The illuminators : Muhammad bin Mubädir ; Abü Bakr called 'Sandal'; 

Aydughdi bin cAbdalläh al-Badri. Given our remarks in the previous 

section there seems at least the possibility that the artists who 

worked on this Qur'an for Baybar8 were engaged in a relatively un- 

familiar project and had been specially assembled by Ibn al-WahTd 

for the occasion. At any rate there are quite wide divergences in 

their styles of painting. 

Each volume is illuminated in a similar manner ' indicating an 
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overall plan laid down by someone. This was almost certainly Sandal 
" 

who in all the accounts of the Qurlan is the only painter spoken of. 

This strongly suggests that he was a well-known illuminator and alm- 

ost certainly the director of the painting side of the project. 

Each volume begins with a double illuminated frontispiece with 

the word 1al-sub cI written in the centre of the right and page and 

the number on the opposite one. In Parts 1t2 and 4 Qur'anic ayat 

are incorporated as well in panels at the tops and bottoms of the pages. 

In each volume the opening parts of the text are written over a patt- 

erned ground with panels of illumination above and below. The last 

page of each volume is laid out in a manner similar'to'the opening 

pages of text. Each äyah is marked with a rosette and the passage of 

every fifth and tenth one indicated in the margin by a decorated 1.2- 

numeral. Within these broad outlines are many differences , enough 

to make each volume be considered a separate work in its own right. 

In our survey of the illumination we will be concentrating on the 

study of the frontispieces which were always regarded by artists as 

their piece de resistance'. 

The manuscript bears the signiatures of three artists. The first 

volume carries the name of Muhammad bin Mubädir ; the third and fifth 

bear the name of Sandal, while the final one has the name of Aydughdi 

bin cAbdalläh. The latter inscription has caused some confusion since 

it appears to claim that Aydughii illuminated all seven parts. This 

inscription will be dealt with when we come to discuss the work of 

Aydughdi. At this point let us merely point to the self-evident 

facts that three of the parts are signed by other painters and that 

their individual styles are so distinct that even the seventh part 

bearing Aydughdi's inscription can be seen to be the work of Sandal. 
. 

our interpretation of the inscription in the seventh part is that 
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Aydughdi did not illuminate the volumes in the accepted sense of 

tadhhib4, which is the expression used by artists to mean illuminating 

but performed some secondary task on each. In this context we should 

note that the word he employe in the inscription is the much less 

usual tazmik. In any event his contribution is undetectable I implying 

that he painted in or outlined work done by others. It is our conten- 

tion therefore that we are dealing with a team of three artists :a 

senior painter who directed the project and who was Sandal. We may 
43 

note the comment of Safadi in this context when describing the 

production of the Qur'an for Baybars : 

then the famous Sandal illuminated it and painted it (Appendix 1, iv) 
. 

The other members of the team were an established painter Muhammad 

bin Mubädir and a man of lesser rank, Aydughdi bin aAbdalläh 
who was 

as we shall show , the pupil or apprentice of Sandal. 

Muhammad bin Mubädir and his work in the Qur'an and elsewhere, 

Muhammad bin Mubädir was resposible for the illumination in the first 

volume. This we know without doubt from his inscription on the 

final folio where in three medallions in the right-hand margin we 

read: 

Illuminated by Muhammad bin Mubädir, May God pardon him (Fig. 2) 

He is also responsible , we shall demonstrate on grounds of style, 

for the illumination of volumes 2,4 and 6. Let us at the outset 

point out a problem with the illumination of these parts. The frontis- 

pieces of volumes 4 and 6 are identical. That of volume 2 is quite 

different and a very unusual, composite design which can be shown to 

to be the work of the artist of parts 4 and 6. The design of volume 
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1 is probably the least interesting 
, though there is no other 

example in Mamluke illumination. There are some slight differences 

between this volume and the other three. These differences are not 

enough for us to believe that the illurdination of 2 #4 and 6 are 

by someone else. The absence of a signiature is not important on 

this occasion. After all the final volume is the work of Sandal 

despite the fact that it is not signed by him. We have. several 

manuscripts illuminated by Aydgtdi and his style can be seen to 

be quite different and relatedto that of Sandal. Thus although we 
" 

can not entirely discount the possibility of a fourth unknown 

artist , this seems to us unlikelyt 'given the evidence in each or 

the four volumes. 

Each half of the opening frontispiece to Sub0 Z: consists of a 1.4 

central square bearing the volume number; rectangular panels above 

and below with Qur'anic inscriptions In white kufic ( LVI Al-. Igicah 

77-80) all surroundeii by a plain gold border. Around the composition 

on each side , is a border of blank 9 ie. unmodelled, palmettes ' 1.5 

greatly reduced in size on the inner margin and decorated with 'tear- 

drops' which have been modelled in various colours , mainly blue 

with white high-lights. The design of the central panel is curious. 

It is simple, traditional and yet the only known example. It is 

derived from the traditional tile pattern of an eight-pointed star 

surrounded by cross-pieces. The cross-pieces are cut down to make 

an IL-shapedk segmant in each corner. Our researches have revealed 

only two other examples of the star-and-cross pattern , though in 

each case used not as a detail but as a piece of repeat block-pattern. 

It occurs in an earlier Coptic Bible in the British Library , dated 
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44 
1289 (Ms Or 1327) and in a single duz' of a Qur'an copied for 

the Ilkhanid vizir Rashid al-Din in 1316 and now in Topkapi (Ms 

EH 248). 
4The, 

are a number of points worthy of comment. The central 

design is not a true piece of 'infinite' pattern ; to qualify as 

such the arms of the cross shapes would have to be complete. Secondly 

the L-shaped pieces bear palmette decoration which appear to 'con- 

tain' the central star shape rather than allow it twoPexpand'. Finally 

the: 'balance' of the two halves is thrown 'off-key' by the deliberate 

alteration of one of the palmetto motifs on the fsft-band side to 1.6 

break the symmetry. These are features which re-occur in Mamluke 

Qur'an illumination from time to time. All inscriptions on the 

frontihpieces are written over gold scrolls decorated with "tear- 

drops'. These scrolls apart from the ones in the top left-hand panel 

are blank. The inscriptions themselves are entirely traditional and 

are used on frontispieces and bindings throughout the Islamic World 

continuously. 

The frontispiece is one of the simplest in the entire manuscript. 

The same sense of simplicity and rapidity appears in the opening 1.7 

pages of text and in the final illuminated colophon page. In each 1.8 

case the texts are written over a ground of interlace-triangles with red, 

gold and blue dote at the corners. Above and below are narrow panels 

with gold palmettes with details articulated in black or red and with 

red centres on blue. All panels are surrounded by gold strapwork 

which is of a different type on the first and last folios. In the 

margins are gold medallions and in the centre a lobed hasp with 

palmette decoration or an arabesque scroll. Marginal ornaments in 

the main body of the text consist of the words 'khamsa' and' 0ashara' 

in gold kufic over a piece of arabesque scroll. The former is surrounded 
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by polychrome petals : the latter always his a cone-shaped extension 

in red and ,; old to 2irmilate the Arabic numeral five. 

The over-ridin? impression is that this volume was illuminated 

competently though rapidly. Presumably the explanation is thatthe 

painter , having four rather than three volumes to complete wished 

to finish the first one as quickly as possible. The alloc ation of 

volumes must have been decided as soon as the calligrapher began 

his work. This we believe was as follows: 
, 

Volume 1: Muhammad bin Mubädir (signed) / Aydughdi bin 0Abdalläh 

Volume 2: ditto /Aydughdi bin 0Abdalläh / perhaps an unknown painter 

Volume 3: Sandal (signed) Aydughdi bin CAbdalläh 

Volume 4: Muhammad bin Mub3dir /A. Vd. ughdi / perhaps an unknown painter 

Volume 5: Sandal (signed) /Aydughdt bin °Abdalläh 

Volume 6: Muhammad bin Mubädir AyduThdi / perhaps an unknown painter 

Volume 7: Sandal /Aydu., hdi bin 0Abdalläh (signed) 

It is probably best to begin our examination of the volumes, 2, Q 

and 6 by considering the last two first. Both the frontispieces of these 

follow broadly the same principles. In to a large rectangular block of 

pattern a hexagon bearing the volume number is 'inlaid'. The hexagons 

look somewhat incongruous and artificial , though it is possible to 1.9 

see a whole series of 'hidden' hexagons in the compositions, those in 

the centre being the only 'visible' ones. The bases of each pattern 

are repeating six-pointed stars which are connected up to , and made of, 

white lines that are the segments of circles. These central areas are 

unusual in a number of ways. They are unique , being employed by this 

artist alone. There are also elements which break the symmetry, jusi/ 

as'in 
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in the frontispiece of Volume 1. Beyond the wide bands of ntrapwork 

which in the case of Volume 4 include the earliest Mamluke example 1.10 

of a technique that did not become popular for several decades - the 

introduction of coloured squares - is the outer border of alternating 

palmettes. These are in gold, unarticulated, with unmodel-ledttear- 

drops'. What is of great interest is that these borders extend around 

all sides of the two separate halves of the frontispiece. Normally 

in Mamluke (bir'ans the inner margin was left blank. As we. shall f3ee, 

9 this technique is entirely typical of contemporary Ilkhanid work. 

The same could be said for the hexagons and octagons so favoured by 

Muhammad bin Mubedir. It can be clearly demonstrated that much öfthe rep- 

ertoire of this artist derives from Baghdadi work , and that in fact 

we must revise our thoughts on the date from which Ilkhanid influence 

becomes apparent in Mamluke illumination : somewhat earlier than the 

1326 endowment of the 61jaytü Qur'an to the mausoleum of Baktimur 

al-Saqi" 

The design used at the beginning of the second volume is a curious 

combination of those used in volumes 1'4 and 6. It is almost as if 

the artist had set out to combine the salient features of all into one. 

The layout of the frontispiece consists of a central square panel 1.11 
with rectangular ones bearing inscriptions above and below. Around 

these are palmette borders with etrapwork squares at the corners. 

The central panel is composed of another star-and-cross pattern 

which has been #exploied# in a most original fashion. Into this 

are set1first a large octagon which on each half bears the volume 

number ' and then four smaller ones which surround the main one. 

The eight small octagons bear a tiny linked hexagon pattern which 

is used in the decoration of volume 6. 

All inscriptions are laid over fine gold arabesque scrolls with 
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a 'tear-drop' motif similar to those used in the decoration of the 

frontispiece of volume 1, however the details are articulated in 

black. The kufic inscriptions in the panels above and below consist 

of V Al-b' idah 100-1 , which appear only rarely in decorative usage. 

They appear rather different to those of the frontispiece, to the first 

volume 9 the vertical strokes being much thinner and reaching almost 

to the top of the panel. However , as with all inscription areas in 

the first volume these are decorated with a tiny white treble-dot 

motif. 

Decoration of the opening pages of teEt in all of the four volumes 

under examination is similar 0 consisting of tight geometric patterns 

often reminiscent of those found on metalwork. Frequently the same 

decoration is used for the colophon pages. This decoration is entirely 

different from that found in the volumes illuminated by Sandal. 

Volume 1. Opening pages: strapwork triangles with dots at the corners 
8 

C1o$ing page i ditto 
1.8 

Volume 2, Opening pages: swastika and eight-pointed'star pattern. 1.12 

Closing page: inverted interlinked 'Y' shapes. 1.13 

Volume 4. Opening päges s inverted interlinked 'YR ahape8. 

Closing page : linked diamond pattern with treble-dot motif. 1.14 

Volume 6. Opening pages : linked hexagons. 1.15 

Closing page : ditto 

Other work by 1Ai, harmn i bin Mibädir 
. 

We are fortunate in possessing another manuscript illuminated by 

Muhammad bin Mubädir p Ms 1457 in the Chester Beatty Library. This 

is a copy of a Qur'an which although it bears no signiature by the 

illuminator is in exactly the same style as the four volumes of the 
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the Baybars ;? urlan. The manuscript is in fine condition , some 3.1 

252 pages of beautiful naskh in a most distinctive cursive style, 

fifteen lines to the page. Unfortunately the manuscript has suffered 

some mutilation. The right-hand half of the double frontispiece 

is missing and the colophon after Surat al-Näs has been painted 

over - though can still be read with difficulaty - and the surah 

heading of Al-N3s has been cut out and replaced with that of Al- 

Y. ahf. The effect of this is to remove a section from the centre of 

the original finispiece , which we suggest contained the name of 

the illuminator and which ' along with that of the scribe , some- 

one wanted to erase. 

By holding the page up to a strong light it is possible to read 

the name of the scribe : Muhammad bin 0Abdalläh bin AhZ I al-Ansäri 

al-Khazraji. The same scribe copied out a Qur'an in707/ 1307-8 a tiny 

fragment of which has survived by being bound with a later Persian 

Qurvan. These pages consist of the double finispiece which happily 

bear on the final verso side the colophon of the calligrapher. Also 

surviving is Sürat al-?; Zs which gives another example of the magni- 

ficent calligraphy of al-Khazraji. The illumination in this manuscript 

appears to be related to the work of Ibn Mubädir's colleague Sandal. 

There are four areas of illumination : the opening frontispiece; 

the opening pages of text; two finispieces. The first of the two 3.2 

finispieces uses a design identical to that used by Muhammad bin 

tdubarlir for the frontispiece of volume 6 in the Baybars Qur'an 9 though 

the colour scheme is different. The second finispiece is composed of 

an eight-lobed medallion 'inlaid' into abed of interlinked 'Y'- shapes. 3.3 

These are identical to those appearing in the fourth volume of the 1.13 

Baybars Qur'an. The corners however are out across in the manner that 
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we see in some Ilkhanid Qur'ans. 

The opening page of illumination is made up of a central panel 3.4 

with four rectangular panels on each side. Those at the top and 

bottom bear Qur'anic yät in white kufic ( XLV Jäthiyyah '3; XCVIII 

Bayinah , 1). Those at the sides contain trees of gold palmettes. Im 

the central panel is a perfect piece of infinite pattern made up of 

twelve-armed star-polygons whose outer limbs join to form squares 

between the polygons. In the centre of each square is the familar 

ootagon of which Ibn Mub iir is so fond. Apart from these we can 

find numerous examples of details identical to those in the four 

Baybars volumes illuminated by Muhammad bin Mubädir ' showing with- 

out doubt that the artist of the Chester Beatty Qur'an must be he. 

An appraisal of Muhammad bin Mubädir"s style. 

Muhammad bin Mub3dir was possessed of an accomplished, mature, precise 

if rather rigid and sterile manner of painting. His work has some 

very unusual -perhaps unique- features involving the combination of 

apparently disparate elements to make what appear to be new compositions. 

Our knowledge of his style is limited to the Baybars Qur'an and the 

Chester Beatty single-volume copy. Nevertheless this is quite sufficient 

for us to form a full appraisal of his work. He certainly seems to 

have had a wide repertoire of compositional structures and details, 

as well as being considerably inventive on his own part. His work 

is entirely different from that of his colleague Sandal. One wonders . 

where he was trained. Cairo can not have been no rich in first-class 

illuminators that one would expect to see such a wide divergence in 

the work of two men who were obviously the leading practitioners of 

manuscript illumination in the Mamluke capital. We have little idea 

of what painting was like in Cairo prior to the completion of the 
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Qur'an for the emir Baybars. Some clues are given in christian 

Bibles one of which we have refered to. The opening pages of the 

four gospels in this manuscript (British Library Ms Or 1327) 

are illuminated in a purely non-representational fashion after 

the pattern of Islamic manuscripts. There are certain parallels 

between this work and that of Ibn Mubädir as we have seen. However, 

when we come to look at the Qur'ans produced in Baghdad and Mosul 

we find very definite similarities and we shall be examining some 

of these in the next chapter. Whatever the origins of Ibn Mubädir's 

style , it does not seem to have endured. in Egypt. There is no 

dated example later than 1306 and we cannot detect any sign of it 

in other documented manuscripts between then and 1330. The chances 

are that Ibn Mubädir was brought in specially to work on what was 

a major and unusual commission, probably at the invitation of Ibn 

al-Wahid who was overseer of the project. The demise of Baybars 

in 1310 , followed by the death of Ibn al-Wahtd in the following 

year probably meant that the team of illuminators broke up ; indeed 

had probably disbanded upon the completion of the seven-part Qur'an. 

Nothing comparable to this manuscript was attempted in Cairo until 

the time of Sultan Shacbän bin Husayn. Our conclusion must be that 

Ibn Idubädir went to work somewhere else. 

Abu Bakr , called 'Sandal' and his work in the Qur'an and elsewhere. 

Sandal appears to have been the master-illuminator of the Qur'an , 

even though the number of parts he worked on was'less than Ibn Mubädir. 

That Sandal occupied a senior position is testified to not simply from 
47 

references to him in the Wafay t of Safadi but in additional evidence 

that we shall examine when we come to discuss the role of Aydughdi. 

It is quite possible that Sandal was a eunuch since names like'Sandal' 
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(Sandalwood) and ' fir' (Camphor) were often associated with slaves 
8 

There is also the fact that 4bü Bakr is not given a full name : that 

is , his fatherts name is not mentioned: which is what we would expect 

in the case of a slave. 
Sandal's signiature is found on volumes three and five.. In the 

former it occurs in the marginal medallions of the colophon page, 

just we find with Muhammad bin Mubädir in volume one. One the final 

page of the third volume we read the following : 

Illumination by Sandal (Fig 2b) 

In the fifth volume the signiature is concealed among the illumination 

on the opening double frontis--piece. Where the decoration protrudes 

into the centre of the outer margin at each side we read : 

Illumination of Abü Bakr known as-'Sandal' (Fig 2 o) 

The final seventh volume is not signed by Sandal but is illuminated 

in exactly the same manner as the other two. Contrary to what is often 

supposed illumination is as highly personalised as representational 

painting. It is only the lack of identifiable examples over a period 

of time that makes us think illuminators as anonymous and self-effacing. 

The work of Sandal and its contrast with that of his colleague Muhammad 

bin Mubädir provides an excellent example of the individuality of illum- 

inators. 

The frontispieces produced by Sandal all take the same form :a cent- 

ral polygon which repeats in the four corners of either a square or rect- 

angular panel , withc. or without accompanying inscriptions. The overall 1.16 

design of these panels forms a geometric 'trellis' the interstices of 

which are occupied by highly individual'fillers'. In each trellis there 

are two basic types of filler. These fillers take the form of a curious 1: 1 

ýpalmette-shape in a form that resembles the human pelvis and gives them 
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a strange 'anatomical' quality. Both these 'pelvic palme1tes' and the 

arabesque scroll motif3 that are also used I and indeed all parts of 

Sandalts decorative repertoire are covered with tinny bumps ' lumps 

and knobbles. Close inspection reveals these to be nascent , uncurled 1.18 

leaves and buds. They give his work a vibrant plastic quality and 

while they may not be his own invention , since we see them in the 

British Library Bible of 1289 , they are certainly developed by Sandal 

and are one of the main components of his style. Sandal was particularly 

fond of setting all of his motifs on grounds of minute red or black 

cross-hatchings and this too is quite characteristic of his work. Fillers 

however, may be set on a ground of sold colour ' red, green or blue. 

The central star-polygon always bears the volume number over a 

very free composition of arabesque scrolls , which like many other 

of his motifs are decorated with a 'tear-drop' motif. 

Where ever a rectangular panel occurs above and below the central 

one it bears Qur'anic ayat in rather squat white kufic , shorter 

and thicker than appears in the other volumes. The inscriptions are 

as follows: 

Volume-3 : IV Al-Nieä' 113 ' XXVI Al-ihuoarä' 192-6. 

Volume 5: XIV Ibränim , 52. 

Outer borders differ somewhat from one frontispiece to another but 

all are in gold and consist of elaborate bands of alternating palmettes 

heavily embellished bumps and protrubrances 9 always over a minutely 1.19 

hatched ground. 

On the opening folios of text the initial Shat are written over a 1.18 

bed of : sandal's distictive scrolls which are always left white. Here 

however the buds have begun to sprount and produce leaves and blossoms. 

Above and below the text panel are narrow bands bearing arabesque scrolls, 

at the ends of which are circular medallions. Between these is a hasp 1.20 
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4. 

I 

which in the case of the fifth and seventh volume9 is single-lobed. 

All have semi-ciroles cuttirc;; into their bases to make an 'axe-heed' 

shape. 

Unlike the volumes illuminated by Ibn Mubädir, the colophon pages 

in those illuminated by Sandal are not simply repeats of the opening 
do 0 

folio. In the centre of each right-hand margin is a large decorated 

hasp with a single lobe and semi-circles at the, base. In the third 

volume this contains the artists signiature ; in the seventh it 

contains part of a palmetto while in the fifth volume it contains 

a most unusual heavily modelled palmette. Somewhat similar ones app- 1.21 

ear on the opening pages of volume three and are also found in another 

single-volume Qur'an illuminated by Sandal. Nothing quite like them 

is found in contemporary Mamluke work', though related devices do 

occur in Ilkhanid manuscripts. 

Khamsa ans 
cashar_ signs in the margins throughout the volume 1.23 

illuminated by Sandal are quite standardised. Both are written in gold 

kufic over a spray of foliage : the former on a blue ground , the other 

on red. Khamsa always has a cone-shaped point at the top in gold 

cashara has a blue circular border. 

her work by Sandal 

In the Chester Beatty Library is another Qur'an illuminated by Sandal. 

It is a single volume Qur'an in a fine naskh hand ' thirteen lines 

to the page. It has an illuminated frontispiece and opening and clos- 4.1 

inc pages. It probably had an illuminated finispiece in its original 

state but the pages immediately following Sürat al-Na-s are missing. 

We do not know the name of the patron , nor the date or name of the 

scribe , but at the bottom of the opening pages of text we find the 

following inscription in gold letters s 

Illuminated by Abi Bakr known as 'Sandal' (Fig 2d) 4.2 
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Even without this there could be little doubt that the manuscript 

(Ms 1479) is the work of Sandal. The style of illumination is ident- 

ical to that used in the Baybars Qur'an. The design of the o pning 

double frontispiece is the same as that in volume seven of the latter 1.22 

manuscript , though the trellis lacks the heavy dividing, lines. The 

geometric shapes which make up the interstices are each self-contained, 

but fit into one another , rather like the pieces of a jig-saw puzzle. 

The same method is used in frontispiece by Sandal in the third volume 

ybare Qur'an. The fillers of the interstices consist of the of the Ba 

same unusual 'pelvic palmettes' also found in that volume. The outer 

border of alternating palmettes is also similar 9 though not ident_ 

ical to those found in the Sandal volumes in the Baybars Qur'an. 
. 

In the centre of the trellis we find the star-polygon bearing verse 

42, from XLI ' Fussilat. This verse''is' rarely used by other Qur'an 
rv- 

illuminators but appears to have been popular " for some reason with 

Sandal and his associates: two other Qur'ans that can be directly 

associated with Sandal use it on their frontis or finispieces. The 

verses are in a white thulth-type script over scrolls decorated with 

coloured (tear-drops'. 

Perhaps most in teresting of all is the design of the trellis. The 

identical design occurs first in third volume of the Baybars Qur'an. 

We next find it a Qurvan in the Keir Collection that we can associate 

with Sandal (Ms VII99) ' dated 1330 , and then in several other Qur'ans 

down to the 1370's. 

The opening pages of text in the Qur'an are written over arabesque 

scrolls typical of Sandal on a ground of fine red hatchings. Beret as 

in the British Library Qur'an the hatchings do not reach the edge of 

the panel but are separated by a white line. In the case of Ibn Mubgdir's* 

pages the geometric decoration on the text pages go right up to the 
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edge of the central area. 

Above and below are'panels bearing inscriptions in the same squat 

kufic that appears in the Sandal volumes of the Baybars Qur'an. The, 

inscriptions give the titles and verse counts of the opening surahs. 

The words are treated in a proportional way 9 the principles of which 

are not entirely clear. One of the words in"the top right-hand panel 

could not be fitted in and ia'. written in gold naskh below while the 

final line seems to have been abreviated. Exaotly the same feature 

occurs in the work of &ydughdi. 

The final page of text bearing Sürat al-Näs is illuminated in 

a manner similar to the opening ones, except for the use of a 

band of gold strapwork instead of a plain one. Surrounding the 

text are four curious composite blossom motifs rather like those 

we have come across in some of the volumes illuminated by Sandal 

for Baybara. They are heavily modelled and have a definite organic 
" 

appearance. 

Within the text of the Qur'an khamsa and 
cashara 

eigne are 

identical to those described in the third, fifth and seventh volumes 

of the British Library manuscript. 

A second manuscript in which we can detect the hand of Sandal is 

the Qur'an divided between the Chester Beatty Library and the Kunst- 

bibliothek der Stiftung preussischer Kulturbesitz ' to which we have 

already refered49 Unfortunately I in its present state the only decor- 

ation left is that of the marginal ornaments. Those which occur in 

Chester Beatty Ms 1437 c, correspond exactly to those in the known 

work of Sandal. This manuscript we would suggest is also the work 

of Ibn al-Wahid and Sandal and was produced for an unknown patron 

4.3 

2.2 

sometime between the completion of the Baybars Qur'an and the callig- 

rapher's death in 1311.50 
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We have already described at some length the style of. Sandal. and 

there is little more that we can add. One point worthy of mention 

however is that there much less divergence in hip work from one piece 

to another 9 unlike Ibn Mubadir. who seems, to have had a far wider 

repertoire. 
q 

1 
Aydughdi bin °Abdalläh 

al-Badri and his work in the Qur'an and 

elsewhere. 

We have already harf occasion to mention the contribution' of Aydughdi 
52 

to the Baybars Qur'an. We may now examine this in some detail and 

look at several other manuscripts signed by him. We have more information 

about Aydughdi than any of the artiste in the team and can trace his 

work and associates through four manuscripts from 1304 down to 1320. 

Our first reference to this artist occurs in the final volume of 1.23 

the British Library Qur'an where , on the opening pages of text, we 1.24 

find the following inscription written in panels above and below the 

central panels : 

This noble seventh and its brother volumes were illuminated by the 

poor slave, needy of God's help, yearning for His pardon and mercy 

Aydughdl bin cAbdalläh al-Badri, may God forgive him ' in the year 

705 (Fig 2 e) 

Our survey of the Qur'an has shown beyond doubt that the expression 

used by Aydughdi in this inscription 
'ie. zammaka ' cannot mean illumin- 

ation in the true and full sense of the word , but must indicate 

something else: something that was performed in each of the seven 

volumes ' yet which is undetectable ' since the styles of the other 

artists are most distinctive and readily recognisable. 
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In the original entry for this manuscript in the old catalogue of 

the British Museum, the author simply records the inscription without 

comment. Lane-Poole 0 who is the only scholar to have commented on 

the words clearly understood what was in question. He, writes: 
53 

... the seventh part has the further information that thid volume "was 

incrusted ( ýý ý) by Aydaphdy ibn 'Abd-Allah el-Bedry", which raises 

the difficulty as to what "incrustation" was. The word is frequently 

used to designate the laying on of both gold and ink on a manuscript; 

but the previous use of the words 4.... D) and 
S-seem 

to suggest 

some different operation in the case of Aydughdy. Dr Rieu seems to 5 

think that it may refer to the delicate outlining of the characters, 

but this would more probably be termed ý%ý;. ý. 
perhaps ca. ý meant 

the laying on of the colours, as distinguished from the (". -. ö or 

gilding. 

In the catalogue to the Qur'an Exhibition5and that of the Hayward 
56 

Gallery exhibition (1976) it appears to be tacitly assumed that Aydughdi 

worked in exactly the same manner as Muhammad bin Mubädir. 

In medieval Islamic manuscripts the normal expression for decor- 

ating is tadhhtb or dhaaba which meant litterally 'gilding' and 

dates from the time when only gold was used. Other more unusual 

terms are occasionally employed. In a Qur'an in the Chester Beatty 
57 

Library (Ms 1439)we find the word adhana from the root dhn meaning 

'to annoint, oi1t. In a manuscript in the TIEM we find the expression 
58 

idmýn (perhaps idhän)(MB 450). Both of these are unusual , though they 

may have been common enough in the parlance of medieval painters. 
59 

In SafadI's account of the work of Sandal on the Baybars Qur'an 

the author uses the terms dhahhaba and zammaka together, one after 

the other, suggesting that the two describe different tasks and that 
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the first mentioned took place before the second. 

The fullest investigation of the word 'zananaka' seems to be that 
60' 

in Quatremere's 'Histoire des Sultans Mamlouks"' where he quotes from 

a work on Tlkhanid chancellery procedure explaining how letters wore 

to be set out : t 

Apres la formule Au nom de Dieu et une ligne de la khotbah 9 on commen- 

gait par la toghra , qui etait tracee en or incrustZ jm &W), et qui 

contenait 'comme tous los toghras , los titres de notre soultan. 

And in a footnote on zammaka, he continues : 

Le verbe c.! A.:; signifie imprdgner I incruster. On lit dans 1'ouvrage 

dont je donne ici 11extrait ýtj". ýL . ý-+y ß. 1 i 1, A. y ; Jý 

- 
ecrit 

en or avec un kalam bien taillA et impregne do noire Plus bas 

" M2 Dana le Fäkihat al-Khulaf ;'G. t' 4L < ..; -elle fut encrusts d" or. 

Dana le Manhal al-Säfi "ý 
- 

to 
h. 

- 

-je ne crois que personne puisse tracer uns pareille ecriture" 
ni 

inviter son incrustation. 

It is difficult to see any other interpretation of the verb zammaka 

than meaningsto paintlin some manner. As far as we can tell there are 

only two functions that Aydughdi could have performed on all seven 

volumes without his contribution being immediately obvious. It could 

have been the outlining of the letters as Rieu suggested 9 or it 

could have been the painting in of the gold or the colours. We are 

inclined to reject the former for the following reasons. It seems 

unlikely , even for a rather slothful calligrapher euch as Ibn al-Wahid 

appears to have been, that so important a part of the work could have 

been handed over to some one else. The lines around the letters are 

there to delineate the characters and for such a commission the 

calligrapher would surely have wanted to do this himself. Secondly 
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in Safadi's account 
6of 

the production of the seven-part Qurlan 

for Baybars both Ibn al-Wahid and Sandal are mentioned but it is 
" 

with the latter that the word tazmik is associated, clearly 

indicating that it was a function connected with the painter 

and not the calligrapher. We are therefore inclined to think 

that Aydughdi must have been responsible for painting in either 

the gold or polychrome areas and that these were decorated where 

required by the other painters. This would explain why in some 

cases details on the gold borders seem to have been only partially 

filled in or else left out altogether. This somewhat secondary 

role for &ydughdi need not be contradicted by the imposing inscr- 

iption in the seventh volume in which he records his involvement. 

Other work by A, ydughdi 

There are three other manuscripts which include contributions by 

this painter , or are works for which he was entirely resposible. 

It will best to commence with a copy of the Qur'an in the TIEM to 

which we have already had occasion to refer, Ms 450. This is copied 5.1 

out in magnificent gold naskh of a type similar to that of Al-Khazraji 

but outlined in black. The unfoliated manuscript appears complete, 

apart from a few folios in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston and the 

Freer Gallery. Gold kufic surah titles'are written over gold scrolls in blihe 

panels with gold borders. There is a fine double-frontispiece and 5.2 

finispiece and the opening and closing pages of text are fully 5.3 

illuminated. Between the final pages of text and the finispiece 

is a double opening which contains facing eachother an elaborate 

colophon and certificate of commissioning. The latter shows that 5.4 

the Qurfan wan made for Al-Nadir Muhammad and reads : 
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For the treasury ' the high 9 the lordly of the sultan Al-Malik 

Al-Nasir. May God prolong its days and unfurl its banners in the 
40 

East'and West, exhalt its power and make the kings of the Earth 

obey its limitless authority, Amen. (Fig 3) 

Opposite we read in a circular panel which mirrors in every detail 

the first : 

The copying of this manuscript was completed on the last Tuesday 

of the month of Ramadýn in the year 713 / December 1313 (Fig 4 a) 

r 

If the manusorip. were destined for a mosque , this could have been 

the Jämic al-'3did begun at the order of Al-Näsir opposite Roda Island 

in the Nile in 1duharram 711/ Islay 1311 and completed in Safar 712, /June 
62 

1312, Alternatively it could have been made for the mosque of the 

Mashhad al-Nafiai , which opened 'in Safar 1314/ May 1314 63only 
a 

few months after the completion of the Qur'an. As there is no wagfi, yyah 

we can not say positively. 

Of considerable interest to us ' in view of the other mar, 1ripts 

associated with Aydughdi, is the colophon giving the name of the scribe. 

This reads as follows: 

This noble copy of the Qurlan, may God enoble and erhalt it, was com- 

plated at the hands of the poor slave 'yearning for the pardon and 

forgiveness of his Lord ' Shädhi bin Muhammad bin Sh dh n nalud 
41 

bin OIsä bin Abi Bakr bin Ayyub, (Fig 4 b) 

It is written in rectangular panels above and below the circular 

inscriptions in much larger letters. The copyist was no ordinary 

5.4 

scribe but a man of noble lineage and blood. As is occasionally the 
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case when a scribe of prominence copied a manuscript his full 

genealogy is given. This shows him to have been a minor Ayyubid 
64 

prince of the House of Al- il great grandson of Al-Nasir Da'ud 
65 

ruler of Karak (d. 656 /1258 ) and grandson of Al-2ahir Shadhi who 

died in 681/1282 and was buried in Jerusalem. kn ezaminaýion of 

both published and manuscript sources reveals nothing on his 

father Muhammad. The only reference to Shädht is found in Ibn 
66 0 

Hajar and says simply that he was born in 681 and died suddenly 

in 742/1341-2. Unfortunately we do not know whether ShadhI bin 
67 

Muhammad was living in Cairo or somewhere in Syria at the time the 

manuscript was completed , though the former seems more likely. 

On the opening and olooing pages of text 9 at the base of the 

hasps in the outer borders are a series of minute inscriptions which 

record the names of the two artists involved in the illumination of 

the Qur'an. On the opening pages we read s 

These opening and olosing pages . are the work of the poor slave needy 5.5 

for the mercy of God, praised be He ' yearning for the forgiveness 5.6 

of his Lord, Aydughdt bin °Abdallah al-Badrt , taught by the master 

Sandal , God forgive them. ( Fig 4 c) 

This is a particularly important inscription since it describes the 

relationship between Aydughlt and Sandal. Although the word nas 

or nushnui is perhaps a little unusual , the only interpretation that 

we can put upon it I given that SanO-al is described as Imu°allims, ie 

'mastery is that AydughlT was brought up by ý or taught by, him. If 

we look at other areas whore the relationship between master and 

pupil is recorded 0 such as on metalwork 9 particularly that of 
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the Mosul craftsmen t we find that it is always the pupil or appr- 

entice who mentions the master t never the other way round. 
68 

The TIEM Qurtan was made some ten years after we first become 

aware of Sandal and Aydughdt working together. The fact that llughdl 

refers to his old master means either that the relationship between 

them was still close ' or that the reputation of Sandal was consider- 

able: perhaps both. Another point worthy of notice is that Sandal 
. 

must still have been alive at this time " since Aydughdt employs 

the ritualistic formula 0afa'll; h °anhumä 
, God fogive them ' rather 

than rahimahu'lläh I Cod have mercy upon him, which would certainly 

have been used had he not been alive. 

On the closing pages of text in exactly the same spot we find 

another inscription which reads : 

In the name of God the Compassionate the Merciful. This noble copy of 5.7 

the Qur'an was painted by the least slave of God, praised be He, 5.8 
0A1l bin Mubammad al-Rassäm 9 known ast a1 A0 l (the 'left-hardedý, 

God forgive them. ( Fig 4 d) 

Quite probably the painter who who wrote this was acting in a junior 

capacity to Ayºdugl1 since he states that he was responsible for 

tazraik rather than tadhhib 9 he describes himself as "rassamt not 

imuh hhib ' while Aydughdi in a manuscript executed in the previous 

year does use that term. We would suggest that on this occasion AAughdi 

was a full muds ib working with an assistant I or apprentice of 

his own. It is interesting that among these manuscripts so-far discussed 

we have come accross several different terms for artiste , perhaps 
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indicating a heirarctty. It eeete clear-' we would propose, that 

the muCallim was the senior painter. Below him came the mwlhahhib 

and perhaps next came the muzammik and the rassam . 

The illuminated frontis and finispieces are superb examples of their 

kind. Each consists of a star-polygon which repeats in the four corn- 

ere. The design of the frontispiece consists of shapes which fit - 

together to form the pattern., the interstices of which are filled 

with 'pelvic palmettes' and arabesque scrolls ' decorated with ftear- 

drops1 ' all after the manner of Sandal. In the centre of the page 

on a blue ground over free-flowing arabesques is XLI Fussilat 41-2, 
rr- 

as we see in the Chester Beatty Qur'an illuminated by Sandale-The 

design used by hdi on this occasion is not one that we find in ýý 

the work of Sandal. It does occur however in several other manuscripts. 
69 

It appears in two Mainluke Qur'ans , the earliest dated 1314 and the 

other produced in the 1340's. It is also found in an extremely imp- 

oprtant Ilkhanid Qur'an made in Baghdad some-seven years previously. 

But there other linke with Sandalts work. The fillers in the inters- 

tices , and the palmette border are all painted over grounds of fine 

red or black hatchings. In the outer border both Aydughdi and Sandal 
. 

in the Cheater Beatty Qur'an employ a large tri-lobed motif. with 

crossed arms. The palmettos swell up in the centre of the outer 

margin to form a hasp ' here and in all the signed compositions by 

these two artists. 

In the finiepiece the design of the trellis is bordered above 5.9 

and below by panels of kufio inscriptions over arabesque scrolls. 

All the characteristics that we have refered to in describing the 

frontispiece are found here. 

Once again the design of the finispieoe trellis is of some cons- 
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iderable importance. It is made up. of a twelve-armed star-polygon 

in the centre and repeated, in the four corners. The five are sep- 

arated bylong narrow panels which end in hexagons. This is the earliest 

recorded use of this pattern in a fourteenth century Qurfan. In later 

years it occurs on several occasions. We find it used in, Mamluke 

Qur'ans produced in the 1350' and 60's , as well as in the famous 

Qur'an made for b'ljaytü in Hamadan in. 1313-14 and brought to 

Cairo in the 1320's. 

The design and detail of the opening pages of text in the 1313 5.3 

Qur'an is virtually identical to that of the Cheater Beatty, Qur'an 

illuminated by Sandal. There are some divergences: &ydughdi employs 

both here and elsewhere kufic script in which the verticals lack 

the 'spike ' something Sandal never does. In Sandalts work the 

scrolls which underlie the text on a page are rather more carefully 

worked out. But by and large ' Aydughdt follows in the tradition 

of his master. That this was a particular tradition and not a gen- 

eral Mamluke convention can be seen by comparing the manuscript with 

other contemporary ones : something we shall do shortly. 

Before leaving this manuscript which is one of the most important 

of the series ' let us examine another inscription which appears on 

the final folio. This consists of two short certificates declaring 

that the Qurtan is without error and recording the pointing of the 

manuscript. A-calligrapher would not have been expected to be an 

authority on grammar , thus -upon completion a Qur'an would have to 

be examined to make sure that it was perfect. This must have occured 

with all Qur'ans , though the number of occasions when we havo any 

written evidence of this is almost non-existent. Similarly ' it is 

assumed that the calligrapher was responsible for pointing the mat 
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but we know from inscriptions in a number of Qur'ans that this was 
70 

not always so. There are two sets of vowels in the manuscript : one 

in gold , probably written in by the calligrapher Shädhi bin Muhamm- 

ad, and a second complimentary group in blue. These are probably 

the work of the pointer. The two certificates read :9 

This Noble Qurfan has been examined from start to finish and'found 

to be free of grammatical mistakes and errors 9 and deemed unblemi- 

shed by flaws and imperfections. Signed: Muhammad al-Sarraj al-Mugri'. 

This Noble Qur'an has been vocalised by the slave needy of God, praised 
71' 

be He ' Khalil bin Muhammad al-Bahnast. (Fig 4 e) 

The two remaining works illuminated by Aydughdi are copies of 

the collection of inshä' correspondence of Al-Näsir DD ; d. Al-Näsir 
" 

Dä1üd72succeeded his father as prince of Damascus in 1227 but was 

ejected by a coalition of his unoles. As a compensation he was enso- 

onced in Karak 9 where he remained until 1249. He was considered a 

a master of the chancery epistolary style and in 670/1271-2 his son 

Al-Malik al-Amjad al-Hasan collected some of this correspondence, 

interspacing it with historical commentary. It is this work entitled 

Al-Fawätid al-Jaliyyah that was copied and illuminated by Aydughdi 

in 712/1312 (British Library Ms Or 3025). 

The manuscript is not complete. It consists of 83 folios of fine 

black na kh with gold headings. Fortunately the colophon page 

survives and this tells us: 

The copying and illumination of this (manuscript) were completed at 

the hands of the poor slave , needy for the mercy of Cod, praised be 
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He, Aydughdi bin 0Abdalläh al tdudhahhib, at the end of Shacbän 

712/ December 1312. (Fig 5 a) 

The is the first recorded occasion of this artist calling himself 

'madhahhib' and we would suggest thathe achieved this status at some 

time between 1306 and 1312. It is also of considerable interest that 

the work being copied and illuminated in the Fawä'id containing the 

writings of the great grandfather of Shädhi bin Muhammad. This can 

be no co-incidence. It must be clear that AydughdT was working for 

-or with- Shädhi. 

On the two surviving illuminated pages the text is set in a cen- 6.1, 

tral panel over red arabesque scrolls on a ground of red hatchings. 

The scrolls are not nearly so animated as those in the work of Sandal 

but have the essential characteristics of his "knobbledt arabesques. 

Above and below are gold arabesques on a blue rectangular ground 

resembling those used by Sandal in volume five of the Baybars Qur'an. 

At the sides are vertical panels of gold strapwork with a lobed hasp 

in the centre margin and medallions above and below. This page is 

a miniature repeat of the those at the beginning of volume five. 

However Aydughdi does not use the heavily modelled palmettos and 

between the central panel and the surrounding ones introduces a 

a simple band of edging which ' while it was to become very popular 

in later Mamluke work , makes its first recorded appearance here 

in a Mamluke Qur'an. 

The other manuscript in Istanbul (Aya Sofia Ma 4823) is a complete 

version of the Fawalid containing 145 folios. It is eigrad by Shc; dh' 

bin Muhammad bin Shdhi ' copyist of the 1313 Qur'an and is dated 719 

1320, According to a fine inscription on the final illuminated pages 
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the manuscript was copied for the library of 'Sultan clroadl. (Fig 5 b) 

Given the date of 1320 ' the most likely person this could be is 

the famous historian and lesser Ayyubid ruler of Hama 0 Al-Malik 

al-Salih al-Tdueayyid 
olmäd al-Din Abu'1-Fidä'Ismä. ot1 

' usually known 
. 73 

simply as Abu'l-Fidä', who ruled from 710/1310 to 732/1331. Given 

Abu'l-Fidä's interests this is exactly the kind of work he would 

have wanted. 

Although this manuscript is not , as far as we know, signed by 

Aydughdi 9 the illuminated pages are unmistakably heb: The pages 7.1 

are laid out in exactly the same maner as those in the earlier 

copy of this manuscript and the arabesque scrolls which underlie 

the text are identical to those employed by him in his known work. 

Both stylistic and strong circumstantial evidence would seem to 

indicate that this is the work of Aydughcii 9 continuing his assoc- 

iation with Shädhi bin Muhammad at the court of his relative Abu'l- 

Fidä? in Hama. 

Before finishing our examination of the work of Aydughdt we must 

take cognizance of an article written some years ago on these two 

75 
manuscripts. The author of the article was in the proocess of editing 

the letters of Al-Näsir D Gd and came to the conclusion that-the 

British Library copy was actually later than the Istanbul version 

but had been pre-dated by the copyist. Briefly hic reasoning was 

as follows: The two manuscripts are identical except for the fact 

that the Istanbul copy contains a medallion in the margin to the 

effect that at that point the original compiler ''A1-Malik al-ttmjad 

al-Hasan ' died. According to the writer the text was later continued 

by ShGdhi bin Muhaimnai , copying out the original up to the point 

where it had abruptly terminated and then carrying on to add a second 

h-j1f of his own compilation. 
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The writer of the article believed that gydughdi , for some 

reason , wished to claim authorship of the Fawä'id for himself. 

Our only real concern with this argument is that if it be true 

then we can advance the career of Aydughdi even further, beyond 

the date of the Istanbul Fawä'id manuscript of 1320. We are however 

inclined to reject the argument. The family ties between Shlhi 

and Al-Nasir Dýi'üd have led the writer to the belief that the 

former was the person who completed the unfinished text of the 

Fawä'id , though to our knowledge this is not stated in the work. 

He makes much of the fact that Shädhi uses the phrase in his colo- 

Phon : 'eta kan al-far gh min kitabat1hi ala yadd.., The writing 

of this was completed by... and that the identical words are used 

by Aydughdi, The first being a genuine autograph copy , so the 

second must be a forgery. 

The words of the colophon however are part of a standard scribal° 

formula and mean copyin., not compiling. The explanation would seem 

to be that both Aydughd and Shädhi were copying and that the 

latter is not the compiler of the second part of the Fawä'id. In 

any case the writer of the article was not aware of the close links 

between the two men. He remarks that he has been unable to locate 

'76 
any other reference to either. Had he been aware of the Qur'an in 

the TIEM on which both worked he would perhaps have come to different 

conclusions. 

A reconstruction of the career of AyduýrhMT bin 0Abdalläh. 

Aydugh1T was the pupil of Sandal and worked with him on the m%jor 

project directed by Ibn al-Wahtd to produce a seven-part Qur'an 

of sumptuous appearance for the khaanQ h of the Emir Baybars al- 
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Jashankir . He was occupied on this from 1304 until around 1306 

or 7. By 1312 he was a nnidhihhib , and probably no longer with 

Sandal. At any rate in that year we find him engaged on a manusc- 

ipt of the Fawavid al-Jaliyyah ' the collected correspondence of 

the Ayyubid monarch Al-NaBir Dalud, great grandfather oý Shädhi 

bin Muhammad ,a fine calligrapher of royal blood, with whom we 

next find him working. Together they produced a magnificent single- 

volume Qur'an for the library of the sultan Al-Na air Muhammad. This 

was almost certainly made in Cairo. &ydughdt evidently had a pupil 

of his own at this stage since the Qur'an bears the signiature of 

a certain 
cAli bin Muhammad 'the left-handed' ' whose work is not 

very much in evidence. Like Aydughdi in 1304-7 he was probably 

responsible only for painting in work drawn out by the main illum- 

ator. Exactly what the relationship was between ShedhT and Aydughdi 

we do not know. However in 1320 the former copied out a manuscript 

for the library of his distant relative the ruler of Hama. The ill- 

umination of this is identical to the known work of Aydughdi and it 

seems probable that the two made their way to the court of the prince 

of Hama where they were in 1320. 

An appraisal of Aydughdt bin cAbdalläh's style, 

The style of Aydughdi is essentially that of his master Sandal. We 

can see exactly the same decorative repertoire in use : compositions 

of a similar design ; alm oat identical though rather simplified 

fillers in the central trellises ; extensive use of finely hatched 

grounds ; palmetto borders of the same type - gold with tear-drop' 

motifs coming to an extension in the central margin ; kufio of a 

very similar type on arabesque scrolls. The arabesque scrolls ' though 
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not quite so animated as those of Sandal are of the same knobbled 

bulbous type, There is also the use of the same Qur'anic Mat for 

decorative purposes : almost as if they were being used as a 'trade- 

mark' of the group. There are a number of minor details that do not 

appear in the work of Sandal and a number of trellis designs. The 

latter would probably be evident if we had more examples of Sandal's 

work. 

What other examples are there of this style? There are at least 

two other Qur'ans which an be said to follow in this traiitiot. 
77 

The first is one sold some years ago in Christies and whose present ý. L 

whereabouts are unknown. The reproduction in the sale catalogue shows 

several of the features mentioned in connection with Aydughdt and 

Sandal. 
0 78 

The second is more important. It is Ms VII, 9 in the Keir Collection. 

This is a single-volume Qur'an copied in 730/1330 by Muhammad bin 

Bilbek al-Muhnint al-Näsiri , for the library of Al-Näsir Muhammad. 

Although the illuminated pages differ slightly from the earlier 9.1 

Sandal/Aydughdi Qur'ans I the absence of marginal hasps and medallions 

may be put down to changes in taste: we see the same features in other 

contemporary manuscripts. However , the similarities are striking. 

The trellis deign employed for the central panels of the 9.2 

opening pages is the same as that used by Sandal on two occasions. 

In the central star-polygon we find XLI Fueeildt 41-2 , which only 
--sue: 

occurs in the work of Sandal and Aydughdi. The fillers in the 9"3 

goometric interstices derive from those of the early period ' even 

though of inferior quality. The border of alternating palmettes 

employed for the border corresponds almost exactly to that used 

by &ydughdT around the finispiece of the 1313 Qur'an. Curiously 
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the design of the border has been 'trimmed' by the artist on two 

sides as if he made an error or could not adapt it to fit. 

The layout and decoration of the opening pages of text are very 

close to those of the earlier manuscripts : even the wording of 

.., 79 
the kufic inscriptions is the same ýwý "", ý+ý instead of 4+ýý1+ 

The arabesque scrolls under the text are of the type directly assoc-- 

iated with Sandal and Aydughdi. This manuscript is probably not a 

late work of either of the above 0 but by some other artist who 

worked with them , or was perhaps merely copying their style. What- 

ever the case may have been , this is the last manuscript that we 

can associate directly with the style of Sandal. 

There are a number of other Qur'ans that can be tenatively assoc- 
80 

iated. Cairo National Library ITS 55 9 though not of the same quality 

as the earlier Qur'ans illuminated by Sandal and Aydughdt , has all 

the essential features of the group. The central trellis design is 

the same as that used by Sandal in volume five of the ßatiybars Qur'an 

the star-polygon bears XLI Fuss it lat 41-2; similar scrolls are used 

in the interstices of the trellis. In the body of the text the script 

is a bold thulth with khamsa and 0ashara signs identical to those 

in the work of Sandal. Surah headings are in large gold thulth-ashhär 

as in the Baybars Qurtan and Chester Beatty mss 1437 and 1457. 

Other manuscripts which show some connection are: Cairo National 
81 

Library Ms 4, with a wagfiyyah endowing it to the mosque in the 

citadel and dated 729/ 1328-9 :a Qur'an sold in Christies in 1970, 

present whereabouts unknown. 

2. Other traditions in this period. 

The tradition of Sandal is not the only one of which we are aware. 
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Others are unfortunately not so well-known, We will turn'to the most 

important of these now. 

Ms 447 in the TIEM is a complete single-volume Qur'an fifteen 8 

lines to the page ' copied in good black naskh. The colophon is 

in a gold square at the end of Surat al-Näs and reads as follows: 

The copying of this Noble Qur'an was completed. - may God send back 

its blessing to the one who commissioned it - on 13 Rabic I 714/ 

29 June 1314 in the script of 
CAli bin Abt Sälim. (Fig 5 o) 

At the end of the manuscript is another inscription which gives the 

name of the illuminator and binder of the Qur'an. This reads: 

Illuminated and bound by the poor slave needy for the help of God, 

praised be Hei cAbdalläh al-Safawi al Halabi. (Fig 5 d) 

Throughout the text each surah is introduced by a title in 10.1 

gold thulth. The opening surahs are introduced in exactly the 

same way, being entirely undifferentiated from the rest of the 

manuscript. This method was followed in Iran and the Maghreb but 

is rare in Mamluke Qur'ans. The sign in the margin indicating each 

fifth verse is a definite 'pear-drop' shape , while that indicating 

each tenth verse is given a brown border instead of the blue one 

usually found. 

The manuscript opens with a fine double frontispiece , compris- 10.2 

ing a central rectangular geometric trellis with inscription panes 

above and below. There is no palmetto border. The inscriptions ' in 

white mhaqqaq are LVI A1-Wägicah , 77-81. 
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The design of the trellis on the opening frontispieces is identical 

to that used in the TIEM Qur'an of 1313. The colour scheme and dec- 

orative elements used as fillers are entirely different. The pent- 

agons around the centre contain either a lotus like palmette or a 

simple palmette with looped base and two leaves springing from its 

centre. These are in green -a colour rarely used at this time- on 

gold. In the interstices at the top and bottom of the composition 

the fillers are green 'S' scrolls on gold. 

In Aydughlt's version of this oomposition in the 1313 Qur'an all 

the fillers converge on the elements they surround , here in contrast 

all motifs converge on the centre I making an entirely self-contained 

pattern. Instead of a free arabesque scroll in the centre there are 

two concentric bands of fleurs-de-lis radiating from a twelve-aided 

nucleus. The quarter polygons in the four corners contain floral 

sprays and are regarded not as repeats of the centre but as sep- 

arate elements. In the outer margin the central hasp is an unusual 

'pear-drop' shape. 

Were it not for the certificate of commissioning we might be 

tempted to ascribe this manuscript to a spot far from Eygpt. This 

appears on the final pages as a counter- balance to the frontis- 

piece and is a magnificent example of its kind. It occupies both 10.3 

pages and reads : 

God is the Effector of righteousness, This Noble Qur'an was written 

for the library of the noble the lord , the nultan, th© high, the just, 

Al-Malik al-H sir Muhammad, sultan of Islam and the muslimov partner 

of the Commander of the 'Faithful , may God make his reign eternal 

and make the Qurfan his imam and his heaven and his intercessor. 
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May the angels ever-in-hie-presence be his helpers and supporters 

and may eternal paradise be his refuge and abode. Amen 0 Lord of 

the two worlds etc. (Fig 6 a) 

This is written in fine gold thulthon a ground of r 9d hitchinge. 

Between the lines are gold arabesque scrolls with large fully-formed 

leaves. Similar white ones and a multiple black triple-dot motif 

are scattered between script and scrolls. There is an outer border 

of white strapwork and in the centre of each margin a single m©d- 

allion with a palmette. 

The Qur'an appears to have little in common with the manuscripts 

previously described. As the illuminator's nisbah is al-Halabi 9 

of Aleppo this suggests perhaps a Syrian origin. Either that or 

the work of a Syrian working in Cairo. Qur'ans from Syria in this 

period are extremely rare. The Chester Beatty Library is fortunate 

in possessing one from that area which has a colophon giving an 

exact location for it. The manuscript is in two separate parts 

bound as one (Ms 1473)ß3The bogining and end are missing but 

at the and of the first part we read : 

Written by IbrähTm bin 0 A1i bin 3an7a' al-bulk, thanking God, praised 

be He etc..... in Tripoli ... 723/1323. (Fig 6 b) 

In the surviving areas of illumination this manuscript has some 

interesting parallels with the 1314 Qur'an. None employ palmetto 

borders while the beginning; of the text in each half has lines of 

11.1 

arabesque scrolls between the -=at over a red hatched ground. This 11.2 

would seem to be a characteristic of Syrian manuscripts at this time 
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since there is no evidence of-it in either contemporary Ilkhanid 

nor Mamluke Qurfans. 

We are inclined to think that this is the work of a Syrian artist 

employed in Cairo 9 perhaps in the same studio as Shädh'i and Aydughdl, 

and that the Qur'an was commissioned by'the sultan for the same loc- 

ation as the 1313 TIII4 Qur'an. 

Another Qur'an worthy of comment is Ms 14818in the Chester Beatty 

Library dated kajab 720 / August 1320. This has many of the charac- 

teristics of the Sandal group but is rather larger (48 x 36cm as 

opposed to 33 x 25cm in the case of Chester Beatty Quran Ms 1479 

illuminated by Sandal). The script in this manuscript looks. much 12.1 

more like mq! LaSqaq than anything else we have seen in the first 

two decades of the fourteenth century. Its place of origin and 

relation to earlier manuscripts are unknown as it bears 

no documentary information other than the date. 

Summary. ' 

Patronage z During the period under discussion we are familiar with 

only two patrons, the Emir Baybars al-Jäshankir and Sultan A14äsir 
. 

Muhammad. Furthermore few of the surviving manuscripts bear wagfiyyahs. 

Although a number of mosques 9 madrasaahhs and other institutions were 

founded in this period , the number of manuscripts associated with 

them and their patrons is strictly limited. This could be due to 

the loss or destruction of manuscripts 9 though it would be wrong 

in our opinion to exagerate this possibility. It could be due to 

the lack of outstanding local artists or to the expenses involved. 

The latter were considerable. Baybars we are told gave 1,600 dinars 

to Ibn al-Magd, and even if ' as is rumoured, all was not spent 

on the Qur'an the patron accepted this as the probable price. It 
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was not simply the cost of material such as gold and silrer. There 

was also the cost of maintaining anything from two to five artists 

for several months or several years. 

Calligraphy: We know the names of several outstanding calligraphers 

though not as many as we would have supposed 9 considering that 

Cairo was the Mamluke metropolis. The most prominent was Ibn al- 

Wahid but there were others like Shädhr bin Muhammad and Muhammad 

al-Khazraji. These men are figures whose names are not recorded 

for posterity as calligraphers ' though the former was important 

enough as a minor member of a famous family to be mentioned'in 

Ibn Hajar's biographical compilation. We are basing our assesment 

of them simply on the outstanding quality of their work. There 

were others who were not outstanding but competent scribes or 

officials such as 
0Ali bin AbT Sälim and Muhammad al-Muhsini al- 

Näsiri. 

Contrary to what is often asserted about the styles of script 

favoured, by the Mamlukes, the most typical varieties in this early 

period were naskh and thulth , not i ach and never r hän . 

Large-format multiple-part Qur'ans such as those produced in Ilkhanid 

Baghdad were not popular at this time and the seven-part Qur'an of 

ßaybars is the exception which proves the rule. Nothing to equal 

the Ilkhanid manuscripts in- size and magnificence was produced 

after 1306 until the reign of Sha% n bin Husayn (1363-76). The 

typical M amluke Qurlan of this period is medium-sized, single- 

volume I in black, or occasionally gold, naskh. 

Illumination: This period is comparatively rich in information on 

Qur'an illuminators. We know the names and something of the careers 

of several. Among the most important were the well-known master 
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Sandal who has the unique distinction of having his work mentioned 

9 and praised, by Safadi and Ibn Hajar and his pupil Aydughdi. We 
40 0 

can trace the career of the latter from his beginnings as an appren- 

tice of Sandal working on the Baybars Qur'an project in Cairo ' then 

for Sultan Al-Näsir Muhammad and finally for Abu'l-Fid %t the 

Ayyubid ruler of Hama. 

The style of these two painters is quite readily recognisable 

and we can trace its development down until 1330 when it seems 

to fade out. 

We also know of Muh mmad bin Mubädir , whom as we shall see ' was 

either trained in Baghdad t or by a Baghladi artist. We are aware of 
his activities in Cairo for a short time in the first decade of the 

century. We can also point to a Syrian painter ' 
°Abdallah al Halabt 

who was in Cairo around 1314. All of these artists probably under- 

took other activities ; some were scribes others binders. This 

would have enabled them to move easily from place to place , as 

it appears they did , in search of employment ' or perhaps in 

answer to offers'of commissions. 

Whether full-scale studios existed in places like the house. of 

Baybars or the library of Al-Näair Muhammad is difficult to say. But 

with regard to the Qur'an of Baybars ' we would suggest that the 

workshop whore it was produced was located in the Mosque of Al-Hakim. 

Ibn al-Wahid was kätib al-ahartcah there the building is adjacent 

to the khän äh for which it was destined and would have had the 

right atmosphere in its inner parts 9 of undisturbed tranquility. 



Chapter Two : Baghdad and Mosul under the I1khanids 1300-1316. 
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It is an odd paradox that'we should know so much more about a 

a relatively obscure group of calligraphers in Cairo at this time 

than we do about the great , venerated masters of classical calligra- 

aphy , the sittah , that is , the six pupils of Y üt al-Mustacsimi 

from whom most later Timurid, Safavid and Ottoman masters traced their 

descent. 

We know virtually nothing about, the lives of most of them. We 

are not even certain of their names as the historians of calligr- 

aphy give contradictary information and where they do agree such 

facts as we have been able to obtain show that their researches were 

incomplete. 

It is not our purpose to deal with Y üt. He died in 1298 just 

outside of the period with which we are conoerned and there are no 

works from the hands of his pupils in existence before 1300. In any 

case the problems associated with the true identification of Yäqüt 

Qurlans are so great as to require a separate study in their own right. 

As far as we can tell the members of the sittah were t 

1. Arghnn bin aAbdalläh al-KÄmilt 

2. Nasralläh al-Tabib also known as Näsir al-DTn Mutatabbib 

3. Yüsuf al-Mashhadl/ al-Khurasän; 

4. Mubarak-Shäh bin Qutb al-Tabrizi ' called '7. arin-Qalam' also 

known as Mubärak-Shäh al-Sultäni and Mubärak-S häh bin aAbdalläh. 

5. Sayyid or I. 11r faydar called 'candah-Navis' 

6. Ahmad bin al-3uhrawardi called 'Shaýykh-Zädah' 

A number of turtans exist bearing the names of some or tha above 

and in the course of this survey we shall be examining the more imp- 

ortant of these. However, auch was the prestige of of these famous 

nay s thst facsimiles were proiuced in large quantities 'not 
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to mention straight-forward forgeries. Thus' we have had'to impose 

a set'of rigid criteria to establish' the authenticity of the man- 

uscripts examined. 

To be considered genuine a Qur'an must bear a date from the period 

in which the calligrapher is thought to have lived. Historians are 

not always exact in the dates they give. It should have contemporary 

illumination. It should have a certificate 'of commissioning. Most 

important of all it should have the name of at least one other per- 

son associated it with it - that of the illuminator or corrector - 

the significance being thatsuch a person would have been unlikely 

to have put his name to a manuscript which he knew to be a forgery. 

These criteria are by no means perfect, but they are the best 

that we have been able to form after examing all the known examples. 

I* 2laghdad : The Qur'an of Ghäzän. 

Among the acknowledged masterpieces of calligraphy from the first 

decade of the fourteenth century is a superb thirty-part Qur'an 

bearing the narre of Ahmad bin al-SuhrawardT. This appears to have 
3 

been first exhibited in Tehran in the 1940's then in the Metropol- 

itan Museum of Art4 a little later. Several a zä' were shown in the 

Qur'an Exhibition of 1976 
and 

some of these published in full colour 

at the same time by Lings 
6 

This fine manuscript has long been dismembered and dispersed. 

Today the few surviving pieces are found in at least four countries 

on three different continents. Our researches have uncovered the 

following : 

Topkapi Library Ms Eli 250. J_ 2' illuminated in amadä 702 

April 1303. 
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Topkapi Library Ms EH 247. 'J`: 4. 
7 

Iran-Bastan Museum Ms 3548/ Chester Beatty, Library Ms 1614, Juz'. 10 

illuminated in Raab 704/February 1305. 

Topkapi Library Ms EH 249. Juz' 13, illuminated in Rablo 1 705/ 

November 1305. 0 

Iran-bastan Museum Ms 330 Cheater Beatty Library Ms 1614. Juz' 259 

Iran-Eastan Museum Ms 3532P Metropolitan Museum of Art Ma Rogers 50.1211 

Juz' 26, written in 706/ 1306-7. 

12 
Iran-Eaatan Museum Me 3522. Juzl 28. 

Metropolitan Museum of Art Ms Rogers 55.44. Detached final folio ill- 

uminated in 7071307-8. 

There are several colophons by the illuminator explicitly stating 

that the parts were illuminated , and from this we can assume writt- 

en t in the city of Eaghlad. If the second volume was illuminated 

in April 1302 then we can safely assume that the calligrapher comm- 

enced his work in the final weeks of"1301, or at the very latest 

January 1302 and completed his task in 1307. 

The circumstances of commissioning. 

The first question with which we have to deal is: for whom was this 

outstanding manuscript made? In view of the fact that it bears the 

signiature of Ibn al-Suhrawardi one of the great masters of the time, 13.1 

clearly cost a huge amount to produce and is in a size and format only 

associated with royal or extremely important patrons - like Öljaytu 

or the Vizir Rashid al Din 9 it J3-mu st. likely that the qur'an was 

made for the ruling sultan or his minfeter. 

In our opinion there are only three poseiblo patrons.: the two 

vizire of Sultan (Th zän , Sand al-Din SävajT and Rashid al-DTn 
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who were appointed jointly in 1298 , or the sultan himself. We are 

inclined to believe that it was the latter. Apart from this manu- 

uscript there are four other similar ones. Of these three were 

commissioned by Öljaytu 
, ChazanIs successor and only one by his 

vizir - Rashid al-Din- and then only after the death'of Öljäytü. 

The possible destination of the manuscript may have been Ghäzän's 

mausoleum which was begun in 1297 
and 

completed in 1301i4None of the 

surviving volumes bears a certificate of commissioning and there 

are no waqfiyyahs. Unless the first or last volume appear at some 

stage in the future we shall probably never know whether our 

suggestion is correct on not. For the rest of this study we shall 

refer to the manuscript as Qur'an A (Baghdad). 

The work of the calligrapher and artist. 

a) Ahmed bin al-Suhrawardi and the calligraphy: All historians 

_ 15 
of calligraphy mention Ibn al-Suhrawardi but the information they 

give is meagre. The general outlines of his -life seem to have 

been as follows. His full name is not known ' be is simply called 

'Ibn al-Suhrawardi' or in Persian 'Shaykh-Zädah' ''the son of the 

Shaykh' ' who must have been we presume the Sufi author of the 

0 Awärif al-Macärif' , Shihäb al-Din Abü Hafs 0Umar bin cAbd 
allähi6 

born in the email town of Suhraward near Sultaniyyah in 1145 and 

died in Baghiad. in 1234. Thais Ibn al-Suhrawardl was not the 

%son', but more likely the grandson of the great sufi. In his colo- 

phons the calligrapher always signs himnelf in the way that we have 

mentioned above. There is one exception. In the single page now in ' 13.2 

the Metropolitan Museum of Art (. Ms'55.44) he adds after al-Suhrawardl 

the word 'al-Bakri'. The precise meaning of 'al-Bakrl' is not clear 
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: it could mean ' among other things 'a member of the Arab tribe 

of Bahr or a person claiming descent from Abu- Eakr ' the first 

Caliph. We are told that he was born in Baghdad ' but came in 

contact with Yäqüt when the latter was passing through the town 

of Shahrazur in the province of Kurdistan 9 where Ibn al-Suhrawardi 

was teaching. He is said to have written inscriptions for a number 

of buildings in Baghdad including the masjid. al-järnicaad is reputed 

to have died in the year 720/ 1320-1. 

Such was the life of the great calligrapher.. Re is credited with 
17 

the production of no more than thirty-three complete Qur'ans. A figure 

quite possible if it really took him from 1301 until 1307 to write 

Qur'an A (Baghdad). Of his work little survives. The vizir Rashid 

al-DTn owned twenty t1urvane by his.. which he endowed to his own 
18 

mausoleum. What became of these is not known. A copy of the Qur'an 

signed by him and dated 718/ 1318-19 was for years mentioned as 
19 

being in Lyra Sofia but has been transfered to the TIEM we are told 
20 

by Fasatili. The Chester Beatty Library possesses an interesting 

copy which may be genuine. It is a complete single-volume copy 
21 

(Me 1467) in 1hulth and naskh dated 701 /1301. The colophon sig. - 

Mature olosely resembles those in 'Qur'an A (Baghdad) and the 

illumination though alight and partially concealed looks like 

Ilkhanid work.. The 
. manuscript does bear the certificate of 

a corrector Muhammad bin 0Abd 
a12Azis al-Abhart (of Abhar west of 41 

Qazvin) which , if normal practise was followed, would have been 

added when the Qur'an was completed. 

The Qur'an of 1301-7 i6 written in beautiful black mnh 

perhaps verging slightly on thulth , with all vowels and orth- 

ographic signs also in black. No colour is included in the script 
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which forms the perfect counterbalance to the vivid polychromatic 

colours of the marginal ornaments. There are five lines of script 

" to each page. The relationship of the letters to one another and 

the relationship of these to the size of the page achieve-a perfect 

balance ' which when taken together with the harmony of the colours 

of script and ornament make this one of the finest Qurlans ever pro- 

duced. 

The colophons of Ibn al-Suhrawardt usually follow the text of 13.1 

the Qurtan , occupy exactly the same npace, and are in identical 

muha script. Occasionally , if the colophon is not complete 13.3 

by the time the bottom of the page is reached, it is completed in 

tiny naskh at the side or underneath. 

b) The illuminator : ! 4uhanunad bin Aybak bin °Abdalläh 
. The painter 

who gives us his full name on more than one occasion has signed nn1 

dated four of the surviving portions of the Qur'an. This information 

is invaluable when attempting to calculate just how long it took to 

produce a superb manuscript such as this one. Not only does Ibn Aybak 

tells us when he completed the manuscript but where. Perhaps the 

fullest colophon by him occurs in the thirteenth volume and reads: 

Illuminated by the weakest of His slaves, Muhammad bin &ybak bin 

cAbdalläh in the City of Peace, Baghdäri , Cod protect it. He com- 

plated it on Koniay 20 Rabi° I 705-(Fig 7a) 

On the basis of the information given in the insoriptione we can 

see that between the beginning of 1303 and - let us say - the begin- 

ning of 1306 the calligrapher completed twenty-five volumes , that 

is approximately eight volumes a year. The second volume was illum- 
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mated in April 1303 and the tenth had been completed by, February 

1305. Thus it took approximately two years to illuminate eight 

volumes ' that is four a year ' twice as long as it took to write 

them. This figure is confirmedby the thirteenth volume which bears 

an inscription by Ibn Aybak certifying that he completed the ill- 

umination in November 1305; that is, one volume approteimately every 

three months , making four a year. It seems probable I even though 

we have no documentary evidence to prove it, that Ibn Aybak would 

have had an assistant - perhaps more than one. Certainly if Baghdad 

was anything like Cairo this would have been the case ; and manusc- 

ript illumination must have been much better developed in the old 

caliphal capital than in Cairo. 

All of the volumes are illuminated in the same way. There is 

a fine opening double-frontispiece 9 followed by illuminated open- 

ing pages I sometimes with illuminated closing pages. Throughout 

surah-headings are finely illuminated and each fifth and tenth 

verse indicated by a decorated medallion in the margin. Ther3e latter 

are breathtaking in their splendour: each one is a mini-work of art 

in its own right. 

Each half of the double frontispiece appears to be conceived as a 

separate entity. Unlike most later ones all of these have a border 

of equal width on all sides. The basic design of each is the same. 

A central panel 0 which may or may not be supported by rectangular 

ones bearing inscriptions above and belowlis surrounded by a narrow 

band of gold strapwork. Beyond , separated only by a narrow band of 

edgin-,, is a fine outer border or arabesque scrolls - never alterna- 

ting palmettos. The patterns used to make up the central panels can 

be divided into four groups. Those with a central eight-pointed star 

with surrounding hexagons (2 and 26) ; those with a central multi- 13.4-1 

pointed $tAr (4 and 25): those based on a central hexagon within 13.6-' 
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a diamond that touches the four sides of the rectangle (13 and 23) : 13.8 
-9 

a piece of straight-forward repeat block-pattern (10). These patterns 

show great variety and inventiveness. In Mainluke Qur'an frontis- 

pieces patterns similar to those of 4 and 25 are common b ut the 

others much less so, There appear to be no Mainluke examples of 

the type of semi-independent composition ( 13 and 28 ), which we 

find again in the later work of Ibn Aybak, 

Interstices are filled with single, double or quadruple palmettes 

or arabesque scrolls. In the second volume the scrolls have a much 
13.4 

more naturalistic appearance while the accompanying five-pointed 

shapes contain a piece of arabesque scroll-from which five tendrils 
22 

sprout : exactly as we see in the 1313-14 Hamadan Qurlan , but no- 

where else in this manuscript. Kufio inscriptions are always in 

white and of a rather orthodox type ' with the exception of the 

second volume where there is a certain amount of distortion. 

Around the central panel are two concentric bands of gold strap- 

, work, Ithe'outer one being thicker and more elaborate than the inner 

one. Around all panels and bands of strapwork we find several types 

of edging. In most cases the edging consists of either a simple 

tooth design or flat links. But in the case of volume two the 

flat links are separated by double loops and there is a green 

band with repeat motif that does not appear elsewhere. 

All panels are surrounded by an outer border which in all inst- 

ances consists of arabesque scrolls , yellow on blue with a secon- 

dary pattern in chocolate brown running through them . In each 

example there is a fine medallion in the margin and this is com- 

posed of the same elements as the border. The medallions are 

never round but pointed or else with a 'Jail shape at the outer 

end. 
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All volumes , with the exception, of number two are illuminated 

in an identical manner. The text , surrounded by white cloudu, 

lies on a bed of large green scrolls over a ground of red hatch- 13.10 

ings and treble-dots. At the top and bottom are rectangular panels 

with kufic inscriptions ending in a lozenge. There is a narrow 

palmette border in which the froott of the palemtte faces outwards. 

In volume two the inscription panels end not in a lozenge but in 13.11 

an eight-pointed star , like a tile, which bears a circular arabes- 

que scroll with large rather fleshy leaves. Identical ones occur 

on the frontispieces. In overall appearance this volume seems to 

have had a little more attention given to it. When we turn to the 13.12 

final folios we find something else which is interesting. The 

final pages have been lavishly illuminated after the fasion of 

the opening ones. This oc curn here and in no other surviving 

volume apart from the loose page in the Metropolitan Museum. In 

the panels above and below the final words of Juz' 2 is an 

elaborate kufic inscription over arabesque scrolls which reads 

as follows: 

The illumination of this (duz! ) was completed in the month of 

Ramd n the blessed in the year 702 of the Hijrah by Muhamnaai 

bin Aybak, thanking and , praised be He, praying and saluting 
(Fig 7b) 

Th© 31ngle detatcho1 folio has only part of the insoription by 

Ibn Aybak and reads: 

... Baghi d 'may Cod 'praised be Ile, protect its in the year 707 13.2 

hilaliyyäh ( Fig 7c) 
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How are we to understand the differences between the'itlumination 

of volume two and the remaining ones? There are two possible exp- 

lanations. The first is that this is the only volume actually 

illuminated in its entirety by Ibn Aybak. The remainder being 

painted largely by assistants under his direction and of, ter having 

been drawn by hire. The other explanation could be that Ibn Aybak 

simply devoted more time to this volume as he intended to sign it 

at the end , as an example of his virtuosity. The lost volume 

to which the Metropolitan page belongs must be similarly executed. 

We are inclined to think the second explanation the more likely, 

though Ibn &ybak was undoubtedly assisted by other artists. 

Throughout the text aas are indicated with fine polychrome 

rosettes. The passage of each fifth and tenth verse is shown in 13.13- 

the margin by medallions of the most elaborate and beautiful kind. 14 

Each being a perfect work of art of outstanding virtuosity. There 

is almost nothing like them in any other Qur'an that we have examined. 

They are entirely different from Mainluke work before the 1370's, 

where marginal ornaments ' no matter how fine, tend to be stand- 

ardised. What is particularly impressive , both here and in the 

other other illuminated areas , is the very wide range of colours 

"used by the artist and by the high quality of the pigment which 

looks as fresh today as when Ibn Aybak applied it. 

Surah titles are always in graceful kufic, the vertical strokes 

reaching to the top of the rectangular panels containing them. The 13.15 

marginal palmettos are greatly varied , but often identical in 

construction only the colour being different. 

Other work by Muhammad bin Aybak : The Qur'an of Oljaytü. 

Muhammad bin Aybak worked on at least one other Qur'an of a type 
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similar to Qur'an A (Baghdad) 
9 which like that mdnuscript , alas, 

is dismembered and scattered throughout the libraries of Europe 

and Turkey. Unlike the former manuscript however, there is no 

mystery about the person who commissioned this one # nor about 

the place to which it was to be endowed. 

The Qur'an is rather larger than the previous one ( 72 x 50cm 

as opposed to 50 x 37cm) , and is copied in thirty a zä' five lines 

to the page. Today its surviving parts are in-Germany or Istanbul 

or Denmark in the following places : 

Karl Marx University Library, Leipzig. Ms'XXJC II K1. Jixzl 1 copied 
23 

706 / 1306-7. 

Topkapi Library Ms M 243. Juz' 7" copied in 707 / 1307-8 and 

illumianted in Dhu! 1-Hr jjah 710 / April 1311. 

Library of Dresden Ms 444. Juz' 4. 
24 

Karl Marx University Library, Leipzig. Ma XXXVII K 1. Juz' 10. 

TIEM Ms 339. Juz' 17. 
25 

Topkapi Libary Ms Eli 245. Juz! 20. 

Topkapi Library Ms III 234. Juzf 21. 

Royal Library, Copenhagen Ms N 7. Juz! 24. 

Library of Dresden Ms 444" J_ 28. 
26 

Karl Marx University Library, Ms XXXVII K 1. Juz' 29. 

The two dated colophons in the manuscript give no scribe, merely : 

27 
Copied by the poor slave , needy for Codla mercy , appiring (? ) 

for His generosity , in the City of Peace, Baghdad , in the year 

706 ' thanking God, praying for the Prophet of God etc... (FiG 7d) 

The circumstances of commissioning 

The manuscript was commissioned by Qhazants successor Oljaytu (1304-16) 
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in 1306 ,a fact made quite clear by the fine large certificates 

which are attatched to the front of several volumes which with 

slight variation from one to another read : 

This juz! 'together with the ones before and after from the Beloved 

Book, was copied for the glorification of the Islamic Faith with the 

assistance of the Lord of Majesty and Honour, at the orders of 

the lord 9 the great sultan, shadow of God on earth, bringer of 

justice and security over the domain of God, bringer of favour 

and beneficence for the servants of God ' supported by the Compas- 

sionate One with the light of faith 9 
Öljaytü-Qän Khudäbandah, 

Sultan Ghiväth al Dunya wa' l-DTn Muhanmiad, paver of the road of 

civilisation 9 may Clod fulfill His bounty towards him , as He has 

chosen him and entrusted him with His people , which is the best 

thing He has, and may He make him achieve his ultimate hopes for 

happiness in the Two Abodes with the help of the chosen one Muh- 
28 

ammad and his house. (Fig 8) 

Shortly after Oljaytii ascended the Ilkhanid throne he began to 

build a mausoleum at Sultaniyyah ' the current coital of the 

Mongol domain. It was for this edifo4, that the Qur'an was app- 
29 

arently destined, Work commenced in Mu_har cram 705 / July 1305 r 

about a year before the Qur'an under discussion was begun, 

After completion the manuscript was endowed to the miusolem 

as two wägfiyyahs " one in the Leipzig manuscript and another in 

Topkaj) Ms ßä-I 243, indicate : 

This juz!, along with the remainder of its thirty parts was endowed 

'hoping 
for Divine victory 9 praised be Hei on the Day of Judgerr nt 
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when stands before Him, the lord, the greatest sultan, possessor 

of the subservience of nations, shadow of God on earth, envigorator 

of the principles of the Sunnah , object of the support of the Lord 

of the Two Worlds, attatched to the firm bond of God, sultan of 

sultans in the Two Worlds, succor of truth, the world and the faith, 

Öljaytü. 
-Sultän, Muhammad, may God make ascend the ladder of conquest 

the one who carries out His works and make his happiness in the Two 

Worlds achieve its ultimate aspiration with the help of the Prophet 

the chosen one, Muhammad and his righteous house. Let it be placed 

in the shrine , in the doors of righteousness , which (the sultan) 

has founded at Sultaniyyah, as a true y legal,. permanent and eternal 

endowment, on condition that it shall not be pawned nor inherited 

until God inherits the earth and those on it ' and he is the best 

of inheriters, 'If anyone changes the bequest after hearing it, the 

guilt shall fall on those who make the change for God knows and 
30 

hears all things' (Qur'an II, 181). (Fig 9) 

Basing our calculations on the information given in the first and 

seventh ' volumes we can see that it took approximately one to 

one-and-a-half years to produce these seven parts. This sounds right 

becauce the script is a more elaborate variety than that in Qur'an 

A (Baghdad). If we assume that seven were completed in one year , 

this means that the Qur'an would have been copied out by around 

710,1310-11. This is before the consecration of the mausoleum in 

713 ant before the death of the sultan in 1316. In the course of 

the Qur'an boing copied , 
Öljaytü had undergone a number of epir- 

31 
itual transformations. In 709 he was converted to the Shi°ite 

form of Islam and decided to transfer the remains of the Imams 
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All and Al-Husayn from Iraq to Sultaniyyah. Towards the end of 

his life he returned to orthodoxy. The endowment of the Qur'an 

mist date froia after that period since the wagfiyyah makes no 

mention of 61jaytü'e Shi°ism. 

0 
The identity of-the calligrapher. 

As we have mentioned earlier the identity of the calligrapher is 

unknown. Whoever he was , his exceptional ability is apparent. The 

manuscript is copied in alternate lines of a monumental script 14.1 

that has the majesty of muD! aqaq coupled with the freedom and flu- 

idity of thulth. Each folio consists of three lines of gold 

script outlined (Ar, mushacar h) in black with two lines of black 
32 

outlined in gold intervening. Vocalisation follows the style of the 

script . The result of these efforts is perhaps the most wonderful 

example of monumental Qur'anic calligraphy in existence. 

In his 'Qurfanic Art of Calligraphy and Illumination', Lingo 
3 

the only scholar to have attributed the script to a calligrapher, 

mentions Muhammad bin Aybak as the author of the script. This is 

presumably on the basis of the inscription by Ibn Aybak in volume 

seven where he mentions his work as an illuminator. This seems to 

us unlikely. The Qur'an was begun in 706 and at that time Muhammad 

bin Aybak was still involved with illuminating Qur'an A (Baghdad). 

The last inscription by him in that manuscript is dated 707 and 

the last inscription by Ibn al-; uhrawardi , in volume twenty-six, 

706. Thun Ibn A, ybak cannot have completed the first Qur'an until 

708 at the earliest and probably not until later. If the second 

Qur'an was finished in or around 710 there is simply no way by 

which Ibn Aybak could have completed the first Qur'an , copied 
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out all of the second one and have illuminated all of the first 

seven volumes by Dhu'l-Hijjah 710. 

On the other hand it would have been quite possible for, Ibn 

al-Suhrawardi to have done so. If he completed the copying of 

Qur'an A (Baghdad) by the autumn of 706 , he could have finish- 

ed the first volume of the second one by the and of 706. In 

view of the fact the Ibn al-Suhrawardi and Ibn Aybak seem to have 

been together working as a team it seems peaeible that having com- 

pleted the first Qur'an., which if it were being made for Sultan 

Ghäzän: would have to have been continued at the instructions of 

the new ruler Öljaytü, -went on to work on the next' manuscript for 

the latter. 

The illuminators signiature appears in tiny letters at the end 

of Topkapi Ms Eli 243. It reads : 

Illuminated by Muhammad bin Aybak in the City of Peace in Dhu'l- 14.2 

Bijjah in the year 710 of the Hijrah ' thanking God , praised be 

He. (Fig 7 e) 

It appears next to a second minute inscription by the calligrapher 14.3 

and is similar in wording to other inscriptions by him gives us no 

reason to doubt its authenticity. 

The frontispieces being larger than those in Qur'an A (Baghdad) 

are conceived on a more grandiose scale in-this manuscript ' whihh 

for the rest of this study we shall refer to as Qurtan B. i(Daghdad). 

There are two basic types pattern employed in the central areas 

of each double frontispiece. Both have a centrifugal emphasis. The 

first is in a square panel with thuith inscriptions above and below. 
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Two of these patterns (1 and 7) are simply one which has been 14.4-5 

slightly altered. The enlarging of the central star in volume 

7 awl the bending of the sides of the crossed lozenge-shapes 

make the pattern of volume 1, though at first glance theyapp- 

ear to be quite different. The second type which we see in vol- 

umes 20 and 21 is a derivation of ono used in Qur'an A (Baghdad) 14.6-7 

but more developed. It consists of a distinctive self-contained 

geometric composition with overlapping diamonds, circles and irr- 

egular figures. Such compositions appear frequently in Iranian 

work from this time onwards , though are rarely ' if ever, used 

in Mamluke work. Although it may appear that this type of comp- 

osition wao the tnventiod of Muhammad bin Aybak's atelier, there 
34 

are Iranian and late thirteenth century Anatolian Seljuk examples 

which show some similarity. 

Interstices in all compositions are filled with palmettes, 

scrolls and #in the case volume 20 petal shapes around a cen- 

tral bud. Around the square compositions are long panels with 

fine arabesque scrolls with polychrome leaves. These are a type 

that we have not seen before now. 

The colouring of some of these frontispieces appears less succ- 

essful than that of Qur'an A (Baghdad) : large areas of rather 

monotonous browns have a glaring bright red in the centre. 

All compositions are surrounded by bands of gold strapwork 

and by chain-lint edging. Boraere tend to be more 'orthodox# 

than in the earlier manuscript , comprising alternating palm- 

ettes. The colour however, is identical and the same secondary 

pattern in chocolate brown runs through the palmettes. 

In all of these frontispieces we notice motifs and details 
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that do not occur in the earlier Qur'an. We detect too a slight 

coarsening of the workmaship. 

In this Qur'an both opening and closing pages of text are 

illuminated. Those at the beginning of the text follow closely 14.8 

the opening pages of the earlier manuscript. The verses irre set 

on identically illuminated grounds while the panels above and 

below are composed in both of the ways refered to. There is at 

least one other type. In Juz' 7 there is a fine pointed hasp in 14.9 

thecentre of the outer margins made up of a palmette and arabesque 

scrolls. The inscription panels have single-lobed cartouches with 

a quatrefoil at each end. The inscriptions themselves are in white 

th_lth. 

The illuminated closing pages have huge inscriptions in thulth 

above and below the text. Sometimes the upper and lower inscrip- 14.10 

tions are in illuminated panels and the text is left blank ; at 

other times the entire page is given a scroll background. In all 

volumes the text of the Qur'an on the opening and closing pages 

is written entirely in gold, unlike the other pages where it is 

combined with black script. 

A detailed examination of the arabesque scrolls used as back- 

grounds to the text reveals several distinct types: 1) where leaves 14.11 

and blossoms are painted in clearly defined sections of gold, green 

and white (21) ; 2) a similar type but with several colours anti 14.12 

a finer stem (7) ; 3) largo , rather ungainly blossoms on wiry 14.1: 

stems (1). 

35 
Armas are marked by rosettes which use a system or letters. 

Marginal ornaments are similar to those in the earlier manuscript 

except that the 0ashara medallion usually has a border of fine 
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'hairs'. Such medallions are quite common in Iranian Qur'ans , 14.14 

though they are not employed in the earlier Qur'an, Surah-head- 

ings are presented in almost exactly the same manner as in Qurtan 

A (Baghdad) 
9 with the exception of the, title which is usually in 14.15 

ri`i_" 

An appraisal of the style of Muhammad bin Aybak. 

We can trace the work of Muhammad bin Aybak on the basis of his 
a 

signed examples from 1302 until 1311. If all of the ajzä' in Qur'an 

B. i (Baghdad) are by him - and we have no reason to think otherwise- 

he would have completed his task in 1315 or 16. Thus we have some 

fifteen years of the painter's ouvre at our disposal : more than 

any other Ilkhanid artist ; indeed more than any other fourteenth 

century Iraqi or Iranian painter. 

In the course of that time several changes occur. New elements 

are introduced such as the quatrefoils and wiry polychrome scrolls 

of the opening pages of illumination. There is a movement away from 

the regular geometric composition based on multi-pointed stars , 

with a decided centrifugal emphasis , to a much freer almost inde- 

pendent geou3tric composition. New details are introduced into the 

opening pages of text and into the marginal ornaments. The second 

Qurfan was a much more ambitious undertaking than the earlier one. 

It is larger - almost by half - and there is more illumination. But 

by and large it is less successful than the earlier manuscript which 

achieves an almost perfect calligraphic and thematic unity, 

It seems unlikely that Ibn Aybak worked without assistance. In 

both Qurlans we can see clear examples of parts that seem to be 

in different hands. What is very apparent however, is that Ibn 
Aybak , as master-illuminator kept tight control over the prod- 
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uction of the manuscripts. This implies a well-established painter 

with an organised workshop. It contrasts with the Baybars Qur'an 

in which there is no thematic unity between the parts by Sandal 

and those by Ibn Mubidir and suggests thatin that instance we 

hall two painters of virtually equal standing collaborating - 

though one may have had theoretical seniority. 

By and large , there is a surprising lack of change in the work 

of Ibn Aybak. He was possessed of a wide repertoire of decorative 

and compositional motifs and an exceptionally well-developed colour 

sense. He stands out as one of the most brilliant painters of the 

century. 

Was Ibn Aybak a product of Baghdad? We have no means of establi- 

shing this. But the probability is that he was. Nothing survives 

elsewhere from before or after the years 1302-15 thät we can 

attribute to him. Ne must assume that his other work perished 

or remains to be discovered. If he were well-established in 1302 

then we can presume that he had been working in Baghdad for at 

least ten years. It is curious therefore that none of the work 

attributed to Baghdad in the last two decades of the thirteenth 

century gives even the barest hint of illumination comparable to 

his. 

In the course of this study we have examined the following tYaqüt' 

Qur'ans,, which 'i. f authentic and illuminated contemporaneously ' show 

the type of illumination prevalent in Baghdad from 1280 to 1300: 

1. i x-äotheby Ms (14.7.76. lot 234) dated 681/1282 36 

2. Iran-Bastan Museum Ms 4277 dated 685/1286 7 

3. Bibliotheque Nationale ?! s Arabe 6716 dated 688/128938 

39 
4. Topkapi Library Ms IIH 74 dated 693/1294 

i 

P% 
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Of these only the first and the last show any illumination 

which could be considered above average, though neither compare 

in magnificence with the work of Ibn Aybak. 

2. Mosul : The Qur'an of öljaytu. 

In 706 , the same year as Sultan 6ljaytü commissioned Qur'an B. i 

(Baghdad) he ordered another from an outstanding calligrapher of: 

Mosul 9 whose work we know only from the Qur'an which he produced. 

This manuscript , which for the remainder of this study we shall 

call Qur'an B. ii (Mosul) was probably commissioned by the Ilkhan 

for his mausoleum like the contemporary Baghdad one. 

This manuscript , as outstanding in its own way , as the two 

Baghdad Qur'ans has, like them been dispersed though many colleo- 

tions. The extant parts that we have been able to trace are as 

follows: 
40 

TIEM Ms 540. Juz' 2, dated 706 / 1306-7. 

Bayazit Library, Amasya Ids K 1052. Juz' 4, dated 706 / 1306-7. 
41 

Chester Beatty Library M$ 1613. Part ofJuz' 6. 

TIEM Ms 539" Jý' 10 , dated 706 / 1306-7 

Topkapi Library Ms EH 232. Juz' 15 , dated 706 / 1306 -7. 

TIEM Ms 541. Juz_ 16 dated Rabic I 710 / July 1310. 

Suleymaniye Library Ms Haci äelim Aga K 22. Juz! 20. 

TIEM Ms 540. Juz' 21, dated Rajab 710 / November 1310. 

Süleymaniye Library Me Haci Selim Aga K 22. Juz' 22. 

British Library Ms Or 4945. Juzl 25 g dated Sha°bän 710 / December 
42 

1310. 
43 

Shah Niýmaatallah Library, Kirwan Ids (7). Juz' 28, dated 710,1311. 

i 
A-- 
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The circumstances of commicsioning. 

The circumstances of commissioning are mane clear in certificates 

appended to the beginning of each fuzz' which read : 

The copying of this Noble Portion (Ar. rabcah) was ordered, seeking 

the favour of God , by our lord the sultan, the greatest, Ilkhan 

the exalted subjector of nations 9 sultan of tue Arab and non- 

Arab sultans I king of the kings of the world, shadow of God on 

earth and His caliph over His subjects and domain, manifester of 

the eternal truth by proof and example ,G hiyäth al-Dunv3 wa'l-Din 

Oljaytu Sultan, Muhammad bin al-Sultan al-SaCTd Arghün Khän bin 

a1-Su1tan R1-Saoid Abägä Khan bin Hnlakü (Hüle6) Khan bin Tüli 

(Tolui) Klan bin Jinkiz (Jengiz) Khan ' may God preserve his king- 

dom for ever against the swings of fate and make it victorious unto 

the Day of Judgement , at the hands of his ministers ' the greatest 

ones, the sultans of ministers of the world, regulators of his 

etrarnal kingdom I Khwa, jah Rashid al-Hagq wall-tin and I(hwaja 

_a 0d a1-Harxr wa' 1-Lin. (Fig 10) 
44 

The two ministers mentioned at the end are, of course the famous 

Rashid al-Din 0 historian and statesman and his co-partner in the 

Ilkhanid vizirate Sacd al-Din S vaji who were ruling jointly at 

this time. Such was their prominence at this time ' we must assume, 

that they are mentioned along with the sultan. This is one of the 

few examples of this kind of association in a certificate of comm- 

issioning. There is no reason to believe that the two were in any 

way responsible for the commissioning of the manuscript. 

DUrý_ 
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Thg work of the calligrapher and artist. 

a) The calligrapher : 
0Ali bin Muhammad al-Husayni. The calligrapher 

was probably a well-known person in Mosul where the r&-inuscript was 

copied I although all efforts to find any reference to him have 

met without success. We know nothing about him except for the 

fact that he produced this Qur'an for 0ljaytü and must therefore 

have been held in high regard as a calligrapher and that he was , 

or claimed to be ,a lineal descendent of the Caliph°Ali bin. Ab! 

Ta1ib. This latter is made clear by several elaborate colophons 

in which ' like Shädhi bin Muhammad the Ayyubid, he proudly in- 

corporates his full genealogy. The colophons at the end of certain 

volumes give his full name as : 

A11 bin Muhammad bin Zayd bin Muhammad bin Zayd bin Muhammad bin 

Ahmad bin Muhamad bin Muhammad bin °übaydallah bin 0Ali bin 

ýUbayalläh bin °Ali bin CIJbaydalläh bin al-Husayn bin °Ali bin 

al-Husayn bin 0Ali bin Abi Talib,,; 
." 

according to which he must have been a seventeenth grandson of the 

fourth Caliph. The choice of this man seems unconnected with Oljatiytu's 

temporary espousal of Shi0ism , since his Shioite phase did not 

begin until 709 1 when the Mosul Qur'an was almost complete. 

The text of the Qur'an is copied out in thirty parts teach one 

measuring 57 x 40cm 9 five lines of script per page. It is in 15.1 

magnificent gold IDuhaggag superbly proportioned I with vowels in 

black. The same colour is used to surround each letter of the text. 

The colophons , all of which are dated 9 indicate that the call- 

igrapher was a particularly fast worker. He completed half the man- 

uscript in one year ' which means that he must have been able to 

copy out a single juz' in less than a month , almost twice as 
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fast as Ibn al-Subrawardi. It seems surprising but not impossible. 

What does seem strange is that the manuscript instead of being 

completed at the end of 707 ' was not finished until 711. The 

explanation is found in volume 15 in the Topkapi Library and 

the following one in the TIEM. There is a gap of several'years 

between the completion of part 15 ' probably in the last month 

of 706 / June 1307 and resumption of work in RabiV 1 710/July 

1310. How can we explain this gap ? The first reaction is that 

the calligrapher was called away to another commission. But this 

seems impossible. What could have taken precedence over a demand 

from the 'sultan of sultans' 1 Could the first fifteen parts 

have been handed over to the painter ? If so what was to stop 

the calligrapher from continuing the manuscript until completion 

immediately ? In our opinion the only possible explanation is 

that the calligrapher , although he does not mention it , was 

also the illuminator and decided to copy out the first fifteen 

parts and then illuminate them 9 before Continuing to copy out 

and illuminate the second half. This would mean that the Qur'an 

would have been finished in 1313. 

The illumi ation: This manuscript contains the simplest illumin- 

ation of all three IragiiQur'ans. Fach äyah is marked by a medall- 

ion bearing the word 111yah' in kufic ' but there are no medallions 

in the text to unrk the passage of each fifth and tenth verse as 

is usually the case. 

Of the six frontispieces that we have been able to examine in 

the course of our researches , all except one consist of rectang- 

ular areas of repeat block-pattern and none have panels bearing 
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inscriptions. Two of the designs are identical : those in Juz' 2 15.2 

and Juz' 15 are made up of eight star-polygons on each half of 

the double frontispiece with interconnecting arms that in turn 

form smaller star-polygons. In the centre of the larger ones 

are circles with buds pointing inwards which join up with larger 15.3 

leaves in the arms of the polygons. This type of secondary move- 

ment under the main trellis is characteristic of the work in the 

manuscript. In the frontispiece of Juz+ 16 almost all the fillers 

in the interstices link up under the main trellis. This latter 15.4 

is composed of six-pointed star-shapes with striaght and semi- 

circular arms , separated by triangles with scalloped sides. This 15.5 

is a splendid example of einfinite pattern' : it has no true 

centre and works on various levels with an exceptionally large 

number of optical possibilities. The colour-scheme is simple 

and unobtrusive. 

Perhaps the best known of these frontispieces is the one in 15.6 

Juz' 25 in the British Museum. It has been expertly analysed 
45 

by Lingo and Safadi and needs little comment except the following: 

There is aninteresting colour-change from one half to the other. 

On the right-hand side page the blue hexagons are outlined in red; 

on the opposite page the red hexagons are outlined in blue. On 

each side a little extra touch has been given to the central 

hexagon so that it stands out slightly. One point that the authors 

of the Qur'an Exhibition catalogue do not comment upon is an 

apparent error. On the right-hand half the border of gold strap- 

work is three links deep in its widest parts 9 on the opposite 

side only two links deep. This change was due to a recalculation 

of the geometry since on the right-hand side it is evident that 
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there was a mistake in the initial drawing which left an, awkward 

area at the top and bottom. The artist filled these in with motifs 

that bear no relation to the rest of the pattern. 

In Juz' 16 the pattern consists of three rows of eight-lobed 15.7 

medallions on each half. These contain gold stars , the points of 

which become blossoms filling the lobes. The grounds of these 

medallions are alternatively red and blue and are surrounded by 

a curious border of either dark and light-blue triangles 9 or 

else similar ones in red. 

The central medallion in contrast to the others contains a 

gold star-polygon , the points of which become elaborate leaves 

and palmettes. All medallions are surrounded by a. band of scroll- 

work that loops under and over each one. 

In total contrast , the frontispiece of Juz' 10, consists of a 15.8 

central star-polygon surrounded by multiple stars-of-david 0 one 

at the end of each arm. All of this fits into an oval which touches 

the vertical sides of the surrounding rectangle. At the top and 

bottom the remaining space is filled up with ovals bearing fleurs- 

de-lis at their ends. The corners of the rectangle are crossed 

and the resulting areas contain palmettes. The central circle 

lies on a bed of interlinking swastika-shapes. 

All of these panels are surrounded by gold strapwork but in 

no case are there outer borders,, -. as'-wo, find in the two Baghdad 

manuscripts. 

The opening pages of text are of a simple type. Above and below 15.9 

are panels bearing inscriptions in white thulth over gold arabesque 

scrolls. These are contained in a cartouche which usually has circle, 

star-tile or other simple device at the end. These and the main panel 
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are surrounded by thick bands of a simple type of gold strapwork. 

Strapwork is also prominent on the surah-headings where the titles 15.10 

f written in a manner similar to those on the opening pages of 

text, have borders made up of it. Simple pointed medallions are 

used at the end of pae1e , on the opening pages and throughout 

the text at the ends of the surah headings. 

The final pages of these volumes are not illuminated ' though 

often have a little mihräb which contains the colophon. At the 15.11 

beginning of each however ' the certificate of commissioning is 

quite elaborately done , also in the form of a mihrab surmounted 15.12 

by a palmette border. Colour in the opening page 9 and indeed 

throughout the manuscript is virtually confined to the three 

primary colours 9 plus green and gold. 

An appraisal of the style of OAR bin Muhammad al-Husaynl. 

Muhammad al-Husayni was an adequate but by no means outstanding 

painter. There can have been little call for sumptuosly illuminated 

manuscripts in Mosul since its hey-day under. the". -short lived dynasty 

of Badr al-Din Lu'lu'.. From then Mosul had been a provincial town. 

It is quite surprising that a manuscript could still be illuminated 

as well as this Qur'an at the beginning of the fourteenth century. 

The repertoire of the artist was not great as we can see by his 

extensive use of simple gold strapwork , the rep4tition of compositions 

and the concentration on repeat block-pattern. Wh$re the painter 

does try something a little more adventurous I we get the feeling 

that he wasnnot quite sure of himself. He is quite capable of making 

errors as we have seen. 
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The relationship between Mainluke and Ilkhanid Qur'ans in this 

pariodlie. 1301-1316 

In the few studies that have dealt with Mamluke and Ilkhanid Qurtans 

at the beginning of the fourteenth centgry the question of the conn- 

ections between the two groups of manuscripts has always'been refer- 

ed to. That Ilkhanid illumination exerted some'influence has never 

been doubted ' though the precise nature of the influence has yet 

to be stated in detail. J. M. Rogers 
who 

has been the most perceptive 

on the whole question of artistic relations between the Ilkhanids 

and the Mamlukes confines his remarks t6 * 1313 Qur'an of Öljaytu 

which was in Cairo by 1326 and merely tells us :I it is of funda- 

mental importance, leading to the illustration of a monumental series 

of Qur'ans. ' For art'historians the 0ljaytu Qur'an seems to shine 

like a beacon. From the date of its appearance in Cairo Ilkhanid 

influence on manuscript illumination becomes almost an article of 

faith. 

It is our belief , and we shall show 9 that the effect of the 

Oljaytu Qur'an has been greatly over-exagerrated. However, the 

question of Ilkhanid influence is not in dispute , providing that 

we take this to mean the influence of the oentres of manuscript 

illumination in Iraq - Baghdad and possibly Mosul, This influence 

however occurs at least two decades before the appearance of the 

Oljaytu Qur'an in Cairo and is the result of Iraqi-trained crafts- 

men rather than the copying of manuscripts produced in Ilkhanid 

territory. 

In discussing the work of Muhammad bin Mubadir we have noted on 

several occasions that both his compositional structures and details 

stand apart from the work of hic Cairo contemporaries. The following 
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features have been remarked upon: 

1. His use of rectangular blocks of repeat-pattern 

2. The prominence of certain geometric figures like hexagons and 

octagons. 
i 

3. The use of borders all the way around each half of a double 

frontispiece instead of leaving the inner sides blank. 

4. Unusual compositions. 

1. Although repeat block-pattern does not occur in the surviving 

work of Ihn Aybak it is found extensively in the Qurfan executed 

in Mosul by . 
°Ali al-Husayni. One of his compositions (Juuz' 16) 15.5 

is quite close to the frontispieces of volumes 4 and 6 in the 1.9-10 

Baybars Qur'an and employs star-shapes of the same type. 

2. While hexagons and octagons are not common in the Baghdad and 

Mosul Qur'ans they are quite common in Ilkhanid work. There are 

several examples in the 1313 Hamadan Qur'an and in the Qur'an 

signed by Ibn al-Suhrawardi in the Chester Beatty Library, dated 

1301 which if genuine must be from Baghdad 

3. The complete encircling of each half of a double frontispiece 

by a border is entirely characteristic of the work of Ibn Aybak 

and occurs in all his known works. On the other hand there are 

no examples in Mamluke Qur'ans apart from the frontispieces 

illuminated by Ibn Mubadir. 

4. Among the compositions used by Ibn Mubädir one in particular 1.11 

stands out. This is that found in volume two which consists of 

a piece of startile-and-cross which has been 'exploded' and 

has hexagons inserted into the crosses and a larger hexagon 

embeded in the centre of the composition. In the frontinpiece 

of Juz' 26 of Qur'an A (Baghdad) the central panel is so 
13.5 
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strikingly similar that it is impossible not to see a connection. 

While it is true that the underlying pattern - star-tile-and- cross- 

was known in Cairo before the production of the Baybars Qur'an, 

the exploding' of the composition and the insertion of hexagons 
47 

is an unusual and novel idea. In all of the Qur? ans and related 

manuscripts that we have examined for this study we have come 

across no other examples apart from these two. In view of the 

other links with Baghdad and Mosul manuscripts , and in view of 

the fact that so much in the work of Ibn Mubädtr seem foreign 

to Cairo, we are very much inclined to the view that Ibn Mubädir 

was an Iraqi-trained artist who had come to Cairo , perhaps after 

a period in Syria, to work for Baybars. 

There are a number of other links that we can briefly point 

to suggesting cpnnections at this stage between Iraq and the 

Mainluke sultanate. 

In the Chester Beatty Library is a large single-volume Qur'an 

(Ms 1455)48 On each page there are three lines of gold mihaqqaq 16.1 

separated by fourteen lines of n_. This method of presentation 

is unknown in Mamluke Qurtans but does occur in the 1301 Qurlan 

attributed to Ibn al-Suhrawardl. Marginal ornaments are for the 

most part in pink and blue , somewhat reminiscent of Ibn Aybak's 

colour scemes , while the large double certificate of commiss- 

ioning is decorated in exactly the same manner as Qur'an B. ii 16.2 

(Mosul). The wording of the certificate is damaged and although 

it appears that the monarch who commissioned the manuscript may 

have been Öljaytü it does include the phrase : 

nasir al-dunya watt-din [a1_mau 
a1 nsir 

which rather suggests Al-Näsir Muhammad. In addition ' there is a 
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distinctive and rather unusual double frontispiece , the exact 16.3 

equivalent of which is found in a manuscript in the National 

Library, Cairo. This latter (Ms 507) was endowed to the Mad rasest, 16.4 

al-Hanafiyyah by its'fbunder Mahn; d bin Zengi in 562 /1167. One 

may speculate whether this Qurtan may not have been made, in Syria 

for Al-Näsir Muhammad by an Iraqi calligrapher/painter. 

The second manuscript raises a whole host of questions that we 

can not answer here. One of the? Yäqütl Qurtans ' that sold in 
49 

Sotheby's in 1976, is illuminated throughout with tear-drop' arab- 17.1 

esque scrolls that never occur in early fourteenth century manuscr- 

ipts of unquestionable Iraqi provenance. The design of the frontis- 17.2 

piece trellis also occurs in a later Egyptian manuscript (andas far 5.9 

as we know , nowhere else). The gold alternating palmette border 17.3 

decorated with 'tear-{crops motifs is identical to those found in 

the work of Sandal. 

We can interpret this information in various ways. The style 

of decoration that we associate so readily with Sandal may have 

originated tn. JaghdýA at the end of the thirteenth century. We 

can discount this. If it were so there would, be at least some 

echo of it - however slight - in later Baghdadi work, But there 

is none ' while there there are examples of it in Egyptian Coptic 
5Q 

manuscripts at the end of the thirteenth century. The entire 

manuscript may be a Mamluke facsimile , copied from an original 

- or presumed original-Yäqüt Qur'an in Cairo and illuminated in 

the prevailing Mamluke manner. If so it is the only one we know 

of. Nevertheless the possibility cannot be ruled out. The third 

possibility is the one that seems the most likely to us. It was 

customary whenever a patron who could afford it obtained a tYaqut' 
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Qur'an I or similar manuscript by one of the '! t ttab', to embellish 

it, redecorate it, or decorate it for the first time as there seem 

to have been Qur'ans around which were undecorated reputedly , or 

actually , by the great master. Indeed if he were producing them 

5 
at the rate with which tradition credits himI the majority of 

of those initially in circulation must have been undecorated. The 

ex-Sotheby manuscript is probably one of those which came to Cairo 

in the, early years of the fourteenth century and was decorated by 

a member of the Sandal workshop. In later times this decoration 

was embellished by an Ottoman y painter who illuminated the margins. 

Summa y. 

During the years 1301 to 1316 Ilkhanid-controlled Baghdad and Mosul 

yaw the appearance of a series of monumental Qurtans 9 which in terms 

of size 9 format and sheer splendour appear to mark anew departure 

in manuscript production. As far as we can tell there was nothing 

to compare with them before the beginning of the fourteenth century. 

These Qur'ans are associated with Sultan 0ljaytu (1304-16), huil- 

der of one of the finest funeral edif@es: of Islam. His tomb at 

Sultaniyyah (1305 13) is rightly regarded as one of the most perf- 

ect examples of Iranian architecture. It was to this spot that one 

of the : ir'ans ' B. i (Baghdad) was endowed :a fact that we know 

for certain thanks to wagfiyyahs appearing in two of the surviving 

a zal. It seems probable that both Qur'an B. ii (Mosul)'and the 1313 

Hamadan Qur'an " which was begun about the same time, were also 

destined for the royal mausoleum. It was the practise for the foun- 

ders of mausolea to endow numbers of Qur'ans to libraries attatched 

to their tombs. In his will the famous Rashid al-Din gives details 
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of many Qurtans deposited at his tomb in the Rabc-i Rashidi. We can 

be sure that Öljaytu did the same, though Qur'an B. i (Bahia. d) is 

the only proof we have of that. 

A similar Qur'an ,A 
(Baghdad) 

, although often associated with 

Oljaytu was actually be.; un several years before that monarch succeed- 

ed his brother h7azän. It is not impossible that the manuscript was 

made for Oljaytu but seems to us more likely that the commissioner 

would have been Gha_z'; n, whose own mausoleum was being built at the 

same time. This assumes that the manuscript was continued after the 

lattexts death. As far as we can tell it was the practise to pay in 

advance for work of this type. 

The three manuscripts furnish useful information on the length 

of time taken to copy out and illuminate them I indicating that it 

involved around eight years from start to finish. 

Qur'an A (Baghiad) is one of the few surviving manuscripts in 

the hand of Ibn al-Suhrawardi and part of that tiny group of genuine 

examples of work by the pupils of YägEt. About Ibn al-Suhrawardi 

and: his colleagues we know little. In all probability the lives 

of these men were uneventful, with little for historians to record. 

Unlike the Syrian Ibn al-WBhid , whose ! seamy side''is recounted 

with relish by the Mamluke biographers ' the lives of six great 

masters of Iraq and Iran are passed over in silence. Almost nothing 

worthy of mention is recorded by the numerous historians of oalligr- 

apky. 

We know even less about the master illuminator Muhammad bin Aybak 

despite the fact that we can trace his work in Baghäad over a period 

of fifteen years. Apart from the two qurlans which he illuminated 
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we have no other-example of his work ý although he must have been 

the leading illuminator of Baghdad in his day. 

The three Qur'ans are by no means the only ones from Iraq and 

Iran at this time. There are several others ' both multiple and 

single-volume copies. But I for the most part ' these ar'e isolated 

examples and give little information beyond a name ' date and an 

example of calligraphy and illumination'stylisticäj; 1y 'out of eon- 

text'. We shall be examining the more important of these. 

Links between Cairo and Iraq at this time-are interesting , and 

we shall have more to say about this matter in Chapter 3. Despite 

the hostility between the Mongol and Mamluke empires there was 

considerable commercial exchange. We'have little information on 

the movement of craftsmen but we have ample evidence that this 

did occur , from East to West at least. It seems to us quite 

probable that one of the painters involved in the Qur'an being 

illuminated for the emir Baybars in Cairo , was of Iraqi origin. 

Much of his work in that manuscript and elsewhere finds a close 

parallel in the Qur'ans produced in Mosul and Baghdad. Coupled to 

that is the fact that his work seems to stand rather apart from 

the mainstream of manuscript illumination in Cairo at this time 

(1304 -10). Not only craftsmen came to Cairo from Iraq: it seems 

most likely that manuscripts were also brought or sent. The 

y9qut' Qur'an of 12132 is illuminated for the most part in the 

recognisable style of Sandal , the famous Cairo painter. It 
. 

seems probable that this manuscript appeared in Cairo unpainted 

and was illuminated by the Egyptian master or a member of his 

group, around 1300 - 1310. 
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The Baybars Qur'an stands out among Mamluke manuscripts at the 

beginning of the fourteenth century because of its sizes multi-part 

format ' monuutiental script and fine illumination. This manuscript 

seems to have been in some way an 'echo' of what was being done in 

Baghdad almost simultaneously. Why Baybars decided to aspemble a 

a rather disparate team of craftsmen to produce a manuscript of 

this type at this time is a very interesting question. It may per- 

baps be connected with the fact that the manuscript was destined 

for a sufi kh7anq; h ' only the second ever to be founded in Coro. 

Sufis were well-known for their interest in calligraphy. Ibn al- 

Suhrawardi was himself the grandson of a great sufi master. Could 

the idea of a Qur'an of this type been suggested to Baybars by 

someone familiar with the Qur'ans being produced in Baghdad : one 

of the future inhabitants of the kha-ng$h perhaps ? 

f 
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From the years 1300 to 1316 a number of single and multiple-volume 

copies of the Qurtan survive which can be attributed 'without question, 

to various cites in Iran. These manuscripts are of two distinct types. 

First ' the 'royal' Qur'ans : large-format , multiple-volume copies , 

beautifully written and sumptuousty illuminated prgduced for the 

sultan or members of his immediate circle. Secondly, single or 

multiple-volume manuscripts t none of which bearp the name of a pat- 

ron. The quality of this second group ranges from mediocre to excell- 

ent. 

In this chapter we would like to deal with the manuscripts which 

form the first group. This is made up of . two Qur'ans { the first copied 

for 6ijaytü in Hamadan 9 and the second for the vizir Rashid al-Din 

almost certainly in the Rabc-i Rashidi at Tabriz. Both are in the gen- 

oral tradition or the earlier A and B. i (Baghdad) and B. ii (Mosul) man- 

uscripts ' though the links between those and the latter are closer 

than the links existing between the Iraqi and Hamadan Qur'ana. The 

Hamadan manuscript is undoubtedly the best-known of all Ilkhanid Qurfans 

and is the final manuscript known to hat, Ö been commissioned by $ljaytu. 

For the remainder of this survey we shall refer to it as B. iii (iiama- 

dan) , while the Rashid al-Din Qur'an we shall designate C (Tabriz). 

1. Hamadan : the Qur'an of Ol jaftu. 

The city of Hamadan or Iiamadhan was one of the main centres of the 

province of Jibal and lay immediately south of Sultaniyyah. It was 

a thriving town until devasted by the Mongol invasion in the second 

decade of the thirteenth century. By the beginning of the following 

one it had recovered and is described by Mustawfi as a city some 
3 

two 1ea cs across. It was here that the famous Rashid al Din was 
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born. 

Althou;; h we know little ý3')olit the production of manuscripts in 

Hamadan ' there is a welt-knorm Qur'an ' now in Philadelphia, whose, 
4 

colophon staLec that it was copied in Iiamsulan in the year 1164. 

The Qur'an produced there for Oljaytu in the first twd decades of 

the fourteenth century is unique in that it is the only one of the 

five $royal' Ilkhanid QQur'ans to have survived intact. Sometime soon 

after its completion it was sent. or taken, to Cairo where it became 

the property of a Mamluke emir. Thanks to this it survived the chaos 

and destruction which occurred in Iran at the final collapse of the 

Ilkanids and the subsequent invasion of Timur later in the fourteonth 

century. In the nineteenth century it was deposited in the Khedival 

Library and is row in the National Library , Cairo where it is num- 

bered Ms 72. 

It was extensively studied in the Exposition Persane of 1931 in 

Cairo, when its inscriptions were : published and discussed. It has 

been exhibited several times in part since then , most recently in 

1976 at the World of Islam Festival in London. 

The more fact of its having survived the destruction of the Qur'ans 

produced in Baghdad and Mosui, or endowed to the ill-ohosen Ilkhanid 

capital of Sultaniyyah , would alone ensure the manuscript an important 

place in history. But in addition, an unusually significant role is 

attributed by many scholars to this manuscript after its appearance 

in Cairo around 1326.5 

Tuch of the discussion around this manuscript has dealt with the 

text of the wa fiyyah or speculation on the route by which it came 

into the possession of its later Mainluke owner. Little has been said 

of the manuscript as a work of art , nor has its real or supposed 
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effect on contemporary Mainluke ar'ans been properly evaluated. Neva" 

theless, it is the only Ilkhanid Qur'an whose existence in Cairo dur- 

ing the first half of the fourteenth century is attested by historical 

6 
documentation. 

At the end of each juzr in the manuscript there appearp to have been 

a roundel bearing a colophon which was overpainted probably when the 

Qur'an was brought to Cairo. Only the colophon on the final part is 
7 

now visible, but this makes clear -beyond any doubt-that the copying 18.1 

and illumination took place in Hamadan during the reign of Oljaytu and 

that the calligrapher I evidently a native of Hamadan, was also the 

illuminator. 

The circumstances of commissioning. 

The manuscript was commissioned by the Ilkhanid sultan : of that there 

can be little doubt. At the end of most parts, and occasionally In other 

areas, are elaborate inscriptions which comprise the certificates of 

commissioning. These vary somewhat from one duz' to another. The fully 

edited version, of this text ' published by Wiet in 1931 reads as foll- 

ows: 8 

Thanks be to God, illuminator of the hearts of the World by the shining, 

lights of the Qur'an , decorator of the affairs of the Two Worlds by 

the essence of the secrets of the Qur'an, enlightener of the breasts 

of the knowledgeable by the truths of the manifestation of the Qur'an, 

loosener of the tongues of the pious by the finesse of reciting the 

Qur'an. We bear witness that there is no god but God :a witness that 

corroborates the Qur'an, that Muhammad is Isis beloved ,, His servant 

and His messenger 9 
who has received the surahs, ayaahs and portions 
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of the Qurlan. May the praise of God be upon him and upon' his pure 

house, extractors of the pearls of truth from the depths of the 

Qurvan. To incurr the favour of God , the writing down of His 

highest and august fiord has been ordered by the greatest sultan 

lord of the destinies of nations, sultan of the sultans of the 

World, illumin ed by the light of God, illuminator of the secrete 

of God, glorify and magnify Him, enlivener of'the rules of the 

Sun_ah and obligation , shadow of God on Earth , Ghiyäth al-Dunyä 

wall-Din ' aid of Islam and succour of the muslims, establisher of 

the unbreakable bond with God, bringer of justice to the oppressed, 

master of land and sea , 
I-A1-Malik 

al-Nä. sirl Muhammad , the most- 

favoured by God, the bMajestic, the Sternall. May God prolong his 

kingdom and make the face of the Earth his domain under the law 

of the Prophet and his pure house and companions and the law of 

the prophets and Messengers and well-prepared and rightly-guided 

imams ' the saints and ase tics. (Fig. 11) 

As the last juz' of the manuscript bears the date 713 / 1313 the 

commissioner must have been Öljaytü even though that nsme is not 

mentioned. The title of"al-malik al-nasir' ' given here is odd in 

so far as this was the throne-name of the regnant Namluke sultan 

Muhammad bin Qa1äun: a point which has given rise to the improbable 

speculation that the manuscript might have been made for him by an 
9 

Iranian. In several of the inscriptions it appears quite unmistakable 

that this part of the text his been tampered with , replacing the 

words, ' 01 jaytu-Su1tän' or perhaps ' Ol jaytu-Khudäbandah$ 0 
We shall have 

. 11 

more to say on this when dealing with the later history of the min- 18.2 

uscript in Cairo. 
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It has been pointed out that there is an contrast between this man- 

uscript and Qur'an B. ii (Mosul). The certificate of commissioning 

in the latter seems to emphasise the Mongol and generally anti-Islamio 

ancestors of Oljaytu,, while that in the Hamadan manuscript appears to 

draw attention to the sultan's Shi0ite affiliations. These however, 

11 
are not quite so prominent as one is sometimes led to believe. The 

Shtkcite prayer often refered to occurs once only 9 in JuzI 29 

though the rightly-guided and well-prepared Imams are refered to at 

the end of each certificate. However, all of the Qur'ans -B. i, ii and 

iii-date from the sultan's Shicite phase , 1309-15. 

As far as the destination of the manuscript is concerned, we would 

suggest once again , that it was most probably commissioned for the 

tomb being built at Sultaniyyah. We know that both He B. i (Baghdad) 

and B. ii (Mosul) were begun in the same year of 1306 , shortly after 

work on the tomb commenced. If the calligrapher/illuminator of the 

Hamadan manuscript worked as quickly as the producer of the Mosul 

Qur'an then it would have taken him two years to copy it and six to 

illuminate it. The'colophon on the final part must have been written 

after the illumination was complete since it records the termination 

of the work ie., katabahu wa dhahhabahu. We would suggest that the 

calligrapher Al-Hamadhän-i wrote out each part , taking approximately 

two years to complete his task. He then began the work of illumina- 

tion and as he finished inserted the colophon recording the completion 

of each part t the final thirtieth section being completed'in Sept- 

ember 1313. Although the colophons are obliterrated there is an inso- 

ription in . 
Tuz' 23 stating that it was completed in 1313. Thus he 

would have illustrated around eight parts each year , meaning that 

he began probably at the and of 1306 and took seven years to finish 

his task . If the Hamadan Qur'an was begun , as were the other 
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twolin 1306 and is of an overall general type 
,q 

then it would 

seem to us that it and the others were all ordered for the 

same purpose : endowment to the mausoleum of the sultan. He was 

creating what was going to be the finest tomb ever built and wished 

to furnish it with the most wonderful Qur'ans that he coitid obtain 

ordering them from the:. leadingcalligraphers and'illuminators in 

various parts of the empire. This, in our opinion, is the simplest 

explanation for the creation of these three-outstanding Qur'ans 

at approximately the same time in the life of Öljaytü. 

The work of the calligrapher/artist 
oAbdaliah bin Muha'ad al- Ham-- 

adhäni. 

a) The calligraphy. About the calligrapher 'whose full narre is given 

as 
oAlxia11 h bin Muhammad bin Mahnnzd al-Hamadhäni , we know nothing 

other than the fact that he was an outstanding artist and a native 

of Hamadan. This mich information is given in the colophons : 18.1 

This Qur'an was written and illuminated in conformity with the order 

by the one who propagandises for His kingdom from the bottom of his 

heart, with complete sincerity, who aspires for the indulgence of the 

Eternal, the meanest of His slaves 
oAbdallah bin Muhammad bin r-iahm d 

al-Ham . 
hani , may Cod forgive him, in Jumadä I 713/September 1313 or 

the 11ijrah of the Prophet , blessings be upon him, in the Abode of 

Orthodoxy Harnadan, God protect it from harm. (Fig. 12a) 

To have been asked to produce a Qur'an for the sultan must indicate 

that-he was a calligrapher and artist of considerable stanain;. As 

the man in question was a native of the city of Hamadan and produced 
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the manuscript there , this indicates a gelt-established atelier 

with the capacity to turn out high-quality manuscripts. Wo know 

little about whatever tradition may have existed in IIarnwlan, but 

we can say that in a great many respects the tradition to which 

cAixiallah al-Hamacthani belonged - as evidenced by his surviving 

work - was very different from that found in the West of Iran and 

Iraq. 

The script is an exceptionally fine gold thulth-rayhýn outlined 18.3 

in black with blue vocalisation arI the occasional use of reel lett- 

ors to assist in correct reading. The only orthographic percuiiarity 

is the placing of three gold dots under the sTn . Sometimes these 

are in blue. Each page : nea wires 56 x 41cm with five lines of script 

on all except the first. A definite attempt has been made to see that 

lines finish at exactly the same point where ever possible. Unlike 

most Qur'ans ty t are not marked: only the tiny red letters indi- 

cate a halt or pause. These factors give the text the feeling of 

flowing, along in unencumbered lines. What is even more unusual at 

this timo is the surrounding of each line by a blue rectangle , 

- as if it were a surah-heading. These are then surrounded in turn 

by a gold border and the outer edge by a further blue line. This 

appears to be one of the earliest examples of this technique which 
12 

became so popular in Timurid Iran. ßrery pa; e is organised in exactly 

the same mk. nner I giving the whole (urtan an exceptional sense of 

unity. Surah-headings are in thulth in rectangles identical to those 18.4 

used for the lines of text. The decoration of these is usually kept 

quite simple. This is also true of the ornaments at the ends of 

the headings and the marginal ornaments indicating the passage of 

each fifth and tenth verse. 
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The whole ethos of this manuscript is quite different from 

the two earlier Baghdadi, ores 'for example, wherein eaoh page 

with its elaborately-conceived illumination is thought of 

almost as a 'virtuoso performances 9 every one more wpectacular 

than th last. 

The tcript of this Qu, r'an is one. of the earliest examrties 

of a moiiu: nental rayh n a, type which became increasingly pop- 

ular in'the next century under the Timurids. It is not to be 

confuse with the delicate rayhän-dagiq favoured by the 'Yagnt' 

Qur'ansland is larger 
Lith 

more of the quality of thulth than 

I 
the eacllent rayhän used in the Qur, tans of the 1320's and 30's 

,. 
13 

associated with the name, of Arghnn al-Kamili. It is of some inter- 

est , and perhaps not without significance , that each of the 

Qur1ans commissioned by ýljaytu 
shou]1d be in a different monumental 

script B. i (Baghdad) ih thulth , B. ii (Mosul) in mu and 

B. iii (Hamadan) in rayhh n_ - almost as if deliberately-specified. 

o 
b) The 1. llumination. Abdllah al-Hamadhsn« was also the illuminator 

of the xanuscript. This 
Iiuäl 

role obviously assisted him greatly 

in cart ing out his proj 
i 
act* He was able to conceive the whole 

manuscript as a decorative' unity from start to finish. 

Great economy of both; style and colour is evident in the open- 

ing illuminated pages ofP, each part. Instead of the illuminated 

area ta$ing up most of the page it is confined to a rectangle in 

the middle. The average Size of the illuminated areas is 25 x 18cm 

considerably less than the 56 x 41cm of the overall page. Most 

of the pages are without'a border or inscriptions. All are quite 

devoid of strapwork , as; indeed is the entire manuscript .-a sur- 

prisingýommission given the almost obligitory appearance of this 
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type of decoration. The white surface of the paper is often used 

as background , while the motifs are confined to simple arabeques 

and palmettes. Occasionally the order is reversed so that the 

ground is coloured and the motifs left blank. Colour is confined 

to blue, black 9 and gold. Only unobtrusive details are painted 

in any thing other than the above. Gold and blue are also used 

throughout the text of the Qurtan on every single page. The over- 

all impression on anyone used to seeing manuscripts such as the 

earlier Baghdad Qur'ans must have been quite striking -but not 

necessarily favourable. 

Tha designs of the opening pages of illumination fall into three 

broad types: 

1. A square panel with star-polygon whpse arms extend to the four 18.5 

corners. The interstices of the geometric trellis have palmettes 

which are single or interlinked. In some of the star-shaped areas 

is an interesting motif that we have also noted in Juz' 2 of Qur'an 

A (Baghdad) which consists of a whirl of foliage with stalks proj- 

ecting into the five points of the star 
15This 

is one of the few 

filler motifs which is actually transmitted from one manuscript 

to another. The vast majority of filler motifs are improvised 

by the illuminator from a very limited repertoire of basic shapes 

particularly the palmetto ton the spot' as-it-werejusing the 

basic shape as the nucleus. This type always has a rectangular 

panel above and below , which in several cases contains only dec- 

oration , though usually an inscription. This is always in thulth 

' never in ki-ific. or riga° 
16 

2. A rectangular panel of 'infinite' pattern usually of the repeat 

block-type with a vertical or occasionally diagonal axis. This, 
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type accounts for the majority of designs in the manuscripts. If we 18.6 

compare the thirty designs of this manuscript with those in the 

other three Ilkhanid 'royal' Qur'ans , there is surprisingly little 

repition. Although the same principles are often used it is rare 

to find a similar design. In fact there are no identical ones. 

3.1 This type consists of independent compositions , rather like 18.7 

7 
the second type noted in Qurlan B. i(Baghdad). These are few in number 

- 
only three in the twenty-eight a zä' examined. 

The fillers occupying the interstices of the trellises are in 18.8 

gold, black, or blue silhouette. Those in white on a coloured ground 

uspally have highly articulated"detail. The artist appears to have 

been especially fond of using these latter on grounds of' blue. Un- 

Ake the offner $royal' manuscripts many of the larger regular geo- 

metric shapes contain: ros, ittes made up of multiplo_palmettes whose 18.9 

lower parts inter-connect to form a tightly organised fret. This 

contrasts with the work of Muhammad bin Aybak where freely- flow- 

ing 
" 

arabesque scrolls may be used in similar circumstances , just 

as we see in the style of Sandal. 

In addition to the above-mentioned decorative motifs there are 

also rosettes and an odd cross-shape ( Juzl 3 
, 
and J` 18). 18.8 

, Most of the rectangular panels bear arabesque scrolls which look 

similar to the work in the the interstices. There is also a palmette- 18.11 

and-knot device as well as a rather large white blossom with coloured 

centre on a thin wiry stem I son what after the fashion of those in 
18 

Ms B. i (Baghdad). 

The inscriptions which many of these panels contain are interest- 

ing from a number of points. So far as we can tell from earlier and 

contemporary manuscripts, inscriptions at the beginning of Qur'ans and 
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Qur'an sections consisted of specially-selected ayahs , often used 

several times in the same manuscript. Four of these inscriptions 

in the Hamadan manuscript are Qur'anic äyät ( XVI.., " Nahl' , 974; 103; 

XVII, Bani Ismail , 
82 : LXI Saff 79-30) : the remainder are Prophetic 

hadiths. This may not be a new departure insofar as we know nothing 

about other earlier Qur'ans produced by the calligrapher tl-Iiamadhäni, 

but this is the first time we have come across this feature in the 

fourteenth century. 

The opening pages of text are perhaps the simplest of any fourt- 18.12 

eenth Qur'an. -Each is divided into five panels with two narrow ones 

at the sides. In almost all cases decoration is confined to the 

upper and lower ones. The top, right-hand panel always has the 

the juz± number , others contain either äyat or 
INhaadiths. 

There is 

usually a single medallion at the and of each panel and this is fre- 

quently unattatohed. Occasionally there is a true palmetto at the 

ends of the panels , at others a pear-shaped medallion attatched to 

the border. Circular medallions are often in the form of a delicate 

filigree of gold arabesque on blue. Borders and narrow vertical 

panels are usually undecorated but in the case of five a, z3' from 

among -those examined ( 1,3,19,20,22) decoration did occur. This 

consisted of a succession of simple gold motifs - knots, scrolls, 

flowers , or else blue and white flowers on a black ground : the 18.13 

latter being an unusual combination at this time. The arbitrary 

choice of the aajz-af with decorated opening pages of text prompts 

the speculation that the manuscript may not be quite finished. 

Marginal ornaments , which in the earlier Baghdad manuscripts 

became glorious works-of-art , exceptional in their variation and 

splendour , are here by comparison subdued and quiescent. 

In all of the decoration there is a quite noticeable absence of 
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chinoiserie and ; the- types of petalled borders that betray Chinese 

influence 
1 

such as we see in the two Baghdad Qurfans. 

Almost all parts end with the certificate of commissioning which 18.14 

is written in circular or polylobed medallions in a square and 

spread over two facing pages. The location of the certificate differs 

from the Baghdadi and Mosul manuscripts I though not from the sli- 

ghtly later Tabriz Qur'an, C. 

The colophon is written in a circle on the verso side of the 

of the certificate. A practise not followed in the earlier Qur'ans 

but ' once again, found in the Tabriz copy. All of the colophons 

have been painted over ' presumably at the time the certificates 

of commissioning were altered. 

C 
An appraisal of the style of Abdalläh bin Muhammad al-Hamadhani. 

There can be little doubt thatthis painter was an outstanding artist. 

Given the conservatism of fourteenth century illuminators and call- 

igraphers I his approach may seem almost 'revolutionary. The absences 

of bands of heavy gold strapwork ' the extensive use of blue and 

the device of painting much of the decoation in silhouette ' give 

the manuscript a delicate 9 almost ethereal quality 0 that is 

quite absent in the other Qurfans commissioned by Oljaytu where a 

sense of barbaric splendour is the overwhelming impression conveyed. 

The underlying principles of his opening compositions are however 

such a$ we have already seen in the work of the earlier Baghdad and 

Mosul artists. 

Only two of the opening compositions have borders. These run 

all the way round the composition , after the manner of those in the 18.15 

work of Muhammad bin &ybak. In each case - Juz' 19 and 20 - the borders 
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are based on knots and tri-lobed leaves. It is interesting that 

several Ilkhanid Qur'ans dispensq entirely with outer borders. 

In the Mosul Qur'an B. ii the same technique is adopted , so too 

does Ms 503 in Topkapi Library. The latter is a multi-part Qur'an 

dated 1310. 
I 

Within the body of the textsfeatures which stand out are : first, 

the organisation of the pages into panels ; the absence of äyah 

divisions and the extreme economy of decoration. Unfortunately 

as there are no other Qurtans from Hamadan at this time it is not 

possible to say whether Al-Hamadhhni was introducing new and orig- 

inal concepts or simply following well-established formulae. All 

we can say is that many of the features noted in this exceptional 

manuscript are not detectable elsewhere. 

The manuscript is also remarkable for its great degree of unif- 

ormity. It is difficult to find pages which stand out clearly as 

the work of anyone other than the main artist. Rogers who has had 

the opportunity to examine the manuscript in detail suggests that 

at least one other hand is detectable. He points out that the 

. right-hand half of the opening composition in Juzt 23 is finer- 

than the opposite one 9 indicating probably the work of an assistant° 

The likelihood of the artist having one or more assistants , is 

of course considerable , and indeed to be expected. That being so 

it is even more remarkable that Al-Ham-Adhäni was able to exercise 

such close control that differences in style are virtually non- 

existent , and in quality of execution, only barely noticeble. 

The sqbse7uent history of the manuscript in Cairo. 

Sle know nothing of what happened to the manuscript followino; its 
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completion in 1313. However in 726/1326 it was endowed to the newly- 

founded khhngäh of an important Xamluke emir. Each part of the 

manuscript was inscribed on that occasion with a waqfiyyah , the 
2i" 

text of which was edited and published by Niet : 

0 

The fortress of the muslims and the refuge of those devoting thems- 

elves to the Almighty , Abu Sacid Says al-DTn Baktamur bin CAbdalläh 

al-Sägi al-Maliki al-Näsiri - may God make him profit by the August 

Qur'an - has endowed in perpetuity all of this Noblev lienaratsd 

and Magnificent Qur'an comprising thirty parts for all muslims , as 

a tom and legal endowment for reading, consulting, copying and stud- 

ying, and has placed it in the tomb known as his foundation in 

Lesser Qarafah near to the enclosure of al-Malik al-Zahir. He will 
. 

be responsible for it during his lifetime and after him his desc- 

endants and their descendants. If one of them does not conduct hims- 

elf properly , then the responsibility will pass to thb-most worthy. 

Should the line die out then responsibility will pass to the shaykh 

of the tomb and that will continue util God inherits the Earth and 

those upon it and He is the best of inheritors. He has declared 

that the above-mentioned Qur'an should not be taken out of the tomb 

ever , except for repair. Woe to anyone who changes or alters these 

stipulations S 'If anyone changes the bequest after hearing it, the 

guilt shall be on those who make the change. For God hears and knows 

all things ' (II Al-ßagarah , 181). The reward of the above-mentioned 

endower is in the hands of God - glorify and magnify Him - Who never 

fails to reward he who does good works. Dated [from 7 Jumýä I to 
22 

27 Jurn da II 726 / 1-21 April 1326. (Fig. 13) 
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It has been pointed out that one of the most interesting aspects 

of the wagfi ah is that it specifically mentions that the Qur'an 

is endowed for the purpose of copying ( naql )2? But whether this 

is related to its outstanding beauty is not clear. Nevertheless, 

the specific mentioning of'copying' in an endowment document is 

rare bcamination of wagfiyyät from the fourteenth and fifteenth 

centuries show that muslims were expected to benefit from 'reading' 

( ciräcah) ''reading-aloud' 
(tiläwah)but almost never from copying. 

We have come across only one other manuscript ' Cairo 60 which 

refers to copying. In the waqfiyyah which is dated 1356 we read 

that muslims may benefit from 'intigal wa'1-kit3bah', ie. copying 
24 

and writing. The manuscript in question is another fine Ilkhanid 

manuscript and it may be that the beauty of these was appreciated 

to the extent of urging copies to be made. We would suggest rather 

that the explanation is a purely technical one. Both manuscripts 

are in thirty parts %a format which was relatively uncommon , judging 

by the small numbers of Mamluke multi-part Qur'ans which have survived. 

It may well be that it was the format and layout of these manuscripts 

which were to be taken as modele not their calligraphy and illumina- 

tion. 

Scholars who have examined the Qur'an have speculated on the 

provenance of the manuscript. Rogers , one-of the most recent 

commentators, concludes that it was somehow spirited out of Iran 

possibly in the course of the various negotiations between the 

Mamlukes and Ilkhanids prior to 1326. He wonders how it came into 

the possession of Baktamur rather than the sultan himself. 

In all previous discussions Baktacnur remains a shadowy figure. 

To quote Rogers ' writing in 1969 ,I we know nothing of Baktamur, 
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except that he was cup-bearer to Al-Näsir and that he was rich 

enough to endow a memorial foundation and provide it with various 
25 

treasures'. In fact we do know quite a lot about this man t who 

was a leading figure at the court of Al-Näsir and whose career 

and sudden demise at the hands of his sovereign is one of those 

tragedies 9 all. too common in the annals of the Mainluke sultanate. 

Ibn Iyas ' Pdagrizz. as well as Ibn Hajar and Al-5afadi all furnish 

details of Baktamur's life and death and it is there that we can 

find the most probable explanation for his acquisition of the fine 

Hamadan Qurtan. 

Abu Sa°id Sayf al-Din Baktamur bin °Abdalläh 
al-Sägt was a mam- 

luke of Baybars al-Jäshankir. After the latter's death Baktamur be- 

came the property of AI-N3-sir Muhammad who made hin his cup-bearer 

(3). He advanced until he achieved one of the highest offices 

in the state ' atäbak al-jaysh ' commander-in-chief. Baktamur be- 

came the close confidant of the sultan : no one else was ever as 

close. The two were always in each otherts company and Al-Tiasir 

often visited Baktamur tti spend the 'night at his house. He acted 

as a restraining influence on the sultan and intervened on behalf 

of the sultan's subjects whenever he thought him about to commit 

some excess. The sultan was said to make no move without seeking 

the advice of Baktamur. The two eventually became related through 

marriage : the emir married the sultan's sister and A1-Näsir! s son 

Anük married Baktamur's daughter. 

Unfortunately the sultan came to believe that Daktamur was plann- 

ing to poison him while they were making their way to Mecca where 

Al-Näsir intended to present a new door to the Kaobah. On the way 

back he had both the emir and his son Ahmad murdered and buried by 
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the roadside. Their bodies were later exhumed and laid to rest in 

- 
26 

the mausoleum attatched to the khanqah which Baktamur had built. 

These events occurred in 732 / 1331. 

The foundation had been completed. in 726 /1326 and the khan äh 

was inhabited by its sufi occupants in June of that year. It was 

in this year that the Hamadan Qur'an was endowed to the tomb/hhänq; h* 

Its numerous treasures included , so we are told, carpets, copper 

vessels, books I Qur'ans (rabcat)f inlaid brass lamps , enamelled 

glass ones ' all of which were in the : Qbrg of the custodian 
27 

Both Ibn Iyas and Magrizi tell us that the emir received gifts 

from numerous sources and that Al-Nasir himself '9 as we would expect, 

gave many presents ( which he took back after Baktamur's untimely 

end 1). It would seem that the most likely explanation, of the prov- 

enance of the Hamadan Qur'an is that it was given by Al-Näsir as 

a; gift to his favourite on the occasion of the opening of the latter's 

foundation. 
r 

When the sultan's own kräh was opened, some years previously 

we know that the ruler of Hama sent him a present of books for it, 
8 

It would thus have been quite appropriate for Al-Näsir to have made 

the emir a present of the beautiful Qur'an that was undoubtedly in 

his possession. It is far more likely that Al-Näsir would have rec- 

eived the Qur'an as a gift from the Ilkhanid Abu Sa°Td I probably 

in the course of the negotiations between the two in 724. It was 

after the Qur'an came into the hands of Al-Nasir that the certificate 

of commissioning nu st have been altered. We know that Al-Näsir did 

receive gifts from Abü Saeid because the prince/historian Abu'l-Fida' 
i 

was a witness to the reception of the 724 embassy9 . Unfortunately he 

does not mention the arrival of any books or Qur'ans , though these 
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may have been overlooked. There were other exchanges and it may 

be that the Qur'an was presented on some other occasion. In any 
30 

case Qur'ans were always popular presents and it would have been 

quite natural for the Illdianid ruler to. have sent the Hamadan 

Qur'an which he had inherited to Al-Näsir. The sultan thdn passed 

it on to Baktamur along with other gifts in 1326 for the new tomb/ 

kh ,gh. This ' in our opinion, is the simplest and most obvious 

explanation. 

The influence of the Hamadan Qur'an on Mamluke calligraphers 

and illuminators. 

The influence of this Qur'an is usually- considered to be P&raie- 
31 

oust. In the course of this study we shall be examining this ques- 

tion when dealing with later Mamluke Qur'ans. However , let us 

say at this point , that it is our opinion , after examining 

all the major manuscripts produced fröo"1326 onwards, that the 

influence of this Qur'an was minimal. In terms of calligraphy 

it had no influence at all. Ryn was simply not a popular 

script with the Mamlukes , nor apart from one or two examples , 

was monumental script in gold. No Mamluke artist- adopted the un- 

usual division of the page , which must have seemed strange; nor 

so far ae we are aware are there any Mainluke Qur'ans written 

without m ah-markers, The delicate colour-schemes were quite for- 

eign to Mainluke tastes au was the absence of heavy gold strap- 

work. Finally, the large-format thirty-part Qur'an was not a 

popular bhoice. 

The only area whore any possible influence can be detocted is 

in the opening pages of illumination where there are certain para- 
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liels between the designs of these compositions and some'in Marnluke 

Qurtans. However, even this is questionable since some of the 

designs can be shown to have been part of the Mamluke painters' repert- 
32 

oire prior to 1326 - and even prior to 1313. 

2. Tabriz : the Qur'an of the Vizir Rashld al-Din. 

The major, perhaps decisive, role of the extraordinary statesman 

Rashid al-Din in stimulating the arts of the book has been known 

for a century or more. To perpetuate the survival of his literary 

works he had copies made in Arabic and Persian for dispatch to the 
33 

main centres of the Ilkhanid domains. This was done annually , but 

only a fraction of the copies produced for Rashid have survived. 

These manuscripts were made in the quarter established by the 

vizir at Tabriz called after him , the Rabo-i Rashidl , of which 

nothing remains. It was sacked after his death aid again following 

the death of his son Ghiyath al-Ain in 1336. To the once thriviving 

ateliers of the Rabc-i Rashid! we,. can attribute only two fragm- 
34 

ents of the ministersJamic al-Tawarikh and a copy of the Marmi°ah 
35 

Rashidiyyah ,a collection of tracts. The first two manuscripts 

are of enormous importance for the study of manuscript painting 

while the latter has some fine illumination which is signed by 

the painters onsthe opening pages. 

The appearance of yet another manuscript commissioned by Rashid 

is therefore of some importance. In the course of these researches 

we came upon part of a Qurlan made for the vizir towards the eni of 

his career. It is kept in the Topkapi Library 'Ms EH 248, and is 

mentioned in the catalogue of Arabic manuscripts 9 but the all-important 
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certificate of commissioning was missed by Karatay when cataloguing 

the item ; almost certainly because it is located at the and. 

The ranuscript consists of Juz' 26 ' is in large format , 52 x 37cm 

( almost the same size as the Hamadan Qur'an and is copied on fifty- 

four folios in a rather unusual script resembling the t%iulth ra han 

of the Hamadan manuscript. On the final folio the date is given : 

fi ghurrat Safar 715 / the beginning of April 1315. That is, at the 

height of Rashid's power , some sixteen months before the death of 

his master Oljaytu. 

The circumstances of commissioning,. 

At the end of the juz' on the final opening there are two confronted 

poly-lobed medallions bearing the certificate of commissioning in 

Arabic. This reads as follows: 

36 
Copied for the well-built library of the servant, the lord, the 

greatest, the undulating sea, the light, the revealer of gecrets 

of Truth and the Qur'an, divinely-guided exponent of inquiry and 

explanation, possessor of the hallowed soul, in whom all human 

qualities are enjoined, sun of the firmament of wisdom, pole of 

the heaven of knowledge, most brilliant and perfect of the first 

and the last, favoured with the grace of the Lord of the Two Worlds, 

predestined for vizir when even Adam was yet unformed, sultan of 

ministers and sages in the Two Worlds, Rashid al-iiagg wa'1-Duny7; 

wall-Din,, Fadlallah "I on of lord, the master , the greatest, the 

C late Tmad al-Dawlah, ! lbu'1-Khayr , may God glorify his victories 

and increase his good fortune and may the suns of his glory blaze 

forth and shine etc. ( Fir,, 14) 
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Although historians differ over the exact name of Rashid there 

can be no doubt that the person refered to is the great statesman/ 

historian and that the manuscript is the only surviving example 

of a Qur'an 9 no doubt one of hundreds, commissioned by him. 

The certificate makes clear that the Qur'an was made npt for 

a mosque but for Rashid's library ( khi'zänah ). This presumably. 

was his library in the Rabc-i RashTdi , since as far as we know 

he had no other. Concerning this , or the part that held the Qur'ansj, 

we have some information by no less a person than the minister him- 

self. In Rashi, l's will , the details of which have been published, 

he mentions the Qur'an collection in the Tabriz suburb which was 

housed near to his tomb. The text is as follows: 37 

Two book-stores ( bayt al-kutub) which I have built to the right and 

left of ry tomb , containing one thousand copies. of the Qur'an that 

I have deposited therein 91 endow to the Rabc-i Rashidi. The details 

of these aro as follows: 

Those written in gold : 400 

Those in the hand of Yäqüt : 10. 

Those in the hand of Ibn Muglah :2 

Those in the hand of Ahmad (bin al-) Suhrawardt : 20 
38 

Those written by well-known calligraphers : 20 

Those which are beautifully written : 548 (3) (Append. 2. ßi) 

Rashid had a groat interest in collecting Qurtano , probably for the 

use of students or pilgrims to his tomb. We would suggest that it was 

for this destination that the Topkapi Qur'an was made. 
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'ehe work of the calligrapher and artist. - 

a) 
cAbdalläh bin Abi'1-Q3sim al-Rüdrävari and the calligraphy : The 

calligraphy , yet again, is the work of an excellent calligrapher 

about whom we have no information other than that furnished by the 

manuscript. The script is a fine thulth ra hän in black w4th black 19.1 

vocalisation. There are five lines on each page and the name Muham- 

mad ' whenever it occurs , is written in a larger script. Although 

the letters are elegantly formed the pen appears to be just a lttle 

on the slender side for the size of the script. Each ayah is marked by 

a rosette bearing the word äyah. Every page is surrounded by a blue 

&&i gold border and the opening pages have each line in a rectangular 19.2 

panel ' as in the Hamadan Qur'an. The certificate of commissioning 

has already been described. The two medallions containing it appear 

on facing pages totally devoid of decoration. 

The colophon is or. the final folio in a circle surrounded by a 

poly-lobed medallion and gives the calligrapherts name au follows: 

(Written) at the hands of the meanest of Cod's creatures 11Th h bin 

c-r 
Abi'l-Qasim bin Abdallah al-Tuvi al-Rüdrävar1 I may God reform and 

forgive him '(at the beginning)of Safar / April , sealed with grace 

and victory I in the year 715 / 1315 of the Hijrah , with Your mercy 

o Most Merciful: (Fig-14b 

We may assume that the two final words refer to the calligrapherto 

place of origin. 'Al-Rudravari' means ' of the district of itüdrävar' 

_ 
39 

or Rudhravar , or Rüdarud as it was altern. ively called. 'Al-Tuvi' 
40 

means'of the town of Tuvi' , 
(Not'Al-Tivifas is written in the Topkapi 

41 
catalogue). Tuvi was a small town located within the district of 
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Rudrävar. From this we would conclude that the oalligraphpr had left 
42 

the district of Rudrävar - otherwise why refer to it - and was 

working elsewhere. 

Tuvi is only a short distance from the city of Hamadan. As the 

Rashid al-Din mansucript iu the only orte of the'royal' Ilkhanid 

manuscripts to employ a border around the page and the use of 

panels to divide the text on the opening pages of the uz' ' with 

the exception of the Hamadan Qur'an , it may well be that the callig- 

rapher of the 1315 manuscript worked for a time in Hamadan. It 

seems improbable thata small town like Tuvi would have had a min- 

uscript atelier of any significance. 

However the decoration of the opening pages and the illumination 

throughout bear little relation to that of the Hamadan Qur'an and it 

is to that that we may now turn. 

b) The illumination. There is no signiature on the manuscript other 

than that of the calligrapher. Because of the addition of a border 

to each page and the layout of the opening pages we would suggest 

thatthe calligrapher was also the illuminator. Our reasoning being 

the use of this method in the Hamadan Qur'an and the origin and possible 

training of the calligrapher in that area of Iran. 

Surah-headings are in white thulth in a cartouche over elaborate 19.1 

gold arabesque scrolls. The cartouche is in a rectangular panel 

with a marginal medallion. The opening page of text consists of 19.3 

five panels: three bearing äyät without illumination and two accomp- 

anying; ones ' above and below, containing; inscriptions in gold kufic 

on a fine ground of ncrolls. The inscriptions are in rectangles. At 

each end are elaborate strapwork squares. This motif is not found 
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in any other 'royal' nur'an , but we do see it in a number of 

contemporary Ilkhanid manuscripts. Ms K 503 dated 1310 in `lop- 20.1 

kapi uses it I as does a Qur'an section in the Chester Beatty 

Library (uncatalogued) which dates from around the same time. 

The central panels are surrounded by a blue border wit? a 

gold arabesque scroll running all the way round. In the margin 

at the ends of the panels, are medallions with palmette borders. 

The opening pages of illumination are perhaps the most interesting 19.4 

part of the manuscript. Each consists of a square panel bearing a 

block-repeat pattern made of star-tile and cross-. shapes ' blue 

and red with gold arabesque and palmetto decoration. Above and 

below are inscriptions in white thixlth. " All panels are surrounded 

by gold strapwork and there is an outer narrow border of alterna- 

ting palmettes ' one with a brown and white interior ' the other 

with a gold knot on an orange and brown ground. 

In the course of these researcheq this is the only occasion 

where we have come across a frontispiece in which a pattern of the 

type used in the central area of each page is truncated at the top 

and bottom by panels. Qur'an illuminators , as far as we can see 

from the surviving manuscripts, normally used panels only with 

star-polygon designs or semi-independent geometric compositions. 

The only other instance of which we are aware in an Ilkhanid man- 
43 

uscript occurs in the Majn°ah Rashidiyyah in the Bibliotheque 

Nationale (Arabe 2324) made at the Rabc-i Rashidi. Liven that 

the Topkapi Qur'an was commissioned by Rashid al-DTn and that the 

only other example of the opening frontispiece technique appears 

in another manuscript made for the vizir , we would suggest that 

the Qur'an was probably made at the Rabc-i Rashid! in Tabriz. 
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Any Qur'an made for Rashid would naturally have been produced 

in the special Qur'an scriptorium in the Rab°-i Rashidi , the 

Dar al-t'ac. hif. The Vagfnamah ( deed of endowment) drawn up by 

the great vizir before his death gives details of this establish- 

44 
went. According to this3it was to produce each year a copy of the 

Qur'an and Ibn al-Athir's work on hadith , the Järni° al-Usül fl, 

Aha Tth al-rasül for dispatch to various centres. where they were 

to be placed in the main mosque. They contained special prayers 

for the donor and for recital upon installation. The details of the 

Qur'ans are given as follows : 

A Qur'an in thirty parts in elegant script, fully vocalised and 

suitable for any of the seven authorised readings, on large-size 

Baghdadi paper , illuminatod to indicate each fifth and tenth 

_yah and the beginning of each yah and bound in goatskin. ( Append. 2, ii) 

Although our manuscript was not made for dispatch to a location 

outside of the fabc-i Rashidi , since the certificate of commiss- 

ioning states thht"it was made for the minister's library, in its 

genral appearance, particularly size, multi-part format, and 

quality of script it would seem to conform to the kind of Qur'ans 

being Trade in the Där al-Masähif& 

Our conclusion therefore , is that this 
. 
juz, is the work or a 

calligrapher who was quite probably responsible for the illumination; 

who came from a town close do Hamadan , perhaps reoeived some training 

in that city where there wan at least one thriving Qur'an atelier, 

c 
and carne later to the Rab -i Rashidi where he made the 1315 Qur'an 
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as an employee at the Där al-Masahif. 

Surunar . 

The production of large-format 'luxury' Qur'ans was by no means 

confined to Iraq. Manuscripts of a type similar to the Baghdad 

and Mosul Qurlans were made in Hamadan and probably Tabriz. The 

former is perhaps the best-known of the fourteenth century. It 

was almost certainly made for the mausoleum of Sultan Oljaytu. 

Manuscripts B. i, ii and iii were f in our opinion, all part of the 

same grandiose project conceived by the Ilkhanid ruler to create 

the finest tomb ever seen and furnish it with spleixdid copies of 

the Qur'an. 

The layout and decoration of the Hamadan manus 

different from the other manuscripts made on this 

in the absence of comparative material we are not 

much was the artist/calligrapher's contribution 

due to local tradition. 

By 1326 this manuscript had arrived in Cairo 

aript are quite 

occasion I though 

able to say how 

and how much was 

most probably as 

gift from Abu Sacid to Al-Näsir Muhammad. We must presume that it 

was never endowed to the tomb at Sultaniyyah , though we cannot be 

certain. Upon its arrival in Cairo the certificate of endowment 

in each 'uzI was altered : the name of the Mongol ruler was re- 

placed by that of the Mamluke one. At the same time the colophons 

were painted over. Shortly after receiving the manuscript Al-Näsir 

Muhammad gave the Qurlan to his favourite, Baktamur. 

The influence of this manuscript on later Mamluke Qur'an illumina- 

tion is grastly exagerated. If its appearance set it somewhat apart 

from contemporary Ilkhanid Zurtans , it bore no relation to Mamluke 
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taste whatsoever. 

It is an indication of the power and prestige of the vizir lashid 

al-Din that the only other Qur'an, apart from those made for the 

Ilkhanid rulers 9 of this sumptuous 'de-luxe' type , should have 

been produced for hire. The solitary uz' of this manuscript to have 

survived has a number of technical features found only iri the Hemmen 

Qur'an but its decoration has more in common with manuscripts produced 

in Iraq or Tabriz. The manuscript was almost certainly made in Tabriz 

at the workshop established by Rashid for the production of Qur'ans. 



Chapter Four : . apt and Syria 1320-1356. 
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Prior to the year 1320 we are fortunate in having a number of impor- 

tant groups of Qur'ans available for study. This is true of both 

Ehypt and the Ilkhanid areas of Iraq and Iran. These groups are of 

particular value because of the relatively extensive data they con- 

tain on locations, patrons, periods of work and relationships betw- 

een craftsmen. 

As we proceed into the fourteenth century documentary information, 

especially for Mamluke Qur'ans becomes much sparser. Between 1320 and 

1345 only four Qur'ans give Cairo as their place of orign, though 

there are others which on various grounds can be attributed to both 

Cairo and Syria. There are no ºurlans bearing the name of their ill- 

uminator between 1313 and the era of Sultan Shacban some fifty years 

later. The position in Iran is rather better as there are several 

Qur'ans which give the names of calligraphers, illuminators, places 

of origin and important documentation. 

In this chapter we wish to to survey the period covering the 

second half of the reign of Al-Nasir Muhammadand his shor4lived 

successors down to the year-1356. It is an exceptionally difficult 

and obscure aria! ', 'in which we are totally dependent upon a small num- 

ber of inadequately documented Qur'ans in our efforts to chart the 

progress of Qur'anic calligraphy and illumination in Egypt and Syria. 

We shall deal with these manuscipts chronologically. 

1. The work of Ahmad al-Mutatabbib and the end of the Sandal trad- 

ition. 
1 

is 81 in the National Library , Cairo, was first published about one 

hundred years ago and is of great significance since it provides an 
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exceptionally accurate landmark in the history of Mamluke Qur'an pror3- 

uction. 

We have no information on the circumstances of commissioning. No 

patron's, nan is given although there is a very full colophon plus 

an interestin' appendix added by the scribe at the end. The colophon 

reads as follows : 

This blessed jur'an was completed by the grace of God and Hic aid. 

May Cod's blessing be on our lord Muhammad and his houso and comp- 

anions by the slave in need of God's mercy 9 exalted be He, Ahrnad 

bin Muhammad bin Kam-al bin Yahya al-Ansari al-Mutatabbib , in the 

city of Cairo the victorious, may God protect it in the blessed 

month of 
c April 1334. May 734 /y God have mercy on itr. 

scribe, its reader and all muslims p0 Lord of the Two 4lorlds, (Fig 15) 

The manuscript is actually orie of the very few Mamluko Qur'ans which 

give the name of the city in which they were produced. It also the 

first to mention Cairo. Nothing in known about the calligrapher, 

other than that he produced a number of manuscripts in Cairo in 

the third decade of the fourteenth century. His ninhah 'al-rnutatabhib'2 

which may be translated as'the doctor', 'amateur physician' or even 

'quack' implies some medical background. Curiously one of the jr s 

pupils of Yaqut had the same nisbah. 
3 

If the manuscript stood in isolation it would still be important 

because of the completeness of the colophon. However it c=I. n he sRn7- 

fated with four others , all in the hand of the same scribe. In fist 

these manuscripts form one of the largest groups of Qar'ens that rt"+"i 

be attributed to a single scribe. 
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1. Cairo, National Library Ms 184. Complete single-volume 2nr'a. n 

dated 731 / 1331. 

2. Cairo, National Library Ms 714. Complete single-volume Qur'an 

dated 732 / 1332.5 

3. Ambrosian Library Ms LXVII. Part Two of the Qsnün fill-Tibb of 

Ibn Sina. 

4. Chester Beatty Library, Ms 1476P Juz' 27 of a Qur'an. 

Cairo National Library Ms 81. 

a) The caliigrapgy : The text is written out in a competent , thow»h 

by no means outstanding muhaqqaq 9 eleven lines to the page , on 21.1 

380 folios measuring some 51 x jbcm. The size is considerably larger 

than the single-volume Qur'ans produced during the first two decades 
7 

of the fourteenth century in Cairo. Text and vocalisation are in 

black throughout , including that on the opening and closing page:. 

However the calligrapher has used an elaborate multi-coloured reading 
8 

notation which he explains in an appendix of four folios . Such appen- 
9 

dices are occasionally found in 11amluko Qur'anc. So far as we know 

this is the earliest recorded Mainluke example. 

bý The illumination: There are five areas of illumination in the 

manuscript - the opening and closing double-pages; the opening 

10 
and closing pages of text ; the surelyhoadings. Opnin; illumination 

comprises a square panel with rectangular ones above and below. There 

is a surounding border of alternating palmettes which jut out into 

the centre of, the outer vertical margins. 
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The main panel bears a twelve-armed star-polygon with a white 21,2 

kufic inscription on a ground of gold 'tear-drop' scrolls on blue. 

There is a outer ring of irregularly-shaped hexagons. The entire 

scheme repeats in the four corners. The hexagons fit together in 

such a way as to make a square with a four-armed star at the 

s 
centre. A certain amount of optical illusion is involved but 

the squares are quite distinct. The larger hexagons contain fill- 

ers which are very similar to those employed in the Sandal/A, ydughdi 
" 

compositions I though rather more simplified. They appear on a 

blue ground with a white treble-dot motif ' or on a finely-hatched 

ground. The 'tear-drops' which occur throughout the composition 

in orange and brown are similar to those used in the Sandal style. 

The kufic inscriptions in panels above and below the main one 

are painted over scrolls similar to those in the work of the earlier 

Cairo painters I though the oval cartouche does not appear until 

about 1320 and is not found in manuscripts illuminated by Sandal 

and his followers. However, the outer border painted over a fine 

hatched ground and the horizontal projections into the margins 

are entirely typical of Sandal and and Aydughdi 

The standard of painting in this composition is inferior to 

the exquisite work of the Sandal group ' neverthless it is clear 

that much of detail is in direct line of descent. It has been 

suggested that the influence of the 1313 Hamadan Qur'an is visible 
11 

in the work of Ahmad al-Mutatabbib. No such influence is detectable 

in these opening pages. We should remember that the list Qurtar tQ 

displa1y the mark of Sandal was painted only four years prior to this. 

The final illuminated pages are in many ways of much greater 

interest on the question of links with other manuscripts. The 21.3 
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overall design of these pages follows that of the opening ones. Put 

there is no projection of the border into the margin and the central 

panel contains a different composition. The latter consists of an 

eight-armed star-polygon with surrounding octagons interspersed 

with elongated six-pointed stars. According to the 1969 Cairo Mill- 

enary Catalogue : 'the folliate filling of the central square would 
12 

seem to be inspired by the Oljeytu Qur'an'(Ms B. iii Hamadan) and 

the composition is reproduced alongside that of Juz+ 23 of that 

manuscript , which examination shows to have the closest resemblance 

of the thirty opening pages of illumination in the 1313 Qur'an. 

However this resemblance is quite superficial, probably coincidental, 

and certainly not the result of the same principles. On the other hand 

the identical composition is used in the 1282 Y üt Quir'an which 17.2 

we have suggested was illuminated in Cairo by a member of the Sandal 
13 " 

group. Furthermore the Qur'anic ät used in the panels above and 

below are same ones favoured by the Sandal and Aydughdl Qur'ans 

ie XLI Pusilat 41-2. 

Opening and closing pages of text consist of five lines of script 
21.4 

each in rectangular panels. Aya are marked by distinctive rosettes 

three red and three blue petals inside a whirling petal border in 

gold. The script on these pages is written over arabesque scrolls 

which seem to occur here for the first time. They are basically of 

the type found in the work of Sandal and AydugIidi but painted in 

a 'smudgo' technique consisting of a light wash surrounding a much 
14 

darker core. 

In the margins are hasps made up of palmettes ;a feature which 

is absent from the Sandal manuscripts but is found in Ilkhanid work, 

eg, Qurfan A (Baghdad) and in contemporary Mainluke 2urvans such as 
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TIELI M4 34. 
15 

Surah-headings consist of white kufic inscriptions on scrolls 21.5 

with 'tear-drop' decoration in long thin rectangular panels with 

a circular modallion in the margin. It }s headings of this type 

that appear in the 1232 Yägixt Qur'an. There are no marginal cymbolc 

to mark the passage of the äyß ahs but each fifth äyah in the text is 

marked by a cnia11 pear-shaped design. 

This manuscript bears no illuminator's signiature; nor does the 

calligrapher claim any responsibility for the illumination. However 

all of the manuscripts copied by Ahmad al Mutatabbib are illuninatod 
.. 

in the same distictive post-3andal style. Although it wao common at 

the beginning, of tho century for illuminators to refer to their work 

in later years this was no longer the case. planation of manuscripts 

like Cairo Lis $31 and related works is that--'either two people were 

involved ' but the calligrapher, being the more-important, alone signed 

the manuscript ; or that the calligrapher and illuminator were often 

one and the same-V but felt it unnecessary - for reasons we do not 

understand - to refer to his work on the illumination. In the absence 

of evidence to the contrary we feel justified in saying that Ahn-ui 

al-Diutatabbib was the illuminator of all manuscripts signed by him. 

Other work by Ahmad al-Mutatabbib. 

a) Cairo , National Library Ms 714: The initial pages of this manuscript 

are missing. The final ones are organised alomg lines similar to the 22.1 

illuminated pages of Cairo Ms 81. The central area , instead of having; 

a star-polygon occupying most of the space , his a small central motif 

of this typo surrounded by four octagons with adjoining five-pointed 

16 
stars. This design is quite a common one : there are several Iranian 
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Iraqi and later fifteenth century Mainluke Qur'ane. Ita first app. - 

earance in the fourteenth century in is Qur'an A (73 Masi)17 15.4 

The fillcrc of thin composition are almost identical to those 

in the clir,, htly later Cairo Us 31. The entire decoration of the 

central motif in the same as that of the final compositions of that 

manuscript. Almost all of the-features in Ms 714 are paralleled in 

Ms 81. If we examine the compositions of this painter we can see 

that he follows the same formulae time and time again. He is very 

fond of the technique of linking up fillers to form a secondary 

pattern under the main trellis, for example. 
I 

The illuminated pages of text in each manuscript follow the 

same method of presentation , except that the marginal hasp in the 

earlier manuscript consists of a circle bearing a palmette inside. 

a larger semi-circle. Surah-headings are identical to those in Cairo 

Ms 81. 

b) Chester Beatty Library Ms 1476: This unsigned , 
'uz' from a thirty- 

part 2ur'an is in the came style as the earlier two. The opening 23.1 

illuuination of the juz' uses a principle which we have not seen 

since the Qur'ans illuminated by Muhammad bin al-Mubädir : that 

of inserting an octagon into another pattern with which it has no 

relation. The surrounding geometric work and accompanying fillers 

however, bear the unmistakable mark of Ahmad al-IMiutatabbib . The 

opening pages of text are written over a ground of scrolls surrounded 

by a plain gold border , in a manner rather reminiscent of the 

opening pages of the Baybars Qur'an. No inscriptions are used in either 

manuscript , which contrasts with Qurtan B. iii (I; arnadan) for example 

where inscriptions of some kind are always used on the openin; paps 

of text. 
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Khamsa and 
0ashara signs are used in 

cript. Both resemble closely similar ones 

cashara is identical : the khamsa almost 

inscription being replaced by a blossom. 

the margin of this minus- 

3 in the work of Sandal. The 
. 

soy apart from the kufic 

An appraisal of the work of Ahmad al-Wutatabbib. 

Ahlead al-Mutatabbib was a purely Maaluke painter. Despite suggestions 

to the contrary little or no influence of Qur'an B. iii(Hamadan) appears 

in his work. The final pa.; es of Cairo Ms 81 have been cited as evid- 

ence but this is not convincing , particularly in view of the fact 

that the design of this illuminated. area is identical to the frontis- 

piece of a Yäqüt Qur'an that was almost certainly illuminated in Cairo. 

His work has numerous links with the' manuscripts illuminated by 

Sandal and AydughdI and we can presume that he was trained in the 

thirteen-twenties when there were manuscripts around produced 

by the Sandal group of illuminators. The work of Sandal and his 

pupils was. clearly the model for much of the later painter's efforts. 

There is ah obvious coarseness in his work and a decline in some of 

the pigment used. Blue was of an inferior type and in many instances 

has faded s something that never occurred in the manuscripts of Sandal 

and Aydughdi. There is also an increase in the size of the Qur'ans 

produced. Several of Ahmad al-Mutatabbib's are almost twice the size 

of most Qurvans made in the first two decades of the fourteenth cent- 

. We can not be absolutely certain that he was the illuminator of 

the manuscripts that bear his name as scribe I but there are strong 

grounds for believing this. If so he was probably not as interested 

in illumination as in calligraphy. But he was not an outstanding 

practitioner of that art. In fact much of his effort in Cairo Ms 81 
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went into the elaboration of the reading notation :a system that 

he proudly explains in a long appendix. What we see in the work 

of this man is the tail-end of a formerly exquisite tradition. This 

is coupled with the appearance of a much larger type of Qur'an 

for which the style of Sandal and Aydughdi was not really designed. 

Two related manuscripts. 

There are a number of other manuscripts that on"etylistic grounds we 

can associate with the work of Ahmad al-Xutatabbib. The most important, 

ar the -, ones that we wish to discuss acre -: 

18 
1. Topkapi Library Me 138-M5. Complete single-volume Qur'an dated 

741 / 1341. 

19 
2. Victoria and Albert Museum Ms Bute 259. Complete single-volume 

Qur'an dated 746 / 1345-6 

Each of these manuscripts represents a different aspect of the post- 

Sandal style. The first is a fine large Qur'an consisting of 234 

folios (48 x 37om) with thirteen lines per page of magnificent Mamluke 

naskh . This is in gold outlined in blaok (mushaoarah) and with the 24.1 

eyes of the letters filled in in black. It is ezaotly the same type 

of script as that used by Shadhi bin Muhammad in the Qur'an of 1313 

but much more polished. The manuscript is signed by the calligrapher: 
20 

Ahmad bin Abi Ibrähim bin Muhammad al-Quraehi al-Y, tib al-Dimashgi 

and dated Sha al 741 / March 1341, The colophon is all the information 

available to us concerning the history of the manuscript. However it 

is not without interest that the name of the calligrapher indicates 
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some connection with Syria and that both this manuscript and that 

of Shädhi the Ayyubid , with Syrian ancestory, employ exactly the 

same form of script. We shall return to this shortly when dealing 

with another Qiir'ati in a golden naskh which has links with Damascus 

and is today in the Bastan Museum, Tehrän. 

Another possible link with Syria occurs on the opening pages. of 242' 

text where A1-Fatihah and the beginning of Al-Baqarah are written 

in the same way as any other surah in the manuscript. We may recall 

that Ms 447 in the TIEM ' dated 1314 illuminated, by cAbdallah al-Halabi 

uses precisely the same method, When discussing that manuscript we 10.1 

suggested a probable connection with Syria. 

In addition to these features we can note a number of others 

linking the manuscript to the work of Ahmad al-Mutatabbib and back 

through him to Sandal. The fine opening pages of illumination follow 24.3 

the same style as we find in Cairo Ms 81 , except that the rendering 

of the work is of a higher calibre. The design of the central square 

panel is not known to us elsewhere 9 but it does follow the principle 

that we see in the 1332 Qur'an of Al- Mutatabbib where a central 22.1 

motif is surrounded by four others: in this case star-polygons around 

a hexagon. The fillers in the geometric trellis include motifs 

painted using the same 'smudge' technique employed so extensively 

by A1-Mutatabbib. Many of the features that this manuscript has 

in common with Cairo mss 81 and 714 are. those that we see first in 

the work of Sandal, and which it is un-necessary to re-elaborate upon. 

one point that should be made however, is that there a number of 

features which we see here for the first time , such as the cart- 

ouches on the final pages of textwhich consist of two circles 24.4 

joined by an oval. This marks the first step in a development 
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which reached its most elaborate stage in the thirteen-seventies. 

Marginal ornaments, although essentially of the old Sandal type 

are surrounded by multiple palmettes in the beginning of a technique 

that came to fruition later. 

I The second manuscript dates from only five years later but rep- 

resents the last stage of the Sandal tradition as transmitted through 
. 

Ahmad al-Mutatabbib. It is the work of a mediocre painter : but one 
" 

whose lack of talent is made for by excessive enthusiasm and a certain 

amount of inventiveness. There is a great deal of combining diaparate 25.1 

elements and introducing extra pages of illumination. In this Qur'an 

decorative detail is further debased and there is much greater use of 

gold , the overall impression being one of sumptuousness without 

finesse. 

The calligrapher and possible illuminator was Asbughhy bin Turäy 
21 22 

al-Sayf (min) Arghun Shah Ustäde, r al-Maliki. Arghnn Shah was for 

a time Us after the death of Al-Na: -sir in 1341. His full name 

was Sayf al-Din Arglnxn shah al-MalikT al-Näsiri and Asbughäýy must 

have been one of his mamlukes. He was originally a mamluke of Al-Ni-sir 

Muhammad. Under A1-Muzaffar Häjji (1346-7) he became Ustädär and 

in 747 / 1346-7 was appointed governor of Safad. He spent the remain- 

der of his career in Syria, becoming vice-regent of the province in 

the following year. He was murdered in 750 /1349. It is to him that 

the famous'Qur. 'an of ArgOn Shäh', Me 54 in the National Library 
23 

Cairo is sometimes (wrongly) attributed. 

At the time the Bute manuscript was produced Arghun Shäh must 

still have been in Egypt so it is to Cairo that we should attribute 

it rather than Syria. 
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2. The Qur'an of Ahmad bin al-Muheini and the beginnings of the 

'classic' tradition. 

By the thirteen-forties the Sandal tradition had undergone both 

transformation and decline. Almost simultaneously the begj. nnings 

of the 'classic' tradition of Qur'an calligraphy and illumination 

that blossomed forth at the time of Sultan Shacbän (1363 - 76) 

was making an appearance. One manuscript in particular seems to 

herald, in superb quality and style if not in size, the great 

Qurlans of the thirteen sixties and early 'seventies. 
24 

It is today in the Iran-Bastan Museum ' No 2061, and on the 
25 

two occasions that it has been exhibited has been described on 

on no very good authority , as Iranian. 

I At this point a brief resume of the Qur'ana known history will 

be appropriate. It was endowed to the Safavid shrine at Ardabil 
26 

in the 946/1539 by Prince Dahräm (d. 957 / 1550) a eon of Shah 

isnäoil ( 1501 - 24). There is a full waqfiyyah on the colophon 

page to this effect. The manuscript bears a fine Safavid binding 
27 

stating it to have been made for the library of Shah Isma°iil. The 

magnificent inscription which gives this information refers f of 

course, to the binding alone, (Fig 16a). The manuscript is much 

earlier. On the final page, below the colophon, is 'ex-libris' 

of Sultan Qayt-Bay (1469 - 95), (Fig: 16b). The manuscript thus 

came to Iran from Egypt during or after the reign of Q y-t-Bay 

presumably as a gift. However as Qayt-Bay died five years before 

Ismä°il came to the throne it is more like that the Qur'an was 

sent by his successor Sultan Qansuh, whom it is known exchanged 

presents with the Safavid monarch? 
$ 
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The years prior to the reign of Qayt-Bay are a blank ; but the 

manuscript was copied in the year 739 / 1338-9 towards the end of 

the rule of Al-Näsir Muhammad by a scribe whose name is given as 
0- 29* 

Ahmad bin al-Muhsini. 
" 

Although the colophon occurs in a circular medallion ozi the 

final page as we find in some Ilkhanid manuscripts 9 illumination 

and script show the manuscript to be of Mamluke not Iranian origin. 

a)Script : The manuscript is on 373 folios measuring 39 X 29cm. 26.1 

Oddly for a Qurtan, there are twelve lines per page : one would 
30, 

expect eleven or thirteen but not an even number. Bayani in his 

description of this manuscript calls the'script'rayhän-mutavassat' 

or 'medium ravhan". However it has little in common with any of the 

varieties of rayhhän and resembles very closely the high-quality 

Mamluke naskh that we have seen in the work of ShadhT bin Muhammad 

and Ahmad al-Dimashgi. In all the examples gold naskh is finely 

outlined I the eyes of the letters being filled in with blue . As in 

the case of all naskh of this type I including the earliest Mamluke 

example of 1307, cLaf ' nun, sin etc have deep. full-bodied 
3 

curves below the line. In the course of our researches we have come 

across no Iranian examples of this type. 

b) Illumination: The manuscript opens with a double frontispiece 26.2 

which combines great beauty with perfect execution and rigid control. 

In the central panel is a single star-polygon the nucleus of which 

is a mesh. The arms of the figure are filled with single gold palm- 

ettes tipped with a black and gold spear-head. In the four corners 

of the panel are green , white and blue lotuses . Around this panel 
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are gold blossoms on a gold ground, the floral elements outlined in 26.3 

black. The same technique is employed in the outer area where all 

panels on the page are encompassed. The blossoms in this case are 

lotuses of a decidedly chinese type. Between the central panel and 

this border is a band of rare white strapwork 
32 

At the top and bottom are oblong pastels with inscriptions in gold 

kufic . which we shall examine shortly. Under the inscriptions are 

fine white arabesque scrolls on a blue ground, the whole being con- 

tained in single-lobed cartouches The final outer border is comp- 

osed of unusual alternating palmettes. One is made up of two palm- 

ettes , one above the other. The lower one has a black background ; 

the upper a green one. The second is within a large shield-shape 

on a gold ground. Much of this detail occurs in the Sultan Shacbän 

Qur'ans. When we come to deal with those manuscripts we shall refer 

again to the Bastan Qur'an. 

These opening double pages are the prelude to a manuscript which 

is of great art-historical interest : 
3$ 

1. Apart from a Qur'an in the Al-Azhar library'it contains the earliest 

Mamluke example of-full chinoiserie. 

2. It is the first example of the single star-polygon composition with 

web or mesh interior which became no popular in the Shacbän period. 

3. It is the earliest-known example of a gold. *chinoiserie-on-gold 

border in a Mamluke Qur'an 

4 it is the earliest example of fully-developed strapwork with col- 

oured squares in a Mamluke Qurtan 
34 

26.4 

5. It marks the appearance of a new type of decorative kufic. 
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1. The earliest example of chinoiserie in Mamluke art is found on the 

kursi of Al-Näsir Muhammad 
3which 

is dated 728 / 1327-8. Some sig- 
0 40 

nificance is attatched to the fact that this co-incides roughly with 
36 

the appearance of the Hamadan Qur'an in Cairo. However , chinoiserie 

elements in that manuscript are by no means as prominent äs one is 

often led to believe. For example, lotuses do occur in Juz' 19 and 20 
37 

but peony blossoms do not appear anywhere in the Qur'an. 

The lotus blossoms in the Bastan Qur'an are gold or coloured. in 

in blue, white and green. In some of the medallions at the ends of 

surah-headings are fine multi-petalled peonies. 

2. The first Mamluke examples of the geometric frontispiece in the 

form of a star-polygon occurs in the Qur'an of Baybars al-Jashan r. 
38 

These are all the work of Sandal and a re quite loose in composition 

and execution. There is a lack of geometricity at their hearts. The 

multi-pointed stars at their centres are always filled with free- 

flowing arabesque scrolls , composed to fill the requisite space 

according to the whim of the painter and not according to the 'logic' 

of the total pattern. Furthermore there are several different types 

of fillers and grounds. These features occur in both the work of 

sandal's pupil and in that of Ahmad al-Mutatabbib. 
.. 

In only one earlier Mamluke Qur'an do geometric elements penetrate. 

right to the ncleus of the trellis : in TIEM Ms 447 dated 1314 , which 

we have suggested has some connection with Syria. In the Hamadan 

Qur'an we do find the nuclei of compositions formed by conjoined 

39 
palmettes which mesh at the centre to form a tight web, Whether there 

is any connection is unclear. 
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3. Gold decoration on a gold ground seems to have been'a shortlived 

phenomenon , although there are examples in earlier kufic Qur'ans: `ý 

In the Bastan manuscript this takes the form of a band of semi- 

naturalistic chinoiserie running around the main composition. Hither 
41 

to the best known example of this his been Cairo Ms 8 dated 1356, 

perhaps commissioned by Sultan Hasan. But -there is also a related 
42. 

Qur'an Cairo Ms 7 which uses exactly the detail on the frontispiece. 

The latter dates from around 1369. 

4. Strapwork is perhaps the single most constant feature of Mamluke 

Qur'an illumination. It is not a single uniform type ' though we 

can trace certain patterns over several manuscripts. Strapwork 

is highly complex though with one solitary exception it is always 

plain and never includes coloured squares before 1339. The exception 

is in the Baybars Qur'an where some of the work of Muhammad bin 

Mubädir exhibits this'feature. In the opening and closing pages of 

text of the Bastan Qurlan orange squares are inserted into the 

bands of strapwork. 

5. Two varieties of kufic are used. The essential difference between 

them is the shape of the alif White kufic lacks the projecting spike 

that it has in the gold variety. In addition to this the white kufic 

is narrower and more slender. Only gold kufic has diacriticals. In 

both types the final strokes of cLaf, s1n, nnn etc are exaggerated 

to swell at the tip. 

Kufic of the earlier apart of the century is heavy , bold and 

generally free from distortion 9 though kufic inscriptions are 

always individualistic - no two artists produce them in exactly 
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the same way. They are therefore a very useful method of, identifying 

artists. In the period of Sultan Shacbän, kufic inscriptions become 

extremely idiosyncratic I often almost 'baroque' in appearance , with 

the tips of letters swollen into bulbous projections and sometimes 

done in the shape of hands or feet. The' inscriptions in the Bastan 

manuscript show the beginnings of this distortion and form a half- 

way stage between the two types. In the manuscript gold kufic is 

always written over white scrolls and white over gold. 

There are several other ways in which the manuscript anticipates 

later developments. All of the pages are surrounded'. by a border 

which , in this case, consists of a tooth-and-dash pattern with a 

gold line on each side. The same border surrounds all surah- 

headings. The traditional colour scheme of Mamluke Qur'ans prior 

to this date is expanded to include green and black on a large scalc 

In the Baybars Qur'an green is used önly once: in the'fifth part ill- 

uminated by Sandal. It also appears in Ms 447 , dated 1314 , in the 

TIEM. But the Bastan Qur'an is the first that we know which uses 

green conistently in the illuminated areas. aAshara symbols in 26.5 

the margin have borders of fine hair-line strokes. This is a relat- 

ively common technique in the East , but rarely found in Manuscripts 

of unquestionable Mamluke provenance at this time. One example of 
43 

its use does occur Ms 1473 in the Chester Beatty Library :a manuscript 

whose colophon specifically states it to have been made at Tripoli in 

1323. The same Qur'an has blue 'fingers* around the khamsa symbols 26.6 

and these also appear in the Bastan Qurlan. There are other features 

whhioh we shall examine when they become relevant. 
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The origins of the manuscript. 

The manuscript is of some considerable importance , marking a def- 

inite break with the past and heralding some of the developments that 

were to come several decades later. Unfortunately we have no indic- 

ation where it-was written , nor for whöm. There is , however, a 

roughly contemporary manuscript which is fully documented. 

The work in question is not a Qur'an but a copy of the Four 
44, ', 

Gospels, dated 1340. It is No. 90 In the Coptic Museum, Cairo and 

was published in some detail many years ago in the catalogue of 

manuscripts to the museum. It is a fine copy. Although paintings 

were added in later years the original decoration is complete and 

this is almost entirely Islamic in conception. Coptic manuscripts 

have their own tradition stretching back'to the beginnings of Chris- 

tianity in Egypt. But on occasion Coptic artists used Islamic dec- 

oration as their model and this can often be used to fill in gaps 
45 

in our knowledge. There are no Qur'ans from the first half-century 

of Mamluke rule in Egypt and were it not for the existence of Coptic 

Christian material we should have little idea of how'. Mamluke decor 
46 

ation iboked-prior to'1300. 

If we examine tite opening pages, of illumination in the Coptic 27.1-2 

manuscript we can see that exactly the same type of kufic is emp- 

Toyed. It is virtually identical to the white variety in the Bastan 

manuscript. Similar gold strapwork with intervening squares is used 

and * perhaps most important of all the same gold-on-gold decoration. 

It is true that the blossoms are not chinoiserie lotuses but the method 

ýs nevertheless the same. What the page , and indeed the entire manusc- 
47 

has most in common with the Bastan Qur'an 'j is not so much detail but 

27.3 

the precise , highly accomplished execution - very different to the 
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the rather casual technique of Ahmad al-Mutatabbib. 

The Gospels have an exact provenance. According to the certifi- 
48 

cate of commissioning the manuscript was made for a Coptic cleric 

in Damascus during the primacy of Anbä Dutrus, metropolitan of the 

Copts in Jerusalem and Syria, in the year. of the Matyrs 1057 / 1340. 

It was written and collated ( ruji°a °ala'l-asl ) by a scribe whose 

name is given as : Jir jis: Atni' l--F*d1.. bin I4ttailah, (Fig 17). 

This would suggest Damascus as the place of origin of the Bastan 

manuscript. The workmanship of both it and the 1340 Gospels is in- 

finitely superior to that of manuscripts which we know to have been 

made in Cairo in the third decade of the fourteenth century. Both 

have important decorative detail in common and there are several 

other manuscripts from Syria 9 notably Chester Beatty Ms 1473, with 

elements that appear in the bastan Qur'an but not in Egyptian work 

at this time. Some of the detail in the Bastan manuscripts ' such 

as the coloured squares inserted into"strapwork had been present 
44 

in Iraqi work'for several decades prior to this time and it is nat- 

Ural for this to have appeared in Syria before being used in the 

illumination of Qurtans made'in Cairo. 

In the second part of this chapter we would like to examine some man- 

uscripts which illustrate the complexity of the study of Mamluke'Qur'an 

production in this period and indicate further links with the vast. 

3. The Qur'an Mubärak-Shäh al-Suyüfi. 
50 

This manuscript is now in Topkapi Library . Ma Y 365 (Y 2468). It 28.1 

is of medium size , 37 x 25cm , and consists of 251 folios of superb 

black rhn, fifteen lines to the page. Despite the large number 

of lines on each page they are in no way cramped. On the contrary 

every page has a perfect balance and symmetry reminiscent of the 
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hand of Ahmad bin al-Suhrawardi. 

The work of the calligrapher and artist. 

a) Mubarak-Shah bin Ahmad al-Dimashgi al-Sufi and the calligraphy; 

The Qur'an has a large colophon presented in a rather un9sual way for 

a Mamluke manuscript. It is written inside a large square with a 

gold strapwork border with blue. squares after the fashion of several 

of the 'Yäqüt' Qur'ane. The inscription ' which is of considerable 

importance reads as follows : 

The copying of the Noble Qur'an was completed at the hands of'the 28.2. 

feeble slave 9 in need of the pardon of God and His forgiveness , 

Mubärak-Shäh al-Suyfi in the first castir, 51 
of Ramadän the blessed 

744 / January 1345 , in Cairo the victorious, praising Cod ' exalted 

be He , for His abundant bounty and granting of excellent well-being, 

praying for the Prophet and his Pure House etc,,, (Fig 18). 

The name given is that of one of the famous pupils of the'sittah' 

though he is named by some authorities as actually having been 

a pupil c' i he great master himself. Like all of the legendary 

calligraphers of the fourteenth century he remains a shadowy figure 

about whom conflicting information is given :a person like the 

others , of whoop exact name we are not altL. Jther certain, and 

of whose life t even '^ i th-place we know " Tactically nothing. 

Most of the authorities ;. i calligraphy refer to him . He is to 

be distinguished from his namesake Mubä, rak-Shäh bin Qutb. According 

52 
to Huart on the authority of Mustagim-Zadah in the Tuhfah-yi Khatt- 

ätin and GA1t Efendi in the Munägib=i Hunarvargn 9 both Mubarak- 
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Shahs were pupils of Yaqut. Huarts biography of Al-Suyufi tells us 

as follows: 54 

... fut unique Bans 1'ecriture rayhani : part il etait ausi habile 

ä manier le sabre que la plume. Il prit part a nombreuses guerres. 

Soyoufi tire son surnom ethnique d'un village des environs de Nich- 

apour, dans le Khorasan ; il vecut a pasora ... mort 735 / 1334-5. 

55 
According to Mustagim-Zädah the calligrapher was of Baghdadi origin: 

56 
Faza'ili on the other hand, says that he was from-Damascus ' adding 

that Yabyä. al-Jamal? al-Safi was one of his pupils. In the Salar 

Jang Collection5I Hyderabad, there is another Qur'an 9 also stating 

that it was written in Cairo and giving the full name of Al-SgyufT 

Mubärak-Shäh bin Ahmad al-Dimashgt al-SuyUfi. This is. the only 

instance we have of his name in full as all of the historians simply 

refer to him as Mubärak-Shäh al-Suyizfi. It confirms the statement 

of Fazatili that the calligrapher had some links with Syria , in-so- 

far as there was Damascene ancestory in his background. Whether 

the nisbah 'al-suyufi' is related to his prowess in military matters 

or merely refers to the village near Niehapur�-is impossible to say. 

If the latter is correct then it could imply that his ancestors came 

from Damscus to Iran and that he was born in Nishapur. We are inclined 

to doubt this. Under normal, circumstances when two place-names - 

or more than two - appear in a personts name this means that he orig- 

inated in the first and then moved to the second. 

All authorities , ancient and modern , are agreed that Mubärak- 

Shäh was famous as a master of raLn. Our manuscript is a partic- 

ularly fine example of that hand, and one of the best examples of 
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from the first half of the fourteenth century. It is a. particularly 

elegant variety of this script. As we have pointed out rn was 

not a script especially favoured by the Mamlukes 9 thus it is unlikely 

that the calligrapher could have arrived at this degree of excellence 

in Cairo or indeed anywhere in the Mainluke domains. Hubirak-Shah we 

are told by all athorities worked in the East. where he would have 

perfected this hand without difficulty. 

None of the muslim historians of calligraphy mention a visit by 

Mubärak-Shäh to Cairo. There is no reason why such a visit should 

not have occurred. As we have seen ; the information given in the 

later histories is exceedingly meagre for the early fourteenth cent- 

tury : even the correct names of major calligraphers like Ibn al- 

Suhrawardi are not given and we know of them only by accident. Thus 

if the manuscript were a later forgery - or facsimile - depending 

on ones point of view , it would have been inviting suepisoion to 

mention Cairo ( of all places) in the colophon. Baghdad 9 Damascus 

or any Iranian city would have been far more logical. Thus we believe 

that this manuscript is a true example of the hand of A1-Suyuft and 

adds a new piece to the jigsaw of his life. 

A reconstruction nstrruction of the career of Mubarak-Shäh al-8 yift. 

On the basis of his existing biographies ' and on the basis of the 

two Cairo-produced"Qur' ans we would tentatively reconstruct Mubärak- 

Shah's career as follower He was born in Damascus t trained in Bagh- 

dad where he became a master of rayhän , possibly under the guidance 

of Yagnt. He seems to have spent some time in Iran. If he was the 

teacher of Yahya a1-Sufi he must have been in Tabriz or possibly 

Shiraz 9 where we know Al-Safi worked in the thirteen-forties. 

He is supposed to have had a penchant for military matters : an 
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unlikely pursuit for a cälligrapher - and a rather dangerous one 

in the troubled circustances of Iran at this time. Nevetheless, 

there may be some truth in the story ' since Al-Sufi with whom . 

he is linked was the protege of the Ilkhanid war-lord Chupan 
58 

Solduz ; who died in 1326. In those days there would have been 

plenty of opportunity for a man to develop bis military talents 

in the inter-family feudi, vhich errupted as the Ilkhanid empire 

went into decline. In 1344 we find him in Cairo to'which he must 

have travelled by way of, Damascus. Of his work we have only the 

two Qur'ans above mentioned. There is a treatise by him which 

was in a private collection in Tehran'at the time Faza'ili wrote 
59 

his Atlas-i Khatt. Al-Suyüfi was almost certainly not an illum- 

inator. All the evidence that we have suggests that in the first 

half of the fourteenth century outstanding masters of calligraphy 

confined themselves to that art alone. Of the four leading masters 

working in this period , whose productions we know to be genuine : 

Ibn al-Wahid, Ibn al-Suhrawardi, Yahyä al-Sufi , or feel that there 

is a very good possibility of their being genuine : Arghün al-Kämili, 

not one was responsible for illuminating the Qurtan, or Qur'ans, which 

bears his name. In each case the name of an illuminator is given. 

b) The illumination: The'fact alluded to above, we believe, explains 

the enigma of the illumination in this Qur'an. The manuscript is 28.3 

superbly illuminated and is of a quality comparable to the Bastan 

Museum / Coptic Museum manuscripts. Thus the illuminator is un- 

likely to have been a Cairo-trained painter I as all evidence points 

to the decline of Qur'an illumination in Cairo from 1330 to 1350. 
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It is more probable that the illuminator was either Syrian or 

Iraqi. However , the matter is unfortunately not quite so easily 

explained. Apart from the fact that the manuscript has some odd 

features, like the absence of any opening pages of illumination. 

there are major elements in the decoration which do not occur in 

any Mamluke Qur'ans before the early thirteen-seventies g in manu- 

scripts associated with the painter Ibrahim al-Amidi. This man, 

we believe, was a major figure in the field of Qur'an illumination 

in Cairo under Sultan Shacban and responsible for the introduction 

of many new elements from Iraq and the East. He was also responsible, 

we believe it can be shown, for the illumination of atleast one Qur'an 

bearing the name of a member of thelsi t h' : Mubarak-Shäh bin Qutb. 

We shall have more tos 
" 

ay about the illumination of this manuscript 

when dealing with the work of Ibrahim al-Ämidi in the final part of 
60 

this study. 

Q. The Emir Sirghitmish al-AäsirT and the Qur'an of 14ub3rak-Shäh bin 

0Abdalläh. 
"-'- 61 

National Library Cairo Ms 6Ö is a large, almost-complete thirty-part 

Qur'an bearing the waqfiyyah of the Emir Sirghitmish al-Näsiri end- 

owing the manuscript to his madrasah in 757 / 1356. It has been exh- 

ibited in part at least once and has been considered as Mamluke hith- 

erto. Each part is written in magnificent muý2aqaq , five lines to 29.1 

the page , with all vocalisation , like the script, in black. The 

Qur'an is finely illuminated on the opening pages of text t though 

there is little additional decoration in the text. Surah-headings 

are in gold riq without surrounding panels and the final pages 

of text in all volumes remain unadorned. Each z' measures 38 x 

27cm. 
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a) The calligrapIw: The: 'manuscri. pt bears a signiature in its final 

volume on the last page62This follows immediately after Sürat al- 

Nae in the identical muhacqaq, stating the calligrapher to be Mubärak-29.2 

Shah bin cAbdalläh. According to an album of superb calligraphy com- 

piled for the Timurid prince Bäysunqur ; now in Topkapi Library , Ms 

H 2310., Mubärak-Sh7ah bin CAbdallah was one of the'sittah'. Although it 

seems unlikely, since no one else mentions him , it is quite probable 

that there was a calligrapher of this name who was a pupil of Yagt 

though not one of the'sittah'. The compilers of the album were work- 

ing within a hundred years of the'si t tah' when there was much inform- 

ation around , probably mostly oral 9 on the old masters. 

There is a striking resemblance between this calligraphy and that 13.1 

of Ibn al-Suhrawardt in Qur'an A (Baghdad). Both employ exactly the 

same type of mu a verging on thulth in thirty-part Qur'ans with 

a five line per-page division. Vocalisation is black throughout in 

both cases. A number of a zä' finish in exactly the same way as 
63 

the final one in Cairo Ms 60. 

b) The illumination: Illumination ' like script, is of a high quality. 

There are no frontispieces and the main areas of decoration are the 29.3 

thirty opening pages of text. The dozen or so that it was possible 

for us to examine show considerable variation. There seems to be 

little connection between the illumination of manly of these opening 

pages and earlier Mamluke decoration in Qur'ans. But several para- 

llels appear between it and that in Iranian Qur'ane from the first 

half of the fourteenth century. The entire layout and decoration of 

the opening pages to Parts 11,20 and 28 is identical to that in a 

single duz' from a manuscript in the Chester Beatty Library , ascribed 
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64 
wrongly to Yäqüt, but clearly Iranian, Ms 1471. There is Also a 30.1 

close resemblance btween these pages and the opening pages of 

several ajz_ ! from another Iranian Qur'an in the same library 

dated 133465 In most of the a= examined there was no strap- 31.1 

work :a feature uncharacteristic of Mamluke Qur! ans but found in 

Iranian ones. Some other details , such as the use of the wave-diaper 29.4 

patterned grounds and a treble-dot motif over. hatched grounds 

are commonly found in Ilkhanid Qur'ans. In, the body of the text 

there is a very-distinctive khamsa symbol with a petalled 29.5 

border in dark and light blue. This is found in manuscripts of 
66 

the thirteen-forties , almost certainly attributable to Baghdad, 

though this particular colour-combination-occurs in the Qurlan 

of 1338 made at Maraghah'and now divided between the Chester Beatty 

Library I Ms 1470 and the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, Mae 29: 57-8 

History of the manuscript. 

All we know for certain about the history of the manuscript is 

that it bears the wagfiyya h of the Emir Sirghitmish al-Näsiri. 
" 

This w fi aq yyah which appears to be in all volumes reads as follows: 

The slave in need of the aid of God, exalted be Hei Sirghitmish has 

endowed in 
" 

perpetuity all of this blessed portion for those occupied 
67 

with the Noble Wisdom and on those residing in the Hanafiyyah Madrasah 

near the mosque of Ibn Tulin I built by the High Abode , that they 

might benefit by that fin using it and copying it night and day. it 

should not be removed from the above-mentioned madrasah '. neither 

sold nor pawned etc., (Fig 19). 
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The waqfiyyah is not dated but we know that the emir built the 

madrasah in 757 / 1356 68 
so the manuscript was presumably endowed 

69 

at that time. Al-Safadi, Magrizi and Ibn Hajar. all give accounts 

of the life of this emir., who had the distinction of being bought 

by Al Nä. sir at the highest price ever paid for a mamlukel Sirghitmish 

appears to have been a cultivated man. He, was familiar with Arabic 

and had interests in both grammar and figh. He came to Cairo in 1336 

and rose to prominence during the short reign of Al-Muzaffar Häjji, 

1346-7. There are two points in the accounts of his life that may 

have some bearing on the Qurfan. Sirghitmish may have. been a prac- 

tising calligrapher. Ibn Hajar quotes A1-Safadt as seeing some. lines 
" 

in his hand on the wall of the Sultaniyyah Madrasah in Aleppo , where 

he was governor for a time. Secondly all authorities refer to his great 

fondness for the company of Iranians : 

... he cultivated the Iranians ' honoured and exalted them exceedingly. 

(Appendix 3, i) 

After his downfall there were attacks on Iranians'who had been assoc- 

iated with him or just happened to be'living near his house. What 

better gift for a cultivated man interested in grammar , perhaps a 

calligrapher, and an Iranophile than a fine Qur'an by a pupil of Yäqüt. 

Perhaps ' on the other hand, the manuscript was the work of some of 

the emir's Iranian proteges , living'in the madrasah founded by him. 

It is difficult to do more than speculate. Of two things we can be 

certain. First the manuscript ' wherever it was copied is in a type 

of script that was shortly to become extremely popular in Cairo. After 

this date all of the finest Qur'ans are in this same mu a -. 7ali 

style. Secondly there is undoubted Iranian workmanship in the illum- 

ination that can be seen in earlier and contemporary manuscripts from 
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Iran. 

Summary. 

The four most completely documented manuscripts in this period which 

cover the end of the reign of Al Nä, sir Muhammad (d.. 1341)until roughly 

the second period of Al-Näsir Hasan (1354-61). None of the manuscripts 

examined can be associated with any Mainluke ruler and only one bears 

an inscription enabling us to link it with an important figure, 

The position in Egypt and Syria at this time as far as Qur'anic 

calligraphy and illumination is concerned is broadly as follows. The 

style of Sandal continued but in a debased form in Cairo until about 

1345" In Syria it roar have continued until the same time in a more 

superior form. At approximately the same time we have the appearance 

of a number of superbly illuminated Qur'ans and related manuscripts 

which seem to herald future developments in Cairo and have links with 

wwork produced in Iraq and Iran. These can be positively attributed 

to Syria ' almost certainly to Damascus. 

Between 1345 and 1355 we have two outstanding manuscripts ' both 

of which can be associated with Cairo and both of which are superior 

from the point of calligraphy and illumination to anything produced 

there from the time of Sandal and Aydughdi , 0.1320. Both have strong 

links with Iran and may be the work of Iranian or Iraqi-trained masters 

working in Cairo. There is a strong argument for believing that one 

of these 
,, 

the Qur'an of Sirghitmish 9 may have had some influence 

in popularising the mu _jali style , because it is immediately 

after the appearance of this manuscript in Cairo that mu_, Jali 

began to be used for every major Qur'an. Like the earlier Qur'an B. iii 

(Hamadan) which had been in Cairo for several decades this one states 

in its wagfiyyah that it should be copied. The former , as we have seen 
g 
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was in rayhh n and in a complex and unusual format : the'later one 

is far more 'orthodox'. Whereas the former , we believe, had no 

influence on the-development of calligraphy in Mamluke Qur'ans , 

this one , we suggest probably did. 

I 



., 
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Chapter Five : Iraq and Iran 1320-1345" 
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During the initial decade of the fourteenth century there were 

two distinct groups of Qur'an manuscripts. First there were the 'royal' 

Qur'ans : secondly there were the smaller', more modest ' usually single- 

volume copies which normally lack any certificate of commissioning or 

the name of a patron. 

What we would like to do in this chapter is to examine the most 

important manuscripts 9 and in particular groups of related manus- 

cripts produced in the period between, '-t. "the'degth of Oljaytu and 

the creation of the Qur'an of Täshi-Kim-tün in 1344. We shall deal 

with manuscripts made in , or attributable to Baghdad, Shiraz and 

Tabriz. 

1, Baghdad Qur'ans by Arghün al-Kämili and Muhammad bin Sayf al Din. 

a) Arghnn al-Kamili and his work t We are fortunate in having a group 

manuscripts from Baghdad 9 evidently produced by the came team over a 

ten year period which enable us to trace developments in the third 

decade of the fourteenth century in Eaghad: This group of works , 

hitherto unknown, consists of five complete Qurtans and a fragmentary 

one;, All are signed by Arghün al-Kämilt ' one"nof the'sittah' and all 

but one are illuminated by the same'painter whose name is given. These 

manuscripts are as follows :' 

1 
1. TIEM Ms K 202. Complete single volume Qur'an dated 720 / 1320. 

2. Topkapi Library Ma EH 151. Complete single-volume Qur'an dated 

730 / 1329-30. 

3. Bayazit Library, Istanbul, Ms 8056. Complete single-volume Qur'an 

dated Safar 738 / August 1337 
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4.. TIEM. Ms K 452. Complete single-volume Qur'an dated 741 / 1340-1. 

2 
5. Chester Beatty Library Ms 1498. Undated fragment. 

34 
These Qur'ans, are all in rayhnn and signed by Arghün. The first four 

bawl complete colophons giving his name in various forms, (Fig 19 a- 

d ). As with most members of the 'sittah'-biographical information 

is meagre. He is described by some authors as Turkish , by others 

as Persian. He is said to have been born in Iraq cAjami and brought 
5 

up in Baghdad ''turkill-asl 
carabiel-adabi 

I where, he became expert 

in all the classic hands ' but especially muhaggaq and, rayh n. In 

Qä, di Ahmad he is said to have been the author of the inscriptions 

in two madrasahs in Baghdad : the Marjäniyyah and the 'one beside 

the bridge'. Some doubt is cast on this as the first was not built 

until 13566, eleven years after Arghnn's supposed death. However, as 

we have seen historians are by no means accurate in these. matters. 

He is said to have copied the Qur'an twenty-nine times. 

All of the manuscripts above-mentioned are in rgyiýian ' Arghun's 

I 
speciality , although he is said to have been the master of every 

hand. None of them give Baghdad - or any City - as their place of 

but as he is reputed to have lived there it is justifiable to assume 

that they all come from there. 

All of the manuscripts date from the period in which Arghün is said 

to have lived and three are by the same illuminator whose name is 

given in the Bayazit Qur'an. Two other early fourteenth century works 

by famous calligraphrs are signed by illuminators and this is part 

of the reason for our believing them to be genuine. We can only assume 

that the painters deliberately wanted to draw attention to their assoc- 
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Tation with these famous calligraphers and would have been unlikely 

to have put their names to something that they knew to have been a 

forgery, particularly if that manuscript were being sold for a large 

sum. If a facsimile 9 or, deliberate forgery, was. produced there was 

no need for the illuminator to sign the manuscript - and this was 

the normal practise. Wily should a painter have wished to draw attention 

to himself unless the authenticity of the manuscript was beyond quest- 

ion? Thus, in our opinion , the chances of at least the last four of 

the Arghnn manuscripts beigg genuine are quite high. 

The manuscripts are all in an excellent rn with black vocalic- 32.1 

ation, The script in the Chester Beatty pages is somewhat larger than 

that in the other copies , but all examples follow the type usually 

associated with Yaqüt. All copies except the first have thirteen 

lines of script to: the page. 

b) The work of the illuminator 9 Muhammad bin Sayf al-Din al-Naqqash: 

Those manuscripts copied between 1329 and 1341 are all illuminated in 

the same style. In one of these , Bayazit Library Ms 8056, the name of 33: 1- 

the painter is given in panels above and below the colophon 9 Just as 

we see the name of Muhammad bin A, ybak in several parts of Qur'an A 

(Baghdad). Apart from these manuscripts we have no other examples 

of his work. Nevertheless , with the exception of Ibn Aybak I he is 

the only painter whose activities we can trace in Iranian and Iraqi 

manuscripts over more than one manuscript at this time. 

He was an excellent and inventive designer :a master of both 33. 

Itraditionall compositions and those we have not seen before. The 

earliest of the traditional type occurs in the Bayazit manuscript 

and consists of a star-polygon with projecting arms. Although the 
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theme is familiar the overall pattern is not one that we have noted 

elsewhere. 
8 

In the centre is a rosette or blossom -a device for which 

the painter shows a great fondness. At the extremeties of the central 

pattern , against the outer edge, are more petalled motifs. These also 

appear at the ends of the panels containing'kufic inscriptions. All 

panels are surrounded by an outer border of gold palmettes alternating 

with blue, green and pink lotus-like blossoms and a blue and gold 

palmette. It is unusual to have three elements in a border. The two 

latter are used in the borders of the marginal medallions. Such palm- 

Otte-and-blossom borders to medallions occur in Qurtans made at Bagh- 
9 10 

dad and Tabrizkbefore 1316 but are not found elsewhere prior to 1337. 

In the TIEM manuscript of 1340-1 -the same star-polygon appears in 34.1 

the opening illumination but this time filling the entire rectangle 

and not truncated. In the central area and in the border are numer- 

ous polychrome blossoms. In the outer margin , the medallion is 34.2 

surrounded by petals of light and dark-blue in a very distinctive 

combination. Muhammad bin Sayf al Din was especially fond of this 

ll 
colour combination and employs it often in his work 

The painter's undoubted 'piece-de-resistance' occurs in the Topk- 35.1 

api manuscript, Ms EH 151, dated 1329-30. It is made up of a central 

rectangular panel containing two swastikas with linked arms set at 

an angle. Both swastikas and the surrounding areas are decoarated 

with a simple gold vine-scroll. The triangular spaces around the 

swastikas are filled with half and quarter-circles containing palm- 

ettes. Around the central panel is a wide border with oval cart- 

ouches bearing arabesque decoration, and between them are circles 

with rosettes in light and dark-blue. In the four corners are square 

panels with quatrefoils and between them inscriptions in gold thulth. 
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The final oater border is made up of blank palmettes, on an un- 

decorated ground. We find the same feature in the manuscript of 

1337. As far as our researches permit us to say , it appears that 

only other example of this in fourteenth century Qur'ans prior to 1.9 

this date occurs in the work of Ibn Mubädir. It provides another 

link between that artist and the East , probably Baghdad. It is 

also interesting that although the use of the swastika is relatively 

frequent in Islamic design , its appearance in Qur'an illumination 

is rare. However it is used in the work of Ibn Mubadir as well as 

Muhammad bin Sayf al Din : we can see it in the backround to the 

colophon page of Part 2 of the Baybara Qur"an. In the same volume 

corners are squared-off in a distinctive manner , just as we see 

in the Topkapi manuscript of 1329. 

Turning to the remainder of the manuscripts illuminated by Muh- 

ammad bin Sayf al-Din we can see that he was fond of a number of 

motifs that occur repeatedly in his work. To contain inscriptions 

he often employs a motif ending in an eight-pointed star-shape. And 

at the end of each panel the shape is repeated in the form of a half- 35.2 

star which is always filled with a rosette or blossom. Throughout the 

manuscripts surah-headings are frequently written in cartouches of 

boldly-irregular shapes and very often culminate in a particularly 

distinctive marginal palmette. These occur in three of the four 

Qur'an3 by Muhammad bin Sayf al Din. The palmette consists of multi- 34.3 

petalled blossoms in dark and light-blue with some of the petals end- 

ing in curling points. It is always joined to the surah-panel by 

a single slender line. 

The collaboration of Muhammad bin Sayf al Din and Arghün al- 

ka-mili is only one of three suchtteams' known to us in Iraq and 
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Iran in the first half of the fourteenth century : the others being 

Ibn al-Suhrawardi and Muhammad bin Aybak , and Yahya al-Sufi and 

Hamza al- Alawi. In each case the 'teams' worked together over per- 

iods lasting from two to ten years - perhaps even longer. 

We cannot be certain the Muhammad bin Sayf al Din worked in Baghdad 

like Ibn Aybak', but the chances that he did are quite strong. His 

ouvre shows some links with the work produced there in the early 

years of the century. It is more noticeble however, for several 

features which we do not see elsewhere. The painter was familiar 

with traditional patterns yet at the same time introduces some 

quite striking new compositions. Unfortunately, we have no. idea 

for whom any of these manuscripts were made. It was just at this 

time that the Jala'irid, Sultan Hasan-i Buzurg was in the proccess 

of consolidating his hold on Baghdad # following the collapse of 

Ilkhanid power with the death of Abü S acid in 1335. At least one 

of the Qur'ans might have been made for the Jala'irid monarch or 

some member of his retinue. If so there is no documentary evidence 

to say whom. 

2. Tabriz : the Taizz Qurlan of the 'Eunuch's Lady'. 

Among the Qur'ans of the Chester Beatty Library are the remains of 

a once-magnificent manuscript. copied in thirty parts, Ms 1469 a-d12 31.1 

Recently two further parts were sold in Sothebys. The various ajza' 

are as follows: 

Chester Beatty Library Ms 1469 a. Juz! 8, copied in Shawwäl 734 / June 

1334. 

Chester Beatty Library ms 1469 b. Juz' 11. copied in Shawwdl 734 / June 

1334. '" 
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Chester Beatty Library Ms 1469 o.. Juz' 16, copied in Shawwa-l 734 / 

June 1334. 

Chester Beatty Library Ms 1469 d. Juz' . 20. 
13 

Ex-Sotheby Ms ( 27.4.82. Lot 207) Juz' 21. 

Ec-Sotheby Ms (27.4.82. Lot 208) Juz' 26, copied in ShavAýa1 734 / 

June 1334. 

Chester Beatty Library Ms 1469 e. Juz' ý 7. 

a) The calligraphy : Each 'uz' measures 36 x 25cm . The text is 

written in elegant thult ra h-an ' gold with blue vowels a typical 

Iranian colour combination. There are five lines of script on each 

page. All of the parts must have bourns'the identical date. In several 

cases the final folios are missing or badly damaged. However both 

Juz! 8 and Juz! 26 state that they were written in the month of June 

1334. All colophons are in a neat naskh hand and say as follows : 

17 
Copied by the sinful slave Amir Häjj bin Ahmad al-Säyini ... (Fig 20a) 

It seems that the explanation of these colophons is that they were 

all inserted by the calligrapher at the same time ' and record the 

completion of the manuscript. Otherwise ' it is difficult to see 

how he could have copied out the entire manuscript 9 which is in 

a complicated mushy c 
arah style in one month. 

In describing this manuscript in, the catalogue tq the Chester 

Beatty Qur'an collection , Arberry describes it as 'Mamluke'. In 
14 

this he has been followed recently by Atil , no doubt basing her 

opinion on Arberry. The mau2cript is not Mamluke 9 but Iranian. 

Rn Qur'ans in gold with blue vocalisation are not a Mamluke 

phenomena . Several Iranian manuscripts are written in this way 
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including some of the most famous , ie., Qurlan B. iii (Hamadan) 

and the 1344 Qur'an by Yahya al-Sufi. The placing of a blue and ." 

gold border around each page is also an Iranian characteristic 

though it does occur very occasionally in Mamluke Qurfans at this 

time. 16 

I 

b) The illumination: None of the ajze. ' have opening pages of ill- 

umination. Like the Qur'ans described in the final section of the 

previous chapter , illumination is virtually confined to the initial 

pages of text. The layout and illumination of these opening pages 

is virtually identical to several of the a za' in the Qur'an of 

Sirghitmish. Two types of ground are used for the central panels 

of text : one is floral over red cross-hatchings with a treble dot 31.2 

motif ; the other consists of a wave-diaper pattern. Similar ones 

are used in the Cairo manuscript. That manuscript rarely employs 29.4 

an outer border of palmettes : this . one does , but only of simple 

blue spikes. In the margin is a single pear-shaped medallion with 

arabesque decoration. The same device appears in the Cairo manuscript 

too. Some of the opening pages 9 those on Tuzt 21 for example have 

a chain-link border that does occur in much later Mainluke manusoripts 

but first appears in Ilkhanid work of the early fourteenth century, 

and virtually nowhere else. There is another fragmentary multi-part 

Qur'an in the British Library that has many features in common with 

the Chester Beatty one and which was probably made around the same 

time I Ms Or. 1339. 

History of the manuscript. 

The most important clue as far as the origins of the Qurvan are 
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concerned is probably to be found in the name of the copyist. The 

name Amir Hajj does occur among the Mamlukes , but there is no 

reason why it could not be Ilkhanid. The ni sb h 'al-s ini' is 

unkown in Mamluke society : at least a-detailed examination of 

the annals does not reveal any person with that name. Säyin is 

16 
in fact of Mongol origin. It was one of the names of Bata-Khan 

grandson of Jenghis who died in 1225-6. Near to the Mongol 

capital of Sultaniyyah in Iran was a place called Qalcat Sayin 

17 
or Säyin-Qalcah. It is possible that someone with the iiisbah 

'al-sR, yini' could have come from that area. However, in our 
40 

opinion, a much more likely explanation is that the calligrapher 

associated in some way with the Ilkhanid vizir Rukn al-Din S3yin18 

a protege of the Emir Chüpän Solduz who was appointed in 1324 

and then executed by the amir in 1327. If the calligrapher was 

connected in some way with the late vizir then most likely that 

would have been in Tabriz the capital and it to that city that 

we would tentatively ascribe this Qur'an. 

By means unknown to us the manuscript was sent to Taizz in the 

Yemen at some stage in its history. Several a zä' have a barely- 

decipherable waqfiyyah which reads : 

This Blessed Section was endowed in perpetuity by our mistress t the 
19 

the noble lady of the Eunuch Jamal al-Din Farhan .... for those 
" 20 

who read the Noble Qur'an in the Farhaniyyah Madrasah established 
" 

in Tacizz the protected.... (Fig 20b) 

The date of this madrasah is unknown but it was built in the second 

half of the fourteenth century so the Qur'an must have been endowed 
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between 1334 and 1400. The most likely route for it to have taken 

was via the Mamlukes I at some stage 9 though how is difficult to 

determine. 

3. Shiraz : the Qur'an of Tashi-Khatnn. 

In the first half of the fourteenth century-it is rare to come ac- 

ross Qur'ans which are fully documented. That is to say 9 that 

calligrapher I illuminator , patron date and place of production 

are all established beyond doubt. Such is the case with the Qur'an 

of Tashi-Khä, ttzn , mo$t surviving ajzä' of which are today in the 

Pars Museum 1 Shiraz. 

Parts of the manuscript have been exhibited outside of Shiraz 

on a number of occasions : first in the Bastan Museum Qur'an exh- 
21 22 

ibition in 1949 , then at the Metropolitan Mueum in the same year 

and finally , most recently at the Qur'an Exhibition in London in 

23 
1976. 

No catalogue of the Pars Museum exists. During our visit there 

in September 1978 we were shown many parts which were supposed to. 

be from this manuscript I all in a gold r hhn-like script but which 

on examination turned out to be from three separate Qur'ans. The 

fullest information on the manuscript appears to be recorded in 

the work Athar-i cA am by Muhammad Nasir Shirazi I published in 

Bombay in 1896. According; to this author of the Qur'an two parts 

were in the library of Ayatollah Aqa Hajji Ibn Yusuf Hada'iq; two 

were in the National Library of Pars (? ) 
, and three were in the 

24 
Pars Museum. Our researches have uncovered only four of these : 

25 
2,3,11 and 30. Unfortunately we have only been able to ascertain 

0 
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the number of Juz' 11 : Ms 456. These parts supply us wi1th all the 

docunentatary information we need. The manuscript was written by 

the famous calligrapher Yahya al-Sufi and illuminated by Hamza 
26 ' 

bin Muhammad al-°Alawi 

The circumstances of commissioni g. 

A 

There are two colophons in the surviving portions ; the earliest in 

Juz' 11 reads as follows: 

It was written in the days of the sultanate of the greatest sultan 

, possessor of the necks of the kings of the World, user of kings 

36.1 

and sultans ' the Alexander of his time, quintessence of the elements, 

Jamal al-Millah way Durtya wall Din , honour of Islam and the muslims 

Shaykh Abu Ishaq , may cod make his rule eternal , by the slave Yahya 
" 

al-Jamäli al-Süfi in the year 745 / 1344-5, at the royal abode Shiraz 

(Fig 21 a) 

This important inscription tells us for certain that the Qur'an 

was made in Shiraz , which at that time was under the control of 

the Injuvid monarch Abu Ishaq ( 1343 - 54 ). In Juz' 3 there is a 

similar colophon. Niether of these actually state that it was Abu 

Ishaq who commissioned the manuscript ' merely that it was written 

during his rule. It could be infered from this that the sultan was 

the commissioner 0 though the usual practise , if this were the case, 

was for it to be mentioned I eg. kutiba bi-rasm or bi-amr . In fact 

the commissioner is far more likely to have been his mother Täshi- 

Khätün who endowed the manuscript to the Shah-i Chirgh mosque in 
27 

Shiraz ' which she renovated between 1344 and 1349. A waqfiyyah in 
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the manuscript tell us : 36.2 

This 
ýuz! 

together with the remainder of the thirty ajzs' of the 

Word of the Lord was endowed to the exalted shrine of the greatest 

Imam and noble resting place of the delight of the eyes of the Pro- 

phetB I Ahmad bin Musä, al-Ridav the peace of God be upon him , by 

the exalted lady., sultan of the ladies of her time , queen of the 

kingdom of Solomon, Tashi-Khätün, may her greatness be prolonged, 

as an endowment in perpetuity. May God accept it from her, (Fig 21 b) 

Ibn Batutah who visited the shrine in 1347-8 remarks upon the devotion 
28 

of the lady to the shrine of the Imam. He tells us : 

Tashi-Khatün ' mother of the sultan Abu Ishaq ' has built a large 

madrasah and zäwiyyah here in which there is always food for those 

coming to and those departing from Shiraz and where Qur'an readers 

continually read the Qur'an at the tomb. The lady is accustomed to 

go to the shrine on monday nights when the judges, fagihs, and nobles 

of Shiraz gather there ... When people arrive the Qur'an is recited 
29 

in its entirety from copies (a zaT). The reciters read in the, most 

melodious voices. Food is partaken ; the preacher then delivers his 

sermon. This occurs between the noon and evening prayers while the 

lady is in a room overlooking the mosque which has a window. Then 

drums and trumpets are sounded at the door of the tomb ' as happens 

at the doors of kings. 

As the date of the Qur'an falls within the period of TäshiKhatün's 

restoration of the shrine ' it would seem to us highly likely, that 

it-was she who commissioned the manuscript rather than her son. Though 
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he-may have commissioned it on her behalf. 

The work of the calligrapher and artist. 

a) Yahya al-Sufi and the calligraphy : There are five lines of script 

on each page of the manuscript which measures 50 x 36cm. It is a 36.3 " 

fine muhagqaq/rayhän , with many of the characteristics df a classic 

muýMcracf but with the fine vowels of ra hän. The letters are in gold 

outlines in black with some of the eyes of the letters filled in 

with black. Vocalisation is in blue. The text is within a blue and 

gold border on each page , as we see in Qur'an B. iii (Hamadan) and 

like the latter surah-headings are normally written in ri at on a 

blank ground. 

An odd feature of this manuscript is that Juz' 11 is dated 745 

wheras Juz' 3 bears the date 746. Although this may be an error 

it is not impossible that the calligrapher began with the shorter 

surahs when writing the Qur'an ' as is the custom when the text 

is being committed to memory. 
. 

There is no reason why it should 

not have been done in this way. Normal practise however was for 

the calligrapher to begin with Juz' 1. 

31 
Yatya.. bin Ngsir al-Jamali al-Sufi was reputedly a pupil of Ahmad 

Rumi a pupil of Yäqüt and one of the 'sittah' according to some auth- 

orities and Mubarak-Shah bin Qutb and/or Mubärak-Shäh a1-Suyüfi. He 

was a practising sufi , which explains his narme. 'A1-Jam7ali'presum- 

ably reflects the reflects the patronage of Abu Ishaq whose throne- 

name 

" 

was Jamal al-Din. Buildings in Shiraz and Najaf bore inscrip- 

tions by him I and one of these still exists. He was in the service 

of Emir Chüpan Solduz the famous Ilkhanid warlord , executed in 1326 

by Abu Sacid. He entered the service of the Injuvids and after their 
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demise , the Muzaffarids. How this came about is not known. However 

Pir Husayn , grandson of Chüpän, occupied for two years from 1339 

before being driven out by his nephew'Ashraf. It was only after 
32 Ashraf's withdrawl that Shaykh Abu Ishaq took control. Perhaps 

Yahya was in the service of Pir Husayri and remained there until 

the time of Abü Ishaq. 

9 

Other work by Yahyä a1-Sufi. 

There are several manuscripts and inscriptions bearing the name 

of this calligrapher. The earliest is a Qur'an in the TIEM dated 
33 

739 / 1338-9. There is another in identical hand in the Chester 
34 

Beatty Library dated 740 / 1339-40. All other items date from 

the time of Abi Ishaq. At the ancient site of Persepolis is an 
35 

inscription which records the visit of Sultan Abü Ishaq in Rabic 

1 748 / August 1347. It consists of eleven lines of fine thulth 

now much damaged. The second is found in the Masjid-i 0 Atiq in 

Shiraz , where in 752 / 1351 it was inscribed around the upper 
36 

part of the Khudä-khänah 9 or Bayt al Masähif built by the Injuvid 

monarch. According to the Shadd al-Izär , written in 1388 , there 

were many Qur'ans there by famous personalities of the past? The 

Khudä-khänah was built a repository for Qur'ans. Manuscripts were 

probably copied there too. Yahya al-Sufi+s inscription is reproduced 

in brick and is unusual because the interstices of the letters are 

filled in with glazed tile. 

The two manuscripts , TIEM Ms 430 , and Chester Beatty Ms 14759 37.1 

antedate the rule of Abu Ishaq in Shiraz. The whereabouts of the 38.1 

calligrapher at this time -1338-40- are unknown though he must have 

been at Tabriz or Shiraz. Both manuscripts are in an identical small 
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naskh. The sin of the basmallah is greatly extended and the curves 

of nun, gaafqya! etc are prolonged for several letters. Tä' rnarbütah 

is invariably joined to preceeding rä' wäw, däl etc in a distinctive 

3 
ligature. It is a feature that does occur in 'Yäqüt! Qur'ansas well 

as in later manuscripts. In both manuscripts surah-headings are in 

rigat . The earlier one has a line of thulth at the top and bottom 

of each page. 

Much of the decoration in the later manuscript is Ottoman. The 

TIEM manuscript has exceptionally high quality illumination, but 3 8.1 

of a type quite different to the work of Al -0Alawi illuminator 

of the 1345-6 Shiraz Qur'an or the 1334 Qur'an refered to in the 

last section. It is greatly superior to either. We shall discuss 

this manuscript in the final chapter. At this point let us say that 

if the manuscripts are genuine they must have been illuminated at 

a later date. 

b) Hamza bin Muhammad al cAlawi and the illumination: The final 

. luz, of the Qur'an bears the signiature of the painter whose work 

is not known elswhere, There are no illuminated frontispieces , the 

manuscript begins with the text. The opening pages of text are ill- 

uminated. There are two lines of text in each case, within a white 

cartouche on a ground which may be hatched or decorated in some 36.4 - 

other way I such as tiny semi-circles. Above and below are rect- 6 

angular panels surrounded gold bands , plain or made up of strapwork. 

Perhaps the most interesting features occur in the upper and lower 

panels. These are in three sections , the middle one bearing an 

inscription over arabesque scrolls, the outer ones containing quat- 

refoil compositions. A distinctive feature is the very narrow borders 
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Which runs around three sides of each page , usually made up of 

squat palmettes. or tri-lobed blossoms. In earlier Iranian and 

tdamluke Qur'ans borders tended to much more elaborate and deeper. 

It is worth noting that similar borders are found in some of 

the Sirghitmish Qur'an pages. In the centre of each vertical 

margin is a circular or pear-shaped , and. decorated with motifs 

similar to those in the borders. t 

ahs are marked with gold rosettes : khamsa and 
°ashara 

symbols occur throughout. Each takes the form of a red circle 

bearing an inscription in gold kufic and has a gold border. Khamsa 36.7 

signs are pear-shaped and have a white border with opposing 'X' shapes. 

Similar borders occur on the casha. 
ra signs. The latter often has 36.8 

a wide border with palmettes or blossoms on a blue ground. 

The decoration of A1-°Alawi is rather ordinary , even mediocre 

in parts. Illustrated manuscripts produced in Shiraz at this tirnß 

employ -a crude rather- Ifolky' style of painting and the general 

level of workmanship does not seem to have been very high. 

4. Qurfans with Turkic inter-linear translations. 

Among Qurtans of the fourteenth century are a group of manuscripts 
39 

with Turkic inter-linear translations. Some of these are related 

to Qur'ans with Persian translations. Several bear dates between 

the fourth and sixth decades of the century. The manuscripts are 

the following: 
40 

1. TIEM Ms 73. Complete single-volume Qur'an dated 734 / 1333-4 'tnl 

copied by Muhammad bin H jji Dawlat-Shäh al-Shiräzi. 
41 

2. Astan-i Quds Library, Meshhed Ms 293. A single volum9 giir'a. n rht. Pvj 

737 / 1337, copied by Muh: ummad hin Shiykh Yisuf e. l-Ah3ri t"'hn is called 
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'Sayyid al-KCattät'. 
"" " 42 

3. John Rylands Library Ms Arab 760-773. Thirteen a. jza' from a 

thirty part Qur'an. Undated, circa 1337. 

4. Süleymaniye Library Istanbul Ms iiekimoglu Ali PaVa Camii 2. 

Single-volume Qur'an dated 764 / 1362-3. 

The finest of these is the third one ' which is written 'illuminated 

and presented in ways rather different to any Qur'an that we have 

examined so-far. It has already been the subject of several studies 

by Turkologists since it contains an early Turkic translation of 

the Qurvanic text . together with a Persian one which is also of 

an early date. According to these authorities . the Turkic trans- 

lation is late twelfth - early thirteenth century Qarakhanid ' though 

the manuscript is later. Eckmann who has published the manuscript 
43 

in its entirety states: 

The few innovations introduced by the copyist... make it plausible 

that the present manuscript was executed in the second-half of the 

thirteenth century or in the first-half of the fourteenth century. 

Paleographic peculiarities also corroborate this dating. 

In short the position is the same as that of the TIEM manuscript , 

which although dated 1337 contains a Turkic text of archaic origin. 

Because of the sumptuousness of the manuscript and the Turkic 

translation 9 the Qur'an has on occasion been called Mamluke. Few 

of the calligraphic and decorative features occur in Mainluke Qur'ans 

Furthermore, despite the use of Turkish in Cairo and Damascus and 

the existence of large Persian-speaking communities at the Mainluke 

capital , there are no Qur'ans of undoubted Mamluke provenance which 

contain interlinear translations in those languages. 

The Rylands manuscript consists of the following a, zä' : 
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4-6; 9-10; 13-14; 16,20; 22-26; 28. With the exception of Juz' 5 

all others are incomplete. Some of the missing folios are in 

other institutions. The Los Angeles County Museum of Art has 

44 
the opening folio of Juz' 4 (Ms 73.5490) while the Chester 

Baeatty Library has one from Juz' 5 (. Ms 1606) and another 
45 

from Juz' 20 (Ms 1630). 

Calligraphy and 'illumination in the Rylands manuscript. 

a) Calligraphy: The format of the manuscript is horizontal not 39.1 

vertical I each page measuring approximately 27 x 29cm. There 

are three lines of script per page except for the opening ones 

which have only one. The text is written in a very distinctive 

form of thulth verging on muhte c in which the letters give the 

impression of being too, large for the size of the pen. Verticals 

particularly are rather long and thin. Letters and vowel are in 

black throughout , but the words 'Muhammad' and 'Allah', when- 

ever they occur are in gold. Underneath each line are the trans- 

lations : Persian first with Turkic underneath. 

The division of pages into a three-line format is a rare one. 

Up to this point we have seen only the early fourteenth century 

Qur'an that we have attributed to Ibn al-Wahid written in this 

way. Other manuscripts which employ this division and use a script 

closely resembling that of the Rylando manuscript are the follow- 

ing: 

1. A fragmentary thirty-part Qur'an divided among the following 
46 

institutions: Chester Beatty Library Ms 1609 V: 25-7; 41-21 

Ex-Spinks Ms (24.4.80 Lot 59) V; 55, Cincinati Museum of Art, 

V: 32-3, Metropolitan Museum Ms 62.152.8., IV: 158-9, Boston 
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0 
Museum of Fine Arts Ms. 24.416. 

This is an unusual and interesting Qurlan written in script like 

the Rylands manuscript with ,, a Persian translation and finely 

produced kufic inscriptions over arabepquea around each page. 
47 

2. Chester Beatty Library Ms 1453. Juz' 21 from a multi=part 

Qur'an. 
48 

3. Chester Beatty Library Ms 1487. Fragmentary Qur'an containing 

V: 86 to VI: 185. 

b) Illumination: Each uz' begins with a petalled rosette bearing 39.2 

intersecting geometric compositions . It is an idea which became 

popular in later Iranian Qur'ans but at this time 9 the only dated 

manuscript which uses an opening rosette is the Qur'an produced 

in Meraghah around 1338 and divided between the Chester Beatty 

Library and the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. The opening pages of 

text in each part are fully illuminated in polychrome colours. Inter- 

secting geometric compositions ' as we have seen t were very popular 

in Baghdad at the beginning of the fourteenth century. 

On the opening pages of text the äyahs are in panels ' which 39.3 

like the overall page have a horizontal axis. These central panels 

have two large arbesque-scroll blossoms 9 vividly coloured on a 

pink ground. Above in panels I which are usually sightly larger 

than the ones below, we see . neat white-inscriptions in thulth. 

There are two ways of decorating these panels: separate motifs 

especially circles filled with strapwork ; irregular geometric 

shapes, often made from parts of circles filled with palmettes. 

The most remarkable aspect of the decoration are the outer 

borders which occur on all three outer sides or only on the vert- 
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ical one. The latter consists of either a line of palmettes 

or palmettes together with pear-shapes, and greatly exaggerate 

the horizontal axis. Our researches have located only a single 

contemporary parallel. This is found in a magnificent copy of 

the Sahih of Al-Bukhari which is dated 694 / 1294 (Chester Beatty 

Ms 4176). In 1383 this was in the mosque of Al-Ramla in Palestine 

but its place of origin is unknown. In view of its huge size and 

superb illumination we are inclined to attribute it to Baghdad 

but this must be only tentative. The other tri-partite borders 

are often in the form of arabesque scrolls which culminate in 

palmettes prolonging the corners into points and giving an overall 

'Baroque' effect. 

Origins of the Rylands manuscript. 

On two of the surviving ajzä' are the remains of barely legible 

inscriptions which read as follows : 

y49 (Fig 22 a) Endowed.... the noble abode.... Al-Safi -tarm. ir..... 

The. name of the waif would appear to be a Mamluke emir 9 though 

the manuscript itself is not Mamluke. There are no Mamluke Gtur'ans 

written in this script , and only one with a three-line page divi- 

sion. No Mainluke Qur'ans are known with Persian or Turkish trans- 

lations prior to the end of the fourteenth century. The illumination 

is totally unlike that in any known Mamluke manuscript. Thus if 

the waqfiyyah is a fourteenth century one it must have been attat- 

ched to the manuscript after it came into the Mamluke area from 

outside. The place from which it came was most probably an area 

where both Turkish and Persian was spoken , or at least where people 

would be familiar with both. The location can only be suggested as 

39.4 

39.5--I 

39.2 
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we have no related, manuscripts bearing the name of a location 

or certificate of commissioning. However I there are two Qur'ans 

with which the manuscript appears to have some links. 

These are Ms 1458 in the Chester Beatty Library and Ms 314 in the 

Astan-i Quds Library, Meshhed. The former # Ju z' 21 fromäa thirty- 

part Qur', an opens with a petalled medallion., which is virtually 

identical to that at the beginning of Juz' 22 of the Rylands manus- 

cript (Ms 768). The opening pages of text have a single line of 

a large thulth mum qaq on ground of scrolls over a red hatched 40.1 

ground. Above and below are panels '. the upper one being wider 

than the lower. The upper panel is divided into three parts ' the 

two outer ones consisting of circles filled with strapwork. The 

text has three lines of script per page with a small inter-linear 

Persian translation in naskh. These elements are all similar to 

those in the Rylands manuscript ' though the Chester Beatty juzI 

is much more restrained in style and overall appearance. 

The second manuscript uses a variety of script similar to that 

in the two Qur'ans refered to above ' though somewhat smaller in 

scale with a six- rather than three-line division of the page. 
41.1 

The Turkic inter-linear translation is in a script very close-to 

that used for the translations in the Rylands Qur'an , written at 

an angle with the same sort of ligatures and pecularities. It is 

not the same hand , but is quite close. There are also close links 

between the layout and decoration of this manuscript and those of 

Chester Beatty Ms 1485 : the surah-headings in particular are 40.2 

almost identical in both colour-schemes ( red-gold 9 brilliant 41.2 

green and dark-blue and design. This is one of the few manuscripts 

with a detailed colophon telling us in both Arabic and Chagatay: 
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This Final I Clear Book , with translation and oommentaty was 41.3 

completed by the slave in need of the'mercy. of God, Oppulent , 

Omniscient , Muhammad bin Shaykh al-Abari (bin Abar ?0 , known 
51 

among his companions as 'Sayyid al-Khattat', after great effort 

and painful torment , transcribing from a faulty copy a9d worthless 

tract ' which has been corrected as far as possible, in various 

tounges, with aid of the Rewarding Monarch ' 10 Ramadän 737 / 14 

April 1337, (Fig 22 b) 

In view of the fact that there seem to be quite radical differ- 

encea between these manuscripts and the other that we have exam- 

ined from the first half of the fourteenth century ' and in view 

of the Turkish element in the translations t we are inclined to 

ascribe these manuscripts - the Rylands and Meshhed manuscripts 

at least - to an area outside of Iran proper such as Central Asia 

or south-eastern Anatolia. The fact that the TIEM manuscript bearing 

a Turkic translation dated 1333-4 is copied by a person with the 

nisbah fal-shiräzil need not indicate, an Iranian origin for the 

other manuscripts examined. The TIEM manuscript is not related in 

terms of calligraphy, design and decoration. Secondly there is a 

manuscript in Konya 0 which we shall examine in the fast chapter 

copied by someone with the nisbah ' al-savahü' ('of Savehi) but 
52 

which explicitly says that it was made in Konya. However, we should 

not entirely rule out an Iranian origin. The manuscripts could 

have been produced in somewhere like Khurasan. 
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Summary. 

From Iraq and Iran during the second quarter of the fourteenth 

century we have a number of manuscripts that either form coherent 

groups , such as the Arghün al-Kämili Qur'ans , or are an import- 

ant landmark in the history of Qur'anic calligrapky and illum- 

ination at this time, like the Yahyä al-Safi manuscript: 
40 40 

They are not the only manuscripts. In the course of this study 

we have refered to several others , or shall do so' in_the. renaining 

pages. Of these perhaps the most important is the Maraghah Qur'an 

of 1338. 

These manuscripts enable us to form a picture of what was going 

on in places like Baghdad and Shiraz , and possibly in Tabriz too. 

Politically this period is a rather confused one , coinciding with 

the end of the Ilkhanids and the rise of the Jala'irid and In, juvid 

dynasties. It is perhaps not surprising that in the entire period 

we have only one manuscript that can be associated unquestionably 

with a historical personality. However we do know the names of two 

manuscript illuminators and in this respect we are more fortunate 

than historians of manuscript illustration who know the names of 

several painters in this period from historical sources, but no 

pictures bearing their signiatures. 

We are also aware , when examining these manuscripts, of the 

confusion that has arisen between Iranian and Mamluke Qur'ans in 

the first half of the fourteenth century. Some , like the Rylands 

manuscript I we believe we have clearly demonstrated cannot be 

Mamluke ; others like the Taizz Qur'an are complicated by the fact 

that Iranians were living in Cairo and quite possibly producing 

Qur'ans. We believe that on the basis of script and illumination 
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it is possible to differentiate the two types. However'when an 

an Iranian calligrapher wrote and illuminated a manuscript in 

Cairo , unless we have documentary evidence ' it is very difficult 

to prove this. 

I 

I 

0 



., i +A 

Chapter Six : The Qurfans of Sultan Sha0bän and Khwand Barakah, 

Cairo, 1363-1376. 
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Having examined in detail Mamluke and Iranian/Iraqi Qur'ans tip to the 

beginning of the second half of the 14th century we can now turn to 

what is unquestionably the great era of Qurran production under the 

Mamlukes, the time of Sultan Shacban. 

A substantial corpus of Qur'Ans has survived from his reign, jhree of 

which can be directly associated with the sultan himself and three with ` 

his mother. There is at least one other manuscript, perhaps two, that 

are directly related to this group. It would be appropriate at this 

point to list all Qur"ans that can be associated with Shacbän, whether 

by commission or endowment, his mother and emirs. 

I 
1. Cairo National Library, Ms 8. Signed and dated 757/1356. 

Endowed by Shaobßn to his mother's madrasah in the Khatt a1-Tabt nah 

3 Dhu'1-Qacdah 769/13 June 1368. 

2 
2. Chester Beatty Library, Ms K. 39. Signed and dated Ra Ab 766/Alarch 

1365. Endowed by the Sultan's mother to her madrasah 15 Shaoban 

770/27 March 1369. 

3 
3. Cairo National Library, Ms 80. Unsigned and undated. Endowed-by 

the Sultan's mother to her madrasah on the same date, 27 March 1369. 

4 
4. Cairo National Library, Ms 6. Unsigned and undated. Endowed by 

the Sultan's mother, Khwand Barakah to her madrasah above on same date 

as 1., 13 June 1368. 

5 
5. Freer Gallery, Ms 30: 55. Fragment, unsigned and undated. 

6 
6. Cairo National Library, Ms 7. Unsigned and undated. Endowed by 

Shacban to his mother's madrasah at the same time as 2 above 27 March, 
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1369. 

7 
7. Cairo National Library, Ms 54. Unsigned and undated. A partly 

erased wagfiyyah mentions Arghün 5häh"al-Ashrafi. 

8 
8. Cairo National Library, Ms 9. Unsigned and undated. Endowed by 

Shacbin to his mother's madrasah at the same time as 2 and 6 above, 27 

March, 1369. 

9 
9. Cairo National Library, Ms 10. Signed and dated 15 Muharram 774/ 

° 18 July 1372. Endowed by Sha ban to his madrasah in the Khatt B-ab al- 

Wazir, Muharram 778/May 1376. 

10 
10. Cairo National Library Ms 15. Signed and dated Dhucl-Qacdah 776/ 

April 1374. Commissioned by the Emir Sirghitmish. 

These manuscripts can be divided into several groups. 2, and 3 are of 

little interest as the illumination in each is confined to the minimum. 

It is possible that both were commissioned by Khwand-Barakah, though in 

view of their rather mediocre appearance it seems more probable that they 

were acquired by purchase, requisition or confiscation. 4,5,6, and 

7 are all, as we shall demonstrate closely related, 4,5 and 7 being the 

work of the same artist or probably team of artists. To these we should 

add 1, which was copied - though not necessarily illuminated - some ten 

or more years previous to the aforementioned group, is certainly related, 

and needs to be considered with it. 8,9 and 10 are undoubtedly the 

most interesting of all these manuscripts and are some of the few Mamluke 

Qur'ans after the first two decades of the century whose illuminator we 

know by nave. As we sna11 also demonstrate ii. is possible to attribute 
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other manuscripts to this man. 

Historical background to the commissioning and endowment of the 

Shacbän and Khwand Barakah Qur'ans. 

1. Madrasat Umm al-Sultän. 

As is clear from a study of the wagfiyyahs, two institutions are involved. 

The first of these is the Madrasat Umm al-Sultän,. also called the 

madrasah or mosque of Sultan Shacbän -a title that has led to some 

confusion. 
11 

According to the Khitat of Magrizi the madrasah in question was 
12 

founded by Khwand Barakah near Bab al-Zuwaylah in the Khatt al-Tabbanah 

on a site previously occupied by a cemetery. This was reputedly in the 

year 771/1369-70. The building was equipped with a fountain and ablutin n 

pool and was used by the Hanafis and Shäficis. In his assertion that 

the madrasah was founded by Khwand Barakah, Magrizi appears to have been 
13 

followed by all authorities ancient and modern. In fact the building 

was founded not by the Sultan's mother, but on her behalf by her son, 

Shacbän. This is made clear by an inscription carved on an octagonal 
14 

panel and set in the wall inside the madrasah on the right of the door. 

It reads as follows: 

Thanks be to God: the erection of this blessed madrasah was ordered 

by our Lord, the Sultan, al-Malik al-Ashraf, God Make him victorious 

for his mother May God accept them both. Whoever lays hands on this 

madrasah or its endowments will be punished by the Prophet - Peace and 

Praises be upon him - at the Day of Judgement. 'If anyone changes the 

bequest after hearing it, the guilt shall be on those who make the 
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change for Cod knows and hears all things' (Qur'an II, 181), (Fig, 23). 

Although the madrasah was supported by various wagfs established by 

15 
Khwand"Barakah, the institution was put up at the expense of the young 

Sultan, as a gift for her. Some of the Qur'ans listed above were no 

doubt commissioned by the Sultan and his mother, while others were 

acquired by purchase, for endowment to the library of the madrasah. 

These manuscripts were endowed in two batches: the first 13 June 1368 

when two Qurcans were endowed, an earlier manuscript (1) and another 

which was almost certainly commissioned for the madrasah (4); the 

second on 27 March 1369 when four Qur'ans were deposited. Two of these 

were commissioned and two perhaps purchased. 

One may wonder how these manuscripts could have been endowed to an 

institution which was not founded (insha_4) until 771. Particularly 

one like Cairo Ms 8 which had been around for twelve years. Could 

there have been any point in endowing them? 

Maqrizi must have meant that the madrasah was opened in the year 771 

and was sufficiently far enough advanced in building in 769 for the first 

endowment to take place. In fact there is an inscription on the door of 

the building which gives the date of building as 770, indicating that the 

work must have been well underway in 769.16 

2, Madrasat al-Ashrafiyyah. 

The Ashrafiyyah Madrasah, according to the information given the Khitat 

17 

of All Pýshä, was founded by Sultan Shaoban in the year 770/1368-9. It 

was demolished in the time of Al-Näsir Faraj (1398-1412) and the Märiet; n 

of Al-MuCayyid (1412-21) was eventually built on its site. In the time 
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of 
cAli Pasha only a doorway survived which was in the cAjam 'rAkkiy-ah 

in the Ra's a1-Ramliyvah. It was this Ashrafiyyah Madrasah that was 

virtually ransacked by Jamäl al-Din al-Ustadar in 810 1407-8 when most 

of its Qur'ans were taken from there to Jamal al-Din's new madrasah in 

the Bab al- Id. These manuscripts, described in some detail ay Magrizi, 
lg 

and certainly including some of the works in our list, were sold 'for a 

song' by Shacbän's son cAli. Among these Quxcans were others by Yäqüt 

and Ibn al-Bawwab. We shall have more to say about these when we come 

to deal with the third group of manuscripts on our list. 

The Manuscripts : Croup I 

These are of little artistic merit and need not detain us long. It is 

interesting that although the manuscripts commissioned by Shacbän and 

his mother were of the highest order, they were prepared to accept much 

inferior material too. 

In appearance the Chester Beatty manuscript is simple, almcs t mundane. 

It has thirteen lines of auhaggag to the page (53 x 38 cm. ) and was copied 

by Mahmud bin Husayn al-Shäfici in March 1365. The Qur'an ends with a 
19 

long prayer written by the copyist. On the opening folio there is a 42.1 

roughly painted rosette with floral decoration bearing A1-Wägicah 77-8 

and having above and below the wagfiwah of Khwand Barakah. 42.2 

The text of the opening pages are written on grounds of fragmentary 

arabesques. Around the central panel, and those above and below, is a 

band of unusual strapwork. It differs slightly from one page to the 

other but consists of a simple 'S" shape dividedby hexagonal pieces. 

The earliest Mamluke example of this 'S' shape strapwork occurs in the 
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ex-Southeby page of 1307 and the TIEM manuscript of circa 1340, though 

it is a relatively common decorative motive in Ayyubid and early 

Mamluke metalwork. It is however extensively used in the manuscripts 

illuminated by Ibrahim al-Ämidi. 

We also thnd it used in Cairo Ms 80 which is one of the 'few thirty 

part Qur'ans made at this time. Only a small number of ajza'_ could 43.1 

be examined but in these the text of the opening pages was written on 

ground similarly decorated and surrounded with 'S1 type strapwork. 

Marginal medallions in both this and the Chester Beatty manuscript are 

similar and the Qur'an has the same 'utilitarian' look about it. It 

was probably made around the same time as the Beatty Qur'an. Its main 

interest lies in the fact that it is it rarQ thirty-part Qur'an among 

the Khwand Barakah and Shacbän manuscripts 
?° 

The Manuscripts : Group II. 

For reasons that will become apparent it is best to begin our survey of 

this group with a manuscript that strictly speaking is not a part of it: 

1. National Library Cairn Ms. S. 

It is the earliest Qur'an among those known to have been endowed to the 

royal madrasahs. It consists of 413 pages of black muhaggag, eleven 

lines on each (73 x 50 cm. ). The opening and closing folios are written 44.1 

in gold, a method that was used for most of the manuscripts in group 2, 

but one which was in fact quite rare among Mamluke Qur'ans. To our 

knowledge it occurs only the Qur'an dated 1330 in the Keir Collection, 

M-1. V11,9. 

On the final folio, in a curious trapizodal frame is the colophon which 
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reads as follows: 

This Glorious Qur'an (Jämiý) was written with the help of God and his 

care by Yacgllb bin Khalil bin Muhammad birg cAbd al-Rahmgin al-Hanafi in 

757/1356, (Fig. 24). 

,F 

It bears no contemporary wagfiyvah, but in view of its magnificence 

must have been destined for an important mosque or madrasah established 

around the year in which the text, was completed. In the year in 

question both the madrasah of the emir Sirghitmish was founded and the 

famous mosque of Sultan Hasan was begun. As is suggested in the cata- 

logue of the Hayward Gallery exhibition, the most likely explanation is 

that the Qur'an was originally commissioned by Sultan Aasan for his 

mosque 
21 The Sultan died before the completion of the mosque and the 

endowment of the Qur'an. Shacban as the succes3or of Hasan inherited - 

or was able to purchase - the manuscript for his mother's foundation. 

This is not the only possibility. 

Typologically the decoration of the manuscript - particularly of the 

opening pages comes exactly mid-way between the Bastar Museum Qur'an of 

1339 and manuscript of group 2 proper. The Bastan manuscript is the 

first example we have of the 'classic' Mamluke frontispiece, which 

achieved its most perfect expression in the Arghun Shah Qur''an. There 

must have been others between 1339 and 1356 but none has been published. 

Analysis of the Ornament. 

The opening illuminated pages are divided into three main areas: a 44.2 

large central panel, square in shape, containing a twelve-armed star-polygon 
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barely separated from four others which repeat in the corners of the 

square. Above and below are rectangular certouches bearing in white 

thulth, A1-Waaicah 77-8, outlined in gold, over gold arabesques on blue. 

Around are bands of decoration culminating in a border of alternating 

palmettes and lotuses. 

The central square. 
i 

This can be broken down into three parts: the geometric 'trellis'; t}e 

centre-piece; the fillers. 

J) The 'trellis' consists of a central twelve-armed star-polygon whose 

arms are. separated from those in the four corners by long narrow lozenmý- 

ended rectangles. It is exactly the same design as that in the frontis- 

piece of Cairo Ms 6 and the Freer Gallery pages, both of which date from 

about a decade later. 

The design is used by the artist of the Ilkhanid Qur'an commissioned 

from Hamadan in circa 1313 by Sultan Oljaytü andoccurs in the frontis- 

piece of Juz'13. This could - and in ordinary circumstances certainly 

would - be used to demonstrate the influence of that manuscript on Cairo 

artists. However this can be shown not to be the case. The Qur'an in 5.9 

the TIEM illuminated by Aydughdi bin cAbdallah uses precisely this design 

for the frontispiece of the text. As this was painted in Cairo around 

1313, ten years or more before the appearance of the Hamadan Qur'an in 

Cairo it clearly cannot be used as(vidence for nkhanid influence, as 

Mamluke painters were aware of the use of this design for Qur'an 

illumination earlier. 

ii) The fillers consist of either palmettes pointing outwards from the 44.3 

centre or, in the hexagons, whirling shamsahs. The same shRmsahs are 

used in later examples of this design; in the Freer manuscript and in 
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Cairo Ms 6. This is one of the earliest recorded uses of the device 

in manuscript illumination of Mainluke times. As far as we can tell, it 

first makes its appearance in Islamic manuscripts of the fourteenth 

century in the Qur'an copied in Maraghah, Iran, in 1338, where we find 

it used on the opening pages of text to the uz' in the Cheater Beatty 
22 

Library. 

iii) The centre-piece of the polygon is rather unusual in that it is 

not a net- or fret-type preferred by laterpainters, but a vegetal one in 

the form of a wreath with leaves projecting into the points of the 

polygon. This is a rather rare type. It: is never used by the Sandal 

artists who always prefer a palmetto or arabesque, while the fret-type 

or linked palmettes are found in the Shacban period Qur'ans. It is 

quite unknown in Iranian or Iraqi work, ' though it does occur in Ms 447 in 

the TIEM in a Qur'an dated 1314, which we have early described And 

suggested may possibly be of Syrian origin 
3 

Above and below the central square are rectangular panels with inscrip- 

tions in simple white thulth (A1 Wagicah 77-8). These inscriptions are 

on oval cartouches on a richly decorated ground of chinoiserie, gold 

lotuses, peonies and leaves on gold. The same type of decoration occurs 

in the border running around the three panels. This type of lotus 

decoration has a large fleshy leaf, somewhat elongated because of the 

limitations of space, but which appears to be derived from the pad or 

leaf of the lotus. In this it differs from the lotus decoration of the 

Shacban period where lotus blossoms always seem to be incorporated with 

peony leaves. It is however similar to the lotus decoration of the 

Bastan Qur'an. The strapwork of the opening pages is identical to that 

of several of the later Shacban period manuscripts, as indeed are the 
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barrow borders of white double-links behind the final outer border. 

This white edging is used in preference to the more conventional edging 

of broken lines and dashes. 

The outer border contains a double palmette alternating with a very 

stylised lotus bud or blossom. In this border we find the only other 

colours of the page - red, green and black - the remainder being painted 

entirely in blue and gold. 

In the margin is a fine circular medallion, bearing arabesques and a 

lotus bud. This is one of the very first examples of a type which was 

extensively used in the later manuscripts of the 1360's. It is derived 

from medallions made up of arabesque patterns, usually with irregular 

outlines, such as we see in the Bastan manuscript, and which were an 
24 

Iraqi or Iranian technique, never used by the Mamlukes before the 1330's. 

By this time the medallions had become entirely circular in shape and 

the palmette interiors, such as we see in the Bastan manuscript had begin 

to break up into arabesque scrolls which conform in pattern to the 

circular border. 

Within the body of the text of the manuscript surah headings consist 

of simple panels with the title and verse count in fine large white 

th ulth, with a medallion bearing a lotus at one end. The basmnllah and 

the first line of text are written in gold outlined in black, which is 

a novel feature, rarely found elsewhere. Each page is surrounded by a 

blue and gold border which encompasses the entire text. This is quite 

common in Ilkhanid manuscripts, but rare among the Mamlukes. 

A final point of interest in this manuscript is that on the opening 

pages of text, Fätihah and Tiagarah are written over red lotus flowers on 

a red hatched ground. This use of lotuses for the background of the 

44.4 

44.1 
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opening verses, does not to our knowledge appear before this Late in 

Mamluke Qur'ans. It does however occur in the Ilkhanid Qur'an copied 

by Mubarak-Shah bin CAbdalläh 
which was in Cairo at this time, having 

been endowed to the mosque of Sirghitmish in 1356. 

I 
The wagfiyyah 

Unlike many fourteenth century Mainluke Qur'ans the wagfiyyah (which of 

course is not contemporary, but dates from twelve years later) is 

elegantly and legibly written in the form of a long document on the first 

page. It has been produced with considerable care, and resembles more 

a certificate of commissioning than'a wagfiyyah. It seems to have bead 

the work of a professional calligrapher, rather than a religious 

dignitary charged with drawing up the. document. It reads as follows: 

This is an endowment of our Lord, the high estate, the noble, the high, 

the lordly, the sultan. the imam, the learned the holy warrior, the 

muräbit, lord of the marches, the fortified, the chief, the possessor, 

the royal, the most noble, the victorious, Nasir al-Dunvä wail-DTn 

sultan of Islam and the muslims, destroyer of the unbelievers and the 

polytheists, refute of the oppressed from the oppresaers, conqueror of 

the deviants and athiests, Abu'l-Muzaffar Shacban, May Cod prolong his 

kingdom and sultanate and bestow on his subjects all his justice and 

bounty and grant him victory every day and give him dominion over the 

Earth on land and sea, son of our Lord, the noble abode, al-Jamali, 
25 

Husayn, son of our Lord the sultan, the happy, the martyr, the monarch, 

Al-Nasir Muhammad, son of our Lord the sultan, the happy, the martyr, 

the monarch Al-Mansur Qalaun, May God grant them His mercy, this Holy 
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Qur'an, as a legal endowment, that muslims may benefit from it, by 

reading it and in all other legal ways. It is decreed that it be kept 

in the madrasah on the outskirts of Cairo, in the Khatt al-Tabbanah and 

should not be removed from the aforementioned place, except in return 

for a bond equal to its value. The endower will be responsible for it 

all the days of his life and after his death it will be the responsibility 

of whoever administers the endowment. Monday 3 Dhu'1-Q, acdah 769/ 13 b ne 

1369, (Fig. 25) 

The manuscript, according to this waQfiyvvah, was endowed by the Sultan, 

not to his own foundation but to that of his mother. Although she is 

not mentioned in the inscription, the madrasah in the Khatt al-Tabbanah 

can be no other than that. 

The text is interesting in that unlike many other wagflyyahs which axe 

very strict in their conditions, this one does permit the Qur'an to be 

removed from its location on payment of a monetary bond. Normally 

Qur'ans could not be removed - those at least are the conditions of all 

earlier Mamluke wagfiyyahs. However in some madrasahs and khännahs, 

although rules could be strict, even to the extent of stopping the 

26 
negligent from consulting them, and recording the names of all readers, 

it was possible for books to be removed from the library on payment of 

a sum double their value. In the case of the khanaah dervishes were 

permitted to take books to their cells for consultation without payment. 

Thus, in one way, the permitting of this manuscript's removal from the 

madrasah was part of general practise. On the other hand, the value 

would have been considerable, if we recall that a fine Qur'an at the 

beginning of the century would have been worth 1,600 dinars, and so 
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this condition of making a bond - may only have been a different method 

of ensuring that the Qur'an was not removed. 

2. National Library, Cairo Mss 6,7 and 54. 

We can now turn to the manuscripts of group II proper, to which as we 

shall see Cairo Ms 8 is closely related. The earliest of this group 

is most probably Cairo Ms 6 which was endowed to the Umm al sultan 

Madrasah at the same time as the aforementioned Qur'an. This was 

endowed not by Shacbän but by his mother as we can see by the wagfiWah: 

The high abode, the protected, the vieled, Khxand Barakah, mother of the 

noble estate, the greatest, the sultan, al-Malik al-Ashraf Abu'l-Muzaffar 

Shacbän, God Make his kingdom eternal, and Protect her person, has 

endowed this Noble Book as a true legal endowment that all muslims may 

benefit by reading it and other legal uses. She has declared that the 

place of this shall be the madrasah, which is known as her foundation 

and building on the outskirts of Cairo in the Khatt al-Tabbänah. She 

has declared that it should not be removed from this place except on 

payment of bond equivalent to its value. She will be responsible for 

it all the days of her life, and after her death the responsibility will 

devolve on whoever she appoints to administer the endowment. 3 Dhu'l-Qa$ah 

769/ 13 June 1368. (Fig. 26). 

The inscription specifically mentions the madrasah in the Khatt al- 

Tab_ and names Khwänd-Barakah as the founder, though as we have seen, 

strictly speaking this is not true. As in the case of the previous 
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manuscript the removal of the Qur'an is permitted on payment'of a bond. 

This Qur'an is not dated so we have no idea how long may have elapsed 

between the completion of the work and the act of endowment. The fact 

is, that in both Groups II and III9 the dated manuscripts which we know 

were endowed at the same time were completed several years before the 

waQfivyahs were completed. However as the Qur'anp are of such out- 

standing quality and as we know for certain that in the third group one, 

at least, was produced during the reign of Sultan Shacbän, the chances 

are that this Qur'an and the other two in group II were made between 

Shacbän's ascension and the date of endowment. 

Of the two other manuscripts, one bears a wanfiryah dated about a year 

later (Cairo Ms 7), the other has a partly obliterated inscription (Cairo Ms 54) 

mentioning Arghün Shäh al-Ashrafi. It is our belief that all three 

manuscripts despite the fact that different patrons commissioned each 

one, are from the same source. `Probably the same calligrapher is 

involved as well as a group of at least two, probably more, painters. 

It is also our belief that these three manuscripts are the culmination 

of a tradition in Quran production that goes back to the 1330's, and 

probably before, though the first example of this 'classic' style that 

we have come'ecrose is the Bastan Museum Qur'an of 1339. The third 

group of Qur'ans, on the other hand, which are in many ways even finer, 

represent something quite separate and must be considered as such. 

Chronlot! y. 

The exact order of production of the three manuscripts is hard to deter- 

mine. The date on the wagfiyvah indicates that Cairo Ms 6 was finished 

first. As Cairo Ms 7 is technically a little more advanced than the 
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Arghnn -3h-ah Qur'an it is probably the latest. The chronocg is not 

important and the chances are that two or perhaps all were being 

illuminated at the same time; that is, work on all of them over-lapped. 

This would be even more likely if two calligraphers were involved. It 

also means that we cannot be certain of the-exact time taken to illuminate 

the manuscripts. We should be wary of accepting the time between the 

dates of the two wagfiyyahs on Cairo Mss 6 and 7 since we have no idea 

when the text of No 6 was completed. 

The Freer Gallery page, to which we shall have occasion to refer is of 

a similar type to the above, somewhat simplified. However the published 

pages, purporting to be from this manuscript look as if they may date fron 

the very end of the century. 

Calligraphy. 

In view of the exceptionally high quality of script and illumination in 

these manuscripts it is surprising that none is signed by the calligrapher. 

All use a large black muhacgag, eleven lines to the page, with the text 

surrounded by a blue and gold border. The script of thh and ßs Krah 

is in gold outlined in black. The script of the final two surahs is alto 

presented in this manner in Ms 7 and 54 though not in No 6 where it is in 

black. The scripts of 7 and 54 are an almost classic muhaocag and 

virtually identical. In Ns 6 the height of the alif is somewhat less 

than that of the opening pages of the other two manuscripts. Furthermore, 

in the main body of the text we find dots used under certain letters like 

Pin though this practise -a common one in 2"amluko manuscripts - is not 

45.1 

followed in Mss 7 and 54. The chances are therefore that two calligraphern 
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rather than one were involved, though the differences between the scripts 

are not so great as to exclude the possibility of one man having produced 

all three. 

The method of beginning a Qur'an with gold script outlined in black 

tashcir is one that from now on we associate with Mamluke Qur'ans. 

Prior to this period, however, there are only two known examples: the 
27 

Cairo Ms of 1356 and Ms VII, 9 in the Keir Collection, which is dated 

much earlier, 1330. Moreover, the large muhaggpq-tali scripts used for 

the body of the text in these manuscripts, and Cairo Ms 8 is quite rare 

before the 1350'x. Pages are outlined in the main text by a blue and 

gold line, a practise common enough among Ilkhanid and later Iranian 

manuscripts but rare in Mamluke ones. Only the Bantan Museum ms and 

TIEM 434, circa 1330, use it. Examination shows that these borders 

were painted after the text had been completed, but before other decor- 

ation was added. 

Illumination: a) Surah heading, 

These are rectangular in all cases with the rectangles divided up into 

compartments which are always interlocking and consist of regular or 

irregular geometric shapes. The artists have shown enormous ingenuity 

in producing different patterns. They bear the titles and verse-counts 

in white thulth (very occasionally, kufic). The design of these headings 

is paralleled in the panels at the tops and bottoms of the illuminated 

pages at the beginning and end of each Qur'an. Strapwork is sparingly 

used, preference being given to plain gold bands which surround both 

the rectangle and the interlocking interiors. Decoration of the headings 

always takes the form of gold palmettes, arabesques and chinoiserie 

46.1 
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touched with blue or green over a red ground though a vivid turquoise 

is also introduced. The script is on a blue ground and over gold 

arabesques. These are some of the earliest examples of this colour 

scheme which was to become typical. The rather bizarre shapes of the 

headings however are found in other manuscripts notably Topkapi Ms 138-M5 
3 

dated 1341 and TIEM 434. This method of surah-heading division is 

quite different from the earlier Cairo Ms 8, "1356, and from the con- 

temporary work of Ibrahim al-Amidi. It also differs from those in 

Chester Beatty Ms K 39 where a much simpler and more archaic method 

appears. 

At the end of each heading is a circular medallion attached by thin 

blue lines and decorated with lotuses and chinoiserie. Khamsa is in 

gold Kufic over gold scrolls in a red circle surrounded by a gold border 

with red and gold dots. At the top is a pine-cone point reminiscent 

slightly of those in the Sandal manuscripts. The whole is surrounded 

by a blue line with stunted 'fingers' that occur first in the Bastan 

manuscript of 1339.9Ashara is a gold rosette in a gold border with 

a chinoiserie exterior and in a type not noted elsewhere. 

b) The Frontispieces. 

Frontispieces and, where they exist, the finispieces are the major' Mi ece- 

de resistance'in the work of any illuminator. These are no exception 

and are of outstanding magnificence: perhaps the. finest 

Mamluke work in the traditional manner. 

In overall appearance the frontispieces of the three Qur'ans are similar: 

a square geometric trellis with surrounding chinoiserie border, inscript- 

ions in cartouches above and below and a palmette/lotus border. 

45.2 

45.3 

45.4 

46.2 

47.1 
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The trellis designs. 

In each case the trellis originates in a central star-polygon, twelve- 

armed in the Freer and Cairo Ms 6 examples, sixteen-armed in the case 

of Ms 54 and 7. The design of both the first two is identical to that 

of Cairo Ms 8, which as we have seen can be traced back to Marsluke 

Qur'ans to 1313 and therefore is not evidence of the influence of the 

aljaytü Qur'an, though this pattern exists there too. The sixteen- 

armed polygons result in trellises which are not in fact the same. 

However both are 'closed' in the sense that the pattern - unlike the 

earlier 1313 one - does not 'expand' beyond the confines of the frame 

because no part repeats in the four corners. In this they follow the 

design on the opening illuminated pages of the Bastar manuscript of 

1339 where the corners are 'sealed' by'lotuses. If we look for parallels 

in the Öljaytü Qur'an, and indeed in all previous Iranian and Iraqi 

examples we find that the situation is as follows'. There is no exact 

pattern for the trellis design of Mss 7 and 54. The sixteen-armed 

polygon is itself rare, occurring only in the work of cAll bin Muhammad 
28' 

al-Husayni al- Alawl in the Mosul Qur'an of 1307-11 for Öljaytii, and 15.2 

therein a quite different composition to the ones used here. The only 

parallel that we have been able to find is in a twelve-armed polygon in 

the Hamadan Qur'an, Ajza'. 6,8,13,28 where the patterns involved 

are closed rather than expanding ones. In short, we really do not have in 

these manuscripts much evidence for the influence of the bljaytü Qur'an 

of 1313-14 in the design of the central trellis. 

c) The fillers. 

In Cairo Ms 6 these are close to those of Cairo Ms 8, i. e. large oval 45.5 
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palmettes in the polygon arms, whirling shamsahs in the octagbns and 

ordinary palmettes in the 4 half-hexagons. The earlier manuscript 

has lotus flowers in the areas between the hexagons whereas in Cairo 

Ms 6 employ palmettes, but apart from this the decoration is similar. 

The difference between the two is the introduction of colour ýn some 

areas. Whirling shamsahs and a similar oval palmette are used as 

fillers in the trellis of Cairo Ms 54, coloured in the same manner, but 

because the design is more elaborate it needs more fillers and thus some 

of these are new. At the point between each arm of the star-polygon 

is an eight-sided figure bearing an arabesque palmette in gold on brown, 

rather like some which appear in the 1313 Hamadan Qur'an bitt more 

elaborate. 

46.3 
II 

In Cairo Ms 7 the trellis is smaller than those of the previous 

Manuscripts because the surrounding border has been enlarged and here 

the fillers are virtually confined oval palmettes. 

d) The centre-pieces. 

In each case centre-pieces are different. Those of Mss 6 and 7 are 

made up of linked palmettes whose tendrils form a central star which is 

left white. In Ms 54 this idea has been taken further. The palmettes 

are replaced entirely by a knotted fret. This is not a new departure 

since the same method was used in the earlier Bastan Qur'an. We do see 

something similar in several of the Hamadan Qur'an illuminations, but 

the treatment is much freer and lacks the rigid precision of the Mamluke 

examples. 

At this point it is worth comparing the design of these Qur'ans of 

47.2 

earlier times. In manuscripts of the ShaCban period the star-polygon 
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and surrounding trellis is always in a square. Thir' gives the pages it 

very rigid and tightly-controlled appearance and this feeling is 

increased when the designs are 'closed' off at the corners. In the 

work of Sandal, Aydughdi and Ahmad al-Mutatabbib, among others, of the 

first forty years of the century, compositions based on polygons - 

whether or not they had arms - were often within rectangular rather than 

square borders. Indeed one of the most popular compositions was of 
29 

exactly this type. Where polygon-based compositions are put into a 

square frame, as happens sometimes in the work of Sandal they are never 

'closed' as are the later ones. In the earlier works the overall 

treatment and appearance is much looser and freer, with a strong tendency 

in the compositions of Sandal to consider the fillers as little virtuoso 

pieces in their own right, something that never happens in the manuscripts 

described above. 

a) The chirioiserie borders. 

Chinoiserie occurs in Mamluke decoration for the first time in the ki rsi 
30 

of Al-Näoir Muhammad dated 1327 and in Qur'ans in the Bastan manuscript 

of 1339. Chinoiserie means primarily naturalistically-drawn lotus 

flowers in conjunction With peony flowers and leaves. 

In the case of Cairo Ms 6 and 54 chinoiserie borders surround the central 45.6 

panel and in all three manuscripts we find that the penultimate outer 46.4 

border is made up of the same. Three types of lotus flowers occur in 

the manuscripts and these are painted, white, blue and white, green and 

green and white. Either the swollen seed pod is shown or the open 

blossom. These are the first examples of lotus blossoms coloured in 

this manner, on a large scale, that we know of. The Bantan Qur'an 
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employs only four at the corners of each half of the opening; frontiq- 

piece. In conjunction with these lotuses are three types of rosette 

which could be taken perhaps for open lotus blossoms shown from above 

but should be considered stylised peony flowers. Two types of peony 
31 

are shown in Chinese art, from where the Machluke examples ultimately 

derive. The ordinary peony (Paeonia albiflora) which has frilled 

petals and narrow straight leaves and the Moutan or Tree Peony (Paeonia 

suffruticosa) in which the leaves are larger, jagged, and three to a 
32 

stem. It is the later, the 'King of Flowers', which appears in Mamluke 

art, since although the flowers are stylised the leaves bear more 

resemblance to the second type than the former. The only other plant 

which appears is found Cairo Ms 6 where something resembling the 
33 

saggitarius, an aquatic three-pronged plant, appears to be represented. 

This is always depicted in Chinese art in association with the lotus, as 

here. 

f) The inscription panels. 

Inscription panels at the top and bottom of each page resemble those of 

the surah headings though with the exception of those on Cairo Ms 54 are 

nowhere as complex. They comprise two or three lobed cartoucheg on a 

single multi-lobed cartouche. All of the types occur among the surah 

headings. 

The cartouches bear an unusual and distinctive form of kufic. Al. though 47.1 

certain individual pecularities can be detected between the script of 45.4 

Ms 54 and that of 6 and 7, there are a number of features common to all: 46.2 

1. The serrating of the edges and ends of letters to make them look like 

human hands and feet. 

2. The 1enpthening and swelling out of the letters ra' 9 waw, nun and all 

others with semi-circular Qtrokes below the line. 
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3. The use of an additional extension stroke on the kaf whidh bends 

back towards the left and often swells at the end. 

4. The tendency to make the final nun, sin, etc., curl up into a 

tendril. 

There are few Mamluke forms which are as Baroque and idiosyncratic as 

these examples, though all of the kufic scripts in the manuscripts 

examined have their individualistic features: it was one of the areas 

Where artists felt free to introduce their persotal contributions. 

Nothing as elaborate as this appears in later Bahri Mamluke work and 

that of Ibrahim al-Amidi appears quite 'classic' by comparison. 

The kufic inscriptions in all three Qur'ans is the same: A1-Shuara' c 

192-7. This is a fairly familiar piece with illuminators, but by no 

means common in the fourteenth century, where as always the most popular 

verses were Al-Wa icah 77-8. It is interesting to recall, first, that 

in the work of the first identifiable group of Mamluke illuminators 

Sandal and his associates, they used verses on the opening illuminated 
34 

pages of the Qur'an of Baybars al-Jäshankir, that were not the typical 

ones and secondly that when they did utilise one particular verse, as 

several manuscripts demonstrate, this was also not a particularly common 

one: Fu ssilat 41-2. Thus in a group of unquestionably related manu- 

scripts we find a situation parallel to the one we have in the Shaob; n 

Qur'ans and may deduce from this certain a. Yahs had an especial sig- 

nificance in certain groups or studios, whether simply as 'trademarks' 

or for more complex reasons is impossible to say. 

In this context we should point out that the Freer Gallery papp which 

we have considered as being related to this group appears to contradict 

the above situation as it bears a quite different series of verses. 
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i 
However the Freer pages ar4 not from the beginning of the manuscript 

and therefore our remarks do not apply. 

Cairo rls, 7 has an additional tank of inscriptions in place of the 47.1 

central chinoiserie border; It is contained in eight oval cartouches 

alternating with large peonies. The cartoucries contain Fatir 29-30 on 

the righthand page and 31-2 on the left. These verses go in an anti- 

clockwise direction beginnng at; the bottom left, though it is not 

continued all the way around as those lines at the bottom would have to 

have been written upside down and for reasons esthetic, and probably 

religious, this was not do C. This idea should probably be considered 

something of an innovation since the number of N(amluke and Iranian 

Iraqi Qur ans which introdhce lengthy quotations such as Äyat a]-Kursl 

are extremely rare. We find one on the frontispiece of the TIEM Qur'an 

430 suppopedly by, Yahyä alufi, while another, perhaps Syrian in the 

Chester Beatty Library, M0455, incorporates the entire Surat a1-Nns. 

Apart from these we have cone across no qther example. 

g) Strapwork. 

On the opening pages of ally three manuscripts strapwork is of the 

simplified type in which krot: s alternate with squares and which was 

i 
introduced in the 1330's Ciro Ms 7 stands somewhat apart from the other 

two Qur'ans as ntrapwork i. not used on the opening page of illumination. 

Instead a chain of gold blossoms enlivened with green, on a gold ground, 

encircle the three main panels. The strapwork of Ms 54 consists of a 46.5 

knot with loop at each end, while that used in Ms 6 consists of three 

knots aide by side. However the knot and loop strapwork of Ms 54 does 

occur in the opening jriges of text in Ms 6 and around the surah headines 45.7 
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and is also found on the opening text pages of Ms 7 and on the Freer 

Gallery pages. The earliest example of this type interestirgly is 

found on Cairo Ms 8 of 1356. 

The fact that all three manuscripts make wide use of the same type of 

strapwork is of some importance. Although often magnificent 'virtuoso 

pieces of work were produced - in the Baybars Qur'an of 1304-5 for 

example - strapwork was a complicated, laborious, and time-consuming 

method. It was for this reason that the simplified strapwork with 

squares was presumably introduced. 

The method of producing strapwork designs consisted of making a series 

of dots and then joining them up with lines to give the effect of inter- 

lace. There were probably quick methods of doing this, taught by 

artists to their apprentices. Strapwork is one of the areas where one 

could expect to find a certain amount of standardisation in studios to 

enable the process of illumination to be carried out a little quicker. 

Such evidence that we have suggests that this may have been the case. 

Apart from the example of this group of manuscripts in the period of 

Shacb-an, there is another example in the work of Sandal, Aydughdi and 

Ahmad al-Mutatabbib covering a period 1304 to 1334 where a simple double 

knot is used for strapwork bands. These three are artists among whom 

certain links can be shown to have existed. 

h) Edpinp. 

Edging is mostly of the conventional type that we come upon for the first 

time in the ex-Sotheby pages of 1307 consisting of a pattern made up of 

broken lines. In Cairo Mss 6 and 7 however we come upon quite a 

different type far less frequently used. It is white in colour and 
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comprises double overlapping links, like simple strapwork. 'Its first 45.5 

recorded appearance is in Cairo Ms 8 of 1356. As far as our researches 

can tell it appears to be a characteristic of'these manuscripts as no 

later examples have so far appeared. The only other border is a plain 

gold one. 

i) Borders. 

The border of Cairo Ms 6 is made up of a double palmette, lower preen, 45.6 

upper red. These alternate with a white lotus bud. A similar idea 

was used in the earlier 1356 Qur'an, but in the case of the later manu- 

script the double palmette is upside down - that is pointing in the 

opposite direction to the lotus bud. The smaller palmette with its 

leaves folded inwards and red interior occurs in the border of the Freer 

pages and in border of the opening pages of text of Cairo Ms 54. But 

the borders of the latter manuscript on the opening illuminated ones, 

and those of Cairo Ms 7 are very different. In each the outstanding 47.1 

features are white lotus buds alternating with confronted tri-lobed 

leaves or blossoms that we first notice in Ilkhanid work. The lotus 

buds are at the centre of ogival shapes which in the case of Ms 54 are 46.6 

formed by the extended lines of palmettes, and in the case of Ms 7 by 

white shield-shapes painted around the lotus and actually detached from 

the palmettes. 

J)* The marginal medallions. 

In the circular medallions there is much less room for maneouvre and 

all three examples follow the same pattern: gold arabesques around a 

lotus bud. Those medallions in Cairo Na 7 are perhaps the most 47.3 

adventurous, with parts of the arabesque scroll-work picked out in red. 
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k) Decoration on other papeS. 

The layout of the opening and closing pages of text further emphasises 

the links between the three manuscripts. The inscription panels in 

all cases consist of two types: a tri-lobed central cartouche flanked 

46.7 
by quatrefoils (opening pages of Ms 54 and 7) ;a lobed central cartouche 47.4 

46.8 
with flanking polygons (closing pages of Mss 6 and 54 and opening pages 

of 6). Most decorative features Pmployed are also used on the opening 

illuminated ones and therefore n eed little comment. 'he following 

are worthy of comment. The outer borders are very narrow in relation to 

tho- > cri the opening pages and their decoration always consits of single 

conventional palmettes, never the elaborate arabesque type alternating 

with trj.. -lobed buds (Mas 7,54 and 6) or'lotu blossoms (Ms 6) or lotus 

buds (Ms 54). This method was followed in Mamluke Qur'ans from the 

1340's, but much earlier in Iranian and Iraqi manuscripts. However it 

is not the method followed by Ibrahim al-Lnidi in his two finest works. 

Blue finial spikes both here and on the opening illuminated pages are 

one area where artists tended to follow the same formula over and over 

again. In Mss 7 and 54 the identical method is used around the Fätihah 

and Bagnrah pages. 

Summary. 

After looking at all manuscripts in this group we can Hammarine our 

findings as follows; 

1. The details of illumination in the three main Qur'ans under dis- 

cussion indicate that although they are not the work of a single 

individual, they are the work of a team of artists - painters and 
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calligraphers - almost certainly working together. Quite likely some 

of the manuscripts -7 and 54 - were being worked on at the same time. 

The location of the atelier was Cairo, (where is unknown. ) and the members 

were able to undertake commissions for people other than the sultan and 

his mother. I 

2. Two calligraphers were probably involved, one producing Ms 6 and 

the other Mss 7 and 54. 

3. There are enough links between Ms 8 and some of the later manuscripts 

to make us believe that one of the artists may have been the painter of 

the 1356 Qur'an. This would account for a certain continuity of style. 

It may also partly explain how that manuscript came into the hands of 

Sultan Shacban. 

4. In much the same way as the building of the khäng h of Baybars 

al-Jäshankir in 1305 seems to have brought into existence a team of 

craftsmen to produce a superb work of art in the British Library Baybars 

Qur'an, so too the activities of Shacbän in the 1360's did the same. 

This is one of the largest single groups of Mamluke Qur'ans produced for 

one patron in one place that we know of. 

5. This was not a flowering of creative talent that occurred 'out of 

the blue'. There is very little in these Qur'ans that is new. Almost all 

features can be found in rarlier Mamluke work. Contrary to what is 

usually said about these m, nuscripts, the influence of earlier I]khanid 

Qur'ans is not very great. What is now about these manuscripts in the 

superb quality, size and marnificence. Though even these features are 

to some extent foreseen in the 1319 Bastan Qur'an. However it is 

apparent that no expense was spared by the patrons on obtaininp, the 

finest manuscripts ever made. 



Chapter 'Seven : The Shaobän Qur'ans, Group III. The work of Ibrahim 

a1-Amidi. 
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The third group of manuscripts i: by far the most interesting. Apart 

from Me fact that the illumination is quite inovatory by comparl. -. on 

with whr, t has gores before in Egypt, and quite clearly belongo, to an 

entirely different tradition of paintii , the name of the illuminator 

is given, making him the only Qur4an illuminator whose name we know After 

the last recorded work of Aydughdi bin CAbdallah in 1320, with the 

probable exception of Ahmad al-fatatabbib who, as we have postulated, 

was also most probably an illuminator as well as a scribe. 

The two Qur'an-9 in the National Library, Cairo Nos 9 and 10 are both 

the work of the same illuminator, Ibrähim al-Amidi.. This can be proven, 

as we shall show, on stylistic grounds. It was first pointed oit by 

Martin Lings, though to my knowledge, not in print. It is our conten- 

tion that Ibrahim was the artist of a series of manuscripts, several of 

which have not been regarded as being by him before. As this portion 

of our argument is perhaps the most controversial part of this study it 

is important initially to examine the one manuscript which was actually 

signed by him. Only careful stylistic analysis of this Qur'an, Cairo 

No. 10 can provide the evidence for our contention. 

I. National Library, CRiro, Ms. 10. 

Cairo M., 10 which has been exhibited recently outside of F; gypt on two 

occasions was completed by the calligrapher on the 15 Vuharram 774 - as 

we can see from i. he colophon -a particularly imposing one - which occurs 

directly opposite to Surat nl-Nns: 

I 
This Noble Qurcan (mukürram) was completed by on the 15th of Nuhfºrrnm 

77412th July 1372 at the hand? of the poorest of God's creatures ard 
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most in need of forgiveness, CAli bin Muhammad al-Muktib al-Ashrafi, 

thanking God for his blessing and purity and praying for the Prophet and 

his Companions, (Fig. 27). 

This copyist ie not known elsewhere, though a superb practitionAr of 

the art of calligraphy. Eis name 'al-muktib', (which is sometimes 
2 

written 'al-mukattib) can be interpreted as the ', teacher of writing', 

while the appelation al-ashrafi means a mamluke or servant of the sultan 

A1-Aehraf Shacb-an. 

Although this fine manuscript has been known since being described and 
3 

reproduced by Bourgoin at the end of the last century it was not until 

the Qur'an Exhibition in London, 1976, that its importance became 

apparent. The text conaL'ts of 217 pages of exquisite black muhagnag 

with rather unusual placing of the diacriticals, thirteen lines to the 

page (72.8 x 52). The flat±ening of the curvilnear strokes is very 

pronounced, being bent almost at a right-angle. Another characteristic 

is the separation of the extension stroke of the kRfand the addition of 

a tiny kufic letter kaf. A green dot, as in Maghribi manuscripts, 

appears over hamzat al-wasl. Letters added for reading purposes are in 

red ai. a blue. 

Inscriptions. 

On the opening page we find a magnificent wagfiwah written in rtg in 

a pink multi-lobed medallion on a ground covered with arabesques and 

cicada-shapes. The text reads as follows: 

Our lord, the highest abode, the sultan, the possessor, the royal Al- 

Ashraf Abu 1-Muzaffar Shaoban bin Eiusayn son of the martyr, the late, 

our lord the sultan the royal Al-Nasir Muhammad son of our lord the 

48.1 
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royal A1-Mansur Qaläun al-Salihi, may God reward them both with His 

mercy, has endowed all this Noble Qur'an as a legal true endowment to 

find favour with his Lord and has declared that its location and place 

of reading should be in the Ashrafiyyah Khangäh-Madrasah-Mosque, known 

as the foundation of the noble abode, opposite to the Mansnrah Citadel 

in Cairo. He declared that he will be responsible for it all the days 

of his life, then after him it will be entrusted to the person responsible 

for the affairs of the Khsnqäh. M arrant 778/May-June 1376, (Fig. 28). 

The manuscript was thus endowed to the Ashrafiyyah foundation, an 

account of which has already been given. The terms of endowment are 

more usual for Qur'ans of this type than the terms of manuscripts endowed 

to the Umm al-Sultän Madrasah, making, no mention of conditions under 

which Qur'ans may be removed. 

The wagfiyyah is dated some four years later than the completion of the 

text. This may seem an excessively long period but we should bear in 

mind that the former date refers only to the completion of the text and 

the illumination must have taken considerably longer. The wagfiyvah is 

clearly the work of the illuminator since it is identical in script 

decoration to the illuminator's colophon on the final folio to which we 

may now turn. It is rare to find a colophon so prominently displayed 

in Mainluke Qur'ans where, unlike Iran, illuminators were usually 

anonymous. The text of the colophon takes the form of a list of purely 

fanciful facts and figures regarding the text of the Qur'an: 

_4 The number of a aha in the Endearing Book is 6,6,66 of which 1000 are 

commands, 1000 denials, 1000 promisee, 1000 narratives and 1000 proverbs; 

500 tell what is permitted and what is forbidden, 100 are prayers and 
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supplications and 60 are abrogating and abrogated. The Prophet said: 

whoever honours a learned man, it is as if he honours seventy Prophets. 

The illumination of this Noble Qur'an was completed at the hands of 

God's weakest slave, Ibrahim al-Amidi, May God forgive him etc. (Fig. 29) 

It is our belief, and we shall show, that several other Qur'ans are 

illuminated by this artist. Among these is Cairo National Library Ms 15 

which was completed in 776/1374 by order of one of Shacbän's emirs, 

Sirghitmish. Work on this would have accounted for part of the time 

between 1372 and 1378. We must assume that work on other commissions 

prevented the completion of Cairo Ms No. -10 until 1378, though admittedly 

it seems odd that the Sultan's manuscript did not have priority. 

However relations between Sirghitmish and the Sultan were particularly 

5 
close. 

The text pages. 

Each page is surrounded by a border identical in appearance to the borders 

found in the Chester Beatty Qur'an K 39 of 1365 which consists of an 

elongated 'S' shape with loop at each end. The strap or ribbon-work is 

unpainted but the loops are red. There is no evidence of this type of 

work in any significant quantity before the Sha0ban period and we may 

Consider it a part of the illuminator's repertoire only from this time. 

Surah headings for the most part have large vertical panels at each end 

and these give the numbers of the ayahs and the number of letters in each 

42.1 

surah. To arrange this there must have been agreement between calligrapher 

and illuminator so that the final words of each surah would be copied 

leaving a space at the sides. The titles are always in simple white 

ksfic over gold arabesque fragments on orange/red, occasionaly dark-blue 
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grounds. Surrounding borders are plain or gold'strapwork after the 

fashion of the page border. Each surah heading has a fine polychrome 

medallion in the margin. The borders of these consist of brightly- 

coloured petals with interiors of a darker hue. The centre of each 

border is occupied by a blue hasp, often multi-lobed. This feature does 

not occur elsewhere. Marginal ornaments are rendered with exceptional 

vividness. Hizb, nisf-hizb and rubc-hizb marks are in white kufic in 

lobed cartouches often comprising interlocking circles, with bright 

petalled borders. This marginalia sometimes has the curling bent petals 
6 

that we find in earlier Ilkhanid work, or borders of linked palmettes 

like those in the work of Yahya al-Süfi's illuminator colleague and other 

Shiraz illuminators of the 1340'x. The highly colourful appearance 

however, reminds one instantly of the work of Muhammad bin Aybak, the 

great Baghdadi master. 

The opening pages of illumination. 

The examination of the text pages which we have just undertaken indicates 

that we seem to be dealing with an artist of some originality and one 

who was familiar with other traditions, somewhat different from the 

painters of the Group II Qur'ans. All of these feelings are re-inforced 

when we come to examine the opening pages of illumination. 

a. ) The trellis. 

The trellis is composed of decagons each of which encloses a pentagon. 

This is in itself unusual as the deployment of irregular geometric figures 

(i. e. pentagons) virtually precludes the possibility of unity of design 

which we would normally expect in Islamic pattern. Furthermore in 

trellis designs the usual method of construction is such that the interior 

is always linked physically to the outer frame. Here, many elements are 

48.2 

48.3 

48.4 

independent and 'free-standing'. 
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The pentagons which are at the centres of the decagons on bbth 

pages are not aligned according to any definable or discernable 

system, neither in the total double page composition, nor its 

constituent parts. The äses differ so that on the right hand page 

the axis of the central. and lower left pentaggn. is not the safe as the 

remainder and on the opposite page the lower right pentagon is out of 

axial alignment with the other four. - Examination of the compositional. 

structure will give numerous other examples of distortion and alteration. 

The result is that although the two pages have the superficial appearance 

of a piece of Islamic 'infinite' pattern it is the, exact opposite - yet 

cleverly 'disguised'. One of the basic, *tenets of Islamic pattern is 

the idea that it mirrors somehow a greater whole: that it is only a 

section of an infinite pattern and can be extended accordingly. Numerous 

metaphysical ideas are believed to be - and undoubtedly are - involved in 

this form of pattern, whether consciously applied or not. The pattern 

of Cairo Ms 10 is not a pattern but a 
. 
composition inspired by Islamic 

geometry, to which only the artist holds the key, - if ipdeed there is 

one. 

In the work of earlier Mamluke Qur'an illuminators, notably Sandal 
7 

and Aydughdi, we do find areas of their compositions in which the overall 

regularity of the pattern is broken, but this usually involves only the 

position of fillers, not the underlying structure as here. A much more 
8 

radical development occurs in the work of Ibn Mubädir where we came 

across designs, that, although regular, seem to embody Something of the, 

concept of 'individuality' displayed in the work of Ibrähim al-Xmidi. 

Once again there seem to be parallels in the work of Ilkhanid 

illuminators. 
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In fact, as a detailed examination of all known earlier Mailuke 

frontispiece shows the geometric design of the Al-Ämidi frontispiece 

is quite unlike anything produced by Mamluke artists. On the basis 

of our survey of Fourteenth century manuscript illumination we can see 

that the design falls broadly into the category of repeat blojk-pattern 

(though as we have pointed out, it is not actually. a pattern as such). 

The repeat block pattern is not a part of the Mainluke artists repertoire, 

but is found extensively in the work of Iranian and Iraqi illuminators. 

In Egypt there are only one or two examples: one in a late thirteenth 
9 

century Bible and others in the work of Ibn Mub_ adir at the beginning of 

the fourteenth century. The latter we have'suggepted was almost certainly 

trained in Baghdad, or was the pupil of such a person, 

Examination of Iranian examples from earlier and contemporary Qur'ans 

does not produce any pattern similar to that of the frontispiece of 

Cairo Ms No. 10 because this is unique, but it is possible to find 

examples of manuscript illumination in. which the same principles 

appear to be involved. For example, in the frontispiece of Juz' 18 

in the Hamadan Qur'an of 1313-14 the diverging axial element occurs in 

the fan-tail ended shapes which are aligned according to no conceivable 18.10 

plan. Similarly in the opening illuminated pages of Juz' 16 in the same 18.16 

manuscript the design consists of free-moving circles which overlap but 

are not directly linked to the frame, somewhat after the fashion of the 

1372 Al-Amidi composition, though the latter is infinitely more complex. 

There is, however, no reason to think of any direct links existing between 

the Hamadan manuscript and the later one. Everything about the Hamadan 

manuscript in terms of colour and design is radically different to the 

1372 Qur'an. 
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b. ) Colour and colour-reversal. 

The colours of the artists palette in this opening compositiona re 

extensive: dark-blue, gold, black, white, chocolate, light-blue, green 

orange, red and pink. The palette of the Group II artists is much 

more restricted, perhaps even deliberately so. Nor do we fired in that 

group the deliberate juxaposition of vivid primary colours on a black 

ground to heighten their intensity even further. To find such parallels 

of this use of vivid colour in Qur'an illumination we must look outside 

of the Ylawluke realm to Iran, when in a Qur'an produced in Shiraz in the 
10 

mid-thirteen-seventies we find a very similar use of colour. We can 

__ 
11 

trace this back through the work of Muhammad bin Sayf al-Din al-Nagqash 

in Baghdad in the thirteen-thirties and forties to that of the great 

master-painter Muhammad bin Aybak in the early fourteenth, century at 

Baghdad. In short such colour schemes and their application in Qur'ann 

appear to be an Iranian/Iraqi phenomenon. 

Colour reversal is another practise more common to Eastern manuscripts 

as we can see in the portion of the Qur'an copied in Mosul for Oljaytu 

12 
and now in the British Library. Colour change from one half of the 

double-page composition to the other is quite systematic. On the right- 

hand folio the blue hexagons are outlined in red, while on the opposite 

page it is the red hexagons that are outlined in blue. In the Group II 

Mamluke Qur'ans on the other hand, although colour change occurs, this ki 

only in a very limited form - in the frontispiece of Cairo Ms 54 for 
13 

example - and is not systemised. In fact it is more likely to be due to 

the lack of availability of a colour than to any esthetic principle. In 

the Al-Amid composition we find the red, blue and pink of the decorativw. 
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floral details quite systematically reversed from one page to the 

14 
other. 

c. ) Stranwork. 

This is confined to a single band with alternating gold and blue 

squares. The intervening strapwork is made up of overlapping 'S' 

shapes. Running along all the gold interlace is a white line. This 

feature we see in the work of Ibn Mubadir, but apart from a single 

contemporary Mamluke manuscript in the Chester Beatty Library (Ms 1624 

Magic Scroll), there is no other example of this technique. 

d. ) The Border. 

Even by comparison with contemporary Mamluke Qur'ans, the border is 

exceptional in its richness. The outer row of alternating palmettes 

being repeated, mirror-like in reverse beneath. The two halves are 

linked by fleurs-de-lis bearing what looks like the old 'tear-drop' 

motif. This has the effect of making the borders run both vertically 

and horizontally. As the border is coloured in the same fashion as 

the centre portion, the overall effect is one of barbaric splendour. 

The border is a quite original conception; no other-manuscript examined 

in the course of this survey has anything comparable. There are no 

marginal medallions: this would have made the composition top-heavy 

and in case there would not have been room. 

The opening pages of text, 

48.5 

The opening pages bear the text of A1-Fatihah alone in superb black 48.6 

muhaaaag tali outlined in gold, three lines to the page. The script is 

much larger than that in the body of the text, and alit here is 

approximately twice as big as that on the normal page. In the Croup II 

manuscripts there is a difference in size between the opening text and 
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the remainder, but not to this quite dramatic extent. Moreover, this 

appears to be one of the earliest examples of the opening chapter alone 

occupying the two pages. The text is written on a wave-diaper ground 

with a treble-dot motif at the centre of each wave. This pattern of 

Chinese origin came to Egypt via Ilkhanid Iran. While it is, common in 

Iran, one of the earliest examples in the fourteenth century being that 

in Ms 723 in the TIEM which was copied in Baghdad in 1310, it took a 

long time to appear in Mainluke Qur'ans. Its first recorded appearance 

is in the manuscript signed by Mubarak-Shah al-Suyüfi in Cairo in 134415 

The next recorded example is the work of Al Ämidl some thirty years 

later. The same is true of the cicada-shapes and composite blossoms 
16 

with which this page is liberally sprinkled. 

The exotic Chinese cloud-scrolls which are so prominent on these pages 

exist in no previous Mainluke Qur'ans, though they do occur in at least 

17 
one later example: the final page of the manuscript divided between 

the Chester Beatty Library and the John Rylands Library, Manchester. 

The exact route by which these scrolls came into Mainluke illumination is 

unknown. They do not occur in any extant Iranian or Iraqi Qur'ans of 

the fourteenth century and the cloud scroll, probably because of its 

extreme irregularity is not found in other Mamluke media such as metal- 

work, though we might have expected to find it on glass. 

Above and below are rectangular panels with simple lobed cartouches 

in their centres which bear white kufic inscriptions, Around the 

cartouche is a floral scroll of red and gold flowers on a black ground 
18 

surrounded by bright turquoise foliage. Turquoise, as Atil points out, 

is a new colour in Mamluke Qur'an illumination. The central cartouche 

is linked in each case to square end panels by a circle containing a 
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distinctive square-ended interlace knot. The eight end panels repeat 

the pentagon-in-a-decagon motif of the opening illuminated pages. On 

the right-hand page the pentagons are aligned to balance one another. 

On the opposite page the same alignment is used for all, except the top 

left-hand one which inexplicably has its axis altered so that, the system 

is broken. The geometric designs are composed of blank bands almost 

throughout, except for one small area, not more, tkjan a few inches in 

length on the lower left of the Al-Bag ah page. In view of what we 

shall have to say later about the career of Ibrahim al-Aaidi, this detail 

is of the utmost significance and needs some explanation here. 

One of the most familiar borders in fourteenth century Qur'an 

illumination, Mamluke or Eastern consists of a narrow white or unpainted 

bank with short broken parallel lines with intervening dot or dash at 

right angles to the other strokes. We find it first in the 1302-6 Ms of 

Ibn al-Suhrawardi from Baghdad. In Mamluke work it makes its earliest 

appearance in the ex-Sotheby page copied by Muhammad bin cAbdalläh 

al-Khazraji. This type of border is absent from the work of Sandal 

and appears nowhere in the Baybars Qur'an. But it did become extremely 

popular from 1307 onwards. It is not the only method of producing a 

simple decorated border. Among the ether methods is the one that we 

see here which occurs on a very limited scale. It consists of broken 

lines forming a 'tooth' pattern. There are only three other examples of 

this among all the Qur'ans examined in this survey: 

1. TIEM, Ma 723, dated 1310, Baghdad, signed by Sulayman b, Muhammad 

al-Jaylänl. 
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2. Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore Ms 559, dated 1323, signed by 

Mubarak-Shah b. Qutb. 

3. Chester Beatty Library Ms 1465. 

We shall have more to say later concerning these manuscripts. At this 

point we merely wish to draw attention to the fact of the motif's 

existence in the work of A1-Amidi. 

a. ) Script. 

The Ku. fic script in the upper and lower panels conforms much more 

closely to the 'classic' type, though as in all examples of decorative 

Kufic it has its individual peculiarities. Among these the most 

distinctive is the addition of pieces of pseudo-Kufic at the beginnings 

of lines and above them. This is not a Mamluke characteristic, but 

does occur in several Iranian Qur'ans, e. g.: Bayazit Library, Istanbul, 
19 

Ms 8056, dated 1337; Chester Beatty Library Ms 1470, dated 1338, TIEM 

Ms 430 dated 1339. 

b. )' Strapwork and borders. 

Strapwork is virtually the same as that which occurs on the opening pages. 

Around this however, on either side, are borders of the type we find in 

Group I Qur'ans of the thirteen sixties, i. e. the elongated 'S! shape 

with intervening loop. The history of this motif is interesting, 

because what we see here seems to be the final development in a long 

process. 
20 

One of the first examples is found in Chester Beatty Ms 1439 which 

probably came:. from Shiraz in the early thirteenth century. It consists, 

in this manuscript, of an elongated IS' shape joined by a hook. Later in 
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the early fourteenth century the 'S' shape occurs in simple repeat as 

we can see in the great Qur'an made in Baghdad between 1307 and 1310 by 

an anonymous calligrapher and illuminated by Ibn Äybak. The design 

occurs at precisely the same time in Mamluke work when we find it in 

the ex-Sotheby page of 1307. It then disappears from Mamluke Qur'ans 

until the thirteen thirties (See TIEM Ms 434). The next development 

is its re-appearance in the 1365 Chester Beatty Qur'an endowed by Khxand. 

Barakah, now with the intervening loop and it is'in this form that we 

find it in the work of Al-Amidi. Whether the fact that both of these 

two latter manuscripts were endowed to the same madrasah at the same 

time is of any significance is a matter that we shall be looking at 

shortly. 

c. ) The outer border. 

This is of a fairly traditional type and what is most noticeable is the 

employment of vivid colour schemes in combination with black and white. 

Yet again al-Ämidi shows his fondness for contrasting rather than 

complimentary colours - red and blue, purple and green etc. 

The final pages. 

The text of the final pages is in pronounced muhaggag with three dots 

above the long alif. Around the text in a grisaille technique are 

cicada shapes and composite blossoms together with cloud scrolls. All 

this is over a cross-hatched ground with red dots. The decoration of 

the ground is not found in previous Mamluke work, with the interesting 

exception of the Chester Beatty/British Library thirty-part Qur'an. But 

it is found at a much earlier time in the 1307-10 Baghdad Qur'an and the 

TIEM Qur'an dated 1320, perhaps from the same city. 

48.8 
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There are a number of additional decorative features in these pages 

on which it would be best to concentrate. The border comprises 

alternating palmettes and composite blossoms within a classic white 

Chinese 'jui' pattern. Although this is rare in Mamluke Qur'an 

illumination there is an almost exactly similar method on one$of the 
21 

glass lamps commissioned by Sultan Hasan for his mosque (circa 1363). 

The composite blossoms which occur several tiles on these pages use a 

curious bent-petal device, 
icommon 

to Chinese and Iranian art, but little 

found in Mamluke work befo 
ie 

this time. It occurs in a rather debased 

form in two of Sandals compositions, but on a very minor scale. The 

real home of this device wash Iran where we can find numerous examples. 

The ground of the colophon page differs from that of Surat al-Näs 48.7 

in so far as arabesque fragments replace the cicadas and blossoms. 

This type goes directly back to Baghdad where it is found in the work of 

Ibn Aybak, as well as occurring in the thirty-part Qur'an copied by 

Mubarak-Shah bin CAbdslläh 1endowed by the emir Sirghitmish al-Näsiri 

to his madrasah in 1356. This manuscript has a further connection 

with the work of A1-Amidi. 

iý 
In the margin of each of the final pages is 

a fine medallion, composed in a most distinctive fashion from multiple 
i 

petals in two shades of blue with white highlights around a central 

circle. This is found in ý. n identical form in the Sirghitmish manu- 

script and in the work of Mphammadh bin Sayf al-Din al-Nagqash, who 

almost certainly worked in $aghdad. 

A reconstruction of the career of Ibrahim al-Amidi. 

Ibrahim a1-Imidi is undoubtedly the most original and interesting 

illuminator of the Sha0ban period, although he stands somewhat apart 
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from the mainstream of Qur'an illuminators. What is proposed at this 

stage is a reconstruction of the career of this man on the basis of 

his known works; those which we believe can be attributed to him on 

stylistic grounds, and on the basis of earlier and contemporary 

Mamluke and Iranian/Iraqi work. $ 

What do we actually know about him? We know for a fact that he 

worked in Cairo for a number of years prior to the year 1376 when he 

completed illuminating the Qur'an commissioned by Shacban for his 

kshrafjyyah. Madrasab. Although his style of illumination contains many 

new and almost unique features, to have been commissioned by the sultan 

must have meant that he was considered a top-ranking painter. This 

presumes that he had been in Cairo long enough for his work to have 

become known. As we intend to show he was there prior to 1369. 

The second fact we have about him is his name. This being so short - 

merely his given name and n sb , strongly suggests that this is how he 

was known to his contemporaries, i. e. Ibrähim 'of Amid', rather than 

Ibrähim the Painter', or Ibrähim 'son of Muhammad', which almost certainly 

would have happened if he had been a native of Cairo, or resident there 

for a long time. If we add to this the point that his style of painting 

is different from that of his Group II contemporaries we can come to the 

conclusion that this man came to Cairo from Amid after being trained as 

an illuminator elsewhere and after a relatively short period of time was 

thought highly enough of to be commissioned to work for the sultan and 

other Mamiuke emirs. 

It was by no means uncommon for people from Syria, Anatolia and Iran to 

be found living in Cairo at this time. Examination of the biographical 

dictionaries of Safadi, Ibn Hajar and Ibn Taghri-Birds revealn many 
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whose nisbahs and biographies prove them to have come from further 

afield. Artists and craftsmen are unfortunately rarely if ever found 

in the above works. However there is ample literary testimony to the 
22 

presence of Iranians involved in architectual decoration, for us to be 

confident that artists from further. East must have found workiin Cairo. 

We have had earlier occasion to refer to Qur'an No 324 dated 762, in 

the National Library, Cairo. This is copied by someone whose nisbah 

is given as 'al-nakhjawani', i. e. of Nakhchivan in north-western Iran. 

Thus it would not be surprising to find someone from Amid, much nearer 

than Nakhchivan, and within the Mainluke political 'orbit' working in 

Cairo for a Mamluke patron. 
23 

The city of Amid lay in the province of A1-Jazirah, on the upper 

reaches of the Tigris west of Lake Van. Amid was the capital of the . 

area known as Diyar Bakr and this latter name eventually came to be used 

to refer to Amid-and it is by that name that the city is known today. 
24 

Amid and the surrounding area were controlled by the Artukids in the 

twelfth century, descendants of a Turkoman officer in the Seljuk army. 

At the end of the twelfth century Saladin established Ayyubid authority 

in Diyar Bakr and from that time onwards the area was subject to the 

authority of one or other of the neighbouring powers. Only Mardin 

remained under the direct control of Artukid rulers and they managed to 

survive until the end of the fourteenth century. They appear to have 

acted as loyal servants of the Ilkhanids who controlled the area and 

regained control of Amid, Mayyafariqin and Khabur. After the demise 

of the Ilkhanids in the second quarter of the fourteenth century Artukids, 

Turtkmans, Mamlukes and the petty Ayyubid dynasty of Hisn Kayfa wrestled 

for control of Diyar Bakr. Eventually Diyar Bakr came under the control 
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25 
of the Aq Qoyunlu Turkomans who were given it as a reward for their sup- 

port by Timur. 

We are aware of no fourteenth century Qur'ans from Diyar Bakr, though 

these may exist so it is difficult to establish what traditions of 

manuscript illumination and calligraphy existed there; an avea which 

culturally speaking was something of a backwater. A scribe with talent 

as an illuminator would have tended to make his way to West, to one of 

the Anatolian beyliks or South to Iraq or Western Iran. This was 

probably in the 1350's or early 60's. 

Anatolia. 

We know little about manuscript production and illumination in Anatolia 

26 
in the mid-fourteenth century. It was a time of chaos and confusion 

as the beyliks were gradually taken over by the Ottomans. However in 

the Mevlana museum in Konya are a number of manuscripts dating from the 

period prior to 1350 which give us some idea of what illuminated Qur'ars 

would have looked like. There is also another dating from the time of 

Ibrahim al-Ämidi. 

During the course of my visit to the Mevlana I was able to examine 

among others, manuscripts dated 714/1314-15,727/ 1326-7 and 770/1368-9. 

In addition there is a Qur'an uz' which was sold in London some time 

ago and now in a private collection in New York, dated 1334 which may be 

of Anatolian origin. 
27 

These manuscripts are: a Qur'an written for a Qaramanid prince (? ) 

Khalil bin Mahmud bin Qaraman in the city of Konya in 1314-15 by Inmacil 

bin Yusuf and illuminated (dhahabahu wa rasa 
cahu) by Yacqub bin Ghazi 

al-Qunawi, 
(Ms 2); a Qur'an copied in 1326-7 by cIzz 

al-Din al-Khattät 
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al-Sära. vji (Ms 13); a copy of the Mesnevi (Ms 69), both the latter 

probably being copied in Konya. The single' was copied in 1334 by 
29 

one Husayn bin Hasan called 'Husäm al-Faqir al-Mawlawi'. It is known 

that the khalifah of Sultan Walad, head of the Mevlevi order, in Erzincan, 

was a certain Husayn Husam al-Din. As Sultan Walad was head'of the 

order from 1284 until 1312 it is quite probable that his khalifah 

should still have been around in 1334. Thus it ill possible that this 

Qur'an section comes from Erzincan or somewhere in eastern Anatolia. 

On the basis of these manuscripts, along with such earlier work as ha3 

survived, we can see that there was a thriving tradition of illuminatim 

and calligraphy in central Anatolia around Konya the Mevlevi metropolis. 

In this tradition, particularly if we go back to the end of the thir- 

teenth century, we can see some parallels with the work of Ibrähim 

al-Amidi. In the outstanding copy of the Mesnevi dated 678/ 1279-80 
30 

in the Mevlana Museum (Ms 51) we notice many of the characteristics of 

the Al-Amidi compositions: innovation, outstanding quality, unusual 

colours, a wide repertoire of motifs, certain similarities in composition. 

These features are not so marked in the later Anatolian work. However 

the 'S' - shape and loop strapwork that we have seen so prominently in 

the Amidi compositions does occur in the 1369 Mesnevi. To this we 

could add the fact that Anatolia was possessed of an extremely well- 

developed and highly imaginative tradition of architectural decoration 

to which al-Ämidi's work could be related. 

Iraq and Western Iran. 

The other area in which al-midi could have worked is Baghdad and 

western Iran which were controlled by the Jala'irids and Injuvids 
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followed by the Muzaffarids respectively. We have noted that the vivid 

colours and Chinese-inspired decorative detail was a characteristic of 

the great Baghdadi master Muhammad bin Aybak and that this is one of 

Ibrahim al-Amidi's strongest features. Unfortunately, we are not in a 

position to comment on the way in which the work of Ibn Aybak continued 

to influence later manuscript illuminators in the Baghdad area. All 

we can say is that some of the features of his style appear in a muted 

form, in the Qur'ans illuminated by Muhammad bin Sayf al-Din al-Nagqash. 

However, whilst in the Pars Museum in Shiraz I came across several aiza' 

from an unknown Qur'an which appears to be a direct successor to the 

tradition of Ibn Äybak. These, 1,12 and 13, bear an almost obliterated 49.1 
31 

wagfiyyah which does however give enough text to enable us to establish 

__ 
32 

_ that it was endowed by Turan-Shah, the wazir of Shah Shujac (1357--84), 

Muzaffarid ruler of Shiraz, to the Jamic al-AtIq in that city. This 

was in the year 777/ 1375-6. We cannot be certain that the manuscript 

dates from this time as the wagfivvah may have been written over an 

earlier one. But assuming that it is the original, and that the manu- 

script was illustrated in Shiraz then it is of great interest to us 

because parts of it are very close to the work of Al-Lmidi. This is 

c 
perhaps most noticeable in some of the khamsah and asharah signs where 49.2- 

the same vivid colour combinations appear together with the 'bent-petal' 

motif in compositions that have something of the Al-Lnidi extravagance 

about them. Floral arabesques have the same highly articulated detail 

along with the combination of black white and brighter primary colours. 

We also get the appearance of the border made up of 'S'-shape and loop; 49.4 

though here it is two not one loop as in the Cairo manuscript. 

To come to any absoiutely categorical conclusions about the possible 
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sources of Al-Amidi's style and training is difficult, given the slender 

means at our disposal. All we can say is that he was almost certainly 

trained outside of Cairo, probably in Iraq or Iran and perhaps with 

some Anatolian connections. 

s 

Other works illuminated by Ibrahim al-Amidi. 

There are two other Qur'ans which, on stylistic grounds, we can attribute 

to this artist. The first is Cairo National Library Ms 9 and the 

secondtMs 15 in the same place made for the Emir Sirghitmish. 

Full and detailed descriptions of these are not necessary, as all we 

wish to do is to establish Al-Xmidi's involvement. 

1. National Library. Cairo Ms. 9, 

This is an unusual two-volume copy, endowed by Sultan Shacbän to his 

mother's madrasah along with three other Qur'ans on 27 March 1369. It 

is unsigned and judging from the style of the calligraphy, which is a 50.1 

good muhaaaa4, not the work of 
cAli bin Muhammad al-Muktib. In the 

borders of many of the pages are variant readings of certain int. 

These are in a fine small hand, which looks superior to that of the main 

text, and may be the work of some one else. 

Each surah-heading is surrounded with a type of strap - or ribbonwork 50.2 

not identical to but clearly closely related to the 'S'-shape and loop 

variety. It consists of a long flat link of the same proportion as the 

'S' and a loop. This is in gold with the interior of the link being 

filled with blue, red, but most frequently with the bright turquoise that 

we find in Cairo Ms 10. Now the identical type is used to surround 

many of the ourah-headings in the same manuscript, and this is the first 

time we are aware of its use in a Mamluke Qur'an, 'though Ibn Mubadir 
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did employ occasionally a type with three loops. 

If we compare the white Kufic of the surah headings it is quite 

apparent that they are by the same artist, including all of the idiosyn- 

cracies mentioned in the analysis of the Kufic in Ms 10. In the case 
50.3 

of the marginal ornaments the resemblance is even closer. It Is difficult48.9 

to distinguish between the ornaments of the two manuscripts since in 

design, colours and details they are identical. 

Each of the two parts to the Qur'an has a magnificent frontispiece. 

Both are quite unalike as far as the design of the central 'trellis' is 

concerned. And there is no connection between these and the design of 

that in Ms 10. Both however do employ schemes that appear to be entirely 

original in the sense that they have not appeared previously in Mainluke 

manuscripts. 

Nisf I. 

The frontispiece of Nisf 1 is the beat known having been exhibited and 50.4 
' 33 

reproduced several times. It is fully described by Atil and there is 

little that needs. to be added to that. We find the same finesse of 

detail here as we do in Ms 10; the same intense articulation of the 

palmettes and other details; the same use of vivid primary colours 

together with black and white. In this double-page composition the 

principle of geometric regularity is adhered to throughout: there is no 

break-up of the 'trellis' into free-moving parts. However we should 

bear in mind that there is a gap of five or six years between the later 

Ms 10 and this one; time in which the artists ideas would have 

unquestionably developed. The principle of colour-change which we 

have noted in the work of Al-Xmidi is here present in a much stronger 



degree. It is applied to all areas of the composition, not Merely to 

the central panel but to each component part. It is subtly and care- 

fully done no that one is not conscious of the change from the right-hand 

side to the left. It i' only on detailed inspection that the observer 

becomes aware of the full extent of the changes. This is prgcisely the 

method applied in the frontispiece to Cairo Ms 9: not to colours but to 

geometry. There we have the feeling that each side is identical and it 

is only after examination that we realise that this is very far from 

being the case. 

The opening pages of Nisf 1 were closely followed later when Al-! mid! 

came to illuminate Ms 10. The outer border of the latter use the same 

overall pattern, with many identical details. Perhaps the most telling 

detail is the feature that we can almost regard as the artists 'trademark'. 

If we examine the smaller square panels at the ends of the rectangular 

ones bearing inscriptions we see the familiar pentagon-in-a-decagon motif. 

Yet again, exactly as in Ms 10, one of the pentagons is out of alignment: 

that on the bottom right of the second page is angled to the left instead 

of in the opposite direction so that the balance of the four pentagons 

is thrown 'out of key'. There are several other points that are worthy 

of mention most notably the introduction of a type of edging that we 

have not seen in Mamluke Qur'ar! s prior to this time. It consists of a 

blue link and dot which is exceptionally rare in the Near East. ! eually 

rare is the white edging decorated with alternating 'teeth' and wº",, - 

used all over this manuscript, but in only one minute spot in Mr{ '(,. "11, 

if almost deliberately supressed. 

Nief 2. 

50.5 

50.5 

This volume is hardly known at all. All that has been published so far 
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34 
are the black and white line drawings of some details of Bourgoiri. The 50.6 

central panel contains a piece of repeat block-pattern, formed by the 

interlocking segments of the 'trellis'. These knit together in such a 

way as to form three very distinct shapes: a circle with four lobes: a 

circle with fan-tails at the top and bottom with semi-circular 'bites' 

at the sides: an almond lozenge with lobes on either side. The overall 

impression is quite un-Mainluke. The interiors of these shapes are 

filled with flowers or palmettes on a blue or black ground. Beyond the 

surrounding border of strapwork is another wide border which is divided 

into segments with pointed ends. These segments are decorated with 

finely drawn and painted mini-compositions made up of large mauve or 

white blossoms flanked by green or white lotuses with accompanying flora, 

all on a black ground with white treble-dot motif. These panels are 

separated by twin triangles placed point to point divided into interlocking 

sections and decorated with a highlight that gives a distinct low-relief. 

Outside of this is another border comprising green bud-shapes side by 

side and overlapping on reddish brown ground. There is no precise 

Mamluke parallel in earlier Qur'ans. 

The final border is of a standard alternating palmetto type, enlivened 

with a bent-leaf motif in the centre of the most prominent palmette. 

At this point it may be better to pause briefly to comment on some of 

the features noted in the work of this painter. In the first place there 

can be little doubt that this manuscript is the work of Al-Amidi. 

Although it is not impossible that he was assisted by one or more persona, 

the similarities between the manuscript described above and Cairo Ms 10 

are such that they must be essentially the work of the same man. 

Having examined the frontispiece designs and compared them with all 

50.7 

50.8 
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known earlier work, Mamluke, Iranian/Iraqi, Anatolian, we are forced 

to the conclusion that there is no exact prototype, but among Anatolian 

and Iranian work there are compositions which follow similar principles 

whereas among Mainluke manuscripts there are not. 

If we examine the design of Nisf 1 in Cairo Ms 9, we can cep that 

what we have is a piece of repeat block-pattern composed of an eight- 

lobed medallion with intervening 'stars' made of composite blossoms. 

In the unpublished Juz' 21 in the TIEM (Ms 540) from the Qur'an copied 

in Mosul for 0ljaytü between 1306-11 there is a frontispiece which in 15.7 

clearly related. Precisely the came pattern is used, the only difference 

being that in the Mamluke version the axis has been altered from vertical 

to diagonal. Apart from this example there is the general fact that 

repeat block-pattern designs were used frequently by earlier fourteenth 

century Iranian and Iraqi artists whilst among Mainluke painters auch a 

method appears to have little popularity. 

In the case of Nisf 2 the basic principle is the overlapping of 

designs based on circles and segments of circles to create unusual and 

irregular shapes which are then worked up by the painter and form the 

pattern. This idea does not appear to have been much used after the 

first decade of the fourteenth century in Iraq and Iran, but there are 

some excellent examples in the Qur'an illuminated by Ibn Aybak in 14. b-i 

Baghdad after 1306 and endowed by 0ljaytü to his mausoleum in Sultan- 

iyyah. We find more examples in a Qur'an made in 1310, and now in 

Topkapi (Ms 503), though earlier Iranian manuscripts do not appear to 

employ this principle. Although it may be thought an invention of 

the Ilkhanid painters this does not appear so, since it is used by the 

illuminator of the 1279 Mernevi in Konya, Mukhlis bin CAbdtalläh 
al-flint . 
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There are a very limited number of possible Mamluke antecedents for 

this type of design, for example Ms VII, 10 in the Yeir Collection, 

though these cannot be compared to the Iraqi, Iranian and Anatolian 

compositions which are infinitely more elaborate. None of these however 

compare in complexity with the composition of Al-Amidi. We must con- 

elude that he was aware of the earlier designs, perhaps by having seen 

manuscripts in which they were employed, or we may speculate, having 

come across pattern books used by earlier painters in somewhere like 

Baghdad. 

The opening pages of text bearing the first yt of Surat Maryam are 50.9 

elaborately embellished with cicada shaper, and composite blossoms done 

a gri*aille technique as in Cairo Ms 10. The decoration of these pages 

follows that employed elsewhere by the artist. The border is a 50.10 

particularly fine example of his technique of exquisitely drawn palmettes 

and arabesques in bright primaries in combination with black and white. 

A feature that we find for the first time here occurs in the border 

surrounding the Kufic inscripticns. These are apparently peonies 

depicted from the side, and a motif which was very common in fifteenth 

century illumination. 

The final pages of text in this ? 4Ct bear Sürat al-Fslag and Al-NAs "4 

have panels above and below which are some of the most elaborate in the 50.11 

work Of Al-Amidi. Unlike all other examples these panels are conceived 

as a compositional unity instead of being divided into three separate 

component parts. The panels on this occasion are created by circular 

and oval areas being formed by interlocking and overlapping circlen and 

segments of circles. Of especial interest to us are the pear-shaped 50.12 

medallions at the end of each panel. The eliape itself is relatively 
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uºncoini on among Mainluke work of this date but what is of greater concern 

in tht border. This is a splendid and 'classic' example of a three- 

pointed leaf in an oval with -imilar one behind creating an overlapping 

effect. The only other dated example of this device is in Topkapki 

Ms Y365, which is signed by Mubarak-Shah al-Suyufi and dated Cairo, 

1344. Thus, Al-Ämidi was not only an outstanding painter but had an 

extremely wide repertoire of designs and motifs, quite a number of which 

appear not to have been used before. 

2. National Library, Cairo M. 15. 

This is a single volume Qur'an commissioned by the Emir Sirghitmish 

al-Ashrafi and copied by Muhamuuad al-Muktib al-Shihabi in Dhu'1-Qacdah 

776/April 1374. Partsaf this are reproduced in Moritz, 
3 including 

an 

enlarged detail. Careful stuOy of these reveal all the characteristics 

of Al-Amidi's style. The text is written over a ground of finely drawn 

arabesque scrolls enlivened with gold on a background of gold cross- 

hatchings. The only other instance of this is in Nief 1 of Cairo Ms 9. 

The kufic script in the upper and lower panels is identical to that in 

Mss 9 and 10. These panels are surrounded with ribbonwork of the 

S-shape and loop variety that we see so often in the painting of Al-Amidi, 

but elsewhere only rarely. These panels also contain the device of the 

peony shown in profile which we know only from the examples in Nisf 2 of 

Ms 9. The outer border would seem to be of the polychrome-with-black- 

and-white-type that we see in Mss 9 and 10, with, interestingly, a revival 

of the old 'tear-drop' motif of the early years of the century. The 

edge around the medallions at the ends of the janels closely follows 

that around the medallions in Nisf 2 of Ms qa and which, as we have 
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pointed out, is similar to that in the 1344 Qur'an in Topkapi. 

The m riuscript also falls within the period during which we know 

Al-Amidi to have been working in Cairo, circa 1368 to 1376. If ij to 

argued that as an artist in the middle of commissions for the sultan, 

it is unlikely that he would have accepted work from elsewhere, then we 

should note the following points. First of all we have the precedent 

of Group Tlwhere the artists involved also produced a Qur'an for the 

emir Arghun Shah. Secondly Sirghitmish - like Arghnn Shah - was an 

intimate of the sultan and it would have been quite natural for him to 

engage the same craftsman. 

At this point it is worth saying something about these two emirs, both 

of whom were patrons of Qur'ans during the reign of Shacbän. 

i) Arghnn Shäh al-Ashrafi. 

Ms 54 is perhaps the best known of all the Qur'ans of the Shacbän period. 

It has been reproduced in part several times and its style analysed and 

commented upon by Ettinghausen and several others. 
37 

One aspect of this 

manuscript which has led to much speculation is its apparent association 

with the name of a Mainluke emir, Arghnn Shah al-Ashrafi. The name of 

this man occurs in a rather odd half-oblitterated inscription at the 

front of the manuscript which reads as follows: 

.... Arghun Shah al-Mamliki al-Ashrafi, May Cod make him victorious and 

grant him his hopes and desires in the Two worlds (has endowed) all of 

this Holy Qur'an for all muslims, that they might benefit from it in 

reading, copying and other (ways)...., (Fig. 30) 

Despite the fact that the inscription mentions no institution it is 

46.9 

undoubtedly a wagfiyyah since the word 'wA aia' can be clearly seen at 
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the beginning of the inscription ever, though a determined effort har 

been made to erase it. Unless the name of the institution is contained 

in the erased lines (unlikely) then we must assume that the inscription 

is unfinished. 

Arghun Shah was a relatively common name, however the addit, ion of the 

word 'Al-Ashrafi' indicates that he was a mamluke of a sultan bearing 

the throne name Al-Ashraf. This can only be sultans Kujuk (1341-2) 

or Shacban. Although the authors of the Millenery Catalogue opt for 

Kujuk, on grounds that are by no means clear, Ettinghausen favours the 

latter suggesting that the Qur'an was made about 1370 for an emir who 
38 

lived circa 1368-88. According to Atilt most recent commentator on the 

manuscript, although it is tempting to assign the Koran to this Arghun 

Shah (emir of Kujuk) who died in 1349, the style of the frontispiece and 

the overall conception of the manuscript reveal a closer' connection with 

a group of later works commissioned by Shaabän. ' Ati1 is correct in not 

succumbing to the temptation since there is nothing that could lead us to 

ascribe the work to the time of Kujuk, while the manuscript is clearly 

part of the output of the Group II artists of Shacban whose work we have 

examined in detail. Furthermore despite Ettinghausen's rather non- 

committal date of 1368-88, and Atil's 'it seems more likely that the patio n 

c 
of this Koran was an unknown Arghün Shäh who served Sultan Sha b; n... ', 

the identification of Arghun Shah is not difficult. 

Both Ibn Taghri-Birdi in the Manhal al-Safi and Al-Safadi in his huge 

Wäfa at give the biography of an Arghün Shah al-Ashrafi who wan an emir 

c_ _ 
39 

of Sultan Sha ban and who died in 1376 according to Ibn Tathri-ilirdi: 

Arghun Shah bin Abdallah 
al-Ashrafi, the Emir Sayf al-Din, was one of 
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the commanders of a thousand (mutagaddim al-alf) in Egypt, at*the; time of 

his master's reign, Al-Ashraf Shacban bin Husayn. He was an intimate of 

his lord, to the extent that he undertook the Hajj with Al-Ashraf in the 

year 778/1376 when what will be related in his biographical entry occurred 

and he returned to Cairo. Arghun came back with him and the rather emirs 

who returned to Cairo. Then Al-Ashraf concealed himself and hid from 

his emirs, and Arghun did likewise until he was caught and put to death 

in the 788/1376 at Qubbat al-Nasr outside of Cairo, (Appendix 4i) 

There can be little doubt that it was this Arghün Shah for whom the 

Qur'an was written. The only mystery is the institution for which it 

was intended, since there are no records of this emir building a mosque tr 

mad r ersah to which it could have been endowed. 

ii) Sirhitmish al-Aihrafi. 

Sirghitmish bin cAbdalläh 
al-Ashrafi was the intimate of Shacban and like 

Arghün Shah went into hiding at the time of the sultan's downfall, was 

captured and executed in 778/1376. Ibn Taghri-Birth has an account of him 

_ 
40 

which differs little from that of Arghün Shah. He is to be distinguished 
41 

from Sirghitmihh bin cAbdallah 
al-Näsiri who died in 759/1358 and who 

founded a madrasah in 756 to which the thirty-part Qur'an signed by 

Mubarak Shah bin c Abdalläh was endowed (Cairo Ms 60). 

Although there are full accounts of the mad4ah founded by hin name- 

sake Sirghitmish al-Nasiri, there is no record in M4grizi, All Pasha etc. 

to mosque, madrasah, tomb, or any institution founded by Sirghitmish. 

Like the Ctur'an of Arghün Shah its ultimate destination remains, as yet, 

unknown. 
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Both of the above emirs, close associates of Sultan Shacban, 

ordered Qur'ans from a workshop which also produced manuscripts for the 

monarch and his mother. As we have seen these manuscripts form two 

distinct groups which we have termed II and III. Given the close 

association of the patrons and the fact that manuscripts from. -each group 

were endowed to the same institution at exactly the same time, it seems 

logical to suggest that we are dealing not with two separate workshops, 

but only one and that that was the royal studio,, established by ShaCban, 

or his mother for the purpose of producing Qur'ans for the foundations 

that they were in the process of setting up. 

3. The thirty-part Qur'an in the British Library and Chester Beatty 

Li r ry" 

In the collection of the Chester Beatty Library are two magnificent 
42 

za' from a thirty-part Qur'an, Mss 1464-5. Another uz' is in the 
43 

British Library, Ms Or 848, and a further one which formerly belonged to 
44 

Professor Tancred Borenius was sold in Sotheby's in 1975. 

All we know about this manuscript is that it bears a wagfiyyah in the 

name of Al-Näsir Faraj (1399-1412). The wagulyyah is mentioned by Lings 

and Safadi in their catalogue of the Qur'an Exhibition, but as they point 

out the manuscript must be earlier than the time of Faraj. Atil is 

inclined to attribute it to the first quarter of the fourteenth century. 

This however is much too early: it bears no resemblance to any of the 

dated manuscripts of that period, nor indeed to any manuscript made 

during the reign of Al-Nasir Muhammad. 

Close examination of all of the first three parts strongly eugpgestn 

that most, though perhaps not all, of the work is by Al-Amidi. This 
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assertion is made on the basis of style. There is also strong 

circumstantial evidence to show that the patron of the manuscript was 

yet again Shacban. 

A detailed description of these aiza' is unnecessary, all we wish to 

show are the similarities between the illumination in this manuscript 

and the known work of A1-Amidi. Let us begin by examining the 'trellis' 

designs of the four za'. 

We have seen that Al-Amidi not only employs unusual trellis patterns 

but tends to use them or parts of them in several manuscripts, We have 

also noted that his deigns appear to be unique in that we know of no 

other painter who employs them. The trellis design of Juz' 12, Chester 

Beatty Ms 1465, is quite clearly adapted from that of the frontiripiece of 

51.1 

Nisf 2 of Cairo 9. The arabesques of the surrounding border are modelled 50.6 

with the same intense feeling for detail that we see throughout the 

manuscripts illuminated by Al-Ämidi and the same conjunction of black and 

white is also used. There are other tell-tale details: for example the 

three-pronged base of each alternate 'spike' in the margin is also used 

in the border of Cairo 9. 

When we turn to the frontispiece of Juz' 4, Chester Beatty Ms 1464, we 51.2 

cans ee further clear examples of the hand of Al-Amidi. Once again the 

'trellis' composition is constructed from interlocking lobed circles and 

segments of circles, with the irregular areas receiving the most elaborate 

decoration. The floral chains at the top and bottom of the composition 

are painted in precisely the same fashion, constructed, modelled and 

coloured in an identical manner on a black ground with a tiny white treble- 

dot motif. Among the colours used is the rare turquoise shade that occºr s 

only in Al-Amidi's work. The decorative details include the square-ended 
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strapwork knot in the centre, and perhapv most important, white edging 51.3 

with a 'tooth' pattern. As we have noted this is extremely rare and 

no other example is known in Mamluke work before this time. 

The question of Juz' 9 is more complex. Although the decoration 51.4 

within the colume does not differ substantially from that in the other 

a za', the decoration of the frontispiece does. The design of the 

'trellis' is much more archaic than any of the other designs used by 

A1-Amidi. It is in fact one of the old designs favoured by Sandal and 

his pupils. Moreover the fillers used for the 'trellis' are of an 

entirely traditional type. Nor does the design and decoration of the 

outer border conform well to what we know of Al-Ämidi. Thus, it seems 

probable that this was executed by another artist working with Al-Amidi. 

However such is the variety of his style and repertoire of motifs, that 

we cannot be absolutely certain of this. 

Juz' 7 which we know only from the reproduction in the Sotheby Catalogw 

is certainly the work of Al-Amidi. 51.5 

The inner parts of these volumes are by no means as sumptuously 

decorated as those of Mss 9 and 10. However we can point to major 

features which we know only in the work of Al-Amidi. In Ju' 4 for 51.6 

example, the text of the opening pages are surrounded by cicada and 

composite blossoms in a grtsaille technique identical to those in Cairo 

Ms 9. Around the border of the pages is the overlapping tri-lobed leaf 51.7 

in an oval that we find also in the same manuscript and only very rarely 

elsewhere. Finally in all of there a za' the marginal device for 51.8 

ritual prostration is indicated by a miniature mosque bearing the word 

'sa ada'. The only other example of this is in the work of Al-Amidi. 50.13 

On stylistic grounds there can be little doubt - this at any rate is 
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our contention - that the manuscript is yet another in which Ibrahim 

al-Amidi was involved, perhaps alone, possibly with the assistance of 

others. 

It would seem logical that this Qur'an was among those commissioned 

by Sultan Shacban or his mother. What evidence do we have far this? 

Our only evidence is circumstantial but there are quite good grounds for 

believing it to be correct. 

The only inscription on the manuscript occurs on the juz' in the British 

Library. This has been almost entirely scrubbed out, but under ultra- 

violet light can be read quite easily: 

Our Lord the sultan Al-Malik al-Näsir Faraj son of the late sultan Barqüq, 

May he be victorious, has endowed this as is stated in Juz' 1, (Fig. 31) 

Juz' 1 is missing so we cannot say exactly what the terms were, presumably 

they differed little from earlier endowment certificates. However, what 

we would like to suggest here is that this manuscript came into the hanm 

c_ 
of Faraj from the Ashrafiyah foundation of Sultan Sha ban. There are 

two ways by which this could have happened. 

In the year 810/1407 the Emir Jamul al-Din, Ustädär of Al-Nasir Faraj 

- 
commenced work on a madrasah in the Bab al-CId area. When thin was 

completed he furnished it with material taken from the Ashrafiyah foundathn 

45 
of Sultan Shacban. Maqrizi in the Khitat relates as follows: 

And in the madrasah of A1-Ashraf Shacban bin Huasayn bin Muhammad bin 

Qalaun, which was in the rough ground opposite the TablkhänAh of the 

Citadel there were windows of copper inlaid with gold, doors faced with 

copper, exquisitely worked with inlay, Qur'ans, books on HAdith and Fish 
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and other religious sciences. (Jamal al-Din) bought this from A1-M. n1ik 
46 

al-Salih al-Mansur llajji, on of A1-Ashraf for the sum of six hundred 

dinars - when it was worth ten times that amount - and took it to his 

house. Among this were ten Qur'ans whose height and length were 

_ 
47 

between four ad five spans (ashbar), including one by Yaquta another by 
48 

Ibn al-Bawwab and the remainder in elegant scripts, superbly bound and 

in bags of woven silk. There were also ten loads of precious Looks, 

all of which had the endowment certificate of A1-Ashraf on their first 

page. And they were put in his madrasah..., (Appendix 411) 

The Ashrafiyyah Madrasah was subsequently demolished by order of Al-Näsir 
49 c 

50 
Faraj and the Maristan of Al-Mu ayyid Shaykh finally put up on its site. 

Our first suggestion would be that the Chester Beatty/British Library 

manuscript was among items remaining in the Ashrafiyah Madrasah and was 

re-endowed by Faraj. However, Magrizi's account implies that everything 

of value was taken by Jamal al-Din, so the second possibility, to which 

we will now refer, seems the more likely. 

After the execution of Jamal al-Din by Al-Näsir Faraj, the sultan 
. 

wanted to destroy his madrasah, but was persuaded from that course by 

his secretary Fath al Din bin Fathallah. By certain doubtful legal 
51 

measures, details of which are given by Maqrlzl, al-Nasir Faraj tore up 

the endowment deed of Jam-al al-Din and made his own new endowment, 

changing the name of the madrasah from that of hin ex-ustädär to that of 

52 
himself Maqrizi then tells us: 

Then the sultan examined the religious books endowed to the madreiah 

(i. e, those taken from the Ashrafiyah) and selected a number, and on the 

cover (zahir) of every one was a note containing the wagfiyyah of the 
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sultan. Then he took many of the books and sent them to the Citadel. , 
(Appendix 4i1i) 

Here we. hrive direct proof that Faraj removed and re-endowed books 

originally from the Ashrafiyyah Madrasah. Although Qur'ans are not 

mentioned by name there is every reason to believe that Qur'an's were 

included, among which was the manuscript under discussion. Thus our 

contention is that the four surviving a za' are part of the ouvre of 

Ibrahim al-Amidi made originally for Sultan Shacbän and an important 

part of the Group III manuscripts. 

Other manuscript in which Al-Amidi may have been involved. 

In this final section we would like to examine three manuscripts which, 

we believe, show the hand of Ibrahim al Imidi, but all of which bear 

dates from long before his first recorded appearance in Cairo. They ere 

signed by famous calligraphers, namely: Yahya al-Süfi and the two men 

who are recorded by some as having been his teachers; Mubarak-Shäh bin 

Qutb and Mubärak-Shatz al-Suyüfi. The manuscripts are: 
53 

1. Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore, Ms. W. 559. Dated 723/1323 and 

bearing the signature of Mubarak-Shah bin Qutb. 
54 

2. TIEM, Ms. 430. Dated 739/1339-40 and bearing the signature of 

Yahya al-Sufi 
0 55 

3. Topkapi Library, M3. Y 365. Dated 744/1345 copied by Mubarak ähäh 

a1-Suyufi. 

All have compositions based on the principles at work in those of Al-Andid!. 

The first two, in particular, have decorative details that occur only in 

the painting of that artist. 

Around the opening pages of the Walters manuscript and the initial 
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pages of text in the Topkapi Qur'an are borders of tri-lobed leaves in 52.1 
21.3 

ovals. These occur in no other fourteenth century mss that we know of 
56 

before the work of Al-Amidi in Cairo Ms 9. The edging made up of a 

repeating 'tooth' pattern that appears in the illumination of the 
57 

Walters Qur'an occur, with a single exception, only in Cairo 119 9 and 

the Chester Beatty a_iza' of the thirty-part manuscript which we believe 

58 
to be his work. 

The cicada-shapes and composite blossoms that are found on the openire. 

text pages of all three manuscripts appear in the work of Al-Amidi, but 

in no other Qur'an between 1345 and the thirteen-seventies. The texts 

of Fatihah and Bagara in both the earlier Qur'ans and some of those by 

Al-Amidi are written over a wave-diaper pattern. This is found in 
59 60 

Iranian and Iraqi manuscripts, but not in Cairene ones before Al-Xmidi 

(if we discount the Topkapi manuscript) 

On examining the opening folios of illumination in the Walters manu- 

script 
(18 x 13 cm) we are struck at once by the similarity between their 

composition and those in Al-Amidi's Cairo manuscripts. We have pointed 

out the painter's fondness for designs made of interlocking circular 
61 

elements, in which the unusual shapes made by the interplay of reometric 

figures, particularly the lobed almond-shapes, are an important part of 

the overall pattern. The Walters composition follows these principles 

closely. Secondly the vivid colour-scheme including the distinctive 

turquoise on dark grounds are characteristic of Al-Amidi. 

If we examine the opening pages of text to TIEM Ms 430 it is apparent 37,2. 

that composition of the upper and lower parts is identical in a number 

of respects to the composition just discussed. The semi-circular 

constructions with pointed lobes are the same as those used in the 
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Walters manuscript and the lobed almond-shaped area an, i its decoration, 

and colour scheme are exactly the same. 

Around the central panel of some pages is a distinctive form of edging '31.2. 

consisting of a light-blue link alternating with a circle of the same 

colour on a dark-blue ground. r 

There is no other example of this in use before the opening pages of 

Cairo Ms 9, Ni-sf i, where it appears in the same position. 50.5 

Having examined in detail all the work and probable work of Al-Imid! 

we feel certain that the first of these manuscripts under discussion was 

illuminated entirely by the Cairo master. His hand is definitely 

present in the second, and quite probably in the third as well. 

The script of the Walters and TIEM manuscripts is extremely close, 

though if Yahya al-Sufi was the pupil of MubärakShah this is perhaps 

to be expected. However it does bring up the question of whether there 

manuscripts are genuine examples of the masters' hands or not. 

There are only two possibilities: the manuscripts are either facsimiles 

made probably in Cairo, or genuine works illuminated later. In view cf 

the fact that there is another manuscript with the signature of Yahya 
62 

al-Sufi in an identical hand (Chester Beatty Library Ms 1475) bearing 38.1 

later ottoman illumination the manuscripts are probably not Mamluke 

facsimiles. As they have no contemporary inscriptions, neither 

waQfiyyahs nor certificates of commissioning, we cannot establish their 

genuineness; all we can say is that they do date from the first two- 

thirds of the fourteenth century. 

As there is no evidence to associate the two earlier mus with Sultan 

Shacban, his mother, or any Mamluke ruler, nnd in view of the fret that 

there are elements that do not appear in other Mamluke Qur'anc, we 
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would like to suggest that illumination in the manuscripts dates from 

the period prior to A1-Amidi's arrival in Cairo, and represents part of 

his missing earlier work to which we have referred. 

As there are strong parallels between parts of the illumination in 

the Walters and TIEM manuscripts and that in early fifteenth century 

Timurid work, this suggests that Al-Amidi must have been working in 

Iran/Iraq at the time when that very precise Timurid style of manuscript 

illumination was just beginning. One point which may indicate a link 

with A1-Amidi's earlier career is the fact that the opening frontispiece 

of the TIEM Qur'an consists mainly of a prominent almond-shape in the 

centre, surrounded by Fiat al-Kurst in gold kufic. This almond motif 

is virtually non-existent in Mamluke and Iranian illumination in the 

fourteenth century, but appears to have been common in Anatolian 

illumination at the end of the previous century. The Mpsnevj of 1278 

made in Konya (Mevlana Museum, Ms. 51) is full of examples of large 

almond-shaped motifs occupying entire pages. We have suggested that if 

Al-Amidi was a native of the Diyarbekir area he may have had some links 

with illuminators in Anatolia. 

Summar. 

The work of Al-Amidi as exemplified by the one manuscript signed by him, 

Cairo National Library Ms. 10 shows him to have been an original Artiest, 

extremely versatile, with a very wide repertoire of decorative motifs. 

Many of the latter had not been seen in Cairo-produced Qur'nnn before 

the time of A1-Amidi. Some of the compositions embody conceptn fRr 

removed from the 'orthodox' designs of the Group II manuscripts. 'there 

37.1 

are numerous parallels between the work of AL-Ämidi and Qur'an 
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illumination in both Iraq and Iran of earlier years. 

As his name implies the painter probably did come from the area 

around Amid near to the present Syrian-Turkish border. His work shows 

elements from Anatolia, Iraq and Iran and we have postulated that ho 

worked in one or more of those regions before going to Cairo., perhaps 

about the mid-thirteen-sixties. 

We believe that in Cairo Al-Amidi was responsible for the illumination 

of at least four manuscripts: 

1. National Library, Cairo Ms. 9, before 1369. 

2. of f, of Ms. 15,1374. 

3. of of of Ms. 10,1376. 

4. Chester Beatty Library Mss 1464-5, British Library, Ms or 484, 

Ex-Sotheby, Ms 8.4.75 (Lot 200) poet-1376. 

Our reasoning is based on stylistic comparison together with whatever 

historical evidence we have been able to uncover. It is apparent that 

the painter was employed on commissions for both the Sultan and at least 

one important emir, his favourite, Sirghitmish al-Ashrafi, though most 

of his production seems to have been destined for the two royal mnd r. 

Al-Ämidi almost certainly worked in the same atelier as the Croup II 

painters which had probably been set up by the Sultan and his mother to 

provide fine Qur'ans for their two foundations. 

There are oeveral other works which we believe it is poanible to 

attribute to Al-Amidi, though the evidence for his involVem nt is clenrly 

not as convincing as that for his illumination of the four Cairo Qur'cn n 

above. So we believe. All of these manuscripts are nigned by famous 

calligraphers. We think it probable that two of them were illuminated 
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by Al-Ämidi, perhaps in Baghdad, while the third was probably 

illuminated in Cairo. 



Concludin.; remarks. 
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Far from being an art historical mystery, the Qur'ans made in Cairo 

for Sultan Sha0bän and his mother, which deserve to be considered 

among the finest illuminated manuscripts produced in any century, 

appear as the natural development of several forces and processes 

in the Near Fast during the first two-thirds of the fourteenth 

century. 

The manuscripts which we have designated Croups II and III , exem- 

plify two separate traditions which existed side by side in Egypt 

in the years 1300 - 1375. Group II represents that of ^, pt and 

Syria , at times quite separate and distinct but here successfully 

fused for perhaps the first time in Cairo. Group III is the trad- 

ition of Iraq and : Jestern Iran 9 often present in Cairo, but rarely 

with the force that we find, it in these manuscripts. 

Group II personifies the 'classic' mould of Mamluke Qur'an : monu- 

mental in size and script; sumptuous , splendid - yet rigidly pruciao. 

We think of it as prototypical , yet it is a typo which can bo traced 

back only to the beginning of the thirteen-forties. The earliest 

example of which we are aware - admittedly on a smaller scale - 

would seem to have been made in Damascus in 1338. 

Group III comprises manuscripts which are the work largely of one 

illuminator , Ibrähim al-Xmidi. He was an oustanding painter f trained 

we believe in Baghdad and Western Iran , perhaps also spondinr home 

time in Anatolia. So unique and identifiable is his style - contrary 

to what is often asserted about illuminators- that we feel able to 

attribute a major series of manuscripts to his hand. 

To trace the history of these two traditions in E*, ypt is by no 

means easy but both are clearly evident in Cairo from tho very first 

years of the fourteenth century. They are ropresento3 in the earliest 
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`)ur'an of unquestioz. able i"Iambtke provenance- the seven-part raan, w ; riet 

of Aaybars al-. T shankir. One of the two main painters eng3: Ied on 

this work was either of Iraqi origin , or at least trained 1, y Irvi 

artists working on Mamluuka soil. Much of his style and decorative 

repertoire is-quite foreign to N, f; ypt 
; 

yet can be exactly parall- 

eled in manuscripts produced in Baghdad and to a lesser extent Mosul. 

Several of his compositions and stylistic details occur only in the 

manuscripts signed by the outstanding Baghdadi master, Muhammad bin 

Aybak. 

Side by side with Muhammad bin Mubädir , the artist refered to 

above 9 was another painter , Sandal, who appears to have been the 

artistic director of the project and whose style of painting was 

entirely different. In so far as it is possible to trace the origins 

of this , it seems to lie in the work of thirteenth century rw, -Y pt. 

The 'Zur' in on vzhich they worked was clearly designed to rival 

, even surpass, anything that had been produced before. Indeei 

nothing like was seen for the next sixty years in Cairo. ''acnctly 

how it came about we cannot say with certainty but the nur'an of 

Baybars appears to have been part of a phenomenon which occurred 

in the Tastern Mediterranean area at th, beginning of the fourteenth 

century , namely the appearance of a number of monumental wtlti- 

part C)urfans of outstanding quality and workmanship. Almost all 

of these are associated with Iraq , though others were produced 

in Hamadan and probahly Tabriz , the majority at the re7uest of 

the Ilkhanid monarch Ö1jaytu. 

After the demise of Baybars nothing comparable to the -even- 

part tur'an made for him was protuced in Cairo until the thirteen- 

sixties, It is true that several manuscripts of ouperb quality were 
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made for X11-Nasir 
tiuhammad but these were of quite a different 

type to the minascripts produced for Baybars and the Ilkhanids. 

For some reason there was no interest in repeating the example 

of Baybars. Such work by the Baybars team of craftsmen of which 

we are aware is on a much smaller and more modest scale. Most 

probably the group disbanded. There is no further sign of Ibn 

Mubadir in Cairo , and Aydughdi 9 Sandal's apprentice seems to 

have left Cairo for Syria where we find him working in the sec- 

and decade of the century. 

During the thirteen-twenties and thirties such Qur'ans as 

were made in Cairo show a decline in quality coupled with an 

increase in size. They appear , for the most part, to have been 

repeating the formulae of earlier work 9 but on a scale that was 

not entirely suitable. By the thirteen-forties illumination seems 

to have reached its lowest ebb. 

In Syria on the other hand, this was not the case. There was 

undoubtedly a separate Syrian tradition of which we know little 

due to the paucity of manuscripts from that area. However at the 

end of the fourth decade of the century we become aware of a number 

of exceptional manuscripts which seem to have been produced in 

Damascus. Among these the most important is unquestionably that 

now in the Iran-Bastan Museum which prefigures in many respects 

the great Qur'ans of Sultan Shank-an. 

The conventional view that the q, ir'an sent by Abu- Sactd to 

Al-Nasir, and then passed on to his favourite ßaktamlir in the 

thirteen-twenties, played a major 9 even decisive, role in the 

development of (ur'an production in Cairo, can be shown to be 

entirely false. Neither in layout, nor from the points of script 
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and illumination (lid it have the slightest influence. The manuu- 

cript which stands even somewhat apart from contemporary Ilkhanid 

(ur'ans must have been entirely foreign to I4amluke tastes. From 

the thirteen-thirties onwards there is nothing which shows the 

slightest influence of the Hamadan Qur'an. The only area where 

this may have been true is in the design of frontispieces. How- 

ever those designs which are similar to ones found in the Hamadan 

Qur'an can be shown to be present in Mamluke work several years 

prior to 1320, ie. liefore the Hamadan manuscript arrived in Ciiro. 

There can be no denying the fact that the production of fine 

(ur'ans was linked to the building of religious monuments and the 

patronage of the ruling elite. For grandiose projects such as the 

production of large numbers of exceptionally fine Qur'%ns it seems 

certain that it was necessary to invovle artists , ie* illuminators 

from areas outside of Cairo. In the case of someone like Al-Amidi 

it is quite probable that he came to Cairo specifically for the 

purpose of working on the manuscripts for Shacban and his mother. 

It is not impossible that he was already in Cairo when the project 

was conceived ' though one may wonder whether manuscripts were being 

produced in sufficiently large enough quantities in the perio(l prior 

to the rule of Shacban to warrant the appearance in Cairo of a highly 

skilled painter such as he. 

It is probable that Al-Amidi and the artists of the nmip 71 

manuscripts worked in the same studio ' perhaps set up by the royal 

couple 9 though there are wide differences between the styles , anti 

particularly the colour ranges of the two groups. Let 'is remember 

however, the considerable divergences between Miih%mmad bin Mubadir 

and Sandal, yet there is no doubt that both men worked on the name 

Qur'an for several years. 



Figures 1-31. 

Notes and Bibliography. 

Appendices 1-4: original texts of Arabic and Persian 

passages quoted. 

5: Complete list of dated Qur'an manuscripts 

refered to. 
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& complete lint of all the inscriptions, colophons, 

etc., that occur throw-*hout this survey in the form 

of fi, -Nres. 
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41. Arberry, No 91 ; James Qur'ans, No 44 ; James ' Art of the Qur'an., p14. 

42. Lings and Safadis No 99; Lings ' Qur'anic Arts, Nos 52-3. 

43. Bayani, op. cit. pt 1, p48. 

44. Reproduced in Browne, Literary History, vol III pl. V. 

45" Lings, Qur'anic Arts, No 26. The pages are printed upside down, 

46. Rogers, Evidence. 

47. The Cairo page is a further development of the Baghdad one as another 

hexagon has been added to the centre. This page cannot be a copy 

as it is slightly earlier in, date. But it is based on the eame 

, 
design : of that there can be little doubt. 

48. Arberry No 57- 

49. P 89- 

50, British Library Ms or, 1327 dated 1289 , for example. 

51. Ho is supposed to have copied out the Qurlan once every two weeks. 

See Qadi Ahmad, p 59. 
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Chapter Three 

1. Single-volume Qur'ans 1300-16: Topkapi Ms K3 dated 1309; TI1M 

Ms 238 dated Baghdad, 1311 ; TIEM Ms 261 dated 1316 ; National 

Library, Tehran Ms Ar. 1597 dated 1317-Multiple-volume Qur'ans: 

Topkapi Library Ms K5 dated 1310 wrongly dated 1320 in Karatay. 

2. Wiet, Exposition, pp 68-73 ; Survey, vol III9 pp 1955-8'; Ettinghausen, 

Covers of the Morgan Manafi ; Millenary catalogue No 281 ; Lings 

and Safadi No 100 ; Lings , Qur'anic Atits Nos 54-8 ; Rogers, 

Evidence. 

3. Le Strange, Lands, p 194. 

4. Ettinghausen, Sel, juq Qur'an. 

5. Rogers, op. cit.; Millenary catalogue, op. cit. 

6. However see our comments on Cairo National Library, Ma 60 
'p 

155-1- 

7. Wiet, Exposition, p 69. 

8. Wiet, op. cit. P70. 

9. Lings and Safadi, No 100. 

10. It is quite clear that these inscriptions have been altered. In that 

of Juz' 21 the final rat of a1- 3s r is actually a nun , and must 

have been the final letter of uljäytn-lullt n. See photographic 

detail No 18.2. 

11. Rogers, Evidence , goes into some detail to explain the prayer 

which he seems to think appears in every uz'. It is found only 

in Juz' 28 and the explanation would seem to be that it was missed 

at the time of endowment and not obliterated. 

12. Lings, Qur'anic Arts, No 51 

13. P 161-3. 

14. Strapwork is present in Qur'an illumination from earliest times. 

15. p 78- 

16. Other ilkhanid Qur'ans do use kufic along with cursive scripts 

for headings , even Qur'an A (Baghdad) which is the most cons- 
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istent in this respect does employ some cursive inscriptions. 

17. P 86. 
18. P i7. 

19. This is not to say that they do not appear : they do , but in 

limited areas. 

20. Unpublished notes made in 1976 for the organisers of the Qur'an 

exhibition at the British Library. Kindly loaned by Dr Rogers. 

21. Wiet, Exposition, pp 71-2. 

22. It is strange that there should be such a gap in the dates of 

endowment. Perhaps the manuscript came to Baktimur from its 

previous owner in several loads. See p 121-2. 

23. Rogers I Evidence. 

24. P 157. 

25. Rogers, op. cits p 388. There are several accounts of Aaktimur, 

the fullest being : Ibn Hajar, Durar No 1308; Ibn Iyas, Padatic 

1, i p 464 ; Maqrizi, Khitat 1V p 287 ; Ibn Taihri-firdi, !. Sznh11 , ilifJ. 1I3. i 

Ms Arabe 2069 fols 78v-80r ; A1-Hajji, Internal Affairn , pp91-6; 

Ibn Batutah , vol II p 411 ; Zetersteen , Beitrge ,p 186. 

26. ýt IV p 287 ; A1-Hajji , op. cit. PP 91-5. 

27. Kh itat 'op. cit. 

28. Abu'l-Fidä' , Akhbär 94 P94- 

29, Abu'1-Fida', op. cit. p 93. 

30. p 143. 

31. Rogers, Evidence ; hliet, Ecposition; survey, p 1954-9 ; Millenary 

catalo; ue, No 281 ; Hayward catalogue, No 528 ; Lings and Safarii, Non 

100-5 . 
3 2. p 57. 

33. Quatremere, Mongols de la Perse, tome 1, preface. 

34. Edinburgh University Library I"Is A 26 , Fýc-Royal Asiatic Goo. ?4 20. 
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35. Bib. ? lat. 1.7: Aralie 2324. 

36. Ar. sutira, pass. of Saattara : to draw lines, write, compose. An 

utnisual verb in this context. The normal one was kittiba/kataba. 

From this verb Is derive, ] ti a' used by the scribe to rule 

lines. 

37.3hafi, Kitabat-i r; akt. b tt, p 236-7 ; Bronrne, Literary llißtory, 

vol III p `34. The figure3 quoted in 'both are rather unr3atinfa - 

ory. 

33. The numbers of manuscripts by Y'aqüt, Ibn I. Iuglah anti Ibn at- 

Suhraarardi sound right , tholiali if tho latter produced only 

thirty-three copies in his lifetime , Rashid must have owned 

practically all. 

39.13"I. (old ed) rut1räv"ir ; If ätran e' Lands, p 197. 

40. Arabic al-tuvi3yu . For Tuvi see Igo Stranp, op. cit. 

41. Karatay C. 1 No 137. 

42. al-hamadhl3nt is the nic, ah or Our'an 13 iii (fiarna-ian) 
' chore 

we know the manuscript, was copied. , iiilarly with British 

Library Ms Add 7222 copied in Jabzavar (Lin; n anti Zafe, li, TTo 

103). But as the scribe of the Topkapi manuscript uses the 

district as well as the town in his nigh , this indicates 

that he had probably left the area. 

43. Survey, pl. 936B ; Il yward catalogue, tto 529. 

44. Aft har and Mino-�i, llas f iyyah 0 

Chapter Pour 

1. Bourgoin, Precis, p1. XXXV 7I I; T. ousa, Burhnnlnri, pp 64-5 ' hl. 

40' ; ttillenary catalogue , No 234 ; Ling: and Satw1i , ? To 73 ; 

Lin; ot Qur+anic Arts, No 63 ; Atil ' Art of the Mt., nluken ' No 

3. 
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2, Lane, Loxicoi tatabbaba : he applied himself to the science of 

physic 9 or applied himself to the science of physic bait did 

not know it well. 

3. Hufart, Ca1li , raphes, p, 36,311. 

4. Atil , op. cit. Unfortunately it has not been possible for us to 

examine this manuscript. l 

5. Unpublished. 

6. Arberry, No 73; James , Qur'ans, No 30. 

7. Cheater Beatty bis 1479 , for example which measures 33 x 25om. 

8. Atil, op. cit. 

9. Chester Beatty Ms 1496 , see James, Qurfans, Mo 37. 

10. Boargoin, Precis, pl. xxxv. 

11. Millenary catalogue No 2(34. 

12. op. cit pls. 51-2; Rogers ' Evidence. 

13. P 100 

14. This technique does occur in a few isolated instnneec in the 

Baybars Q2ur+an , notably in iubo ý. 

15. Unpublished. It contains decorative features identical to those 

in Cairo MMs 31 and Chester Beatty Ms 14.1. 

16. Ile have seen 2damluke, Iranian and Anatolian examples. 

17. P77 ( 13.4) 

18. Unpublished. 

19. Unpublished. 

20. L. I. kkätib . In ilamluke timen this m ant eacretary rather than 

scribe. 

21. Although the preposition rain is omitted, we raust as$umo that the rely 

tionship implied by this word was intended here. It expre3sed a 

fitster-slave association , or somotimo3 a fillial one. 
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222, For Arghin äh7. h see: M irizi aaluk 2, iii p 812. According 

to Mtn. irizi Ar,, hnn cwasi of Monr; o1 (sini)origin and was owned 

at one stage by Abu >acid and then Dimashrt-Kho ji but was later 

given- , as a gift to the 1damluukes - presumably to Al-Näsir 

Iduuhammad. He was governor of 3afad in 748 and was appointed 

to Damascus in the same year where lie was murdered in 750/1349. 

See also Ibn Iyäs., Bad#' iC' 1, i and A1-iialabi , Ao_13m 2. 

23. Millenary catalogue, ýo 236. 

24. Bayani, op. oit. No 571 p 23. The inscription of Shah Ismail on 

the cover is given anfff the correct date. Catalogue of Royal 

Academy Exhibition of Persian Art of 1931 , No 717 where the 

wrong date is given ( 38). Full information is given but the 

manuscript was clearly regarded as Iranian. At this time the 

Qur'an was in the Ard , bil shrine. Bahrami, op. cit. No 57- 

25- Ibid. 

26. Abu'l-Fath Bahräm-Mirýlä, see: Zambaur p 262. Bahrim was a 
. 

well-known calligraph'r, see: Ghulam Muhammad, Padeyish ,p 148, 

also Qadi Ahmaci. 
" 

27. Survey, pl. 966A. 

messanger for Shah Is0äcfl who brought him the head of Uzbek 

Khan , whose territory he had taken and there is a reference 

to a Qur'an being pre anted to the Mamluke sultan from IarZcrl. 

29. The nisbah, al-rmuhsini} is also shared by the scribe of the Zur'an 

in the Keir collectioi, VIII19 , Muhammad bin Bilbok al-Muhsini. 

According to Ibn al-DIwadä, ri, Kanz Xp 354 Bilbek al-Muhsint 

was brought from Anti ch after its capture in 1268. Ile fell into 

the hands of some mam ukes of the taw Muhsin I hence hin n no. 

His son who was governor of Cairo , is often refered to as 'Ihn 
i 

23, Ibn Iyas , Bad; li c 
, 4lp 219. In 917/1511 Qansuh recoived a 
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allduüsini' . 

30. iayani, op. cit. No 57? p 28. 

31. p 24 ( Number 5 in the list). See also p 41. 

32. See also TIEM Ms 447 dated 1314 . The strapwork in the 13a. utan 

nv. nuscript is of a finer type. 

33. Ids 55(1)"See Millenary catalogue , No 283. 

34. SWubc 4 of the Baybars Qur'an employs a kind of strapwork with 

squares. This is an isolated example in early Mamluke work and 

does not occur in the work of Sandal or Ayduglxii. 

35. Millenary catalogue , No 61 and the references quoted there. 

Similar ones have recently been discovered in Topkapi 5aray, 

see: Tezcan, Kuran Mahfazasi ; (ig, Koran Cases. 

36. Rogers, Evidence. 

37. Unless we include the blossoms in the frontis-pieces of Juz' n 

which are possibly peonies. 

38. Assba 3017- 

39- Lings , Qur'anio Arts, Nos 54-9. 

40. See Lings , op. cit. for examples 

41. op. cit. Nos 73-4 

42. op. cit. Nos 66-7; Bourgoin, IV ' pl. 20- 

43. p 67. 

44" Simaika Pasha, Coptic and Arabic Mss, Pls. XVIII-XX ; Cramer, 

Buchmaleri, p 40, ple. 26-7; Millenary catalogue 9 No 235- 

45. Cramer, op. cit.; Leroy, Manuscrits Coptes-Arabee. 

46. Leroy, op. cit. pp 178-80, pis. 5,9 M$ 196 in the Coptic i'atriaroh- 

ate , dated 1291 1 Ms 92 Coptic Museum plated 1272. See aloo 

Simaika Pasha, op. cit. pl. XXIV. 

0 

47. Another point of similarity between this and later manuscripts 

is the concave shape of cartouches. 
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48. See Simaika Pasha 'op. cit. pp 10-11. 

49. TIEM Ms 723 dated 1310, Baghdad. 

50. Unpublished. 

51, °Ptshr :a month consists of three ten day and night periods , each 

one called an 
cashr 

. See Lane , Lexicon Pt. Vp 205. 

52. Huart, Calligraphes, p 92 

53. Tqhfah , p381 

54. Huart, op. cit. p 92. 

55" 'uh'ah, op. cit. 

56. Fadä'ili 9 Atlas 'p 317 
4p W- 

57. Salar Jang, Ms 3 (182) in naskh dated 7(? )/13(? ) at Cairo. 

58. p 173. 

59. Fadatili , op. cit. 

60. p 253. We think it was copied in 744 / 1345 but illuminated later. 

61. Millenary catalogue, No 287 (? ) ; Lingo and Safadi, No 74. 

62. This is mentioned in the Khedival catalogue but seems to hive 

been missed by all other writers who have mentioned it. 

63. For example Juz' 26, Bastan Ms 35032- 

64. Lings, Qur'anic Arts, No 41. 

65. Ms 1469 p 

66. p 165 ( 34.3) 

67. See, Kh ttatt IV, p 256-8 ; Van Berchem, Materiaux , p240-1. 

68. Van Berchem, ibid. 

69. Maul 1 Bib. Nat. bis Arabe 2070, fol. 156v; 111-ik 3,1 p44; ilurar No 1771. 

Chapter Five 

1. This and the following three are unpublished. 

2. Arberry, No 192 , wrongly described as Turkish; James , Qur+ans, No 5.1. 

3. There is apparently another manuscript in the National Library , Cairo 
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which it has not been possible to examine , Ms Timüriyyah 366. 

Fadä'ili, p 316 mentions other manuscripts in India and Tehran. 

4. Tuhfai, p 288 ; Khatt va Khattatan, no 16 p 54, No 54 p 274; 

Qadi AYvnal, p 61. 

5. Tuhfah, op. cit. 

6. E. I. Ba hdaadd ; the madrasah was begun under Uzün ii3ead (d 1356) 

and finished under his successor Shaykh Mays. Khojä Marjän bin 

cAbdalläh 
was a former mamluke of 01jatiytu 

I and governor of 

BaL, hdad , see Cooke, Baghdad ,p 171 and for ii. acriptions , 

Salman et all Texte. 

7. N gäsh ' Lane, Lexicon 'VIII p2840 ' originally meant anyone 

who engraved or did sculpted work. Later it had the general 

of artist or craftsman, see James, Mosul Metalworker. 

8. There is a roughly contemporary example in a Coptic Bible in 

the British Library, Nu Arundel Or 12. 

9. See the two manuscripts illuminated by Ibn Aybak. 

10. The Qur'an copied for Rashid al-Din 

11. See Chester Beatty Ms 1470 of 1338 copied in Iftraghah. 

12. Arberry No 69-74- 

13. Sotheby catalogue for 27.48?. 

14. Atil, Art of the Mamlukes 9p 28 Note 6. 

15. The Bastan Qur'an of 1339 for example. 

16. Boyle 0 Additional Notes ,p 
39. 

17. Le Strange, Lands p 223- 

18. Cambridge History of Iran ,p 409. 

19. ie. lihah 0 see Dähiry , bäb 7. 

° 
20. See, Al-Akwa #11adaris , No 121 

21. Bayani, op. cit. Nos 59-60. 

22. Bahraini, op. cit. No 60. 
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23. Lings and ; afadif No 110; Lings , Qur'anic Arts, No 50- 

24- Quoted in Bahrüzý. ' Binä , p115. 

25. According to Fadä'ili , lltt1as , p320, on his visit to the Pars Museum 

in 1927 he saw 30 parts ( si pärah-yi qur'än) of this manuscript. 

26. Bayani , op. cit. is the only person to mention the name of 

the illuminator, but there is no reason to doubt him. 'The niabah 

al-calawi suggests that like the copier of the Mosul Qur'an 

for Öljaytü 
, he claimed descent from °Ali bin Abi Talib. 

27. Mostafavi, Pars, pp 42-3. Also Shadd al-Tzar pp 291-2, Note 5. 

28. Ibn Batutah, vol II, p 307 and Note 121. 

29. Ibid 'vol I, p 153 Note 318. 

30. Shadd al-Izär ,p 65 " Shaykh Sadr al-Din Muhammad al-Kartani 
0 

who preached in thtJamic al-cAtiq (d. 702 /1302) could recite 

the Qur'an backwards. 

31. Qadi Ahmad, pp 28,62 ; Fadä'ilr, Atlas , 319-21. Earlier writers 

confuse this calligrapher with the Ottoman Yahyä al-Süfi of 

Mime, 

32. Ibn Batutah I vol II 'p 306 Note 118. 

33. Unpublished but mentioned by Fadli'ili , Atlas 9p 320. 

34" Ms 1475, Arberry, No 184; James Qur'ans , No 50- 

35. Mostafavi , op. cit. p 226. 

36. Ibid. P44 ; Wilber 9 
Mas, j icA for an account of this edifce. 

37. Shadd al-Izär p 288 for what happened to these manuscript. 

38. Lings, Qur'anic Arts, Nos 26-7. 

39. See , ckmann, Turkic Glosses for an account of some of those. 

40. Ibid. p13 ; Frdopan ' Kuran Tercimler ' pp 47-57 ; Inan, Kurtan-i 

Kerim. a 

41. Lings and äafadi , No 109. 

42, Mingana, Old Turkish Manuscript ; Mingana, Ttylands catalogue, 
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43. Eckmann, op. cit, p 16. 

44. Unpublished 

45. Eckmann, Two Fragments; James, Qir'ans No 46. 

46. Arberry, No 134, ; pinks, Islamic Art of India 1 p39. Described 

variously as tKamluke; 19ultanates but is almost certainly Iranian. 

The only known siirah-heading has squarosof strapwork can either 

end as we see in several Iranian Qurlans from the early part of 

the fourteenth century. The kufic inscriptions on every folio 

are a unique and curious feature. 

47. Arberry, Nv 83, p1.38. Described as Mamluke. 

48. Koran, No 67, p1.35. There is more in the National Library, Tehran. 
It is wronly described by Arberry as Mamluke. 

49" This reading may be questioned bt the ttamurt part seems clear. 

50. It looks like 'al-Äbari' , but could be 'bin Abart' 
. The barely 

legible translation beneath certainly finishes 12lut, Turk. +oon oft. 

51. The Arabic is corrupt. Lings and Safadi give Sayyid al-Khtitt3t, 

though the usual plural in this case would be khattätTn. 

52. P 229. 

Chapter Six 

1. Bourgoin I Precis, pls 23-4 ; Moritz ' Albuin, pls 54-5; Ilayward Gallery 

catalogue, No 536 ; Lings I Qur'anic Arts, Nos 73-4. 

2. Unpublished. 

3. Unpublished. 

4, Bourgoin, Precis, pis 1123 ; Moritz, Album, pls 52-3; Millenary 

catalogue No 238; Lings and Wadi No 79, pl XII; Linas '()urlanin 

Arts, Nos 75-7. 

5. James, Art of the Qur'an ,p 12 ; Atil, Art of the Arab World p 

93,96-7" There are more pieces in the 3oston ltuaeum of Pine 

Arts, Ms 30.730. 
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6.73ourgoin, Precis, pis 2,3,4,22 ; Moritz, Album, 56-7 ; Lings 

and ; af'adi , t1 31 
, p1 XIV, ; Lingo, Qurtanic Arts Nos 67-8. 

7. Bourgoin, Precis , pls 5,6,7 ; Moritz, Album, ple 62-3 ; 

Ettin�hausen, Aral', Painting, pp 173-5 ; Millenary catalogue, 

No 286 ; Ling and Safadi , No 80, pl XIII ; Lings, Qurtanic 

Arts, p 119, No 64-5; Atil, Art of the Mdamlukes , No 4i 

8. Bourgoin, op. cit, pls 9-13 ; Moritz, op. cit., p1 51 ; 

Millenary catalogue, No 289 , p1 55 ; Lings and Safadi, No p32-3, 

pl XV ; Lings , Qur'anic Arts, p 120, Nos 69-70 ; Atil, Art 

of the Maminkes, No 5. 

9. Bourgoin, op. cit., pis 14-16 ; Moritz, op. cit., 58-9 ; 

Millenary cataloTue , No 290 ; Hayward catalogue , Nos 539-40; 

Lings , Qur'anic Arts, p 120 , 11os 71-2. ,! Atil, Arts of the Mamlukes 

No 6. 

10. Moritz, op. cit., pis 60-1. 

11. Khitat , IV, p 250. 

12. Tabbannh , Ar, the straw-sellers. 

13. cAli Pasha , vol 2,102; Zaki, Al-Qa-hirah ,P 132. 

14. Van Berchem, Materiaur, p 273-84. 
0 

15, MEV1rizIt Soli k, V, ii, p 210. 

16. Van Derchem, op. cit. 

17. CA1i Pasha , vol 2, p 104. 

18. Kht , IV p 252 ; Salim, CAssr 
, vol 3, p 52- 

19. Rather uncommon in N mluke Qur'ana. 

20. Ho; ever, see our remarks on the work of A1-Atnidi 'p 245.50. 

21. see, Hayward catalogue , No 536. 

22. James, Qur'ans , No J-0. 

23. p 65-7. 

24. See Tbn ý%yÜakls illumination in the 1302-7 Thvh'lad Rur'an. 
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25. By this tir: u. Shahid simply meant any deceased tm slim. 

ýF. tm1n, t1-4 aI' ,p 257. 

27. p 63 

23. Topkapi *; s ? 1I 202. 

29. Baybars ', ur'an 3ubc 7; Chester Beatty Ms 1479 ; Keir ISs "7TT, 9; 

TIM Tyr 434; British Library Mr. Or 84$. 

30-P 146. 

31. See Ridley, 3tyle, and Medley, Handbook. 

32. Ridley , op. cit., p 107; Li, Garden Flowers. 

33. Ridley ' op. cit., p 107 , shown with the lotuses. 

34" p 47" 

Chapter Seven 

1. muk rrm is sometimes used as an adjective to describe the Qur'an 

but rarelyfor the manascript itself , meaning 'venerated object'. 

2. Lane, Lexicon 7, p2591 , tnuktib , quoting the Mlrih. Millenary 

catalogue gives 'm tab' which must be an error , All, Art of 

the Mamlukes, 'mutetib'. 

3. The Millenary catalogue says unpublished but Bourgoin reproduned 

several pages , see Note 9 in Chapter Six. 

4. This is the number of äyahs in the Qur'an according to the 1ufan 

nurae rat i on. 

5.. p 240. 

6. TIM: ;;., 261, dated 1316. 

7. Chester Beatty Ms 1479 and TI TM Ms 450. 

8.13aybars Qur'an, Suhc 2. 

9. British Library Ills Or 1327, dated 12` 9; Leroy , Manuscripts Cnptes_ 

Arabes, pl 9. 

1O. P 250. 
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11. p 163-6. 

12, Lin,, -,, -st Qur"anic Arts, No 52. 

13. Ibid. No 64. 

14. Ibil. No 71. 

15. Iii. 23.3. 

16. Chester Beatty Library Mss 1464-5 ; British Library bis Or 849. 

17. Ling3 , Qur'anic Arts No 61. Described there as Ilkhanid. But 

see, James, Recent Discoveries. 

18. Atil, Art of the ldamluikes , p41. 

19. James, 2urlans, No 48- 

20. Arberry, No 45, P1 31. 

21. Wiet, Lampes, pl xxxvi. 

22. Rogers, I'vidence. 

23. L. I. Lid- 

24- E. I. Artukids. 

25. E. I. Ak 1 oynnlu. 

26. Cahen, Pre-Ottoman Turkey. 

27. According to Zambaur , Manual, cAl9, 
al-Din Kh31f 1 bin Mahren I 

. 

reigned from 753 until 753. 

28. Presumably a native of Saveh , the town in Iran, between Iiimo+ian 

and. Rayy, see Le Strange, Lands, pp 211-2. 

29. Christie catalogue for 24.4.80. (Lot 88). 

30. See, Under, Konya, p 332; James, Qurlans, No 69; James, Masterp- 

ieces, No 30. 

31. It is identical to that in Pars Museum Mn 417 ' see I Lings, 

Qartanic Arts, No 60. 

32. For 'I rän-$hah see, Mostafavi 'Pars, p 39. 

33. Atil, Art of the blamlu'kes, No 5. 

34. ßourgoin, Preois, pis 9-13. 
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35. IMToritz, Album, pis 60-1. 

36. Lttin hiu , en, Arab Paintin.; , pp 173-5- 

37. See Chapter Six , Note 7. 

3;. Atil, Art of the Mýanlukeü ,p 37. 

39. ? "Iinh:: l , ßi11. Mit. Tin krabe, 2068 fol. 159r. 

40. Ibid., Bilbl. 11-1t. Ms 'trabe, 2070 , fol. 194r. 

41" P 153. 

42. Arberry, Nos 75-6, Pl 37; James, Qur'ans , Nos 31-35; Atil, Art 

of the Mamlukes, Nos 1-2. 

43. Lino-s and üafarli, No 75tp1 IX; Lingn, Qur'anic Arts, Nos 37-40; 

3afadi, Calligraphy, p 74. 

44. Sotheby catalogue for 8.4.75. (Lot 200). As this is being written 

another section from the manuscript has been submitted to 3othebys 

for the July 1932 sale. 

45, Khitatr IV, p252 ; Echo, BibliotheTues 'p 258, 
v-l 

46. Reigned briefly from 733 to 784 as Al-Si1ih Saläh al-Din. 

47. The fact that the large size of the manuscripts is mentiono3 

means that they probably from our Groups II and III, whore 

size is particularly noticeable. 

48. khutüt mansnbah ' which wist mean manuscripts copied in fine 

calligraphic hands , after 
the tradition of Ibn al-Dawwab. 

49. All Pasha , 2, p 104. 

50. Khi t, 
r-r 

IV, p 263. 

51. Ibid., p 253-4 ; ", ehe 9 op. cit. 

52. Ibid., p 254. 

53. The manuscript was mentioned by ^ttinghausen in his stuffy of 

Ilkhanid illumination in the Survey of Persian Art , vol III 

p 1954, Note 9, but has never been published. In the sixteenth 

century it was rebound, given new margins and had a Persian inter- 
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linear translation added. 

54. P. 174-5. 

55. P 150-1- 

56. p 237. 

57. p 233. 

58. p 245-50. 

59" Chester Beatty tis 1470 1 see James ' Qur'ans No 48. 

60. TIEFS Ms 238 , see p 

61. p 235. 

9 

62. Arberry, No 184 ' pl. 60; James, Qur'ana , No50. 
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Appendix 1, iii. Al-Safadi's account of Muhaaunad bin a1-1hhid with 

a reference to the Qur'an he wrote for Baybars. 
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Appendix 1, iv. Al- afadi Is reference in his account of - B-ivbars 

al-Jäsh-nkir to the '2ur'an written for him by 

Ibn al-'. -1 hid, No 4343. 
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Appendix 2, i. Rashid al-Din's account of the libraries established 

by him next to his tomb in the Rabo-i.. Rashldi. From 

Shift , Kit3b-i `Ta kt abet, (Punjab Univ. Publ., 7(14) 
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: ippenuiix 2, ii. Rashid al-Dina directions for the type of flur'? ns 

to be m ie at the Dar al-Masähif in the. ? dab°-i 

Rashidi. From Afshar an Minovi, Wagfiyyah , 106-7 

Tehran , 1971. 
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Appondix 4, i. Ibn Taghri-Birdi's account of Arthin 3h-xh al-Adhrafi. 

From the Manhal al äät Bib. tlat. Ms Arabe 2068 f. 159r. 
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Appendix 4, ii. A1-Magriz 's account of Jun 1 al-I)in al-Ustä1 is 

acquisition of the contents of Al-Ashraf Shae'ban"u 

madranah. From the KhitaT, Il 'p 252, Cairo 1907. 
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Appendix 4, iii. A1-Magrrizi's account of Al-Nssir 1araj's removal of 

Al-Ashraf Sh. z0ban's books from the madrasah of 

Jamftl z1-Din a1-Ustadar, Khitat , IV, p 253, Cairo 
lr-r 

1907. 
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A complete list of Qur'an mana, cripts examined in this study , 
including- those which can be dated on grounds of calligrapher 

commissioner or style. 

1. P. ' ir1uko Manuscripts 

1. British Library, Add 22,406 - 13. 

In seven parts. Fol. average per part , 155. 

For Baybars al-Ashankir. 

Probably endowed to his kh7anq3h. 

Dated 704-705 / 1304-1306-6. 

Calligrapher : Muhammad bin al-WWahid. 
Illuminator(s) : Abu Bakr 'Sandal' 

Muhammad bin Mub3dir 

Aydughdi bin CAbdall; h al-BadrT 

2. Chester Beatty Library, 1479. 

Single volume. Fol. 235 

Illuminator : Abu Bakr 'Sandal' 

3. Chester Beatty Library, 1457. 

Single volume. Fol. 252. 

Calligrapher: Muhammad bin cAbdalläh bin Ahmad al-Ansäri 

al-Khazra. ji. 

Illuminator: Muhammad bin Mubä, dir. 

4. Fx-Sotheby , 9.10.78. (Lot 122) 

Fragment. 

Ca1lip, rapher: Muhammad bin CAbdaii h bin Alum-Ad al-Ans; r-i 

al-Khazraji. 

Dated 707/ 1307. 

5-Chester Beatty Library, 1437 ; Prussian State Library 31.59); 

Boston museum of Fine Arts 26.11. 

Fragmentary multiple- part manuscript. 

Calligrapher: probably Muhammad bin -il-(lahid. 

Illuminator : probably Abü Baler 'Sandal' 
" 
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6. TIM 450; Freer Gallery Ms 43.2 ; Boston Museum of Fine 

Arts 39.793. 

Single volume. Unfoliated. 

For . Al-Trisir fuhammad. 

Dated 713"/ 1313. 

Calligrapher: Sh7adhi bin Muhammad bin Shzidh. i bin Datud bin °Isä 

bin Abi Bakr bin Ayynb. 

Illuminators : 1ydughdi bin CAbdall7ih 
al-Badri. 

cAli bin Muhammad al-Rassärn "al-A%sar' 

7.1bc-Christie, 21.7.71 ( Lot 101). 

Single volume. Pol. 260. 

8. T lM 447. 
Single volume. IJnfoliated. 

For Al-liasir Muhammad. 

Dated 714 / 1314. 

Calligrapher: oAli bin Salim. 

Illuminator: 0Abdallah 
al-Safawl al-Iialabi 

g. Chester Beatty Library, 1481. 
Single volume. Fol. 310. 

Dated 720 / 1320. 

10. Chester Beatty Library, 1473. 

Single volume. Fol. 299. 

Dated 723 / 1323 at Tripoli. 
O 

Calligrapher: Ibra rm bin Ali bin Sans' a1-!. u11. 

11.. Tx-Christie ( 16.12.70. (Lot 214) 

Single volume . Pol. 474. 

Post 1340 endowment by slave-woman 'Itishk3h' 

1'. TT tional Librar,, ", Cairo, 4. 

; in'1e volume. t'oi. 131j- 

Dated unspecified endowment certificate of l-N sir I"(u}t'tnrnv) 

729 / 1321L9" 
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13,1, eir Collection , VII19. 

., ing, lo volume. Pol. 300. 

For Al-TT it I"Iuhzmunad. 

Dated 730 / 1330. 

Calligrapher: 12iihlmmad bin Bilbek al 11uhsini. 

14. National Library, Cairo, 55; Chester Beatty Library, uncatalo, nind 
fragment. 

15. National Library, Cairo, 184. 

Single volunc. 

Dated 731 / 1331 at Cairo. 

Calligrapher: l! hm3d bin Mhirrnad bin Kamäl bin Yahfa al-1lnsari 
al Muitatabbib. 

Illuminator: probably the same man. 

16. National Library, Cairo , 714. 

Single volume. 

Dated 732 / 1332 at Cairo. 

Calligrapher and probably illuminator : fas 15. 

17-National Library, Cairo, Al. 

Single volume. Po1.380. 

Dated 734 / 1334 at Cairo. 
Calligrapher and probably illuminator: as 15. 

18. Chester Beatty Library, 1476. 

Juz' 27. Fol. average per part 37. 

Calligrapher and probably illuminator: as 15. 

19, Iran J3ý. stan Museum , 2061. 

Single voltun--. Fol. 746. 

Dated 739 / 133-9. 

Ca1li-7rapher: Ahm Lil bin ý. 1-tiuhoini. 

O. Topkapi . ̂, ariy, 133.115- 
e 

"in71e volui o, not. 23/;. 

n. -3. tß, 1 741 / 1341. 
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Cn1li rapher: Ahrlad bin Abi Ihr. zhin bin ? Zuhwiatd a1-. ̂ , h fici 

1-gur3ehi. . 1-Kitib z1-DimashTi i. 

21. Victoria and Albert Museum, Pute 559. 

Sinr; 1e volamo. Unfoliated. 

Dated 7.15 / 1345. 
Calligrapher: Asbu? h y bin Turay al-3ayfi (min) Ar; hºxn ihzh 

j 

al-Uctaziar al-iIilil i. 

22, National Library, Cairo, - 111. 

Single volume. Fol. 245. 

Dated 74- /134- 
. 

Calligrapher: o'1bda11'ýh 
al-Shäfioi. 

23-National Library, Cairo, 8. 

Single volume. Fol. 413. 

Perhaps for AI-N3-sir Hasan. 

Dated 757 / 1356. 

Calligrapher: Yacq b bin Khqlid bin Muhammad bin oAbda1-? 
ahrn; Zn 

al-Hanafi. 

24. N3tioual Library, Ciro, 97. 
. 
ý..,. p. 

Single volume. Ibl. 175. 

Dated 762 / 1360-1. 

Calligrapher: Muhamn-%i bin 11asan bin °Ali 
sal-Nakhjawäºti. 

25. Chester Beatty Library, K 39. 

Sins; le volume. Pol. 305- 

Dated endowment by Khwand Barakah to her maddrasah, 770 / 1369. 

Dated 766 / 1365. 

Calligrapher: Mahneid bin Husayn äl-Shäfioi, 
0 

26. National Library, Cairo, 80. 

Fragmentary multiple-volume copy. 

Dated endowment by Khand Bara'cth to her ma rasch, 770 / 1369. 

27. Bodleian Library , Cannon Or. 123. 

Sing1evolume. Fol. 0 
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0 Calligrapher: Umar bin cUthrn: 

in <al-Jaofari a1-Sh3fioi. 

23.1d-itional Library, Cairo, 6. 

Sin, -le volumo. Fol. 319. 

Dated endowment by Khwand BarakýLh to her madrasah , 769 / 136u. 

29. Nttioni1 Library, Cairo, 7. 

Single volu: no. Fol. 410. 

Dated endow1nont by Sultan Sh-toban to his mother's ma3 rasah ' 770 /1369. 

30. Nltional Library , Cairo , 54, 

Sin31e volume. Fol. 388. 

Undated endowment of Arghün Shah al-Ashrafi. 

31. Nation-al Library, Cairo, 9. 

Two vilume copy. Fol. 379,426. 

Dated endowment by Sultan Shacban to his mother's 2 lrasah, 770 /1369. 

Illuminator : Ibrähim al-: imidi. 

32. National Library, Cairo, 10. 

Sin? 1e volume. Fol. 217. 

Dated endowment by Sultan Shn. cban to his mwtdrasah, 773 / 1376. 

Dated 774 / 1372. 

Calligrapher : Ali bin Muhammad al-Muktib :/ Mukattib al-Ashrafi. 

Illuminator : Ibrahim al-Amid-i. 

33. National Library, Cairo, 15. 

Single volume. Fol. 293. 

For Sirghitmish al-Ashrafi 
Dated 770 / 1374" 

Calligrapher : Muhammad al-Muktib al-Shih: bi. 

Illuminator : Ibrahim al-Amidi. 

34. Chester Beatty Library, 1464-5; British Library or 848; ex-Sothaby 
8.4.75. ( Lot 200). 

Fragmentary multiple-volume copy. Fol. average per part 37. 

Illuminator : Ibrahim al-Ämidi. 

0 
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2. I1kh-inid Manuscripts. 

1. Gothoby 14.7.76. ( 234). 
Single �olume. Pol. 

Dated 631 / 1232 at B, 3; hdacl, 

Calligrapher: YY1üt al-Musta°simi 
Illuminator: probably a Cairo artist of 1304 - 1310. 

2. Iran-Bastau Museum , 4277. 

Single volume. Fol. 

Dated 685 / 1286. 

Calligrapher : as 1. 

3. Bibliothh-Tue Rationale ' Arabe 6716. 

Single volume. Fol. 211. 

Dated 688 / 1289 at Baghdad. 

Calligrapher: as 1. 

1 

4. Topkapi S3ray . EH 74. (77? ) 

Single volume. Fol. 251. 

Dated 693 / 1294. 
Calligrapher: as 1. 

5. Chester Beatty Library, 1467. 

Single volume, Fol. 493., r. 

Dated 701 / 1301-2. 

Calligrapher : Ahmad bin (al-Shaykh) al-Suhrawardi al-Bikrr 

Corrector : Muhammad bin °Abdal aAziz 
al-lbhrri. 

6. Qur'an A (Baghdad) 

Fra, gºnßntary multiple-volIimo _ copy. , fol. average per part 55" 

Dated from 702 / 1303 to 707 / 1307-8. 

Perhaps for Sultan Gh3z3L1. 

Calligrapher : as 5. 
Illuminator: Muhammad bin Aybak bin 'Abda11ah. 

7. nur'an R. i(Baýhi i). 
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Frar; mßntary mwtltiple-volume copy. Polo average per part 63. 

For Sultan OlIaytua. Endowed to his tomb in Sultaniyyah. 

Dated 706 / 1306-7 to 710 / 1311. 

Ca1lin, rapher: probably an 5. 

Illuminator: as 6. 

f3. Topkapi Zaray ,K3. 

Single volume. Fol. 229. 

Dated 709 / 1309 -10. 
Calligrapher: Mdahmüd bin Muhammad bin Yüsuf I Fakhr al 11 dh3ni 

9. Qur'an B. ii (Mosul) 

P. ragmantary multiple-volume copy. Fol. avera. ge per part 61. 

For Sultan Oljaytu. 

Dated from 706 / 1306-7 to 710 /1311. 

C .. Calligrapher and probably illuminator: Ali bin Muhammad bin Zayd bin 
Muhammad bin Zayd bin Muhl iiid bin 
Ahimd bin Muhammad bin Muh3m-sui 
bin 0UbRydalläh 

bin°A1I bin 
cUbaydallah bin cAlt bin °tJb 

yd- 
alläh bin al-Hus%yn bin CAll bin 

al-Hus c &yn bin A1T bin Abi Tälib. 

10. TICI4 ' 238. 

Single volum©. Fol. 417. 

Dated 710 / 1310-11 at Baghdad. 

Calligrapher: Sulaym. n bin Muhammad al-Jayläni. 

11. Topi-, Api Saray ,K 503. 
Fragmentary multiple-volume oopy. Fol. average per part 29. 

Dated 710 / 1311. 

Calligrapher : Ahraad bin al-Rash d. 

12. Qur'an B. iii (Hamadan), N3ý. tiona1 Library 9 Cairo, 72. 

Complete multiple volume copy. 

For sultan Oljaytu. Dated endowment by Baktimur al-S3gr to his 

rnadrasah 726 / 1326. 
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Datei 713 /1313 at Ham-idan. 

Calligrapher and illuminator : 
CAbdalle. h bin Mhurn d bin,, %IahZvI 

al-: ia n dh3ni. 

13. Qur'an C (Tabriz), Topkapi Shay, ITH 248. 

. 
Juz, 26 of a multiple part copy. Pol. 54. 

For the Vizir Rashid al-Din. 

Dated 715 / 1315. 
Calligrapher: CAbdallah bin Abi'l-Qäsim, bin cAbdalläh 

al-Tuvi 
al-Rndravari. 

14. Nztion3l Library, Tehran, Ar. 1597. 

Single volume. Fol. 

Dated 717 / 1317-18- 

Calligrapher: Shams al Din bin Häjji Fakhr al Din al-Hafiz. 

15. TIEM K 202. 

Single volume. Fol. 287. 

Dated 720 /1320 

Calligrapher: Arghün al-Kä, mili. 

16.11alters Art Gallery, Baltimore, W 559. 

Single volume. Fol. 432 

Dated 723 / 1323. 

Calligrapher: 14ubarak-Sha7h bin Qutb 

Illuminator : probably Ibrähim al-Ämidi 

17. British Library, Add 7222. 

Single volume. Fol. 467. 

Dated 723 /1328 at Sabzavar. 

Calligrapher: 
cA1i bin iduh . vunad bin Ibrahim al-Hafiz Sabzavari 

'Aidar'. 

18. Chester Beatty Library, 1463. 

Juz' 20 of a multiple-volume copy. Fol. 46. 

Dated 728 / 1328. 

Calligrapher. Perhaps °Abdallýh 
al-Sayrafi (spelled '3ir$fi') 

.j 

19. Fr-Sabri Collection, 103.0 
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Single volume. F'ol, ? 
Dated 723 / 1328. 

Calligraphor: C All al-(Abard? )ab; di. 

20. Topkapi Stray, 211 151, 

Single volume. Fol. 273. 

D%ted 730 / 1329-30. 

Calligrapher : Arghün al-KKmili. 

Illuminator: Muhammad bin Sayf al-Din al: -Naqqasb., 

21. TI1M K 73. 

Single volume. ihfoliated. 

Dated 733 / 1332-3. 

Calligrapher: Muhammad bin Häjji Dawlat-Sbih al-Shrrýzi. 

22. Chester Beatty Library, 1469; &[-Sotheby 27.4.82, (Lots 207-8) 
Fragmentary multiple-volume copy. Foll, average per part 44. 
Later endowment to the Farh3niyyah Madrasah in Tacizz , circa 1375" 
Dated 734 / 13334. 

Calligrapher: Amir H-ajj bin Ahmad al-Säyini. 
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3. Post-Ilkhanid ! hnuscripts. 

I., Ratan-i gods, IIeshhed, 293. 

Single-volume with commentary. Fol 356. 

Dated 737 / 1337. 

Callir rýpher: Muh, mrnid bin Shaykh Ynsuf (al? ) Äb3ri 'Sayyid al-Xhsttlt' 

r 
2. John Iiylands Library , Arabic 760-73 ; Chester Beatty Library, 

1606,1630; Los Angeles County Museum of Art 9 73.5490. 

Fragmentary miltiple-volume copy. 

3. Chester Beatty Library, 1609; Ex-Spinks 24.4.80. (Lot 59); 

Cincinati Museum of Art (un-numbered); Metropolitan Museum, 

62.152.8 ; Boston Museum of Fine Arts, 24.416. 

4-Chester Beatty Library, 1458. 

Juz' 21 from a multiple-voliimo copy. Fol. 149. 

5. Chester Beatty Library, 1487; National Library, Tehran (? ) 

Fragmentary copy. Fol. 109. 

6. Cheater Batty Library , 1470; Bostom Museum of Pine Arta, 29.57-9. 

Fragmentary multiple volume copy. Fol. average per part 22. 

Dated 738 / 1338 at Maraghah. 

Calligrapher: cAbdalläh bin Ahmad bin Fadlalläh bin 0Abdal-Ilunid 

a1-Q2di. 

7. B yazit Library, Istanbul , 
8056. 

Single volume. Onfoliated. 

Dated 733 / 1337. 

Calligrapher: Arghnn al-K-anili. 
Illuminator: fluhimmad bin Sayf al Dfn al-N, 41äsh 

8. TIEM ,x 452. 
Single volume. Unfoliated. 

Dated 739 / 1338-9. 

Calligrapher : Yahva al-Jam. 31i al-Safi. 

Illuminator: possibly Ibrähim al-Xnidi. 
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9. Chester Beatty Library, 1475. 

Cin7,1e volume copy. Pol. 215. 

Dated 734 1 1339-40. 

Calligrapher Yabyä al-jam. li al- üfi. 

Later Ottoman illumination. 
" 

10. TI' I. I ,K 452. 

Single volume. Unfoliated. 

Dated 740 / 1340-1. 

Ca11it rapher: ? lrghün "-t1-K-, mi1i. 

Illuminator: Muhammad bin Cs. yf al Din al-Nagq; sh. 

11. Cheater Beatty Library, 1493. 

Fragment, 

Calligrapher: as 10. 

Illuminator: as 10. 

12. Topkapi Saray ,Y 365. 

Single volume. Pol. 251. 

Dated 744/ 1343-4 at Cairo. 

Calligrapher: Yßubärak-Shah Lin Ahrnad al Dimashgi al-�eft. 

Illuminator: possibly Ibrähim al-nidi. 

13.3alar Jang Museum, Hyderabad, 182. 

Single volume. Fo1.335. 

Dated 74- / 134- at Cairo. 
Calligrapher : b'fubärak-Ch%h bin Ahmad al Dimashgi altiuyufr. 

14. Pars Museum, 456(? ) 

Fr ºe=ntary multiple-volume copy. Vol. average per part, 42. 

With endowment certificate by Tashi-Kh; tun r; iving* it to the 

Shah-i Chirgh Mosque in Shiraz circa 1345. 

Dated 744 - 745 / 1344-5" 
C llir*rapher : Yahra al-, Tnn3i a. l-Sufi. 

Illuminator: I1r. mzah bin Muhartm7, d al 0Alau 

15. Topkapi $ar., 1; 1 475. 

:, in-1e volume. Unfolia. ted. 
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Dated 746 / 1345-6 at Tabriz. 

Calligrapher: T3hir bin Abi'1-Mukärim al-Zakä'i. 

16. Pars Museum, 410(? ) 

Fragmentary multiple-volume copy. Unfoliated. 

'3ndotxment certificate of Türän-Sli h to the Jamic al- AtIrTy Shiraz, 

777 /1375-6. 
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4, Manuscripts of questionable Provenance. 

1. National Library, Cairo, 60. 

Fragmentary multiple part manuscript. Pol, average per part 55. 

endowment certificate of Girghitmish al-Nasiri to his madrasah, 
757 / 1356. 

2. Chester Beatty Library, 1455. 

Single volume. Fol. 155. 

For Al-N3-sir 9 Näsir al Dunya wa'I. ' Tn (? ) 

3. TIEM 'K 261. 

Single volume. Unfoliated. 

Dated 716 / 1316-17. 

Calligrapher: `i gtaiir bin °Abdal-ßazzäq 
al-Shii bi. 


